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MESSAGE FROM THE AUTHOR

Throughout this book, you are going to see some odd little
symbols that look like they came from a Mayan temple.
These are the most important part of the book!

These symbols will take you to the videos that made this
book possible! Because without videos, no one would believe
that racial violence is as bad as it is.

Download the Scan app on your smartphone for free. Then, open the app,
point the camera at the code and you’re done! No need to take a photo or press
a “scan” button.

*In order to use Scan, your device must have a built-in camera. When scanning
codes that redirect to online content (such as websites), you will need Internet
connectivity.
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INTRODUCTION
THERE’S A RIOT GOING ON

Racial violence is exploding across the country. Cops deny it.
Newspapers do too. Thank God for YouTube.

Racial violence is back.

In hundreds of episodes across the country since 2010, groups of black people
are roaming the streets of America intimidating, stalking, vandalizing, stealing,
shooting, stabbing, raping, and killing. But the local media and public officials
are largely silent about the problem. Crime is color blind, says a Milwaukee
police chief.1 Race is not important, a Chicago newspaper editor assures us.
That denies the obvious: America is the most race conscious society in the
world. We learn that fact every day from black caucuses, black unions, black
ministers, black teachers, black music, black art, black poets, black salon owners,
black public employees, black names, black police officers, and black media. We
learn it in stories written by members of the National Association of Black
Journalists.

We talk about everything black except black mob violence and lawlessness. That
is taboo. And the result is that few know about it. Fewer still are talking about
it. Today it is at epidemic levels in almost every city in the country. More
than ninety cities have been under attack. Some cities have suffered dozens of
attacks in the last two years alone. The list of cities under attack is long and
getting longer:

Atlantic City
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Des Moines, Iowa? Yes, at the Iowa State Fair no less, during what the Des
Moines Register called Beat Whitey Night.2

Peoria, Illinois? Absolutely. As many as nine race riots occurred in 2011 alone
right in the heart of Middle America, including “a large-scale illegal fireworks
display in a housing complex” that turned into a riot.3

Milwaukee? Yes, on the Fourth of July 2011. After looting a nearby convenience
store, a crowd of nearly one hundred blacks set upon some white teens on a
picnic. After beating one white woman, a black woman noted “Oh white girl
bleed a lot.” At the Milwaukee State Fair, in what was probably the most
explicit and public hate crime in years, hundreds of black people roamed the
fairgrounds targeting white people for violence.4

You didn’t hear about that? Then you probably did not hear about the biggest
race riot in America: Black Beach Week every Memorial Day in Miami Beach.
You will.
Along with the violence, it is amazing how often the videos feature laughing
and mocking that would never make it into a movie script because it is too
pathological to believe. Truth is stranger than fiction, because truth does not
have to make sense.
In August 2011 on a porch in Wilmington, Delaware, ten black men beat a
delivery man unconscious. While they laughed. I was only 200 yards away at
the time and would have heard the incident had I not been sitting next to a
fan. Two months before, a dozen black people attacked joggers with tear gas
at Brandywine River Park. A few weeks later, a mob of twenty black people
surrounded a bicyclist, knocked him down, and stole his bike. But since only
four people actually put their hands on the cyclist, the local newspaper said
only four people were involved. This kind of math happens a lot.5

A few weeks after that incident, ten black people attacked a minister. He was
left dazed and confused, not just by the attack but also since his church had
done so much to promote racial harmony. A year later, a black mob attacked
another delivery driver. It was three doors down from my house and right in
front of the homes of two police officers.
That is just a glimpse at the racial violence in one small town.
Almost as astonishing as the widespread racial violence is the willingness of
people in authority and the media to deny it, ignore it, explain it away, condone
it, and even fib about it.
I know that’s a big accusation, but I’ll back it up.
In Chicago, after weeks of racial violence and weeks of the newspapers refusing
to mention the crime was exclusively black mobs rampaging through the down-
town, the superintendent of the police said he figured out who was to blame for
gun violence: Sarah Palin. A year later he blamed the “pilgrims.”
Yes, that is what he said, and I explain more in chapter 8.

../Text/notes.html#iintrofn2
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Congressman Bobby Rush said black violence in Chicago was routine and the
only reason anyone was paying attention to it was because it was black on white
violence. This is a theme heard in Rochester, Washington, D.C., and dozens of
other places. “What’s the big deal? This has been happening a long time in
black neighborhoods.”6

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Bobby Rush on Black Violence

Congressman Rush is probably right, which means this problem is hundreds
of times worse than we think. In the Milwaukee July 4th incident, the police
refused to take reports or make arrests. For all intents and purposes, it would
never have existed if not for some of the victims coming forward and demanding
action.

Many do not.

In Philadelphia, Asian students in the public schools had endured years of racial
abuse at the hands of black students. The solution the school superintendent
came up with was to give the Asian students a pamphlet on how not to antag-
onize black students.

According to The New York Times, the 2010 riots on the streets of South Philly
had “no racial component” and were “nothing much,” said the mayor at first.
Then events forced him to acknowledge the obvious: groups of black people
were taking racial violence to a new level.7

A dangerous level with greater frequency.

It’s not just the media that is reluctant to connect the dots of the racial element
behind the violence. Even many victims do not like to talk about the race of
their attackers. Some are flat out afraid. Violent crime will do that to you. In
Philadelphia, one victim—mentioned later—said talking about the race of her
attackers was “creepy.” Her friends say pointing it out is “racist.” In Milwaukee,
another victim said it would be too divisive. In Springfield, Illinois, football fans
accused a mom of being racist after she demanded justice for her son after he was
almost killed at a party thrown by a black fraternity and attended by members
of the football team.8

The denial is deep, so is the intimidation from those who do not wish anyone
to talk about this topic. Gawker.com blamed the Drudge Report for bringing
the epidemic of racial violence to our attention, saying the stories were “run-of-
the-mill summer crime stories that happen to involve black people.”9

Deniers always say the same thing: One, it does not exist. Two, here is why it
does exist. Psychiatrists tell us we are only as sick as our secrets. Race is our
biggest secret. It is a sickness we can end.
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Police, media, and even victims may be unwilling to talk about racial violence,
but the Internet—YouTube and Twitter specifically—tell the truth.

I first started reading about the racial crime and violence epidemic on Drudge
while researching the topic for a talk radio show my brother and I host on
WDEL in Wilmington, Delaware.

One story led to five, which led to twenty-five, which led to 125, and on and on.
My writing has won more than fifty awards and has appeared in more than one
thousand media outlets around the globe, including The New York Times, Los
Angeles Times, Washington Post, Boston Globe, and Miami Herald.

Writing about race and crime is not new territory for me. I used to be a
ghostwriter for the first black chair of the US Commission on Civil Rights.
I wrote a story that got a black person out of prison after he was unjustly
convicted of trying to kill his white girlfriend. That was a big deal for NPR, the
Los Angeles Times and others. I wrote several stories about fake hate crimes,
and how the perpetrators suckered the daily papers into writing them. Today I
write about racial violence and its denial for World Net Daily. Over the years
I have found that writing about race can be treacherous, so here are my rules:
no stereotypes, no generalizations, no explanations, and no apologies. Also, no
causes or solutions. Just the facts.

As I started to unravel the threads of the attacks I read about on Drudge,
it became clear right away that this was happening all over the country and
had been for at least a year or two. It was also clear that newspapers were
underreporting it—when they reported it at all.

But whenever I showed the YouTube videos or news accounts to a reporter, they
would always say race had nothing to do with it. This denial was so widespread
that I knew there was enough information for more than just a magazine article,
so I published the first edition of this book in 2011. That opened the flood gates.
Since then I have been gathering more examples of black mob violence from all
over the country. Cities big and small. Places where you might expect it,
and places where it came as a total surprise. Places like Peoria, Indianapolis,
Charlotte, Gainseville, Springfield, and dozens of other unlikely cities both big
and small.

Since then, I have compiled notes, gathered more accounts, and included QR
codes to make the links easier to find. There are a lot of source URLs to pictures
and videos that don’t just tell you about the events, they show you the actual
events. If you are reading the e-book, just click on the video links throughout
or the links to the articles in the endnotes. If you are reading the print book
and don’t have a smart phone, you can see all the links at WND.com. I’ll also
keep current links posted at WhiteGirl-BleedaLot.com, because these links have
a way of disappearing.

A lot of people buy this book for themselves and for their recalcitrant brother-
in-law or co-worker who simply deny this is happening. I am grateful for all the
support and Facebook friends, and for all the news tips, tweets and retweets,
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letters to reporters, and calls to talk radio. They made a big difference. I hope
new readers will join the fight.

Most newspapers do not report on black mob violence. But the pictures tell the
real story. So do the eyewitness accounts on the Internet. A reporter for a major
daily paper in St. Louis defended his paper’s refusal to make any connection
between race and violent crime by saying “everyone already knows who did it,
anyway.”

Here we verify, not guess. While I rely on local news for facts about the attacks,
for the racial identity of the attackers, most of the time I look at the pictures
from the paper, YouTube, the Internet, and good old fashioned reporting.

In talking about racial crime and violence on our talk radio show, my brother and
I have learned many people want to deny it, then explain it away. Underneath
the denials and explanations are the crimes. That is what this book is about.

We are going to look at many stories of racial violence across this country from
roughly 2009 to the present to show how widespread, violent, and detached these
rioters are. We’ll look at the facts of the riots, the lawlessness, and the deniers.
Then you can come to your own conclusions. Or even ideas about causes and
solutions. But the facts of the violence must come first.

Let’s start in Philly.

1
THE PHILADELPHIA SYNDROME

If a liberal reporter gets beat up in a race riot, did it really happen?
“It’s not our fault you can’t fight.”

Emily Guendelsberger had nothing to fear from black mob violence in Philadel-
phia. Despite the news reports of dozens of violent events in her neighborhood
during 2009 and 2010, she dismissed it. It’s just not cool to notice the race of
the attackers, so like the media and public officials, she pretended she didn’t.

Guendelsberger was an editor at Onion Magazine, a lifestyle guide for the hope-
lessly hip complete with gratuitous shots at Sarah Palin. Guendelsberger and
her reporter buddies were the good guys, just out for an evening of fun in the
urban core of South Philadelphia. And if the chance for racial violence was
present, the adrenaline added a bit of spice.

In 2010 Guendelsberger wrote a column for the Philadelphia Daily News about
why using the term “flash mob” to describe the large groups of black people
organizing on Twitter belied a fundamental misunderstanding of what was hap-
pening.
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Unprecedented racial violence? Nothing to worry about. Losing the term “flash
mob” to another meaning? Now “them’s some fightin’ words.”

In the two years prior to the night Guendelsberger and her band of urban
pioneers were attacked, Philadelphia had seen dozens of episodes of racial mob
violence. As I write this, the local news just finished a story on three black
people who had been convicted of racial violence. The reporter said Philly had
seen five cases of mob violence in the last year.

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Minimalizing the Violence

I’m not sure how he’s defining “mob violence” because by my count there are
many more than five episodes in Philadelphia. Many share the same charac-
teristics: punching, stealing cell phones, laughing at the victims, sending text
messages on stolen phones, fighting, and assaulting police officers. And what
do the public officials and press do? Minimize, marginalize, deny, and even
condone the behavior.1

Even so, in June of 2011, Guendelsberger and her friends were quite surprised
when their nonviolent liberal intentions did nothing but encourage a crowd of
more than a thousand black people to assault her. One of the rioters told
another victim that night, “it’s not our fault you can’t fight.”2

The initial newspaper accounts say it was only forty people. That’s a mob in
itself, but the reporters never mentioned that these were just an offshoot of the
thousands of black people who had swarmed the upscale bars, restaurants, and
shops in South Philadelphia with mayhem on their minds. They were running
through the streets, assaulting people in restaurants, stealing phones and purses,
and pulling people off bicycles. It was violent-very violent. And race was never
mentioned.

Not one of the thousands cared enough to call the police or to help Guendels-
berger and her friends when they were herded into an alley and beaten and
robbed. The thugs were laughing the entire time. And no one came forward to
identify the assailants.

“Stitches for snitches” is the urban omertà–the code of silence.

Guendelsberger was beaten up pretty badly. She suffered from a severely broken
leg among other injuries. But she wasn’t hurt badly enough to get the picture.
She told anyone who would listen that the attack was not racially motivated
because, although all the assailants were black, her boyfriend was brown. Since
he was beaten up too, but not as badly as she was, that supposedly proved
her point that race had nothing to do with the attack. Anyone who thought
differently was “racist” and “creepy,” she said.
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In city after city the media and officials—and sometimes victims too—ignore,
minimize, and even condone the racial element of the violence. Several com-
mentors to an online article about the incident at the defunct AV Club website
wondered why Guendelsberger could not acknowledge the racial component of
the mob. They were met with scorn: “Unless you’re pointing that out to show
how the whites have oppressed blacks, acknowledging that fact is racist.”

Philadelphia liberals, meet the Stockholm Syndrome.

Philadelphia Mayor Michael Nutter called Guendelsberger to thank her for calm-
ing any potential racial animosity that could have resulted from her attack. This
was the same Mayor who had recently declared that an outbreak of racial vi-
olence was nothing to worry about and was really the fault of bad reporting.
The police chief had backed up the mayor, and the district attorney said a high
school diploma is the best anti-crime tool. Just one year and a few dozen attacks
earlier, the mayor and his crew had assured the people of Philadelphia that the
flash mob crimes would stop because, uh … they said they were going to stop
them.3

In 2010 Nutter told The New York Times the violence had “no racial compo-
nent.” The official party line was that, yes, young people were committing these
random acts of violence. But as for race? Nobody knew nuttin’ ’bout nuttin’,
see?4

YouTube videos showed thousands of black people roaming the streets of
Philadelphia committing acts of vandalism, looting, and violence. But not a
word from the press about the racial component of these crimes. There were
lots of video cameras. Local affiliates had plenty of video footage, but no one
had the nerve to say what the video screamed: all the attackers and looters
were black. Even Al Jazeera had a story: “Flash mobs can be quite effective
when multiple people turn up in one place to attract attention to a just cause.
… They can, however, be terrifying when they’re violent and unnecessary, as
we have seen in “the City of Brotherly Love.”5

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Flash Mob in Philly

Then came the testimonials from other victims.

Police had claimed that none of the injuries imposed by the mob was serious.
Turns out they had not even checked. Ronnie Polaneczky, columnist for the
Philadelphia Inquirer, checked. She found John, a maintenance mechanic, had
suffered severe brain injury and facial fractures after he was pulled from a bike
and beaten.6

SCAN ME!
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VIDEO: Macy’s Flash Rob

The stories are legion.

February 2010. More than 100 black people broke into fights and caused de-
struction at a Macy’s department store a few blocks from city hall.

March 17, 2010. Dozens of black people fight in a clothing store while onlookers
laugh and cheer.7

Spring 2010. Police break up a black flash mob in the Tioga-Nicetown section
of Philly. Kids were bored and acting stupid, said the reporter. The video tells
another story.

July 4, 2010. Hundreds of black people storm the streets of South Philadelphia
beating, looting, destroying.8

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Tioga-Nicetown Mob

June 2011. The same weekend Guendelsberger and her pals ran into “nothing
much,” more than forty black people in a Philly suburb descended on a Sears
and ransacked it in broad daylight. Afterwards, the police chief said he feared
for the safety—of the rioters.

July 2011. Stop me if you’ve heard this before—hundreds of black people cre-
ated an “astonishing” amount of violence at downtown Philadelphia restaurants,
hotels, and bars.9

July 4, 2011. Ten black people assault and stab a student from LaSalle Univer-
sity and his dog. The student is still alive, though many people do not know
how. The dog probably saved him.10

Summer 2011. Jeremy Schenkel recounted the attack on him to CBS3 Eyewit-
ness News. He said the kids were laughing as they beat and kicked him, cheering
each other on. “Almost like an admiring group that was following them, just
kind of ragging on people, and one of those guys said, ‘It’s not our fault you
can’t fight’,” Schenkel recalls.11

There are so many stories and so many videos that some started setting them
to rap music.

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Ode to Crime
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This list goes on and on, and none of the reporters seemed to notice the race of
the criminals. It was so glaring that hundreds of readers commented online and
wanted to know why the newspapers repeatedly refused to identify the race of
the attackers. Many of the comments were removed for being racist.

People knew two things were important in all these stories: 1) Large groups
of black people were systematically assaulting residents in their town. 2) The
media was too heavily invested in not talking about the fact that the gangs of
violent criminals were entirely black.

A few days after the June 2011 attack on Guendelsberger, news anchors on the
local Fox affiliate weighed in. A black TV anchor worried about the “destructive
tone” of the comments from people who observed that all the people in these
riots were black. She said it was “sad” that people did not recognize the true
nature of the violence: young people were to blame, not black people. The
guest, a black radio talk show host, said the riots were not racial, and then tried
to justify them because the state legislature cut money for job training and
increased money for prisons. He said it was not right to blame an entire group
for the acts of a few bad people. “When an African American commits a crime,”
he said, “society is looking to define race. When Lochner shot [Congresswoman]
Giffords, nobody said ‘what is wrong with white men?’ This isn’t a black or
white issue; they need things to do.”

It’s classic: they didn’t do it. Here’s why they did it.

They went on to blame young people some more, and despite overwhelming
video evidence, despite the fact that everyone arrested was black, despite every
bit of evidence to the contrary, they repeated that it was not about race.

Why couldn’t we see that?

MAYOR NUTTER HAS A EUREKA MOMENT

One month later, Philadelphia’s black mayor, Michael Nutter, changed the
game. After years of denying and deflecting and condoning, Nutter took to
the pulpit of his boyhood church and mentioned the “R” word: Race. In a
Sunday speech in July 2011, the mayor admitted his city had a problem with
violent black people:

You have damaged your own race.

Take those God darn hoodies down, especially in the summer. Pull your pants
up and buy a belt ’cause no one wants to see your underwear or the crack of
your butt. Nobody.

If you walk into somebody’s office with your hair uncombed and a pick in the
back, and your shoes untied, and your pants half down, tattoos up and down
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your arms and on your neck, and you wonder why somebody won’t hire you?
They don’t hire you ’cause you look like you’re crazy.12

The head of Philadelphia’s chapter of the National Association for the Advance-
ment of Colored People, J. Whyatt Monde-sire, said it “took courage” for Mr.
Nutter to deliver the message. “These are majority African-American youths
and they need to be called on it,” Mr. Mondesire said.

The black Web site TheGrio.com said “Nutter just seemed so disgusted that he
just had to, as he put it, talk about things black people think but won’t say.”13

After years of joining with the mayor in ignoring organized racial violence,
the Philadelphia Inquirer congratulated the mayor for moving “quickly against
mayhem mobs.”14

After Mayor Nutter got religion, so did Guendelsberger: “I am afraid of young,
black men now. It’s very annoying because there are a lot of young, black men
in Philadelphia. I honestly just wish I could go back to how I was before,” she
said.15

No folks. To quote the master comic: I am not making this up.

All the kids needed, said the mayor and his crew, was a place to go, something
to do. In the big Democrat-controlled cities, such as Philadelphia and Chicago,
Democrats have been singing that song since 1964. I guess they hope one of
these days they’ll get it right.

How about bowling? So the Mayor organized a “Teen Night” at a bowling alley
for the kids, which was going well until someone got stabbed in a fight after the
bowling.16

And of course the attacks continued.

On July 29, 2011, a man in hospital scrubs was walking down the street at 2
p.m. Coming towards him were seven black students from Mastery Charter
School in Philadelphia. Oprah gave the school $1 million. Not as a reward.
The Oprah dollars came before the attacks so that the black children could
have shiny new computers and nice uniforms, which they were wearing during
the attack. As the man passed the students, they turned and pummeled him.
It was all caught on tape from two surveillance cameras. Maybe we’ll see this
on the Oprah Network.17

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Mastery Charter School Mob Team

At the time, Fox News bragged “this video, which you will only see on Fox,”
was a big deal. Fox took it down, but kudos to LiveLink.com for having the
foresight to capture the original Fox report.
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In 2009 a year before this racial mob violence started making news, other cases of
racial violence were going on at Philadelphia schools. The schools were bending
over backwards to overlook it. It got so bad that it took a Department of Justice
investigation to make them stop denying it.

In September 2011 two white kids in the Philadelphia community of Port Rich-
mond may or may not have laughed at a black person who may or may not have
fallen off a bike. It’s unclear what happened to trigger the event, but what we
do know is that a crowd of about forty black people chased the two boys into a
nearby house. The Inquirer described what happened next:

Inside his house, LaVelle, 37, called to his wife, Kim, 30, to go to their bedroom
with their twin 13-month-old boys, Mark and Mason, and to call police. He also
ordered his two other sons, 11 and 17, and his nephew, 7, to stay upstairs.

With the two teens hiding in the house, LaVelle, 5 feet 10, 220 pounds, a
well-known sports-league organizer and coach in the community, went outside
to try to calm the angry mob.

They were standing on his steps. One shouted, “ ‘Something’s going to happen
now!’ ” LaVelle recalled in an interview Friday at his house. LaVelle got nervous
and went back inside, locking his door with a deadbolt.

But the attackers pounded on his front windows and kicked his wooden door so
hard, it flew open and some of them entered his house.

“The first guy hits me with a pipe. The second guy knocks me in the face. All
I’m hearing is my wife and kids screaming,” said LaVelle, who feared that the
next time they saw him, he would be in a casket.

He said that he was able to push the attackers out the door, but then a third
man—who had a gun—tried to extend his arm. LaVelle grabbed onto the
gunman’s lower arm and shoulder so he couldn’t raise the weapon.18

The Port Richmond police arrived, wrote a report, and left. Two hours later,
the mob returned and threatened the occupants, trying to intimidate them not
to testify in court. And this was just one of a rash of mob attacks on individual
homes. In Kansas City the exact same thing was about to happen until the
homeowner pulled out a rifle. The crowd went elsewhere to wreak havoc.

Months later, another victim, Anna Taylor, was identified for the first time. She
was badly beaten in a Philadelphia race riot and may never fully recover.

The blow that Taylor absorbed was so powerful that she lost a front tooth and
its root, and the roots of nearby teeth still may die, her dentist told her. The
punch also split her upper lip so severely that much of it was hanging from her
face and she was unable to speak.

Taylor’s mother, Peggy, a Germantown social worker, said her daughter needed
so many stitches inside and outside her mouth at Hahnemann University Hos-
pital after the assault that “we just couldn’t count them.”
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The mob took over South Street that warm Saturday night, the first of spring,
as though popping up from nowhere, witnesses said. It seemed to be following
the patterns of three similar mobs that had quickly assembled in Center City
on March 3, Feb. 16, and Dec. 18.
“They had smiles on their faces as they scared people at random,” Assistant
District Attorney Angel Flores said in an interview with The Inquirer a week
after the March 20 attacks. “They thought that assaulting others was a form
of enjoyment.”
Indeed, the young man who hit Taylor was laughing as he punched her and said,
“Bam, there’s another one,” according to Taylor. “It was frightening.”19

In Atlantic City on July 4, 2011, hundreds of black people were milling around
Bally’s Casino on the boardwalk near midnight. Soon there were fights and
pandemonium, “people running for their lives as a man shoots onto the Board-
walk just hours after Atlantic City’s Fourth of July celebration ended.” And of
course the whole thing was caught on video, including the shooting.20

Philadelphia TV reporter Steve Keeley of Fox 29 got so impatient with the
bumbling of the ineffectual prosecutor, he demanded he stop using “psycho
babble” and start talking about the criminals in a way people can understand.

JUST BLOWIN’ OFF SOME STEAM

After reviewing thousands of videos with more than five hundred episodes of
racial violence, I thought at some point I would lose my capacity to be surprised.
Then came Temple University.
In just a bit you will read about an event that just might be crazier than the
episode that gave this book its name. Until then, here is a little background.
Temple University is a Philadelphia school that, like Columbia and the Uni-
versity of Southern California, is located in a high crime, urban neighborhood.
(Urban? Now they have me using euphemisms.) So the people who run Temple
University decided they needed to do something about violent mobs. Natu-
rally, they contacted their medical school because it’s a public health thing.
After lots of deliberation, they decided to hire community activists from the
neighborhood—people with “street cred.”
Imbued with street cred, they go around and talk to the leaders of the violent
flash mobs in Philadelphia and convince them to stop beating, looting, stealing,
vandalizing, and all that.
They spent $500,000 to hire three outreach workers. One of them was a twenty-
six-year old guy named Brandon Jones. “Brandon Jones knows the streets
of South Philadelphia, and he understands what his young clients are going
through in their daily lives. He can relate,” wrote Pearl Stewart in Diverse.
She went on to write—and here’s the kicker—“Jones says he understands the
high energy level of youths and the need ‘to blow off some steam.’ ”21
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Here is what kind of terrible person I am: I would not have believed the above
quote if someone told me, if I read about it, or if I heard about it on TV or radio.

I would only believe it if I read it myself. You can check out the article yourself.

SCAN ME!

ARTICLE: Just Blowin’ Off Some Steam

After Nutter delivered his stinging rebuke of massive black violence in Philadel-
phia, it is tempting to say all was well. It did seem better. At least for a
while.

In February 2013, Philadelphia Magazine wrote a story about how white people
are afraid of black violence, even afraid to speak about it. Nutter went ballistic.
Gone were the conciliatory words and calls for personal responsibility. Nutter
asked the city’s Human Relations Commission to investigate the bad man who
wrote the article.22

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Black People Assualting People

Then three weeks later it happened again. Two hundred black people on the
streets of downtown Philly, fighting, rampaging.

Which, of course, is where we started.

This book is about predators and victims. But some people fight back. We’ll
talk about them too.

2
THE KNOCKOUT GAME, ST. LOUIS STYLE

“White boy in’ the wrong place at the right time. Soon as the car door open
up he mine”

Ready to play the Knockout Game?

The rules are pretty simple: Find a white guy—alone is important. Make sure
he looks defenseless. Punch him in the face as hard as you can. Don’t stop until
your arms get tired or he gets knocked out. Or worse. If he goes down, you win.
It’s called the Polar Bear Game in Illinois, but we’ll get into that later. Versions
of these games exist across the country, but the St. Louis version is the most
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popular. You can play anywhere, but a “vibrant and culturally mixed” district
is probably best.

Over the last two years, the number of Knockout Game attacks has ranged from
twenty (if you believe the police) to one hundred (if you believe people actually
playing and watching the game). Or even more, if you believe a local judge.

And that is just in St. Louis.

In October 2011 fifty-one-year-old Matt Quain was on his way home from a local
grocery story, ready to celebrate a Cardinals’ victory in the World Series when
he was attacked by a mob of black people. They left him with a broken jaw,
black eye, and stitches in his face. St. Louis Mayor Francis Slay came across
Quain in the gutter, unconscious:

The group walked in front of the mayor’s car, across Grand. Slay noted how
relaxed they looked. He glanced back at the library. He saw a man face down
in the street, motionless, feet inches from the curb, blood pooling on the pave-
ment. … They looked like little kids, he thought. They laughed and held aloft
cellphones like they were snapping pictures.1

Seven black people were arrested for the attack. Police held a meeting at Roo-
sevelt High School and begged the kids to please stop the Knockout Game. Two
weeks later, a fifty-four-year-old man was beaten repeatedly. Two of the people
arrested had been at the meeting.2

The Quain trial was supposed to begin in January. Instead, the district attorney
dropped the charges because a thirteen-year-old witness did not show up for the
trial. Mayor Slay said it was a case of witness tampering. “My strong guess
is that she was intimidated, threatened not to testify which is why she did
not show up,” Slay said to the Post-Dispatch. “The case fell apart and the
second-degree assault charges were dropped, followed by cheers and high-fives
among the defendants.”3

There was also plenty of jubilation on Facebook, which the Post-Dispatch re-
ported. This included a dispatch from a black person known as the Knockout
King, because he was universally acclaimed to be the master of this athletic art
form:

FREE ALL MY TKO GUYS

Despite the otherwise excellent coverage, at no time did the Post-Dispatch ever
include a description of the race of the attackers. The paper even disabled
the comments section of news stories associated with this and other Knockout
attacks, because readers were demanding to know details.

Flash forward to 2013. One of the accused attackers in the Quain Knockout
Game was shot dead trying to break into a St. Louis home during an attempted
burglary. Demetrius Murphy will not be playing the Knockout Game anymore.
Ever.
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Murphy’s grandfather, Paul Furst, told KSDK that Murphy was mentally chal-
lenged and did not deserve to die:4

I believe this is another one of the Trayvon Martin stories where people are
getting so gun happy they shoot just on impulse now. I could understand if he
was a threat. But on the property, he was not a threat.

Murphy was fifteen years old.

The Knockout Game is also popular with Asian immigrants. As victims.

In April 2011, two elderly Vietnamese immigrants were attacked. Seventy-
two-year-old Hoang Nguyen and his fifty-nine-year-old wife, Yen Nguyen, were
“walking in an alley behind the 3800 block of Spring Avenue [when] two males
and two females approached the couple, who were on their way home from a
Vietnamese market. Nguyen was punched in the head and kicked in the ab-
domen. He died at a hospital. His wife suffered an eye socket fracture when she
was punched in the face. Elex Levell Murphy was arrested for the attack and
told police the attack was part of the “Knockout Game.”5

In 2012 the attacks started again. In May a man who was too scared to allow
police to release his name was beaten by a group of up to a dozen black people.
“The thirty-year-old male victim was walking on the sidewalk … when a group
of teens approached. [Edward] Townsend punched the man. Police said it
appeared to be another example of the Knockout Game and arrested Townsend.
He was convicted in March 2013 and sentenced to one year in prison. He was
the only member of the gang to be charged.6

In the early morning in March 2012, an unconscious Pete Kruchowski was found
in the middle of the street, near his bike (which showed little sign of dam-
age). Kruchowski sustained skull fractures, broken bones, a punctured lung,
and bruises. Some people believe he was a victim of the Knockout Game even
though police said it was just a bike accident. Umar Lee is a St. Louis writer,
activist, and boxing coach. In his video blog and in an interview, he says police
ignore many Knockout Game assaults because they make the city look bad.
Almost all of the perpetrators are black and the victims are not, he says. But
the boxing coach knows why:

If you raise your children to be victims, they’ll be victims as adult. Who do they
attack? The elderly, the poor at the bus stops, immigrants, weak yuppies, the
Woody Allen crowd, pencil neck geeks on their iPhones. Why? Because they
won’t fight back. They’re looking for an easy victim. The root of the problem,
in my opinion, father’s not raising their children.7

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Umar Lee on the Knockout Game
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St. Louis police and others say the attacks have been happening in waves since
2006. In 2009 in Columbia, Missouri, security video shows a group of nine black
people stalking a man into a parking garage. They hit him, knock him down,
kick him, then run away. Soon, however, they returned, picked him up, hit him
some more, and kicked him again.

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Comin’ Back for More

The Riverfront Times found a friend of the game players who said the number
of players was more than twenty:

“Based on our intelligence, we believe it’s an isolated group of maybe five to
nine kids,” said Police Chief Daniel Isom.

Local teens say it’s far more popular than that.

“I’d say maybe ten to fifteen percent of kids play Knockout King,” Aaron Davis,
who’s eighteen and lives in south city, adding that he never took part. “It’s not
a whole school, but it’s a nice percentage.”

Some former participants maintain Davis’ estimate is too low.

“Everybody plays,” says eighteen-year-old Brandon Demond, a former partici-
pant who provided only his first and middle names for publication.

“It’s a game for groups of teens to see who can hit a person the hardest,” explains
Brandon, who’s standing with a group of friends on Grand Boulevard as a police
officer listens nearby. “It’s a bunch of stupid-ass little dudes in a group, like
we are now. See this dude walkin’ up behind me?” — Brandon gestures to a
longhaired man walking toward him on the sidewalk — “We could just knock
him out right now.”8

St. Louis seems to be the most popular place for the game, but it is not the
only place. Attorney and writer John Bennett says the game is also played in
Massachusetts, New Jersey, Wisconsin, and Illinois, where it’s called Polar Bear
Hunting.

COLLEGE CAMPUS FUN

College campuses are popular places for racial violence. Montee Ball, Heisman
finalist in 2011, was on the other end of the violence spectrum: A victim.

Ball has not been the same player since five black men attacked him in August
2012, sending him to the emergency room with head injuries. In 2012, the
Wisconsin Badgers were ranked twelfth in the AP college football poll. Ball
had been a 2011 first-team All-American running back for Wisconsin and was
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a pre-season favorite for the Heisman Trophy. Wisconsin was a team to watch
and Ball was one of the stars. At least he was before he was knocked to the
ground and surrounded by men who were kicking him in the head. Ball had
just left a campus hangout and if his girlfriend had not thrown herself over him
to protect his head, it could have been worse, said Ball’s mother.9

The once-mighty Ball started the season as, at best, an ordinary running back.
“I wasn’t doing too well earlier on in the season,” he told reporters after a
victory over Purdue. “And things weren’t really going my way.” After an early
season loss to Oregon it was clear that prospects for Ball—and his twelfth-ranked
team—would have to be lowered. The Top 25 quickly became a distant memory
for Badger fans.10

Two months after the attack, sportswriters wondered if Ball was ever going
to get his groove back. At least one reporter figured it out, in part anyway:
“Could Ball still be feeling some lingering effects from an off-the-field physical
altercation that occurred in early August?11

An altercation? It was an assault. It is amazing how often reporters cannot
figure out the difference.

Either way, CBS Sports observed: “Montee Ball’s Heisman campaign is on life
support.”

Badgers fans were hopeful that Ball’s big game against Purdue was a sign he
was back. It wasn’t.

Ball’s Heisman chances may have died, but at least he lived. Another college
football player, far from Heisman glory, was not so lucky.

In 2012 about thirty miles from Pittsburgh, a mob of black people attacked
Washington and Jefferson College running back Timothy McNerney. He died.

“We don’t have a very detailed description other than that there were several
males, and that the majority of them if not all of them are black males,” said
Detective Dan Staneck of the Washington police.12

Black mob violence is a new component of life at college campuses around the
country.

In June 2012 in Grand Rapids, five black men, including a fourteen-year-old,
“broke into a home … near the Grand Valley State University Pew Campus,
hitting victims over the head with a weapon, tying them up, and then repeatedly
raping a woman.”13

Next stop on the college black mob violence tour is Richmond, Virginia. The
Virginia Commonwealth University was the site of several assaults and even a
murder over three months in the first half of 2012.

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Cigarette Bandits
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In August 2012 a crowd of fifteen to twenty black people were seen cruising
through the streets of Richmond near the VCU campus. Within five minutes,
the mob attacked and robbed at least two people in two separate episodes.
“They punched a man, then went up to a VCU student and punched him two
times before stealing cigarettes.”14

In September “black males of an unknown age” were responsible for what the
CBS affiliate called a “Sunday assault near VCU campus, the latest of several.”15

Several days later, a group of black men, one carrying a pistol, confronted a VCU
student outside of a fraternity party.16

In October VCU campus officials issued an alert after six armed robberies were
reported in or near the campus within one hour. All the suspects were black.
Local print and electronic media identified them as such.

On October 6 four black men robbed and killed a man a few blocks off campus
in a student neighborhood.17

On October 8 three black men robbed a VCU professor on campus.18

University officials even issued a warning: It can be assumed that conditions
continue to exist that may pose a threat to members and guests of the VCU
community.

At least one person who lives near the campus knows why: “That’s where VCU
decided to expand into—the historically hardcore black areas,” said a poster to
a local_news site. “I don’t [see] why planners didn’t foresee any of this. Either
clean up the area once [and] for all or VCU should shift its expansion to another
part of town.”19

POLAR BEAR HUNTING

As forthcoming as Richmond media may be, print and electronic media at the
University of Illinois in Champaign took the opposite tact when confronted with
a wave of racial violence over the last three years. They ignored it. They hoped
it would go away. Instead it got worse.

It even got its own name: Polar Bear Hunting.

But truth can come at strange times and in strange places. A liberal colum-
nist recently claimed conservatives were imagining the epidemic of hundreds
of episodes of black mob violence and lawlessness in more than ninety cities.
However, reluctantly, Esteban Moberley, a Salon reader, set the record straight:

I live in Champaign, Illinois, home of the University of Illinois. For the past
several years, we have had an onslaught of groups of young black men assault-
ing white men at random. They ambushed and beat students on the campus
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and people in their own yards. These victims were not typically robbed, just
ambushed and beaten senseless.

They beat up our weatherman in one incident.20

By then, even the local media could not keep it out of the press. The News
Gazette told the students what the Chicago Tribune never will. The weatherman
was the latest in a growing list of white men in town being beaten by young
black men for a “sport.”21

In the summer 2012 William Stockdale III was beaten, robbed, and almost killed
after leaving a University of Illinois campus bar. Two black men were eventually
convicted of the crime, including one who had a previous conviction and was
still on probation from a Polar Bear Hunting attack two years earlier.22

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Brawl at Central State

Even Salon’s loyal liberal reader Esteban Moberley had to admit:

Perhaps this sort of thing doesn’t happen everywhere, all the time, but it does
actually happen, and I can’t believe my liberal college town of 100,000 is the
only place this sort of thing is happening.23

True that.

Out in Ohio, college racial violence took a different form. About two hundred
black students from Central State University and Wilberforce University, two
black colleges, had a brawl in May 2012, and at least one of them took a video.
The Dayton Daily News said the mob attacked the police when they tried to
break it up.

In 1986 Jeanne Clery was a freshman at Leigh University. After she was raped
and murdered in her dorm room there was a strong outcry about how crime was
reported on campuses nationwide. In 1990 the Clery Act was signed into law
and requires all colleges and universities that get federal funding to keep records
on all crime on or near their campuses. Although some University violence does
not make it to the press, all schools must report it. At the University of Missouri,
a Clery Act report details racial violence of at least four black people in August
of 2012.24

Down the road in St. Louis in April 2012, student videos capture another large
brawl on the campus of St. Louis Community College-Meramec. Details are
sketchy. Nothing about this mob violence appeared in the newspaper. But the
video shows dozens of black people fighting, with one complaining that someone
did something to her baby.

SCAN ME!
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VIDEO: Meramec Brawl

Maybe that is not news. Maybe that happens all the time. Maybe it is normal.
Or maybe it’s not and the newspapers just don’t want to report it.

At Buffalo State University in September 2012, two mobs of black people as-
saulted two groups of students. Earlier in the month, the local papers reported
four other attacks and robberies. The attacks all featured groups of three to
twenty people, and all of them black. Some of the injuries required surgery.

The chief of police in Buffalo, Peter Carey, offered a solution to the epidemic of
racial violence: The victims have to learn how to behave in the big city: “The
City of Buffalo is an urban environment, and if you come from a rural section
of the state, this is a different setting.”25

In the careful double- and triple-speak surrounding racial violence, sometime
it helps to have a translator. The chief of police of a major metropolitan US
city just excused black mob violence because white people did not know how to
behave. Which of course echoes the remark of the Philadelphia mob member
who told his victim, “It’s not our fault you can’t fight.”26

In the fall of 2012, WND (formerly WorldNetDaily) reported on dozens of ex-
amples of racial violence and lawlessness in and around the campus of the Uni-
versity of South Carolina. Police officials say race had nothing to do with the
violence. Their plan to stop the attacks: Crack down on the victims drinking
in local bars. As for the predators, nothing.

Back in the Midwest in September 2012 violence was reported at some univer-
sities. A block away from the campus of Michigan State University, a mob of
black people beat two students, forcing one to drop out of school. The headline
of the student newspaper told the story: “Another brutal assault alleged near
Michigan State campus in East Lansing.”27

Near St. Cloud State University in Minnesota, a student was walking with
a couple women “when a car carrying five to seven people passed them and
stopped.” One of the passengers got out and punched the student in the face.
He died.

A few days later, police arrested Jesse Smithers, who was awaiting sentencing
on another assault case. The judge placed a no-contact order around several
witnesses after they told the judge friends of Smithers had been threatening
them.28

In October 2012 Karl Olsheski and two women were walking near the University
of Pittsburg campus when three black people crossed the street and harassed
them. It was early Sunday morning and the Pitt Panthers had just returned to
Pittsburgh after a 20-6 victory over the Buffalo Bulls. Star Pitt running back
Ray Graham made the first move. He stepped in front of Olsheski and asked
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“What’s up?” Graham did not know Olsheski, but Olsheski knew him. Lots
of people did. He was a big man on campus at Pitt, the fourth most prolific
running back in Pitt history.

Olsheski and the two women tried to keep moving, but Graham got in their way
again. Graham called him what the police are referring to as a “racial slur,”
which in other times and other places would take this crime to a new level: A
hate crime. But not here. Not now. Not with the Big Game against Notre
Dame looming.

Then things escalated when Devin Street—one of the “most dangerous punt
returners in America,” according to the announcers at the Big Game—punched
Olsheski in the head.

A few weeks later the players were charged with assault and conspiracy, but
that did not stop them from suiting up against Notre Dame. During the Big
Game Olsheski broke for several long runs, picking up 172 yards on the ground.
He also caught six passes. NBC Sports mentioned the crimes only once, albeit
briefly. They called it a “confrontation.”

To Karl Olsheski, it seemed more like an assault.29

Unlike other examples of the Knockout Game, no one died. No one went to the
hospital. Soon everyone was on their way. Game over. Olsheski lost.

This was almost just another case of another anonymous assault. More often
than not these cases go unreported because more and more people believe the
police won’t do anything about it. But not this time. In this case, all three
victims told police they recognized at least one of the players—or attackers. One
of the women shared a class on vampires with star wide receiver Devin Street.
The other knew Pitts from an African-American dance class. They identified
Graham from a photo line-up.

Despite the eyewitness testimony of the three victims, authorities did not ar-
rest the football players. Nor would there be a perp walk for these alleged
violent offenders. Instead, police charged them with misdemeanor assault and
conspiracy. The players received their summonses in the mail.

University officials said they were not going to “rush to judgment” and suspend
the players. After fans learned the three players would be allowed to play in the
next game, their reaction ranged from indifference to resignation. One student
noted that anyone who thought the players were guilty was a closed-minded
bigot.30

Through their attorneys, the players denied everything, even being there. All
three of the players charged had pretty good games against the Fighting Irish.
But to no avail: Notre Dame won in overtime.

In New London, Connecticut, Matthew Chew loved art, music, his family, body
piercing, and roaming the dark and dangerous streets of downtown as if he
did not have a care in the world. That was before Chew died at the hands of
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a black mob playing the Knockout Game. To this day, Chew’s friends insist
New London is safe. They believe that Chew’s murder “was a random thing,”
and that “violence can happen anywhere. There are home invasions in rich
communities.”31

This version of the game began one night in October 2010. The twenty-five-
year-old, free-spirited Chew was walking home after work at a downtown pizza
restaurant. While Chew worked to save money for college, six black men nearby
played Xbox, watched TV, and decided they were bored. So they set out to
play the Knockout Game: Lethal edition.32

Manuel Maccin Ortiz, a friend of the killers, described it this way on his Face-
book page:

Nigga, yu just see someone walking nd then you hit him. Its not that hrd mnd.
If they got money then yu take they mney.33

By the time this mob found Chew, they had already planned how they would
surround him so he could not escape—as another potential victim had earlier
in the evening.

The game began. They stabbed Chew six times. He died. Game over.

It did not take police long to catch the mob. The trial was uneventful and the
outcome never really in doubt. Witnesses made sure of that. But the sentencing
came as a bit of a surprise to some. One was sentenced to thirty-five years to
life. Others received a fraction of that.

Twenty-one-year-old Brian Rabell was ordered to spend eight years in prison. He
participated in the planning and beating of Chew but not the knifing. Rabell
wore rosary beads around his neck at sentencing and promised to be a good
person “once he gets out.” That made a positive impression on Judge Susan
Handy. “You were so much better than this, Mr. Rabell,” said Handy at
sentencing last week. Rabell’s lawyer said his client deserved a light sentence
because he was a graduate of a technical school and was also very, very sorry.34

Handy sentenced another defendant, Rashad Perry, to fifteen years. Perry was
part of the planning and beating but not the knifing. Investigators said Perry
laughed during the killing. They said Perry was the man who dared another
defendant to use the knife to kill someone.

On_Facebook, Perry’s friends bragged about how he did not snitch.

During the sentencing Mathew Chew’s mother was showing the court some pho-
tos of her deceased son when a bailiff had to warn members of the Perry family
not to scoff at her. Even so, the judge told Perry’s family she “sympathized
with how they have lost one son to murder and another to prison. She also told
Perry to act responsibly during his sentence, saying he is young and intelligent
enough to turn his life around.” said the New London Patch. Perry’s life was
not a “throwaway,” said Judge Handy.35

The others received similar sentences last week, ranging from five to eight years.
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Some of the residents of New London, friends of the defendants, spoke out in
the comment section of the New London Patch on behalf of the killers:

“Its [sic] Just Sad Too [sic] See This Happening Too These Young Beautiful
Black Boys, And Its Also Sad For The Chews. My Heart Goes Out To Both
Families God Bless,” said Samantha.36

Many of the killers’ friends pitched in on Facebook:

“Free my nigga quisy … and the rest of them.”

“Free my brothers.”

“Free my niggas.”

“These boys up there do not belong in jail.”

“No matter what anyone says, real friends will stick up for their friends even if
they are wrong. I will rep for them till the day I die.”37

But all the attention on the predators from Samantha and Judge Hardy and
friends did not sit well with other folks in New London. Commenting in the
same Patch article the responses were venomous:

“Samantha, Young Beautiful Black Boys? Are you completely brain dead?”
said Leon Weastie in the Patch. “Foul, cowardly fatherless pack beasts. Why
God ever stretched a patch of skin over these soulless animals is beyond me.”

“Samantha, Why do you refer to the low life killers as ‘YOUNG BEAUTIFUL
BLACK BOYS’?” asked Sally Eldridge. “And oh by the way, Samantha you
need to do some soul searching. Those boys as u call them are disgusting excuses
for humanity.

“Young Beautiful Black Boys?” What about the “Young never hurt anyone
White Boy who was MURDERED”?” asked Kim McCorkindale.38

In New Orleans, police say they are “baffled.” So is the daily newspaper.

Three black men in New Orleans stalk and stomp a man almost to death. They
laugh. They linger. They beat him some more. They move on. Then return
and kick him in the face.

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: New Orleans, Back for More

“I’ve never had an incident like this. Usually there’s a reason, and usually it’s
robbery,” Detective Michael Flores told the Times-Picayune last week. “Not in
this case.”39

Cops and reporters may not be able to figure it out. But at least one person
in New Orleans who posted at Times-Picayune figured it out. “It’s called the
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‘Knockout Game.’ Go Google it because it’s happening all across the country,
but the lame stream media is very silent on the subject.”40

Early in the evening the mob had tried to start the Knockout Game with some-
one else, but when that person acted as if they had a weapon, the game was
over before it began. The mob moved on to the easier target, a person who now
awaits reconstructive surgery to repair the broken bones in his face. Meanwhile,
the baffled police look for suspects.

When going through my research I was looking for a story I recalled about a
black mob that beat a Pittsburgh teacher. The video had gone viral. I hit
the play button to refresh my memory and soon I was looking at something
unfamiliar. It was a security cam video from 2012 of a black mob beating a
teacher–just not the one that went viral and was seen around the world. That
was a different mob in Pittsburg beating a different teacher. The one I found
was a bit more mundane, as violent events are often described when they happen
to other people:

Teacher walking down the street. Black people coming from the other direction.
They attack him. Chase him. And he falls down in front on a car, which almost
runs him over but not quite.41

The incident I was searching for happened a few months later. The teacher got
hurt pretty badly, not just from the punch but from hitting his head on the
curb.42 A Pittsburgh television talk show host said it was not a mob, because
only one person punched the teacher. When I pointed out the others were laugh-
ing and congratulating him and made no move to help the teacher but instead
ran away, the Pittsburgh TV guy said I was fanning the flames of hatred—or
whatever people like that say when they see something they cannot refute.

Down in Tuscaloosa, it would have been just another Knockout Game except
for one thing: The assailants in this black mob were all members of Alabama’s
2013 National Championship football team.

Late one Sunday night on the campus of the University of Alabama in
Tuscaloosa, Samuel Jergens was returning to his dorm when three black men
asked if they could borrow a lighter. That is the last thing he remembers before
waking up on the sidewalk, bloody, with head injuries and bruises. His friend
Chris Burks told the campus paper: “His left side of his face was gigantic. The
jacket he was wearing and his headphones were completely drenched in blood,
the bottom half of his face was completely covered in blood; he was bleeding
badly from his lip. He had clearly been badly beaten.”43

An hour later, the three members of the Crimson Tide did it again. Both
men were beaten unconscious with “excessive force”: punched and kicked about
the body and face, say police reports. Both students were robbed as well.
One lost a backpack with an Apple MacBook computer, the other his wallet.
Police arrested Tyler Hayes, Eddie Williams, and Dennis Pettway in connection
with the beating, and Brent Calloway for using a debit card stolen during the
robbery.44
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All four are freshman and were among the most heavily recruited high school
seniors in the country. Three had extensive playing time this year; Williams was
a redshirt freshman. Calloway has a previous arrest for possession of marijuana
in the fall of 2011 while he was a redshirt freshman.

Three of the players confessed to the involvement in the beating and robbery.
But Calloway is taking a harder line on Twitter:

“first it wasn’t a credit card and 2 I wasn’t even awake during the robbery you
don’t kno what happened so dont try me dude,” @HoneyBear#21

All four were suspended from, then kicked off, the team. Parents and high
school coaches were shocked. Greg Seibert coached the six-foot-two, 285-pound
Pettway at Pensacola Catholic High School. He told al.com:

There are times that in the maturation process we thought he would be a little
more vocal, a little more bringing people along with him. He’s got a little bit of
immaturity in him that would lead him – if he’s around people that have some
dominant personalities – into situations that are negative. About 95 percent of
the time, he was OK. There’s 5 percent where he would talk too much in class
or be late or something like that. Nothing that ever rose to the level of what
we’re dealing with today.45

One of the four was arrested the day before for carrying a loaded pistol without
a permit. Eddie Williams was arguing over charges for gas at a local convenience
store and was “acting erratic” when the attendant called police and they found
the weapon. He was charged and released after posting $500 bond. Williams was
the only one of the four without extensive playing time on this year’s national
championship team.46

Students are trying to make sense out of it. Several of those who commented
on the attack at local news sites observed that the beating was just another
example of racial violence that is often unreported or ignored. Others said
race had nothing to do with it: “Every culture commits crimes,” said David
Claussen. “Open your eyes and quit being a racist.”47

But even before the wounds healed, the pleas entered, or the sentences handed
down, some Tide fans were pleading for mercy. After all, writes Alex Scarbor-
ough for ESPN, Ray Lewis came back after being involved in a double murder,
so why not these four?

It was a short-sighted decision that got the players into this mess. Is it really
smart to make the same mistake twice? Would it not be wise to take a step
back, examine all the options and find a solution that would benefit both the
player and the program?

Can’t the two coexist? For once, can’t the value of a young adult’s future equate
to the value of national championships? Dismissing the suspended players would
be nothing more than an attempt to save face by the university. It would serve
the image and not the individual.
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A bad apple can spoil the bunch, but who decided a person is capable of rotting
beyond repair? Only in college football would such sanctimonious logic be
tolerated.

The Baltimore Ravens never backed away from Ray Lewis when he was impli-
cated in a murder investigation. He went on to become the face of the franchise,
winning two Super Bowls while developing into a spiritual mentor to countless
professional athletes.

America loves its comeback stories. Hold off six months or a year, let the dust
settle. Once the memory fades, we’re back with open arms. Many want to see
redemption. They hope for it.

Why cut the cord entirely before allowing the wounds to heal? Is it really
better to cast someone off and simply hope they find their way? Must every
punishment be so harsh?48

Others pointed out this could have been the most pointless robbery in history:
The athletic dorms are always stocked with free food. And, said another Tide
fan at al.com: “I bet the poor guy would have taken them to Red Lobster, just
so he could tweet that he just ate lobster with Eddie Williams, Tyler Hayes,
D.J. Pettway, and Brent Calloway.”

Not all Knockout Games turn out so poorly for the victim, as we shall soon see
in Meriden, Connecticut.

3
MOMS FIGHT BACK

The Knockout Game has a new rule: Don’t piss off the moms.

They learned it the hard way down in Springfield, Missouri.

This version of the Knockout Game began like most others. A black mob found
a defenseless white college student. They punched him in the face, stopping only
when they got tired and he got knocked out. Then they ran away, laughing hard
and loud. They left MSU student Trevor Godfrey bleeding, unconscious, and
shaking with convulsions.

Trevor’s ordeal began in January 2012. He was living next door to a house
popular with Missouri State University-Spring-field football players as well as
members of Omega Psi Phi, an elite black fraternity.

It was a few minutes before 2 a.m., and the crowd next door was getting rowdy.
The neighbors had damaged other cars during their parties, so Trevor figured he
would move his car before the partygoers damaged it. He slipped on his shoes
and winter coat. No one in the backyard said anything to him. He got as far
as his car and regained consciousness in an ambulance. He does not recall the
moment of the attack.1
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Trevor’s roommates found him because they were outside looking for the people
who played the Knockout Game with one of them a few minutes before. Same
people. Same party. Right next door.

Usually that is the end of it—just another case of racial violence played out
by the hundreds in more than eighty cities across the country—but this time
it was different. This time the victim and his family decided not to walk away.
“Trevor never saw them when he was almost killed, so he never had a chance to
put up a fight,” said Trevor’s mom Sherry Godfrey. “But we are fighting back
now and we will not stop.”

Three people lived in the house where the party was. All were connected to
Omega Psi Phi, a black fraternity, including the fraternity president.

The house was not an “official” facility of the fraternity. But lots of frat members
hung out there during their frequent parties. Lots of football players too. And
they were not playing nice,_as one partygoer told police:

A group of football players came to the house extremely intoxicated. He said
they were out of hand and were tearing up Kelvin Jones’s house. At one point
they broke a coffee table. He said this specific group of football players was in
and out of the house all night. When Trevor Godfrey was assaulted they were
outside. At some point they all ran to the front of the house and some came
inside. This was when Trevor Godfrey was assaulted. Most of this drunken
group left the house before police arrived. He said he did not see the assault
but believed it was likely they were involved.2

One of Trevor’s roommates said he saw the next door neighbor, Kelvin Jones,
running away from where Trevor was lying unconscious. According to the police
report he

saw the group of people run from the rear parking area to the front porch of
(Kelvin’s house). He said several in the group were laughing and giggling about
something. He also thought he saw Kelvin Jones in the crowd.3

As the police arrived, a group of people were leaving, including several MSU
football players, past and present. Police talked to Kelvin Jones and frat presi-
dent Emmanuel Chapman but they stonewalled police. Finally the police were
able to question the partygoers who remained.

Although one witness saw Kelvin Jones leaving the scene of the crime, Kelvin
said he did not know anything about anything. He didn’t know who was outside,
who assaulted Trevor Godfrey or his roommate, or where they went. The only
thing Kelvin Jamaal Jones knew for sure is that he did not do it.

Curiously, a few weeks later, Kelvin Jones was one of at least two people from
the party who attended an MSU rally to demand justice for Trayvon Martin.
Kelvin Jones may have been reticent about talking with the police, but he was
positively loquacious with a reporter. He told the local paper he “experienced
racism in Springfield.”4
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“Jones said he was in front of the house he rents near campus teaching some
black female students some dance moves when a vehicle drove by with three
whites, one of whom shouted a racial slur.”

“It’s something they feel comfortable saying when they are in a vehicle and they
can get away,” Jones said. “What we hope to accomplish is justice for Trayvon,
No.1, and possibly the elimination of racism in America,” he said.5

Justice for Trevor was not on Kelvin Jones’ mind that day.

The Godfrey family was confident the police would find the criminals. That’s
the kind of town they thought Springfield was. But after a few months, police
suspended their investigation and the football coach stopped returning their
calls. Trevor’s roommate fingered Kelvin Jones. Other partygoers dropped a
dime on two former football players, Caddarrius Dotson and Byron Hightower,
as well as aspiring football player Dontae Obie. But apparently the police didn’t
have enough evidence.

“We even learned about another assault a few weeks later that the police say
may have involved the same people who assaulted Trevor,” said Sherry Godfrey.
“It was the same kind of thing: The Knockout Game at a party.”6

This Knockout Game began when an MSU student riding a bike hit a rock
and found himself lying in the street right in front of a house party. A Good
Samaritan from the party asked if he was OK and offered to help him up.

Then he “suddenly punched him in the face. … His mother said his nose was
broken and his eye socket was fractured. He initially suffered double vision. His
injuries required surgery.7

The attacker walked back to the party, laughing.

Like the assault on Trevor Godfrey, the determined mom dug to find the truth.
She lived in St. Louis, where during her career as an emergency room nurse she
saw dozens of victims of the Knockout Game. Never thinking one day her son
might be among them. Not in Springfield.

“A couple of weeks later [she] went to the apartment building where the party
was held and talked to people. She told police that someone told her he was
‘100 percent sure’ who the assailant was.”8

According to police reports the person that assaulted the student was Obie.
That would be Dontae Obie, aspiring football player and MSU student, also
present at the Kelvin Jones party where Trevor was attacked. Dontae, his
mom, and his lawyer submitted to an interrogation. He said he was at the party
where Trevor was beat but not at the party where the biker was punched. But
he might know who did it. When asked about the assault that took place on the
bicyclist, Dontae Obie claimed to have been at a “club” on that night. He heard
an individual named “Boobie” whose first name was Byron was responsible for
striking [Trevor Godfrey.]
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With that information they were able to determine “Boobie” or “Byron” was
Byron Hightower Jr. Hightower was a member of the MSU football team. He
told police he just happened to be in Springfield in January and again a few
weeks later. But as far as assaulting anyone, he did not do anything or know
about anyone who did.

The police had come to another dead end. Many would have walked away.

Not Sherry Godfrey. She may not have known who tried to kill her son, “but
we know for sure someone from that party knows something. Someone from the
football team or the fraternity knows who assaulted Trevor.”

Sherry decided to go public. She requested a copy of the police reports and
started her own investigation. She found many of the people questioned were
football players and frat members. She read their Tweets and their Facebook
pages. Kelvin Jones proclaimed on his Facebook page that he was “Not a
Fighter, But will Knock you the F*CK out.”

Sherry created a Web page, where she posted all the information she had
collected about the night of the attack, including graphic photos of Trevor’s
wounds. Soon she was deluged with support from all over the country and get-
ting more than a thousand visits a day. The university even called her, but the
players who were suspects remained on the team.

Finally, almost one year after the assault, the local newspapers and TV stations
ran a story about Sherry Godfrey’s Web site.

And the crime is in the cold case files.

4
THEY CHOSE THE WRONG GUY

Not everyone is a victim.

Deandre Felton was a good boy, his family and friends agree. He was also a
leader. But on this night in September of 2012, Deandre and his crew were
bored. The mall was closed, but he and his boys were high on drugs and still
wanted to have fun. So Deandre came up with what was not a new idea, but
fun nevertheless. They decided to beat someone up. They had just come from
a local park where Deandre and fifteen others beat up two girls, sending one to
the hospital with a broken arm. Then Deandre decided to blow off a little steam
and play the Knockout Game. He knew the game was usually pretty safe—for
the attacker, that is.1

In Meriden, Connecticut, victims aren’t likely to carry concealed weapons, nor
do they fight back. As one player said in Philadelphia as his victim begged for
mercy: “It’s not our fault you can’t fight.”
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Deandre and his crew found their victim a few minutes after leaving the mall.
Soon Deandre and his confederate DeShawn Jones were peeling off from the
group, heading for a guy walking home from work. Alone. We don’t know his
name or race or anything about him other than he was The Wrong Guy.

With their friends lurking less than one hundred yards away when Deandre and
DeShawn attacked, the guy fought back. He pulled a knife. Soon Deandre was
dead and DeShawn was on his way to the emergency room.

It took the police a few days to piece it together. While they were on the case,
Facebook pages, Twitter streams, and a televised candlelight vigil were full of
praise and happy memories for the fallen Deandre. Full of promises to catch the
person responsible. Full of rumors about what happened, including some who
thought Deandre could be the next Trayvon Martin, the Florida teenager who
was killed by a neighborhood watch commander.2

Police delayed releasing the results of their investigation for two weeks out of
respect for Deandre’s family and on the advice of community leaders. Curiously,
the police report did not mention the earlier mob attack involving Deandre. Nor
did the police mention what, if anything, they did out of respect for the two
female victims of the earlier assault.3

But the report left little doubt about what happened that night.

They talked to other members of Andre’s mob, plus a dozen more people, and
they all said the same thing: Deandre and DeShawn attacked the Wrong Guy
who then stabbed them in self-defense. The families did not want to hear that.

DeShawn’s mother said the police had it wrong. She claimed that her son was
attacked. “This is a monster, this is a monster after children,” Alexis Jones said.
“This man is still on the streets and my son is sitting home trying to recover.
My son has two stab wounds in his back, one on his side, and he has a slice on
his neck.”4

Deandre’s mother joined in: “I just don’t believe it. My son was not raised to
be a troublemaker,” said Valda Felton. “I don’t want them or anyone else to
make my child out to be a villain.”

Family friend and minister Rev. Dante Moss, who officiated at Deandre’s fu-
neral, held a press conference and called the police findings a “comic book.”
Moss compared Deandre to Trayvon.5

Police say not one of the people present corroborated Reverend Moss’s claim.
But Reverend Moss just kept on. He posted almost a dozen times on Deandre’s
Facebook page. No one said a thing about the two women beat up earlier in
the night.

People posted comments that supported Deandre and DeShawn on a local news
site. Deandre’s aunt pitched in: “Deandre was trying to help his friend after
he got stabbed,” said Talitha Frazier “Then Deandre got stabbed in his back.
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I have one question. In the state of Connecticut at what point are you allowed
to take someone’s life? Someone please answer that for me. I am his aunt.”6

Katie Lynn posted this after the funeral: “Deandre lost his life sticking up for
his friend. He’s a hero. People just need to stop pointing fingers and realize the
grief that family is going through.”7

Lots of people joined with Reverend Moss to say they had no faith in the police
investigation. And they believed the crime against Deandre and DeShawn was
racially motivated.

“Where’s the video? Show it to us,” said an online commenter to a Meriden
Patch article. “Hmmmm. I want to know why they had to go find this guy 22
hours later if he was attacked. I want to know. Doesn’t sound right to me at
all. He’s so innocent? Really? Then why did he run and hide? Just someone
answer that.”8

But catching the Wrong Guy was not a problem. Hospital video and witness
accounts led the police to his door less than one day after the attack. He handed
over the knife and expressed surprise one of his attackers died.

Others in Meriden point to several other examples of black mob violence and
say this was not an isolated incident. Said MeridenMom:

Where was justice when my 40 year old brother was innocently “jumped” last
summer by a group of teens/young boys and when the neighborhood churchman
was “jumped” this past summer walking home from a nightly service by a group
of boys. My kids knew and went to school wit both teens and knew exactly what
happened before news reported it. Kids was high looking for trouble and jumped
somebody.9

Despite the best efforts of Reverend Moss to the contrary, the earth did not
rock. No charges have been filed in the stabbing. Deandre was fifteen years old.
DeShawn was thirteen.

Some of the violence in this book is black on white crime. But not all. In the
next chapter we will look at the “dirty little secret” of racial violence targeted
at Asians.

5
ASIAN TARGETS

Black students assault Asian students in a Philadelphia high
school almost daily for years. The school tells the Asians to
quite provoking blacks. Then we go to San Francisco for the
“dirty little secret.”

Lots of racial violence is targeted at immigrants, especially Asian. Surprised?
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PHILADELPHIA

Where to start? Asian students? Or Asian business owners targeted for home
invasion robberies? Let’s start with the schools. And then we will end this
chapter with some recent home invasion robberies.

One year before racial violence became so fashionable on the streets of South
Philadelphia, racial brutality was ignored, denied, and even condoned just a few
blocks away in the halls of South Philadelphia High School. The school was 70
percent black and 18 percent Asian. And it took years for anyone to admit that
black students were systematically beating and harassing Asian students on a
daily basis. School officials told local network news affiliates the attacks were
in no way racial. In private, they said the Asians were the ones at fault. The
stations dutifully reported the denials—without ever reporting on the claims of
extreme and prolonged racial violence directed towards Asian students–by black
students.

In 2010 the Department of Justice found that a contingent of largely black school
officials dismissed, ignored, and even encouraged attacks on Asian students by
black students. But that DOJ report was long after the attacks began.

In September 2009, G.W. Miller III of Philadelphia Weekly magazine detailed
the attacks and the school’s tepid response. Despite the administration often
calling harassment, intimidation, threats, and assaults “minor incidents,” the
magazine nevertheless reported that:

At least six times last school year those minor incidents escalated into massive
rumbles where outnumbered Asian students were pummeled by packs of teens,
sending several of the victims to hospitals. Like the day last October when a
group of around 30 kids allegedly attacked five Chinese students after school in
the Snyder Avenue subway station, one block from school.

That incident started when a black student walked up to a Chinese kid in the
cafeteria, touched his hair and allegedly threw a carton of milk at him. Rumors
of threats filtered through the school on the day after the subway rumble, and
the notion of continued violence froze Asian students.1

These kinds of assaults took place over a period of years and culminated on
December 3, 2009, when black students from South Philadelphia high school
attacked thirty Asian students, sending thirteen to the emergency room.

The Asian kids had wanted to be in school so badly they were willing to tolerate
violence—until it became intolerable. Finally, Asian students went on strike.

School officials ignored the attacks at first, even refusing to meet with the strik-
ing students. Then school superintendent Arlene Ackerman, who, like most of
the people working for her at the high school, is black, hinted the attacks were
motivated by earlier attacks by Asian students on blacks, and that it was not
fair to blame just one race. She claimed that she did not want to “criminalize”
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students at such an early age. And, the attacks were taking up too much of her
time.

The Asian students reported that school officials often looked the other way, and
even participated in the verbal harassment that preceded the violence. LaGreta
Brown, the school’s fourth principal in five years, was cited for a discriminatory
attitude, particularly for referring to the advocacy group’s efforts as “the Asian
agenda.” On the morning of the attacks, the complaint says, she escorted about
ten frightened Vietnamese students past a large group of black youths on a
sidewalk. She told them she would walk with them if they were afraid, the
advocacy group claimed. But as soon as she walked away and returned to
school, the complaint says, the Vietnamese students were assaulted again.

When the students complained, they were beat for that, too. So they went on
strike. Check out this report from the Philadelphia Inquirer:

Somekawa described students at the school being mocked by staff: “Where are
you from? Hey, Chinese. Yo, Dragon Ball. Are you Bruce Lee? Speak English,”
quoting what students had told her.

Troung, the South Philadelphia student, recited a litany of problems with school
staff.

She singled out the security officers, who she claimed forced Asian students to
follow them into a lunchroom where they were attacked and who directed the
frightened students to leave school after they were beaten.

Yan Zheng, another student, said that when students were fighting in the lunch
room last Thursday, “the lunch lady did not do anything to stop them, and
went around cheering happily. … The staff shouldn’t just stand there and watch
and say, ‘Stopping fights is not my job.”’

Duong Thang Ly said the school’s security officers “are the big problem,” saying
they looked the other way when a group of African American students inter-
rupted a lunch line and heckled a group of Asian students. They ignored groups
of students as they roamed during class time, Ly said.2

School officials conducted their own investigation. The district hired a retired
black federal judge who said he focused his review on the two days prior to the
mass beating and walkout, because if he went any further back that would cause
problems in the present.

And not one reporter said “What do you mean by that?”

Attorneys for the Asian children dismissed the report as inaccurate and
strangely narrow, ignoring the long history of racial violence against Asians at
the school.3

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Attorneys Dismiss the Report
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Finally, when the Department of Justice came in and found the school had
a long history of black-on-Asian racial violence that school officials ignored,
school officials admitted they might have had a problem. So they printed up
some pamphlets and gave them to the Asian students, instructing them how to
avoid antagonizing their black schoolmates with their racist behavior.

The leaders distributed a list of racial slurs and told the students: It’s wrong.
And you need to know that slurs can escalate quickly and violently. … Im-
migrants can be too limited in English to recognize racist language—and the
danger it may portend.4

Well, that is quite a back story. Asian students—the same ones who were fight-
ing for their right to get an education—apparently were going around insulting
the black students so the black students had no choice but to assault and harass
them every day for years. So give the Asians instructions on how to avoid an-
tagonizing black students. Maybe we can get a copy for Emily Guendelsberger
and her crew.

Can someone explain to me how this school district got away with this for so
long?

Ackerman left shortly after the debacle was exposed by the Justice Department.

This is one school over several years, but these kinds of assaults took place over
the years at several Philadelphia schools. Sometimes the explanations them-
selves are useful because they reveal the mindset of people in charge. Consider
sociologist Elijah Anderson’s take on it in this Philadelphia Weekly article:

“The school may be thought of as black turf by some black students,” says Yale
University sociologist Elijah Anderson, a renowned expert on black urban living.
“The outsiders—the Asians who are making inroads—can then be called into
account for any moves they make within that situation. You have race prejudice
developing as a sense of group position, a proprietary claim on certain areas of
the home turf.”

Anderson, who taught at Penn for 32 years and frequently uses Philadelphians
in his research, believes that the school tensions are likely about dominance.

“It’s a human thing,” Anderson continues. “It could be Asians who get jumped.
It could be blacks. It could be white, Italian, Jewish, whatever, if you know
what I mean. This is not unique to blacks and Asians.”5

Does anyone have the slightest idea what this guy is talking about? I do not
“know what you mean,” Mr. Anderson. Perhaps you could document the
marauding bands of Asian and Jewish students beating black students and how
that went unnoticed and uncorrected and even encouraged for years.

We’ll wait. Shall we notify the Department of Justice?
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HOME INVASION ROBBERIES IN PHILLY

The dirty little secret busted wide open in Philadelphia in 2012. Over the three
years prior, the Philadelphia Inquirer found:

at least 15 home invasions or other attacks on Asian business owners outside
their businesses in Philadelphia, Delaware, and Montgomery counties in 2008,
followed by another spike of at least 19 actual or attempted home invasions or
burglaries in those three counties plus Chester County in 2010.

[In 2012] at least six robberies or attempted burglaries of Asian business owners
were reported at a home or bank in Montgomery, Delaware, and Philadelphia
counties. And this year, in addition to the family in Haverford Township, a
couple was robbed during a home invasion in Oxford Circle.6

By the time this news was less than a month old, at least two other Asian
families became victims. These attacks have occurred in varying degrees of
intensity and frequency for three years. I learned something important from
YouTube and from talking to the district attorney’s office, yet which all the
news stories fail to mention. In all the cases, all the suspects or perpetrators
were black.

On June 8, 2012, the Inquirer reported a case where an Asian-American business
owner and his family were attacked in a home invasion. “The victims were
targeted as part of the recent trend in which thugs have attacked Asian business
owners,” said the Inquirer. A group of armed black men:

terrorized and robbed an Asian-American business owner and his family. … The
masked thugs forced him to lie face-down in the kitchen, Cheng said. They
isolated his wife and daughter in other rooms.

They pointed guns at him, asked where money was, and threatened to kill him
if he didn’t obey, Cheng said. He told them where to find money.

The thugs tied the family’s hands behind their backs and stuffed their mouths
with socks, Cheng said. After about an hour, they forced Cheng, his wife, and
daughter into the basement before they fled with cash and jewelry, he said.7

In April twelve Asians in Southwest Philadelphia were enjoying a night of
karaoke when four black men with guns broke in and robbed the group. Also in
April, four black men broke into the home of an elderly Asian couple and their
handicapped son. The family was bound, threatened, and robbed. The mob’s
entrance and exit was captured on a security video.

In March seven hooded black men with weapons surprised an Asian couple
returning to their suburban Philadelphia home after a day at their beer distri-
bution company. After threatening the couple with pistols, the thugs escaped
with cash and valuables.

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Asian Home Invasion
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Many of the crimes involve violence. Some even murder: “Two Asian busi-
ness owners were killed in 2009–Robert Chae in his North Wales home, and
Joseph Ha, a half-block from his dry-cleaning business in Olney,” the Daily
News reported.8

“Many of the victims live close to their business,” said Taleeb Starkes, a Philadel-
phia resident and producer of the noted documentary on black violence, Mothers
of No Tomorrow. “So a lot of these crimes directed at Asians involve planning
and stalking, which make them extra dangerous. And of course the police never
hear about many of them.”

SAN FRANCISCO

At the same time in San Francisco, the San Francisco Chronicle was writing
about the “dirty little secret” of black-on-Asian racial violence:

A 2008 survey by the Police Department in which about 300 strong-arm rob-
beries were analyzed. “In 85 percent of the physical assault crimes, the victims
were Asian and the perpetrators were African American,” she said.

Hundreds of people marched into Tuesday’s Board of Supervisors meeting to
express their fear, frustration, and outrage. But so far the response has been
disappointing, particularly from the San Francisco Police Department. It seems
intent on downplaying the role of race and its impact in the community.9

It’s no secret to America’s premier truth-teller, Walter Williams:

In San Francisco, five blacks beat an 83-year-old Chinese man to death. They
threw a 57-year-old woman off a train platform. Two black Oakland teenagers
assaulted a 59-year-old Chinese man; the punching knocked him to the ground,
killing him.10

MANHATTAN

In April 2010, five elderly Asian women were attacked over a period of weeks
in Lower Manhattan by groups of black people: The Anti-Asian Hate Crime
Spree. New American Media explains the black-on-Asian violence:

A Black man who was raised in one neighborhood in the San Francisco area to
target Asians and Latinos, not fellow Blacks, for petty theft and crime.

Emenike argues that recent examples of violent and non-violent crime (appar-
ently targeting Asians) are not symptoms of anti-Asian racism, but of economic
opportunism.
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If young people try to rob an old black person in Hunters Point, they usually
don’t know who they are messing with and they can fall into beef with the
victim’s family or community. Robbing African Americans, it’s more likely that
the family will come back and harm the robber. So young people go after
Chinese and Mexicans.11

The Internet is full of video news accounts of black-on-Asian crime throughout
the country. The television drama Law and Order based an episode of its
trademark “ripped from the headlines style” show on the true story of a black
gang kidnapping, torturing, and killing an Asian restaurant worker in New York.
But when it came time for casting the real life black criminals, they were all
played by white actors.

In the summer of 2012 a black gang targeted gamblers at a Philadelphia casino
for home invasion robberies. Out of the ten families hit, nine were Asian.

There is a video showing five black people targeting elderly Asian women in
Manhattan for violence, reported Asian journalist Ying Ma. Those episodes,
combined with similar violent and more lethal actions in San Jose and Oakland,
did not seem to get much attention, she said.

Local officials and the local media have bent over backward to deny or ignore the
issue of race,” said Ma. “Many African-Americans in crowded and unsafe urban
centers often view every Asian — Chinese, Vietnamese, Filipino, or Korean —
as a “Chinaman” who is unworthy of basic human decency or respect.

In one city after another, black teenagers and adults frequently hurl racial slurs
at the “Chinamen” among them, at the grocery store, on the bus, on the subway,
and in the streets. If the “Chinamen” are lucky, no violence will ensue.12

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Targeting Asian Women

Asian victims are often reluctant to report the crimes, say Asian community
leaders and police officials. Victims also find the violence hard to understand.
Amanza Emineke and others do not.

“The reason Asian kids are getting robbed is because there is an assumption that
young Chinese kids on Third Street are filthy rich and have an iPod or laptop
on them” he told the African section of the New American Media news service
web site. “To a young, broke black male, the appeal of nabbing a few hundred
dollars from some Asian kid’s pocket is even greater during this recession.

“This isn’t to say that the inter-ethnic tension between Blacks and Asians is a
one-way street. Asians (as Asians will tell you) can be particularly racist against
the African American community.”13

SCAN ME!
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VIDEO: Amanza Emineke

Blacks are broke. Asians are racist. Got it.

Emineke would know. He was charged with assault and a hate crime after
robbing a Chinese student. The assault charge stuck, but not the hate crime.
“I was glad when the charge was dropped, because a hate crime shines a whole
different light on you,” he told reporters.

Another black person with self-confessed, first-hand experience committing vio-
lence against Asians, told the Inquirer: “They had a term, ‘clocking wigs,’ that
meant hitting someone in the head. … They preyed on women, whites, and
Asians.”14

Fear of black mob violence and lawlessness is an everyday fact of life for many
Asians—immigrants or not—in America.

In addition to certain groups, certain times are popular for black mob violence.
And in some places that means the Fourth of July.

6
HAPPY FOURTH OF JULY

The list is getting longer: Chicago, Cleveland, Columbus, Peoria,
Los Angeles, Georgia, Florida, Waco, North Carolina, and
Philadelphia. And that is just from 2012.

The Fourth of July: Picnics. Hot dogs. Race riots? Something about America’s
birthday seems to bring out racial violence, lawlessness, and animosity. Last
year it was Dallas, Baltimore, and Peoria.

In 2012, more than a dozen examples of large-scale racial violence marred cel-
ebrations in Chicago, Los Angeles, Cleveland, Columbus, Georgia, Florida,
Texas, South Carolina, Greensboro, and, once again, Peoria.

Chris Rock started the day off with a bang: “Happy white peoples Independence
Day,” he tweeted. “The slaves weren’t free but I’m sure they enjoyed fireworks.”

On Twitter, @KnockyMoBitches picked up the beat: “F**k #IndependenceDay!
You tell me the exact date blacks were free, then you’ll see me jumpin up gettin
excited blowin up shit and what not.”

In Chicago, some were enjoying the celebration until they were set upon by a
mob of dozens of black people intent on violence. One man was taken to the
hospital. Eleven black people were arrested and charged with assault.1 Police
blamed the problems on teens without parents. As usual, the media did not
report the mob was black. And it took witnesses to set the record straight on
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the Internet. “For all that don’t know, the perpetrators are African-American
teens,” said a man self-identified as Jonathan Kizer on the Chicago Tribune
website. “I work in the area and I’ve seen firsthand what these teens are doing.
It’s really bothersome bcuz they are hurting innocent ppl, but also perpetuating
a negative view of the black community. Not all of us are like this, but people
would never know from what they see and hear.”

Local television reporters did remind people that it was the latest in a series
of mob attacks in the downtown and upscale North Side area. Two days later,
talking about that night, the CBS Chicago affiliate reported, “Sources told CBS
2’s Suzanne Le Mignot that 17 other people were arrested overnight for other
mob attacks across the city.”2

That’s it. That’s all anyone said about seventeen more people caught rioting in
Chicago on the Fourth of July.

In Columbus, Ohio, the newspaper waited for days to report about the July 4
race riot there. That is how long it took Michael Meeks to write a letter to the
editor:

After the show ended and people started walking back to their cars, things
turned violent. A gang of approximately 30 black youths (both male and female)
started walking and running down Broad Street and randomly assaulted white
people — old people, children, women.

I was first aware of the violence in front of the church at the corner of Third and
Broad streets. One block east of there, a man crossed the street through the
traffic holding his crying son. They clearly had been assaulted. When others
asked if they were OK, he said, “No, we’re not OK; we got separated from my
wife and daughter, and they’re still over there.”

Finally, two Columbus officers were seen slowly walking toward the scene of this
violence. At this point, the black youths crossed the street to the opposite side
of the officers and started randomly attacking more white people on the north
side of Broad Street. I know; I was assaulted by five different youths.

At this time, the police meandered to our side of the street. Some of us went to
the officers and said, “Do something, innocent people are getting assaulted right
here on Broad Street.” One officer replied, “We don’t have enough officers.”3

Another local from Columbus chimed in:

Mr. Meeks, People have been complaining about gangs of Black Rowdies doing
the very same thing after Red White & Boom since the City began the celebra-
tion. … After the show they run East on Broad St. Assaulting, even robbing.
… And every year it seems to take the Police Dept by suprise … or could it be
that if the police don’t see it … It didn’t happen. … If it didn’t happen no bad
PR….4

If the Pulitzer people ever decide to start awarding prizes to newspapers that
do all their investigative reporting on their letters to the editors’ pages, the
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Columbus Dispatch should have a lock on the 2013 awards.

In North Carolina, Greensboro police used tear gas on one thousand black rioters
after dozens of fights broke out and people were destroying downtown businesses:

There were an estimated 1,000 people present in Center City Park when small
groups within the crowd started pushing each other around 10:30 p.m.

“They began to break into smaller groups and we began to have several violent
issues — fist fights, pushing, shoving. … We had one incident where they dis-
rupted a business and turned over furniture,” Deputy Chief Wayne Scott told
FOX8’s Lindsey Eaton.5

At least one person on Twitter predicted the riot: “Downtown greensboro is
gonna have a riot tonight!!” said @PuffThisT-weet at 3 p.m.

Over on Twitter, several people in attendance were upset at the rough treatment,
especially:

“Man im bout to go off MF Greensboro PD macing and spraying tear gas on
people for small ish” @Mister_T336.

In Albany, Georgia, eighty-five police officers in the downtown lost control of
the crowd twenty minutes into the fireworks show after large groups of black
people disrupted the celebration. Police stopped the fireworks, and blamed the
problems on teens without parents. Witnesses were not so forgiving, saying it
was a dangerous and chaotic scene that some say included gun fire.

When posters to Albany websites said the rioters were black, some responded
saying it was not an issue of black and white. “So how many white kids did you
see running around destroying property?” asked one witness. Not one person
posting said they saw any white people involved in the violence or destruction.
Or Asians. Or Latinos.6

In the Cleveland suburb of Shaker Heights, hundreds of black people created
a “real dangerous environment” with violence and by rushing into a crowd of
fireworks watchers. Eight people were arrested after police in riot gear with
dogs quelled the disturbance. Or tried to. In one news story at the Cleveland
Plain Dealer, a reader was frustrated that the paper had not reported the riot.

My daughter and I will NOT be back next year. “Daddy why are all those kids
screaming, swearing and fighting?” “Because their parents didn’t raise them
any better honey.”

Nothing better to see police in riot gear riding on the outside of a SWAT van
as the fireworks celebrating our freedom from the English rule rush toward a
crowd of idiots. Then police officers telling people that are there to watch the
fireworks that THEY have to leave.

But I thought that the police would put an end to that. I was wrong.7

Over at the Shaker Heights Patch, Steve Smith had a similar experience.
“It’s not fear-mongering to say that these people created a real, dangerous
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environment.”8

Linda Jenkins told the Patch: “We were patient and scared; it was so sad to see
families sitting along the sidewalks trying to have a wonderful and traditional
outing to be placed in the middle of madness that’s what it felt like for me.”9

The year before, Shaker Heights had a similar experience:

“We were watching fireworks on July 4th in Shaker Heights,” said a reporter for
the Plain Dealer. “The only fireworks we saw were in the sky, but in another
area, kids went wild. Some 500 to 1,000 showed up in a flash mob.

“Harmless fun? Not to the teen who ended up with a broken jaw.”10

On Twitter, a black woman from Cleveland who goes by the handle @Coke216,
had another perspective on Shaker Heights 2012:

Yo, I got attacked by racist cops and attack dogs yesterday, cuz niggas wanted
to start a riot at the fireworks. Lol. @Coke216

In Watts, Los Angeles, eight hundred black people setting off fireworks at the
Nickerson Gardens public housing project did not take kindly to police and
fireman who showed up to stop it. “During the incident, the suspects allegedly
tossed rocks, bottles, and fireworks at Los Angeles police officers, according to
City News Service.”11

That would be live fireworks.

Newspapers might not like reporting on black people in riots, but on Twitter,
no one has a problem talking about it. On Twitter, both sides were represented:

“Cops in riot gear and the locals shooting fireworks at the cops pretty funny
until u drive through it …. Eh,” @ryan-curtis7966

Here two of the residents of Watts thought the riot was funny.

niggas in the niccersons had the riot squad out there … throwin fireworks n roccs
at police lmfao yall did that fasho @HerFavDrugg.

So we was downtown watching tha fireworks and ah riot broke out nigas was
err Wer! @Quarta_Mill

Three hundred police were there, along with a crowd of eight hundred revelers.
(Couldn’t tell that from the news report, could you?) Several officers were hit
by fireworks. There was no word on their condition.

In Waco, Texas, four hundred black people filled the streets of downtown fol-
lowing a fireworks show, throwing fireworks and destroying property. When
police arrived, they threw explosive devices and rocks at the officers. “Officers’
attempts to move the crowd were not successful and when they moved into the
area, the people became hostile,” says KCEN-TV.

The crowd then started throwing rocks at officers and police cars. One officer
received a minor injury when he was struck. Large fireworks that explode with a
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large flame were also thrown at officers by people in the crowd where attempting
to use them as hand grenades.

An armored vehicle was used to try to clear the streets. When it was brought
in, members of the group started throwing bricks and large pieces of concrete.12

When they refused to leave, the police brought in an armored vehicle and
sprayed the crowd with “chemical munitions.” Twitter was on the case:

Normal people hear pops on the 4th an think fireworks, people in Waco hear
pops on the 4th and duck and roll. #ghetto @JustinKFly91

Was watching fireworks at the Waco Bridge. Waco have wayy too many ghetto
people … Just saying :P @ HaoT_Dinh

Same shit Goes Down Every Year in Waco, Bridge Fireworks Fights & Ratchet
Kids -__ @Chelaa11

In Philadelphia, hundreds of black people streamed through the streets of down-
town, beating, looting, and terrorizing. Right next to City Hall. One person was
arrested for punching a police officer in the face. Several black people predicted
it on Twitter hours before the violence and lawlessness began:

Who ever gunna be in philly better watch out for them flash mob young bouls
today, cause they gon catch reck today ctfu. @RRRShizz

I knew better then to attend that nonsense @NafiAssad

Downtown was one huge flash mob tnight lol <—-Dumbass Philly youth @JOr-
tiz268

Ihavn’t been in Philly for lykk 9month now.but its the same shxt iknow it 4th
of july Them Flash Mob’s gone go to The PARKWAY & STRT FIGHTs @
@iAmJQuiah

@truqueo6 Flash MOB downtown in Philly@truqueo6

One person even looked forward to it.

I love dem lil wild flash mob ass yungbuls n Philly. Lol dem yungbuls be sexy
@DaRealCannon

The next day, anchor Rob Jennings at the ABC affiliate in Philadelphia began
the report by saying several people were “brutally attacked by an unruly mob.”
Out on the street, the reporter, David Henry, took a less dramatic view. He
started out with the de rigueur claims that “this is perhaps the only blemish on
an otherwise glorious Fourth of July weekend.” That and the two people who
were shot nearby.

Other than that, how did you enjoy the play Mrs. Lincoln?

Then while video of the attack showed the mob streaming up the largest street in
downtown Philadelphia, the reporter described some “scuffles” that left people
with “minor injuries.” It’s almost as if he did not hear his own interview or
watch the viewer-created video of the scene. “This Asian kid got punched in
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the face and pounded to the ground,” witness Jay Ingersoll told the reporter.
“We heard ‘flash mob, flash mob, flash mob.’ ”13

By looking at the video, there were far more than “dozens of young people” on
the street. The station may have been coy about identifying the race of the
mob. The videotape is not.

No one went to the hospital. No arrests were made. It’s almost like it never
happened.

Two days later, news stories on the holiday celebrations in the Philadelphia
Inquirer made no mention of the riots, other than to pronounce, “All in all,
Philadelphia’s Fourth festivities ‘a resounding success.’ ”

In places like Quincy, Florida, riots with firework are a holiday tradition. In
Quincy one black man was arrested and others were being sought after crowds
of black people attacked police and others with explosives in 2012. WCTV news
in Quincy reported:

Upon arrival and to their surprise police officers were ambushed by several
suspects who threw explosive fireworks at them and their vehicles. Some of the
explosives detonated underneath the vehicles with enough force to shake the
vehicle.

Several hours later police were again called to the location but this time made
contact with a witness who stated that four suspects had thrown a “bomb” at
her. The witness also advised police that these same suspects were responsible
for throwing explosive fireworks at police earlier.

Quincy police were the victims of a similar type assault last year on July 4th
at this exact apartment complex. One officer was hospitalized last year and
suffered minor hearing loss after a large explosive device was thrown at him and
detonated next to him.14

That is the way it is in Gafney, South Carolina, too. In 2011 a group of five
hundred black people threw fireworks and rocks at police after the July Fourth
celebration. At one point, someone threw a cinder block through a Gaffney
police cruiser. The officers were overwhelmed. Neighbors in the area have
described what’s become an annual event as hell, saying it’s reminiscent of a
war zone.15

In 2012, Gaffney police flooded the zone with extra officers and police were able
to stop the “holiday tradition” that year. The same was true in Dallas, where
in 2011 mobs of black people attacked a television videographer with rockets.
Dallas was quieter the next year.

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Attack on Photographer
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In Greenville, South Carolina, in 2011, black people by the dozens “hurled fire-
works at a Greenville officer.” Neighbors called police, and the officer reported
they were shooting at his car and he had been hit in the chest. Within twenty
minutes, twenty-five officers were on the scene. The local NBC affiliate called it
a “holiday tradition that seems to escalate year after year.”16

In Greenville fireworks violence is a holiday tradition like Dickens’s Christmas
Carol. All that’s missing is an old dude in a bathrobe hanging out a bedroom
window:

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Hurling Fireworks at an Officer

“What’s to-day, my fine fellow?” said Scrooge.

“To-day?” replied the boy. “Why, Christmas Day.”

“It’s Christmas Day!” said Scrooge to himself. “I haven’t missed it. The Spirits
have done it all in one night. They can do anything they like. Of course they
can. Of course they can. Hallo, my fine fellow!”

“Hallo!” returned the boy.

“Do you know the Poulterer’s, in the next street but one, at the corner?” Scrooge
inquired.

“I should hope I did,” replied the lad.

“An intelligent boy!” said Scrooge. “A remarkable boy! Do you know whether
they’ve sold the prize Turkey that was hanging up there—Not the little prize
Turkey: the big one?”

“What, the one as big as me?” returned the boy.

“What a delightful boy!” said Scrooge. “It’s a pleasure to talk to him. Yes, my
buck.”

“It’s hanging there now,” replied the boy.

“Is it?” said Scrooge. “Go and buy it.”

“Walk-er!” exclaimed the boy.

“No, no,” said Scrooge, “I am in earnest. Go and buy it, and tell them to bring
it here, that I may give them the direction where to take it. Come back with the
man, and I’ll give you a shilling. Come back with him in less than five minutes
and I’ll give you half-a-crown.”

Now that is a holiday tradition. Let’s head on over to Ohio.

Not Akron. Yes, Akron. If you were wondering if you lived in a “black world,”
fifty black people in Akron, Ohio, had an answer: Yes.
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No, they didn’t answer during a community forum on our Founding Fathers.
Or in a letter to the editor. Or even in a rant on a blog. Instead, in the summer
of 2011, a group of fifty black people clearly declared that we live in a black
world when they kicked and punched and terrorized a mom, dad, and two kids
leaving a Fourth of July party.

Out of nowhere, the six were attacked by dozens of teenage boys, who shouted
“This is our world” and “This is a black world” as they confronted Marshall
and his family.

The Marshalls, who are white, say the crowd of teens who attacked them and
two friends June 27 on Girard Street numbered close to 50. The teens were all
black.

They said it started when one teen, without any words or warning, blindsided
and assaulted Marshall’s friend as he stood outside with the others.

Marshall was the most seriously injured. He suffered a concussion and multiple
bruises to his head and eye. He said he spent five nights in the critical care unit
at Akron General Medical Center.

“I knew I was going to get beat, but not as bad as I did,” Marshall said. “But I
did it to protect my family. I didn’t have a choice. There was no need for this.
We should be all getting along. But to me, it seems to be racist.”17

Peoria, Illinois, was no better when in 2011 a crowd of hundreds of black people
attacked police with fire, rockets, and explosives as they responded to a burning
trash can.18

2012 was under slightly more control, but still violent. The Peoria Journal Star
reported:

Police twice dispersed large crowds fighting in the street with pepper balls early
Thursday, hours after most Fourth of July revelers had vacated the riverfront
area.

The first call came at about 2:40 a.m. in the 600 block of Northeast Adams
Street. When officers arrived, hundreds of people were in the streets with some
yelling, shoving, and punching each other.19

But this year, police and fire officials report none of the violence was directed
against them. Or at least none that anyone would talk about.

Peoria and South Florida are a universe apart, connected only by a fondness for
black mob violence. Let’s take a look.
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7
LET’S PARTY

Miami Beach, Myrtle Beach, Indianapolis, and Charlotte:
You bring the juice, I’ll bring the guns and the weed.

If you are in the mood for a little partying, mixed with mayhem and shooting,
you might want to check out Black Beach Week in Miami Beach, Black Bike
Week in Myrtle Beach, International Black Expo in Indianapolis, or even Speed
Week in Charlotte. These are annual events that are marketed to the black
community. They are advertised on black radio stations and in black newspapers
and feature black celebrities.

The biggest problem people have in describing these events is finding the right
city to make comparisons: Fallujah seems to be this year’s favorite. Sarajevo is
popular with the older crowd. Even Cairo.

MIAMI BEACH

Let’s start with the coral-colored streets of Miami Beach where every year for
the last ten years, 350,000 to 400,000 black people gather during a long Memorial
Day weekend. For fifty-one weeks out of the year, Miami Beach is a mecca for
art deco enthusiasts, retirees, and a grab bag of tourists, gay and straight, from
around the world. But for five days around Memorial Day, Miami Beach is the
center of the universe for the world’s biggest black beach party. The city does
not really host the party. People just show up.

The party does more damage than most hurricanes. With hurricanes you don’t
get police exchanging gun fire with gangsters trying to run them over with their
cars.

You do get shootings. Assaults on police. Mountains of trash. Violence against
people and property on a scale that can only be called anarchistic. And its all
on video.

Reporters and sources fall over each other to avoid saying that hundreds of
thousands of black people_come to their town every Memorial Day and leave a
shattered war zone in their wake. The Miami Herald reported:

For the past 10 years, the Art Deco District on South Beach has turned into
a hip-hop street party during Memorial Day weekend, with a bulked up police
presence monitoring hundreds of thousands of young revelers.

Monday’s early morning shootings, which resulted in one dead, four bystanders
hit by stray bullets, and three police officers injured, has renewed a call to
replace the hip-hop themed festival with a less rowdy event — or do away with
it altogether.1
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Commenter Antonino Lopez in a CBS Miami article expressed his frustration
with the mobs of people and how they turn the city into a war zone:

“It shows our city as nothing short of a war zone - Filthy streets, a drive by
shooting, multiple cars crashed in the process, and total chaos on the streets.
This is unacceptable and must be controlled before we totally lose our city,
tourism & residents.2

It is not limited to Ocean Drive or Collins Avenue. The president of Hispanic
gay-rights group Unity Coalition, Herb Sosa, wrote an open letter to Miami
Beach mayor Matti Herrera Bower about the “Urban Beach Week.” In it he
said:

“There isn’t a residential street in South Beach not affected by tons of garbage,
crime to our vehicles, excessive noise 24 hours a day, and simply a lack of respect
for our community, citizens and property,” activist Herb Sosa wrote in an open
letter to the Miami Beach City Commission. “Make the difficult but correct
decision to put an end to Urban Weekend in Miami Beach.”3

Doug Giles on Townhall.com describes the effect of the crowds of people on the
usually pleasant beach town:

This past weekend the Urban Beach people hit their nadir: They turned South
Beach, America’s Riviera, into a war zone.

Collins Avenue on Memorial Day was indeed memorable but in a tawdry, satanic
sense as the Urban Beach Weekers made our Cosmopolitan playground look
more like Cairo, complete with attempted cop killing.

Yes, during this year’s festivities the Urban Beach Weekers trashed the historic
Art Deco streets, screamed, yelled and blasted music 24/7, and then, of course,
there’s the attempted murder of our local police. Yep, one of the “tourists” tried
to run over several cops with his vehicle and then shot at them, at which point
a gunfight ensued between one of these winners and Miami’s cops that made
anything John Yoo has produced look lame.4

Local TV says people were enjoying the holiday weekend without once mention-
ing the history of this event. It began in 1999 with small crowds but as urban
clothing companies started to use the event to show off their wares, it began to
take off. Soon record labels and entertainers got involved and the event spiraled
into a mega fest of close to half a million people, trashing the streets, creating
havoc, and even breaking out in violence. By 2011 gunshots, chaos, and cars
trying to run over cops were all part of the event.

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: South Beach Shootout
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It has gotten so bad, one of its original organizers, rapper Luther Campbell,
says he does not want anything to do with it. He told the local CBS affiliate:

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Real Life Miami Vice

“Just walk the streets, get drunk, be rowdy, go to jail,” Campbell told CBS4’s
Jim DeFede in describing what the event has become. “Me personally I wouldn’t
even go over there. I haven’t been there probably in the last two or three years.

Campbell has a long history with the affair. Initially the weekend started in the
Nineties as a fashion event for designers geared toward the African-American
community. It continued to build over the years, with as many as 250,000 people
descending on Miami Beach for the long weekend.

“The people that were originally coming down here were young professionals,”
he said. “Then it became this free-for-all for the last five years where it became
kids, thugs that type of element.”5

It is almost embarrassing to watch the people of South Florida who feel they have
to apologize and stammer when talking about the damage this five-day Black
Beach Week inflicts on their town. They are afraid someone will call them racist
for noticing large scale black criminality. Meanwhile, the folks responsible for
the carnage complain about hurt feelings when people notice they are bad news.
Listen to members of the ACLU. They said police caused the riots.

“The unfortunate part of this has been the racial component,” said John de
Leon, president of the Greater Miami Chapter of the American Civil Liberties
Union, which monitors police during the event. “The police presence historically
has seemed to heighten the tension of the event.”6

That is rich. The ACLU does not care for the racial component of “Black Beach
Week.” If you saw this on TV, you would turn the channel because it would
not seem plausible. A lot of the crime went unreported at the time, both by
the police and the media. It wasn’t until a year later, in 2012, that the national
paper The New York Times broke the story:

Last year a melee broke out, and employees hustled out the knife-wielding
brawlers. The restaurant then shut down for two days. “We had a small riot,”
said Jason Starkman, the owner. “I can’t take that risk anymore with my staff.”

A few blocks away at Mango’s Tropical Cafe on Ocean Drive, a popular club
and cabaret, David Wallack, the owner, said that after last year’s event his staff
voted overwhelmingly to close this weekend. Mango’s decided to remain open
but Mr. Wallack has removed the sidewalk cafe to protect customers; a shuttle
bus will ferry employees to their cars because last year several were robbed of
their tips.
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Worse still, Mr. Wallack said, the event chased away other customers and was
a financial loss for the cafe.7

By 2012 more than ten years since the first event, police were ready. Miami
Beach turned into an “armed camp.” Six hundred police with scanners checked
every car coming into the beach town. Some were turned away. Others were
arrested. Cops were everywhere. Violence and lawlessness were down. Lots of
people complained it was not as much fun. A buzz kill. The Miami Herald main-
tained its perfect record of turning a blind eye. Here is how they soft-peddled
the scene:

Law enforcement calls, through Sunday morning, were along the line of routine,
weekend incidents that occur on South Beach all the time — just more of them.

A brawl here. A foot chase there. A drunk, screaming man, choke-holding his
girlfriend, wrestled to the ground by officers and stunned with a Taser.

People drinking and lighting up joints on the streets.

“A lot of low-level lawlessness,” said Miami Beach police Lt. Bruce Johnson as
he and a squad of bicycle patrol officers darted down Washington Avenue after
ticketing a man for his ride’s illegal window tint.8

“Low-level lawlessness”?! What is that? Hundreds were arrested. Dope smoking
took place on the streets in front of cops. One guy bit the face off another guy.
But all in all, Black BeachWeek was a success. Ask anyone, except the residents.
Most of the locals loathe Black Beach Week—and say so all over the Internet.

If the “low-level lawlessness” of Miami Beach is not to your liking on Memorial
Day, but you still have mayhem and violence on your mind, head your hog up
to Myrtle Beach for Black Biker Weekend.

Mayhem ensues up there too.

MYRTLE BEACH

In 2011 the otherwise quiet town of Myrtle Beach had “five armed robberies,
a stabbing, a shooting, and an incident involving a shotgun being pointed at
a security guard during a nearly eight-hour period early Sunday and Monday”
over Memorial Day weekend.9

That’s the violence, but there’s more—more trash on the streets than anyone
has seen before. All courtesy of the three hundred thousand folks who attend
the largest gathering of black bikers in the world.

Black Biker Week has a long and violent history in Myrtle Beach—which now
includes denying anything unusual ever happens in their town during Memorial
Day weekend. Myrtle Beach is a family beach town surrounded by 123 golf
courses. For fifty-one weeks a year, Myrtle Beach is upscale, gentile, and safe.
Then comes Memorial Day. Originally called the Atlantic Beach Memorial Day
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BikeFest, Black Biker Week began in 1980 and was held just at Atlantic Beach
with one hundred participants.

Black Bike Week got so violent and abusive from 2000 to 2005 that businesses
boarded up for the week. The high crime and hyper-violence associated with
the event led city officials to enact a series of laws effectively banning motorcycle
rallies in their city. The NAACP cried racial discrimination and sued to reverse
the law. They won. The businesses that closed during Black Biker Week were
found to be guilty of racial discrimination.

Many folks are absolutely surprised a business cannot close and open whenever
it wants.

Today, the NAACP has a hot line where people can phone in complaints of
discrimination against anyone who has a problem with Black Bike Week or
its participants. No word on if the NAACP has a hotline for the victims of
shootings and violence during the week.

Local news media noted high levels of crime and litter during the weekend
of Memorial Day 2011, but they never mentioned anything about the world’s
largest gathering of black bikers that had the run of their town for the week.10

Maybe the local news media was concerned about the NAACP. Maybe they
didn’t like being called racist. News One reported that “the NAACP will be
looking at the way businesses and police treat African American motorcycle
riders for Black Biker Week to monitor racial discrimination.” Maybe they will
monitor the news media too. Isn’t it strange that three hundred thousand black
bike enthusiasts can come to a small town and no local media mentions the
group or its members even once?11

Good or bad, isn’t that a story?

Once the biking and the beaching are over, you can pick up the partying in
Indianapolis. Just don’t forget your guns.

INDIANAPOLIS

The annual Indiana Black Expo (IBE) is one of the largest black events in
the country. During the several-day event in the summer of 2010, crowds of
more than one thousand black IBE-goers emptied into the streets of downtown
Indianapolis, where just before 9:30, chaos erupted. It was right after the IBE
Summer Celebration.

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: IBE Shootout 1
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“Police say eight people were wounded in a burst of gunfire in downtown In-
dianapolis during the Indiana Black Expo and two more in separate shootings
that followed.” There were dozens of fights. Vandalism. One big rolling riot.12

The number of people shot eventually climbed to ten.

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: IBE Shootout 2

De rigueur, a black reporter interviews the white cop who said that young people
are out of control, said that it’s “a few people making it bad for everyone.”

Thank God for videotape, which belies just about everything the cop said.
Instead of a few people making it bad for everyone, the footage shows fights,
anarchy, and rioting through the streets of Indianapolis. But no one is allowed
to say it.

The organizer of the event, Amos Brown III, was thankful that in 2011, the IBE
was “violence free! The media hype of last year’s tragedy obscured the fact that
the thirty-nine previous Expo’s were relatively violence free, too.”13

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: IBE 2006

Relatively? Compared to what? The violence in 2006, the shootings in 2007,
the arrests in 2008 and 2009 …?

A few weeks before the big shoot down in 2010, as many as four hundred thou-
sand racing fans gathered at the nearby Indianapolis Speedway in relative tran-
quility. “On race day state police issued thirty-five tickets: twenty-seven for
underage drinking, two for fake identification, and one each for littering, intox-
ication, false informing, and possession of marijuana.” That’s it.

In the run up to the 2011 Expo, city officials announced a massive increase
in police presence for the event. Even so, two weeks before it opened, several
people were shot and police broke up several “disturbances” with pepper gas
in downtown Indianapolis—all involving groups of black people near the Canal,
witnesses say. Even the Indianapolis Star could not ignore it.

“The violence comes at a sensitive time for city officials,” said the Star, because
the city officials worried about the image of its downtown and its propensity for
violence.

“Although none of the shootings or fights was directly connected to Summer
Celebration events or venues, the annual celebration of black culture that at-
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tracts more than 200,000 people Downtown during its 11-day run has been
inescapably tied to the violence.”14

Despite the record of violence and lawlessness at their events, officials of the
Black Expo sponsored a public forum in Indianapolis to protest the shooting of
Trayvon Martin.

During the course of the forum, an audience member boldly asked if African-
Americans should launch an armed struggle,” wrote panelist Brandon Perry
in the Indianapolis Recorder. “I hope I’m wrong about this, but the ‘gasps’
came from a few who seemed to advocate armed conflict against racists or the
government.15

Calls for a violent black revolution on the streets of Indianapolis? Who knew?

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Indianapolis Riots

And the violence in Indianapolis continues:

On St. Patrick’s Day of 2012, five black people were shot in downtown Indi-
anapolis following an altercation. In May 2012 a young white couple out for an
evening stroll near the downtown canal was assaulted by a mob of seven black
men.

Also in May 2012, a resident of Indianapolis posted a video of black people
fighting that ended with three people shot and one dead. “It’s like the LA riots
out there,” said a video poster known as Justin Beagle.

City officials, local media, and Expo organizers may downplay the lawlessness of
downtown Indianapolis, but YouTube is full of rap videos featuring Indianapo-
lis black people reveling in murder, violence, theft, and drug dealing. Even
bragging about it.

In 2012, Indianapolis hired a black police chief in the hopes that he might, at
least in part, better understand the black mob violence and stop it. It was a
response to a special trip Al Sharpton made to Indianapolis where he blasted
the mayor for police brutality and the injuries fifteen-year-old Brandon Johnson
suffered:

“You would assume that police in Indianapolis aren’t trained on how to re-
strain people,” Sharpton said, “Four or five of them and they can’t restrain a
15-year-old?” He went on to call the incident an injustice.16

No such luck.

In January 2013 it started again. The Circle Centre Mall—a gleaming display of
downtown redevelopment when it opened in 1996—is a multi-story retail center
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connected by covered walkways to nine hotels and a convention center and was
once anchored by Nordstrom.

Today, Nordstrom is gone, as are many of the restaurants and shops. The rest
of the mall and the surrounding area is increasingly hazardous—and empty—
following a series of black mob riots featuring hundreds of people:

“Two large groups of youth came storming out of the mall, and we overheard
them talking about going to get something to eat. Then the next thing we
know, one group followed the other group, got about a block and a half down
the street and gunshots went off,” said the Rev. Horatio Luster.17

Earlier in the month in the same mall, members of a black mob attacked police
officers trying to break up several large fights. Four were arrested and one
subdued with a Taser.18 Soon after, downtown Indianapolis looked like an armed
camp with hundreds of police offers on duty and even a helicopter flying above.
The new police chief talked tough, calling the riots “urban terrorism.”19

But that dissuaded no one.

In March 2013 the black mob skirted this Maginot line and took their chaos to
the suburbs. This time they attacked the Castleton Square Mall, the largest
and some say nicest shopping district in the state. Local media accounts were
eager to downplay the violence and ignore the racial component of the mob.20

The Indianapolis Star said there were two dozen people involved in a fight.
The NBC affiliate called it a “teen scuffle.” The local Fox station reported a
“fight [broke] out.” But people who were there say the crowds were bigger, more
widespread and more dangerous than what the media portrayed. And everyone
involved in the fighting, property destruction, and mayhem was black.

The violence and lawlessness began early one Saturday evening when police
were called to quell a disturbance involving twenty to fifty black people at a
McDonald’s in the mall parking lot. Two guns were brandished during a violent
confrontation.21

However, unlike earlier examples of black mob violence in downtown Indianapo-
lis malls this year, there were no gunshots, say police.

Soon after, police were called to the nearby Sears where a large crowd of black
people was rampaging through the store knocking over displays and destroying
property. By the time police arrived, more than one hundred black people were
in the mall food court, fighting. Some were escorted out of the mall and ushered
to a waiting bus to return home. Five black people were arrested on various
charges related to violence, guns, and resisting arrest.

Not every media voice in Indianapolis is silent, waiting for the violence to go
away. There is at least one writer in Indianapolis that is unafraid. Writing in
the Indiana Barrister, attorney Abdul Hakim-Shabazz, is out of patience with
people who have too much patience for black pathology:
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It’s time for some tough love in this town. There is a criminal element in this
town that consists primarily of young black men. The recent attacks on the
Monon; the perpetrators were young black men. The “Pop It Off Boys” gang;
young black men. The most high ridden crime areas of the city, who are the
bad guys? Say it with me, they are usually young black men.

This may be painful, but the truth hurts. … There is also something even more
wrong when people will read this column and get mad at me and call me a
“sellout” or an “Uncle Tom” because I was the guy who was brave enough to
tell truth.

Indianapolis, you have a problem. Your problem is young black men who are out
of control. It’s time to step up and start making examples out of people. Decent
citizens black and white should not have to live in fear of urban terrorists. The
elderly man who marched for civil rights in the 1950s and 60s should not have
to live in fear because some Robin Hoodlum doesn’t know how to honor the
social contract. Young people who are trying to do the right thing, shouldn’t
have to live in fear because a bunch of cast extras from a Spike Lee film don’t
know how to behave.

And I shouldn’t have to write blog posts like this because young black men act
like social predators and terrorize the very neighborhoods they live in.22

Compare this with the bumbling explanations on the video from the police
administration the day after the IBE shootings. “It’s just a few people who make
it bad for everyone,” said Indiana State Trooper Rod Russell. “Unfortunately
these situations prevent good people from having good fun.”23

Sometimes you do need a weatherman.

CHARLOTTE

Now this is actually a bit strange. Speed Street in Charlotte is a several day
party that precedes the annual Coca Cola 600, a NASCAR event.

The last time I checked Jay Z and Kanye were not singing the praises of white
guys driving around all day making left turns. Alright, I have never actually
checked it out. But Speed Street had something for everyone. It was supposed
to be a way city officials in Charlotte, North Carolina, could show off how
well they could handle large crowds. The Democratic National Convention was
coming there in 2012, and even though the convention deal had already been
signed, they were eager to show potential visitors that Charlotte was a safe
gathering place for America’s liberals.

It didn’t turn out that way. The police got quite a workout. “They made 44
arrests – 33 adults and 11 juveniles … they included eight arrests on drug-related
charges; seven for intoxication and disruptive behavior; and five for disorderly
conduct.” Thirty to sixty thousand black people rioted, fought, stole, vandalized,
and killed a person.24
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Twenty-one-year-old Alphonso Spears, who was arrested on misdemeanor
charges of resisting a public officer and disorderly conduct, said police tactics
escalated the atmosphere. He told the Observer he was walking around looking
for his cell phone when an officer ordered him to keep moving. “I said, ‘Don’t
put your hands on me.’ ”

“Everybody was just out there having fun, drinking, a couple of people scream-
ing this, screaming that. When [police] set the mood, then everyone erupted.”

Eighteen-year-old Laquan Hoe also said he was wrongly arrested. Hoe said
police stopped him for obstructing a sidewalk when he was waiting for a ride.
When he tried to explain to the officer what he was doing, the officer said,
“What’d you say?”

“And he locked me up,” said Hoe. “I didn’t know you could be arrested for not
walking on a sidewalk.”25

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Speed Street Riots

The video tells one story. The newspapers and city officials blamed it on the
youth.

In the end, one person was fatally shot last weekend, another hospitalized with
a gunshot wound and 70 arrested uptown in one of the city’s largest mass arrests
in recent memory.

On Tuesday, Charlotte-Mecklenburg police Chief Rodney Monroe said unrest
that followed the Food Lion Speed Street festival caused panic, but insisted
officers “never lost control of the uptown.”

“Did we have fights? Yeah, we had fights,” Monroe said. “Did we have distur-
bances? Yeah, we had disturbances. … But at no time did we ever feel that we
lost control of the center city.”

But eyewitnesses, business managers and others interviewed by the Observer
described a chaotic scene late Saturday night and early Sunday morning.

On North Tryon Street, more than 50 young people overran a convenience store,
“taking everything they could put their hands on,” one worker said. All of them
escaped before police arrived, he said.

On College Street, security guards at Fuel Pizza called police multiple times to
report “a dozen fights in the streets,” owner Zach Current said.

Some 25,000 to 30,000 people had congregated along Trade and College streets
when the trouble started.26

In a way, he was right. After bail was posted, many of those arrested had an
explanation about what started the riot: The cops did it, of course.
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In the fall of 2011 Charlotte announced it was stepping up its riot training in
preparation for the Democratic National Convention in 2012. The Democrats
had just announced they were canceling an event at the Speedway and instead
were going to send their delegates to the Uptown district.

Nice. Don’t forget to take lots of videos.

Let’s head back out to the Midwest. This time the Ground Zero of racial
violence, media complicity, and official denial: Chicago.

8
GROUND ZERO: CHICAGO

The Second City has it all: Repeated and visible racial violence.
Denials. Even a Police Chief who blames Sarah Palin.
Really, he does.

Is Chicago worse than Philly?

Known as the Second City, Chicago does not have to stand behind anyone when
it comes to racial violence and denial. Chicago doesn’t have the large violent
crowds of black people roaming their downtown that characterize the Philadel-
phia racial violence. (They are getting there, don’t worry.) Chicago’s mobs
are smaller, but the incidents are more widespread. And hidden, so let’s call
that part a wash. But when it comes to the media and public officials denying,
obfuscating and even condoning the behavior, Philadelphia is the second city …
way, way, way behind Chicago.

Racial violence is so common in downtown Chicago that now some people call it
the “Chicago Intifada.” The flash robs and mobs and black gang violence started
soon after Rahm Emmanuel replaced Richard Daley as mayor in February 2011.
Seriously, that’s probably just one of those cosmic coincidences.

In April 2011 seventy black people stormed a McDonald’s, creating what news-
papers call a “mystery” disturbance. And what cops call nothing at all. Even
the Chicago Sun-Times had a problem with that when they learned about it
months later:

“Both Chicago Police Department and Campus Safety believe this activity is
related to the same group of individuals who have attempted to create havoc in
the area before,” wrote Robert Fine, the director of campus security for Loyola
and a veteran Chicago cop. “In February, we alerted you to a similar incident
in which these ‘Flash Mob Offenders’ allegedly committed thefts within local
retail stores around the Water Tower Campus community. The offenders exit
the Chicago Red Line stop, they go to various shops or restaurants, usually
clothing stores, and then storm the stores, taking as many items as they can
carry. The incidents seem to occur most often on weekends, between 5 p.m.
and 11 p.m.”
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Chicago Police say Sunday was no big deal.

“There was a large crowd,” said a CPD spokesman. “Officers of the 18th District
went and dispersed them. There were no arrests.”

And the restaurant closing for three hours?

“They voluntarily closed.”

The no arrests part is not surprising — kids hit a store en masse and steal all
they can grab, then flee. You can’t arrest everybody.

What they were doing at McDonald’s, where merchandise is not very grabbable,
is an enticing mystery. What happened?

The owner of the franchise said, “There’s absolutely nothing I want to add,”
and referred me to McDonald’s headquarters.1

That was the first time many people in Chicago had read about the flash mobs.
The first time many read they had been happening for quite some time. The
article, of course, did not mention the race of the troublemakers. But comments
from both white and black readers, as well as subsequent stories, made it clear
these incidents of racial violence were perpetrated by black people.

But mention it in the recent mayoral race? Newspaper accounts? No and no.

Soon after, the mobs got more ambitious: With fifty black people hitting high
dollar department and drug stores on Chicago’s Magnificent Mile. “They took
bottled drinks and sandwiches off the shelves, then ran off.”2

By Memorial Day, increasing numbers of people in Chicago knew they had a
problem with racial violence. People in charge felt like they were helpless to
do anything about it, and an increasing number of black criminals knew they
had an opportunity. Things got so bad that city officials canceled Memorial
Day celebrations—at least at one of Chicago’s most popular beaches. They said
it had nothing to do with violence and black people systematically assaulting
people on that beach during the holiday weekend.

No. Instead officials closed North Avenue Beach because it was hot. Other
Chicago beaches stayed open, but North Avenue Beach closed. Did the clos-
ing have anything to do with the violence in the neighborhood preceding the
holiday? Or reports that thousands of black people were creating a violent
atmosphere and fighting on the beach?

Of course not, said the Mayor—who pushed the decision down to his Superin-
tendent of Police, who pushed it down to his watch commander.

“Mayor Rahm Emanuel and Chicago’s top cop, Garry McCarthy, have insisted
the action was due to concern about public health and safety because of heat-
related illnesses. They said the closure did not have to do with gangs or fights.
But the 911 calls include complaints about fights involving dozens of people at
Oak Street Beach and North Avenue Beach.” There were no 911 reports of heat
exhaustion that day.3
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Nothing to do with crime. Certainly nothing to do with race. If it had anything
to do with race, would all of those black politicians standing behind the mayor
have been nodding their head in agreement?

Few believed it. It was so incredible that even the local CBS affiliate wasn’t
buying it:

“You had public safety and you had public health,” Mayor Emanuel said.
“There’s no Monday morning quarterbacking.”

“There was no gang activity that was involved in the commander’s decision to
close the beach,” said police Supt. Garry McCarthy.

“But a police source close to the situation tells a different story. That officer
says police got reports of up to 1,000 suspected gang members meeting here to
start trouble. Callers to Cliff Kelley’s show on WVON 1690 AM agree. “It was
gang bangers acting stupid up there,” one caller said.

“There was a lot of, like, ethnic minorities, like, yelling at each other,” one
woman said.

“The violence that they had between each other, I guess quarrels, and they
knew that everyone would meet here,” a man said.4

For you non-Chicagoians, WVON stands for Voice of the Negro.

Violent mobs had been a concern at North Avenue Beach previously. Just one
month earlier a group of about one hundred teenagers “surrounded two people
on bikes. Both were knocked off their bikes and thrown into Lake Michigan.5

See if you can find a news story about that riot. Go ahead. I dare you.

The listeners to a local talk radio station had no problem describing what was
happening: Large groups of black people were terrorizing visitors to the beach.

Listeners to WLS Radio’s Don Wade and Roma Show reported seeing dozens
of gang-bangers pushing people off their bikes. One caller said those that
were causing the havoc were not dressed for the beach and looked like “bad
elements.”6

During an interview with WLS Radio’s Bill Cameron, Chicago Police Supt.
Garry McCarthy denied the reports, saying that neither gang activity nor vio-
lence played any role in the closing.

“Well, you know, this again is frustrating, because if they called a radio sta-
tion or if they called a news reporter, nobody ever called 911 to report that,”
McCarthy said.

“We’ve reviewed the calls that occurred from 1 o’clock that day at North Beach
and there were 19 calls for service. Of those 19 calls, one of them was for a
disorderly group of kids, or youth. That hardly represents out of control gang
bangers permeating and disturbing the peace on the beach.”7
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But that’s hardly what happened that day. WLS Radio secured a collection of
911 tapes from that day in 2011 from the Chicago Office of Emergency Man-
agement and Communications (OEMC). The tapes contradict what the police
superintendent said and confirm what listeners reported. There were numerous
reports of violent activity on the beach that day.

During one call, a woman tells an emergency responder that a fight had broken
out on North Avenue Beach where she noticed minimal police presence.

“Yes, there’s a fight breaking out on the beach because there’s nothing but
animals covering this beach today,” the woman says. “I mean, you can’t even
walk along the bike path or ride along the bike path. There’s no crowd control.
What the hell is going on?”

A 911 caller who was at the Oak Street Beach food and concessions stand said,
“We have a couple of gentlemen who are threatening to shoot us, threatening
to whip our a**, trying to take our own equipment.”

In another call, a woman near Oak Street Beach requested police assistance due
to a large crowd of kids fighting.

“We need immediate police officers on the scene, I believe there is a fight,” the
caller said. The dispatcher asked her how many people were fighting and the
woman said, “it’s a crowd, a huge crowd of kids.

Another woman also reported a large group of kids blocking the bike path on
Oak Street Beach.

“There is another fight here, these kids, there’s so many kids they are blocking
the bike path, now there’s so many on the path.” When the dispatcher asked
how many individuals were involved, the woman responded, “I would say 30 or
more.”

Another caller reported approximately 30 individuals from Oak Street Beach
attempting to cross Lake Shore Drive near the Drake Hotel.

“Heading north on Lake Shore Drive coming out of the S-curve right there
near the Drake Hotel and there are people literally trying to run across Lake
Shore Drive,” the woman said. “I almost took out two of them because they’re
jumping the fence at the beach and they’re trying to run across the drive (Lake
Shore Drive).”8

Emergency dispatchers also handled numerous calls from people reporting stolen
purses, bicycles, and other property. In the days following the decision to clear
the beach, Mayor Rahm Emanuel issued a response, saying police made the
correct decision.

“You have a series of phone calls coming in from a single beach about heat. … It’s
the first real hot day we’ve had. The police, in judgment with the paramedics,
made a decision that, for the paramedics to do their job, the beach needed to
be closed. … If they didn’t have those phone calls, the beach would have stayed
open,” Emanuel said.9
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One day after Emanuel blamed a surge of calls about patrons suffering from
heat exhaustion for the beach closing, McCarthy stood at the mayor’s side and
agreed. Asked point-blank what role, if any, violence played in the closing,
McCarthy said without hesitation, “None.”

One of the witnesses to the Chicago beach riots talked about the attacks. Amy
Schwartz told NBC Chicago about how she saw a woman being beaten and
kicked while mobs stood by and cheered. She said she heard of other 911 calls
about “people being rude and intimidating and abusive.”10

Several news accounts of the event featured black activists who work on anti-
gang programs. While they never mentioned the eight-hundred-pound gorilla
in the room, it is clear from the readers’ comments and other information that
the North Avenue beach riot was black people behaving badly.

By June 6, 2011, you might think the mobs became more violent. That would
not be true. The truth is, they just became more visible. And news of the
frequent—and unreported—attacks from the previous year started leaking into
local press reports.

“Police sources said they have been aware of large groups of teens causing trouble
along North Michigan Avenue for at least the last year. One source said the
fear is the attacks could become more frequent as the weather gets warmer.”11

Whoa! Don’t go past this. Large groups of teens have been causing trouble for
a year, and this is the first that the newspaper reports it? A one year crime
wave and the paper is doing the “sources said” thing?

Come on, man.

Insert your own expletive of exasperation here.

The newspapers either knew what was happening and did not report it. Or did
not know. I cannot figure out which is worse.

Despite the best efforts of the major Chicago papers to keep a lid on the fact
that a wave of racial violence was sweeping their city, the readers of the stories
were not having any part of it. They demanded the papers tell the truth about
the frequency of the attacks, the extent of the violence, and the race of the
attackers. There is no doubt some folks go over the top when talking about
a newspaper’s refusal to describe the race of criminals. But lots of other folks
just wanted to know: Why don’t you describe their race? What is the paper
trying to hide? And in response the Chicago Tribune closed the message board
because of “excessive violations of the Tribune’s comment policies.”

Translation: Too many people asking too many of the wrong questions.

Shutting down the message board might have worked, except for one thing.
There were more racial attacks. They exploded. News from Chicago univer-
sities, gay neighborhoods, wealthy downtown districts, buses, beaches, parks,
and other areas was all the same: Black people committing violence seemingly
at random. And, oh yeah, it had been going on for a while.
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It wasn’t until they started targeting tourists, though, that the paper seemed
to start to realize the city had a problem with mob violence. A doctor from
Seattle, in town for a medical convention, was beaten and robbed by a mob of
twenty black people. The Chicago Tribune opened its eyes at least a little:

“I think it reflects badly on Chicago,” said Dr. Jack Singer, 68, a Seattle oncol-
ogist who was one of two victims in town for a convention of cancer specialists
at McCormick Place. “I’ve been coming to the convention every year, and this
is the first time I’ve felt threatened downtown.”

The outbreak of random violence along a busy stretch of Chicago Avenue and
the lakefront creates a sensitive issue for city officials eager to boost tourism
and convention business.

“No matter what, we have to remember this isn’t just about downtown resi-
dents, but our tourism economy,” said Ald. Brendan Reilly, whose 42nd Ward
encompasses most of the downtown business district. “Perception is reality in
tourism world. There are economic consequences if people think downtown isn’t
safe….”

The attacks occurred around 8:30 p.m. Saturday. Moments after a group of
teens wrestled with Singer over his iPad and BlackBerry, members of the same
mob attacked a 42-year-old doctor visiting from Japan. That doctor was beaten
and robbed of his iPod Touch while walking in the 700 block of North Lake Shore
Drive, authorities said.

“He looked like he had no idea what had happened,” Singer said of the Japanese
doctor, who rode with him in a squad car while helping police search for the
assailants.

Both physicians were in town for the annual convention of the American Society
of Clinical Oncology, which entered into a 10-year deal with McCormick Place in
2010. The five-day event typically brings in more than 30,000 doctors, vendors,
and other specialists from around the world.

Police sources said they have been aware of large groups of teens causing trouble
along North Michigan Avenue for at least the last year. One source said the
fear is the attacks could become more frequent as the weather gets warmer.12

Back in the old days, newspapers hired people called reporters to let their readers
know about this kind of thing that had been happening for at least a year.

At least a year.

Just let that sit for a minute. Think about the number of people who have
to know about black gang violence exploding throughout the city—and who
decided it is not worth mentioning. Talk about the bigotry of soft expectations.
Or the danger they placed people in by not giving them information.

Let’s move on to another upscale Chicago neighborhood: Boystown. Some-
thing else they will not tell you in the news accounts is that Boystown is a gay
neighborhood.
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In July 2011 a man spilled a drink on another man. The man who got wet was
part of a large gang of black people. The soon-to-be-victim, Rubin Robinson,
was also black. He was a beautician and actor walking with his boyfriend.
One gay paper said that there had been an uptick in crime and reported that
a large community meeting was held to address the problem. “Some comments
appeared to blame crimes on people, especially youths, who come into the neigh-
borhood from poorer, largely black and Latino areas.” The meeting drew nearly
eight hundred people. “Some attendees demanded a larger police presence …
others asserted that the youth programs at the Center on Halsted, Chicago’s
LGBT community center, bring crime into the neighborhood.”13

The newspapers failed to mention that many victims of racial violence are gay.
Robinson got stabbed and beat up. It’s on video. Let’s go to the local ABC
affiliate:
“It was an obvious mob mentality. You saw people cheering it on. People
running in to give one quick jab or kick and then back out and cheering them
on. It’s scary,” Sall said.
Though unrelated, residents say this is the third stabbing in the area in recent
weeks. The last one happened five days ago, just one block north, when a man
was robbed in a 7-Eleven parking lot at Halsted and Roscoe.
Residents say the problems are due to large groups of people from outside the
neighborhood loitering in the area. Alderman Tom Tunney, 44th Ward, said
Monday night that this is a subject that has been coming up for the last couple
of years.
“There tends to be large groups of minority youths on Halsted. Whether they
are patronizing the businesses or not, it’s an area where they feel safe. It’s a
balancing act that we’re trying to make it safe for everyone,” Tunney said.14

A subject that has been coming up for years?
This was the third stabbing in as many weeks. And that does not count the
other episodes of racial violence that people know about but were too afraid to
report.
Thank you YouTube. And thanks to the Alderman for telling the truth, albeit
accidentally.
In early June 2011 Chicago police arrested several black men for a series of
four attacks and robberies in the same neighborhood. The local NBC affiliate
reported on the incidents and the arrest, but the report was lacking.15

Any distinguishing features of the victims or assailants? You could not tell if
you only listened to this account, but the people arrested were black. At least
one of the victims was gay. And everyone was a lot happier not talking about
it.
People like to make all kinds of excuses: Kids like the beach. Kids don’t have
parents. The weather is getting warmer. Whatever.
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It’s probably all true, but why did no one have anything to say about the central
unifying feature of the attacks: Race? Or even worse, if they did say something,
why did no one report it?

Before we get to some official reaction, let’s wrap up the riot part with more
details about specific attacks:

Student journalists at Loyola University’s Water Tower campus began reporting
on a rash of “flash mob” crimes in February 2011.

Instead of bursting into song and dance, groups of juveniles activated by text
messages rushed into stores, filled their arms with merchandise and fled. The
idea apparently was that security guards couldn’t possibly catch them all.

Loyola’s campus security warned students that the gangs were believed to be
arriving via the CTA Red Line’s Chicago Avenue station.

Police stepped up their presence in the area and merchants doubled down on
security. But things have clearly escalated. In April, the McDonald’s at Chicago
Avenue and State Street was swarmed by 70 youths who created a disturbance
serious enough to summon 10 police units. The restaurant was closed for hours
afterward.

Saturday night’s attacks were senseless and over the top. How many young men
does it take to relieve a single unsuspecting citizen of his iPod? The victims all
were punched and beaten repeatedly; one was hit in the face with a baseball.
The take: a handful of electronic toys, a bicycle, a wallet.16

In June 2011 “as many as 15 teens … stormed Chicago Transit Authority buses,
attacked their victims and darted off with cell phones and other electronic
devices”17

Yes, the perpetrators were black.

Incident after incident, groups of young men beat and rob victims. Streeterville,
the Gold Coast, the Magnificent Mile, all up and down North Shore Drive were
reports of mob violence against individuals and businesses.

Pausing from passing out fliers for a discount men’s store in the 400 block of
North Michigan on Sunday, Joseph Reyes recalled being roughed up by a mob
of about a dozen teens in October while he was wearing a gorilla suit to promote
a Halloween store. Similar groups tried to shoplift from the store, prompting
owners to hire private security.18

Even quasi-famous people get flash mobbed:

The latest attack occurred early Thursday morning. A spokesman for the
Chicago Police Department said the attack involved “multiple” perpetrators
near an elevated train platform. Described in the police report as a “strong
arm robbery,” the group of assailants took the victim’s iPad and money and
punched him in the face. No arrests have yet been made in that case.
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The Chicago Tribune reported the victim was Jesse Andersen, the 35-year-old
brother of Smashing Pumpkins front-man Billy Corgan.19

Given the epidemic of racial violence in Chicago, readers were increasingly in-
dignant that newspapers were not reporting that all of the assailants were black.
The Chicago Tribune’s Steve Chapman had an answer ready: you are a racist
if you even ask.

There are good reasons not to identify the attackers by race. It’s the newspaper’s
sound general policy not to mention race in a story, whether about crime or
anything else, unless it has some clear relevance to the topic….

My question to readers accusing us of political correctness is: Why do you care
so much about the attackers’ race? If you fear or dislike blacks, I suppose it
would confirm your prejudice. But otherwise, it tells you nothing useful.20

Well, Mr. Steve Chapman, here’s one reason that we should care: when papers
like the Chicago Tribune support affirmative action, racial quotas, and other
race-based solutions to very difficult problems, asking for the paper to identify
the assailants is one way of asking “How’s that working out for you?” On a
more practical level, giving the details may help someone avoid being a victim
of the next mob attack.

Let’s take the flip side. What if a bunch of Mormons or Methodists piled out
of church and went on a violent rampage? Would that be a story?

Even Chapman and the Chicago Tribune could not miss that one.

Another Tribune genius weighs in, labors mightily, and brings forth the same
mouse: All the rioters are black, Mary Schmich concedes. But they were mo-
tivated by robbery, not racial animus, sayeth the mind-reading geniuses at the
Chicago Tribune.21

Besides not all the victims were white. That proves it was not a race riot.

Once again, confusing victims with perpetrators.

SARAH PALIN DID IT

While Chapman and the Chicago Tribune do not even want to consider the
question of race, Gary McCarthy, Superintendent of Police in Chicago—the
same guy who said there was no problem at the North Avenue beach—is a bit
braver and bolder. He came up with a person to blame for the hyper-violence
in Chicago: Sarah Palin.

The NRA does not like me, and I’m okay with that!

Federal gun laws facilitate the flow of illegal firearms into our urban centers
across this country are killing our black and brown children.
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We’ve got to get the gun debate back to center with the recognition of who’s
paying the price for the gun manufacturers being rich and living in gated com-
munities.

I snapped on the TV to relax and what was on TV? Sarah Palin’s Alaska. And
she was Caribou hunting and the right to bear arms. Why wasn’t she at the
crime scene with me.22

Thank God for YouTube. It is there we can watch the Superintendent of Police
in Chicago appearing in the church of race-baiter Father Pfleger, blaming Sarah
Palin and institutional racism for black violence in America.

At least he talked about race.

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Chicago Superintendent McCarthy

TIRED SOLUTIONS AND BLAME SHIFTING

Without YouTube, we would not have heard from Bobby Rush, the Chicago
congressman with the distinction of being the only person to ever defeat Barack
Obama in an election, and a onetime big dog in the Black Panthers. Rush put
together a meeting to talk about crime. And of course they trotted out all the
usual solutions: More jobs, more gyms, and more free stuff. If there is any place
where they have tried these solutions nonstop for fifty years, it is Chicago. Even
so, they pressed on undeterred for more, more, more of the same.

Rush said flash mobs have existed in Chicago for as long as he can remember.
The only reason people are paying attention now is the criminals have left the
ghetto for greener pastures.

“You know as well as I—shootings, killings, and flash mobs,” Rush said. “This
is a new one now. Flash mobs, pepper spray assaults by young men have
dominated this weekend’s news. I’m disturbed because it happens on the South
Side on a regular basis. It seems as though when it happens on the North Side,
then it’s newsworthy.23

I actually did not know that. Turns out everyone knew about the mob activity
on the South Side except me. On June 8, 2011, black columnist Stella Foster
let the cat out of the bag:

I heard from a reader who informed this columnist that the flash mob incidents
have been going on for the longest time on the South Side with virtually no media
mentions nor any real action on the part of our Chicago Police Department. The
reader told me that certain drugstores and supermarkets have been attacked
by groups of young males, who would congregate in the parking lots of these
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businesses, walk into the stores, take what they wanted and then boldly walk
out and jump on bikes for their getaway. When the reader asked why the store
employees didn’t call the police, the response was, “We stop calling the police
because it happens so frequently that the police stop responding.”

I know this is a big challenge for the Chicago Police Department, but more po-
licemen will have to spread out and be more visible in patrolling the city, not just
the Gold Coast and the Loop areas. And I am sure Mayor Rahm Emanuel will
not play games with these thugs. And remember, decent law-abiding African
Americans are victims, too.24

If you ever wondered where these crazy kids could ever get the idea that flash
mobbing has no consequences, look no further than the South Side. Stella went
on to say that we should be calling them “flash thugs” because flash mobs are
“supposed to start dancing.”

In June 2012 it started up again. Black mobs were under investigation in at least
five violent incidents in downtown Chicago in a two-week period. According to
the award-winning police blog Second City Cop, there may be twenty-five more
incidents of mob violence and lawlessness that weekend alone that were never
reported.25

On June 9, 2012, shortly after the Chicago Blues Festival ended at 9:30 p.m.,
a mob attacked an out-of-town visitor and left him with a broken jaw. “Seven
juveniles ranging in age from 13 to 16, were charged with felony mob action …
in connection with an attack in downtown Chicago.”26

Thirty minutes later, another mob in a nearby subway attacked a man trying to
protect his wife from theft and assault. The Chicago Tribune reported that the
police said “the woman dropped her iPhone and one of the teens picked it up.
The husband told the teen to give it back and the group attacked him, push-
ing him to the ground and punching and kicking him.”27 The paper published
pictures of the assailants. All of them were black and none of them have been
arrested or identified.

The next night, June 10, a doctor at Chicago’s Northwestern hospital was beaten
by a mob. It was the second attack on a doctor in that area in ten days. All
the suspects were black, though the victim told the Chicago Tribune race had
nothing to do with it.28

I only wish my doctor were a mind reader as well.

The Chicago New Report provides details_of similar assaults for the following
weekend:

Saturday, Chicago police officers were kept busy trying to control huge crowds
of unruly, young African Americans in the city’s increasingly violent downtown
area. Separate groups, of nearly two hundred people, were responsible for several
disturbances and at least one robbery in the area.29

The beat reporters are not connecting the dots, and three Chicago columnists
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are doing everything they can to deny the dots even exist. In June 2011 Tribune
columnist Mary Schmich, recounting the black mob violence at the time, said
“there’s another fact that you also know, but it’s one you haven’t read in the
Tribune or seen explicitly stated by most of the official media: The young men
were black.” Which, of course, has nothing to do with anything, she said. And
besides, she and her friends worry how reporting the race of the criminals “will
reflect on all the good black kids.”30

A steady stream of headlines tell the rest of the story:

Random attacks cause concern in Chicago - Chicago Tribune

Police Supt. Garry McCarthy vows to hunt down ‘flash mob’ suspects - Chicago
Sun-Times

Officials: Flash Mobs Already Plague South Side – CBS Chicago

Four robbed, attacked by mob of young men in Streeterville – Chicago Sun-
Times

Teen mobs suspected in downtown assaults – Chicago Tribune

Boy mugged by group of teens near Ogilvie Transportation Center – Chicago
Sun-Times

The list goes on and on. So does the list of universities, sports teams, retail asso-
ciations, hospitals, and others that have warned their employees and customers
that downtown Chicago is now a dangerous place.

Columnist Mary Mitchell grudgingly acknowledges all the mob attackers are
black. Mitchell doesn’t much like that, but she insists race has nothing to do
with it. She says the attackers are from the suburbs, so don’t blame Chicago.
Yet she openly worries that her grandchild goes to school with too many white
children.31

While city officials and the Chicago media stumble over each other to deny the
racial violence, at least one black Chicago alderman figures if you can’t beat ’em,
join ’em. In June, Alderman Anthony Beale said if METRA, the city transit
agency, does not hire more minorities, “people are going to get hurt.” Even the
Sun-Times could not ignore that: The headline said: “Beale predicts violence
if METRA doesn’t hire more minorities for rail project.”32

A few days later, on July 5, people were enjoying the July 4th fireworks celebra-
tion when suddenly they were set upon by a mob of dozens of black people intent
on violence. One man was taken to the hospital, but was in good condition.
Eleven black people were arrested and charged with assault.33

Police blamed the problems on teens without parents. As usual, the media did
not report that the mob was black.

Local television reporters did remind people that it was the latest in a series of
mob attacks in the downtown and upscale North Side area.
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Two days later, talking about the fireworks mob, the CBS Chicago affiliate
reported that “Sources told CBS 2’s Suzanne Le Mignot that 17 other people
were arrested overnight for other mob attacks across the city.”34

On July 6 Chicago police issued a warning to tourists and locals about the
violence taking place downtown … by black people.

One year after the first edition of this book, and the police superintendent is at
it again. This time, during a panel discussion on WCGI-FM radio in June 2012,
he addressed the crowd and said he knew police had done a lot of “wrong.” He
then blamed the “pilgrims” for the plight of African Americans, or something
like that. If you can figure out what he is saying, let me know.

In November 2011 six black men kidnapped and raped a fourteen-year-old girl
on her way to school. No Pilgrims are under investigation at this time. “Police
said the assault happened a day before a separate assault on a 14-year-old girl,
this time near President Barack Obama’s house in Hyde Park.”35

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: It’s the Pilgrims Fault

The crime happened two blocks away from the home of the President of the
United States—an area where crime is rarely reported.

“If something happens near Obama’s home, we rarely report,” said a member
of the Chicago Police Department who patrols in that area. “We usually just
call it vandalism. That is the way they want it.”

This Chicago cop seems to feel if he let me print his name he would get fired.
Crazy huh?

When I visit Chicago they take me around town. They seem to think I need
protection. Let’s see how I did at WVON, Chicago’s largest black radio station.

9
CHICAGO: THE SEQUEL

How to Get Kicked Off a Black Radio Station

How do you get kicked off the air at a black talk radio station?

Just follow these directions.

Step One: write a book about race.

Step Two: write an article for World Net Daily about how Chicago is Ground
Zero for this new epidemic of racial crime and violence.1
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Document it with lots of links—especially to YouTube. Leave out the explana-
tions, solutions and apologies. (The book is for people who simply deny these
crimes take place, so explanations are not much good for people who don’t be-
lieve the problem exists in the first place. A lot do not.) I tried the “solution
game” once. “Stop rioting?” I proffered. No one liked that.
Step Three: Send the story to the largest black talk station in Chicago. Would
I be available to talk about the World Net Daily story on The Perri Small Show
on WVON in Chicago?
Sure.
Soon after the show started, it was clear Perri had not read the WND article,
which is understandable. Ninety-nine out of a hundred conversations in the
media about race go through the same kabuki: Ignore the victims. Humanize
the thugs. When it is over, congratulate each other for superior moral sensitivity.
But this conversation was part of the 1 percent, so I started in: “There are
large groups of black people going through the streets of downtown and other
parts of Chicago doing some really horrific things. Even crazier, reporters and
newspapers ignore it. It has happened hundreds of times all over the country.
And a lot of it is on YouTube. So it is hard to deny.”2

Perri tried to change the subject—first to me and my motives for writing it.
Then to long exasperated explanations about why those criminals were creating
dangerous mayhem.
I didn’t go there. Instead I played the Dr. Phil card. Liberals have been
justifying this horrific behavior for fifty years. “How is that working out for
you?”
Crickets.
I’ve been writing and reporting about race since the 1980s. First as a staffer
for a Republican Hispanic elected official. Then as a ghost writer for the first
black chair of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. Later as a reporter, when I
wrote several stories on fake hate crimes. I wrote a story that got a black man
out of prison. That was a big deal on Court TV.
Because I know how treacherous this ground can be, my rules are simple. As I
mentioned in the introduction, there are no generalizations, no stereotypes, no
apologies. Just the facts, ma’am.
That way, there are no land mines.
Perri got frustrated when I refused to join her “grad student sociology seminar
with pizza on the floor” discussion. She turned up the heat, saying she finally
figured out I was some kind of … She searched for something really, really bad to
call me. Then she found it. She figured out I was some kind of … conservative.
Reading from_the article, she quoted her favorite Chicago journalist, Ravi
Baichwalan, a news reader at the local ABC affiliate. He said anyone who
thought race was important in any way was an “idiot.” Of course Baichwalan
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wasn’t counting all the stories his station has done about the black caucus, black
teachers association, black schools, black scholarships, and the like—stories, I
must point out, that were sometimes written by members of the National Asso-
ciation of Black Journalists. Instead Baichwalan was talking about your humble
correspondent. No big deal. He never got around to refuting my facts either.
Other than to say he did not like them very much, or me for pointing them out.

Finally we arrive at the final step in Colin Flaherty’s sure-fire method of getting
kicked off the air at one of America’s biggest black talk radio stations.

Step Three: Insist on the facts.

Liberals try to ignore the facts all the time. And then in the same breath,
after they realize ignoring the facts is futile, they defend what happened. Perri
echoed a caller who, following the Million Man March in 1995, said that white
people should not be surprised if black people turn to “violence.” She said it
wasn’t a race war but then defended it as though it were:

If the reason you wrote this article is to say the black people are ready to start
a race war against white people, that is not true. The only reason they think
that is because of all the damn dirt white people have done to them.

Which was echoing what a previous caller said.

It’s the same semantic gymnastics all the time. “The riots are not happening.
But here is why they are happening.” Or in this case why they should happen.

Perri plowed ahead. “Ravi Baichwalan is very beloved,” Perri said. “He’s on
the number one station. You called him an idiot.”

Oh jeez! He thinks he is Deepak Chopra. She thinks he is Jesus Christ. And
I think he is a clown. I knew this wouldn’t end well. “I didn’t call him an
idiot. I called him a clown. He called me an idiot. Can we at least get our facts
straight?”

I only thought he was an idiot. But that didn’t matter. I had crossed the line.
Soon she was bragging to her Chicago audience about how she hung up on me
because I was rude and “I would never get it” and she “was not going to put up
with (my) madness.”

Told you it was easy.

10
CONFESSIONS FROM A NETWORK NEWS
DESK

MSNBC’s Golden Girl Answers the Question:
If this is happening, why haven’t I heard about it?
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If someone sees a black person committing a crime, should they report it if it
makes black people look bad?

Should Muslims cover up wife beating, genital mutilation, and childhood sexual
abuse in their community just because saying something gives ammo to the
Islamophobes?

These are seemingly simple questions, but they were difficult for MSNBC’s new
golden girl, the host of the Melissa Harris-Perry Show. At least they were
when Mona Eltahawy appeared to talk about her cover story in Foreign Policy
magazine on misogyny in the Arab and Muslim world. Eltahawy had her arms
broken in a demonstration and was tortured and raped in an Egyptian jail cell.
So she seemed a bit surprised to find someone questioning her right to draw
attention to these atrocities. Maybe because she thought she was in a news
studio. Harris-Perry cleared that up right away:

I start with a little bit of trepidation in this conversation, in part because I know
some of the critiques of this,” said Harris-Perry. “The very idea that Western
press, those that are not from these nations, who are not Muslim ourselves, who
are not part of these traditions—1

It is worth interrupting here to note that the “traditions” that Harris-Perry was
referring to were involuntary female circumcision, wife beating, and childhood
sexual abuse. At least those are the only three Eltahawy had time to mention.
Back to Harris-Perry:

—[people] can look at your article and say “Ahhh, look at how horrible those
men, or those societies, or that religion is.” And that is part of the reason why,
for example, we have an underreporting of rape and domestic violence in African
American communities. Because we know the violence enacted on black men
by police, so we often don’t call. Right?”2

Eltahawy was bobbing her head in sympathy, though it was news to at least
one viewer—not just that rape was underreported, but that Harris-Perry ever
had any doubt about anything.

Then Harris-Perry brought in the big gun: Harvard Professor Leila Ahmed.
Professor Ahmed questioned whether Eltahawy should have written the article
at all. Not because it was false, but because it was true. It just made Muslims
look bad. Obviously, Professor Ahmed was familiar with NBC’s guidelines for
what makes news.

“You began, Melissa, by noting that some things in the African American com-
munity are not publicized precisely because of the racism,” said Dr. Ahmed
as Harris-Perry nodded in agreement on the split screen. “Mona, I appreciate
what you do,” continued Ahmed. “I would love it if—I understand if you want
to get your message across. It’s an important message. But if possible [you
should not] give fuel, fodder to people who simply hate Arabs and Muslims in
this climate of our day.”

Eltahawy seemed taken aback.
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“That’s the whole point,” she said. “It’s not me that makes Muslims look bad.
It’s those atrocities that make Muslims look bad. And as a writer, it’s my job
to poke the painful places.”

It is not all that often that reporters and professors gather on a nationally
televised news program to talk about withholding news stories if it makes their
favorite ethnic or racial or religious group “look bad.”3

They usually do that over dinner at MoveOn.org conventions.

I emailed Harris-Perry and asked if she ever refused to report a violent crime
because it would make someone look bad. And if so, wouldn’t that make her
an accessory? I asked the other two guests as well. I’m still waiting for a reply.

A version of this chapter appeared in World Net Daily. One of my readers sent
it to Jennifer Pozner, the director of Women in Media & News, which of course
is WIMN.

I happened to see that episode of the Melissa Harris-Perry Show, and I can tell
you the discussion was nuanced, challenging, and not at all as represented below
in the article you forwarded.

I am wondering what you hoped the result would be of forwarding this email to
me? As a media critic, did you think I wouldn’t have a critique of Mr.Flaherty’s
attempt at sensationalism and fear-mongering?

He must have thought she would learn something.

The Springfield Patch had another take: They said it was the “craziest thing I
have ever seen on national TV news.”4

In Chicago, a columnist said much the same thing the year before. As noted in
the last chapter: Chicago Tribune columnist Mary Schmich revealed to readers
in June 2011 that the Tribune and other media refused to report the race of
the flash mob participants. She confessed that they were indeed young black
men, but then towing the line explained that it didn’t matter their race and
mentioning the fact only reflects poorly on the good black kids.5

Now you know.

11
MILWAUKEE

Memorial Day. Juneteenth. July 4th. Riots flow like good,
sweet Milwaukee beer and brats.

“Big Mike” Hagler does not want to hear any more excuses for race riots at the
Wisconsin State Fair. Or for fights and gunfire at the Juneteenth celebration in
downtown Milwaukee. And he has a simple solution for the hundreds of black
people who terrorized the Mayfair Mall: Knock it off!
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“Every time there is an event going on, people want to pull out guns and go
crazy,” said Mike Hagler. “Everything is getting cancelled: State fairs. Sum-
merfest.” He continues:

All people want to do is fight. Y’all acting like animals. And it is crazy to say
it is our own people acting that way.

It’s crazy when you go to an event and there be a majority white people there.
As soon as black people come around that get to moving out of the way. They
already know what is going to happen.

It’s like when you want to go to Juneteenth. I ain’t going to go to Juneteenth
because people already know what is going to happen. People are going to be
shooting and fighting.

Big Mike has lots of videos calling out black mob violence in Milwaukee. And
Big Mike is still a teenager.

It cannot be as bad as he thinks right?

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: “Big Mike” Hagler

WHAT BIG MIKE IS TALKING ABOUT

In New York, the locals talk about the best place to get a bagel. In San Fran-
cisco, it’s the Italian restaurants.

In Milwaukee, the discussion often turns to race riots: Which one was the worst?
Was it the spontaneous violence of the State Fair of 2011, where hundreds of
black people beat and terrorized the crowds in and out of the fairgrounds? Or
was it the annual rolling race riot and black celebration known as Juneteenth?
If so, what year? Violence is a regular feature of this annual downtown party.
A lot of it has been caught on video and is available on YouTube.

Others hold out for the Fourth of July. For at least three years, groups of
hundreds of black people have done all sorts of bad things, requiring mounted
police, helicopters, and paddy wagons to bring it under control.

And let’s not forget the random acts of racial violence in buses, on street corners,
at shopping centers, and in other public places that are so popular on YouTube.
Hadn’t heard about that? Neither had I. We both need to get out more.

Let’s start with the July 4, 2011.

It started out like a flash rob that could have been in Philadelphia or Chicago or
any of the dozens of other places around the country where black people meet
at, rush in, and rob a store. Fifty to a hundred black people rushed into a BP
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store after the fireworks. They looted it and ran off. But then this crew took it
to a new level. They headed to a nearby park, where ten to twenty local white
kids were enjoying a Fourth of July firework gathering.

Milwaukee Police Chief Flynn described what happened next as “fights,” which
is a curious way to describe a large group of black kids beating up a small group
of white kids. How about race riot? Though some reporters blanche at that
term unless the perpetrators issue a press release stating their racial intentions.
Perhaps some of the victims tried to defend themselves, but that is not clear
either.

Police came. The mob ran away. Police refused to take a report or investigate
the riot. Or show any curiosity in the convenience store videotape—that night
anyway. The next day, victims started calling police wanting to know the status
of their investigation. The police on duty knew nothing about it. No one had
even filed a report.

They called reporters and things started to happen.

Soon the police chief and Mayor Barrett held a press conference. The chief
tried to downplay the racial angle. Over the weekend, said the chief, the city
had victims of crime that were black and white and Asian, so that proved that
“crime was colorblind,” and he did not appreciate that some people on blogs
and talk radio were trying to “sensationalize” it.1

At least there was not much danger of that from the initial coverage by the
local daily paper. (This is almost word for word what Emily Guendelsberger,
the liberal Philadelphia reporter, said after a black mob beat her up. And
what Mayor Nutter said before reality forced him to open his eyes, if only
temporarily.)

The level of violence finally forced the local paper to do what the local police
would not: Talk to the victims.

Shaina Perry remembers the punch to her face, blood streaming from a cut
over her eye, her backpack with her asthma inhaler, debit card, and cell phone
stolen, and then the laughter.

They just said “Oh, white girl bleeds a lot,” said Perry, 22, who was attacked
at Kilbourn Reservoir Park over the Fourth of July weekend.2

The next day, more and more victims of this racial violence came forward,
describing the attacks, the laughing, the beating, the weapons. “They were just
having a good time,” said one of the victims of the attackers, referring to the
laughing and joking during the violence. Another victim said, “I heard laughing
as they were beating everybody up. They were eating chips like it was a picnic.”
Sound familiar?3

The chief started singing a different tune, saying the members of the mob were
barbarians. But by then it was too late: The people of Wisconsin and Milwaukee
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knew two things: One, they had a full-scale race riot; and two, the police were
not capable of calling it by name, let alone do anything about it.

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Juneteenth

This attack came after the black holiday celebration in Milwaukee known as
Juneteenth. News accounts are sketchy at best. But one year later, after another
massive disturbance where fifty-four people were arrested as a helicopter kept
tabs, witnesses recounted their experiences from 2011.

My girlfriend and I walked up to Juneteenth last year from Riverwest; we got
there right at the end…. Anyways, on our walk back home, a half a dozen squad
cars rushed past us and one squad car stopped. The officers were wearing full
riot gear and said something to the likes of ‘What the hell are you (white) people
doing in this neighborhood? Get the out of here, don’t you know there is a riot
going on a block away?4

They did not know the kind of danger they were in.

Longtime Milwaukee resident Sandra Richardson knew. When she grew up,
she remembers Juneteenth as a peaceful, happy celebration. Today that is
different, she told the Journal Sentinel: “If young African American male and
female would truly know the meaning of Juneteenth, it would be less violent.”5

Not everyone is so candid. Several of the victims of the “White Girl Bleed a
Lot” beat down refused to describe the attacks as racial. They said it would be
too divisive.

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Victims at Riverwest in Denial

Two local media personalities had no problem with it. They knew the divisive
part was over. Now was the time for justice. Talk show host James Harris, of
620 WTMJ in Milwaukee, told a television audience the facts about the “White
Girl” beat down:

It wasn’t a color-blind crime. And it’s something that’s happening all over the
nation. We have this epidemic of black young teenagers that are having mob
violence, mob activity from Washington DC out to Denver over in the South as
well.

It is part of the perfect storm of entitlement, dependency, political correctness,
and this whole idea of white guilt where we’re afraid to identify who it is that’s
attacking and the reasons why they are doing it….
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(The Mayor and Police Chief) were more worried about being accused of racial
profiling that the fact that black mobs were roaming down the streets hurting
people.

This reason why this was a PC response was because it was black mob violence.
You guys (fellow panelists) are in denial … We have a real problem. A real
sickness in the [black] community, that until you address it, it will continue to
explode …

Milwaukee and other major metropolitan areas are facing a crisis of black teen
mob violence this summer. And if the powers that be refuse to identify the
problem, how in the world do they expect to combat it?6

That’s a whole lot of truth-telling in one place at one time. So now we know that
even truth-telling cannot stop racial violence—at least in that dose—because
just a few weeks later it all began again.

This time at the bucolic Wisconsin State Fair in Milwaukee.

August 5, 2011, hundreds of black people beat up white people, damaged their
cars, hurled racial epithets, and caused chaos inside and outside the gates of the
State Fair. Groups of black people ran down the midway, pushing and beating
people, stealing from vendors. It was complete chaos for two hours. Then it
continued outside, where state police directed traffic while a race riot raged
yards away.

They were attacking everybody for no reason whatsoever.

“It was 100% racial,” claimed Eric, an Iraq war veteran from St. Francis who
says young people beat on his car.

“I had a black couple on my right side, and these black kids were running in
between all the cars, and they were pounding on my doors and trying to open
up doors on my car, and they didn’t do one thing to this black couple that
was in this car next to us. They just kept walking right past their car. They
were looking in everybody’s windshield as they were running by, seeing who was
white and who was black. Guarantee it.”

Eric, a war veteran, said that the scene he saw Thursday outside State Fair
compares to what he saw in combat.

“That rated right up there with it. When I saw the amount of kids coming
down the road, all I kept thinking was, ‘There’s not enough cops to handle this.’
There’s no way. It would have taken the National Guard to control the number
of kids that were coming off the road. They were knocking people off their
motorcycles.”

Another witness, who asked to remain anonymous, said, “it was like a scene you
needed the National Guard to control.”

“To me, it looked like a scene out of a movie,” claimed the anonymous witness.
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“I have not seen anything like this in my life. It was a huge mob, and it was a
fight that maybe lasted one to two minutes.”

Norb Roffers claimed that as he left the state fair with his wife, crowds near that
entrance were large. “As we got closer to the street, we looked up the road, and
we saw a quite a bit of commotion going on and there was a guy laying in the
road. He wasn’t even moving. Finally a car pulled up. They stopped right next
to the guy, and it looked like someone was going to help him. We were kind of
stuck, because we couldn’t cross. Traffic was going through. Young black men
running around, beating on people, and we were like ‘Let’s get the heck out of
here.’ The light turned, and I got attacked from behind. I just got hit in the
back of the head real hard. I’m like, ‘What the heck is going on here?’ I heard
my bell ring.”

Roffers further described what witnesses said happened to the man who was
lying in the street.

“People were saying he was on a bike. They tore him off his bike and beat on
him. We were walking to the west on Schlinger. I was watching behind me a lot
more diligently, making sure there wasn’t anybody coming to get us anymore.”7

The local TV had a report about the extreme violence and chaos. The attacks
were “racially motivated” said witnesses.

Seven police officers were injured. Thirty-one black people were arrested. “The
violence left workers and patrons of the fair in West Allis shaken and reminded
many of the mob-like disturbances that occurred over the Fourth of July week-
end in Milwaukee.” Police Chief Flynn and Mayor Barrett said they were going
to get tough.8

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Wisconsin State Fair

Do they get these characters out of central casting when they want to find
ineffectual public servants?

Before the July 4 beat down, before the State Fair riot, before the Memorial
Day melee, the people of Wisconsin had a preview of racial violence in January
2011 at a local mall.

Over a hundred black teenagers met in January 2011 at the Mayfair Mall, the
nicest mall in the whole state.

“There’s kids running all over the place. They’re just screaming, running. I’ve
got a customer on the floor over here. They’ve busted out a glass table. Get
people over here,” a Boston Store employee told 911 dispatchers.

“We need police right away. At Boston Store. They’re taking over the store.
Hurry. The kids are all over the place. All over. The top level. They’re just
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everywhere. Running, screaming, breaking things,” another frantic employee
told 911.9

After they were done trashing several shops inside, they took the carnage out-
side:

The police report said dozens of kids forced their way onto a bus without paying
and wouldn’t get off. While police were clearing the bus, a fight involving forty
kids broke out outside McCormick and Schmick’s restaurant. The restaurant
went into lockdown after diners reported hearing gunshots.10

At least the black people in Minnesota had an excuse. When they trashed Mall
of America, they thought Li’l Wayne was going to be there.

A few days after the mall carnage in Milwaukee, Shelley Walcott, a black TV
reporter, wrote an Open Letter to the Kids Who Tore Up Mayfair. She told
them to cut it out, because if not, people would talk bad about them.

None of you seem to have any concept of what’s being said about you out here
in the real world.

Look, as a working journalist I am supposed to stay neutral. But through your
actions last week you are making things worse on yourself, and the entire black
community.

You just reinforced that old standby stereotype that we are all nothing but
uneducated troublemakers.

And they’re saying that you are just going to be a product of your environment,
and will probably end up pregnant and poor … or in prison.11

Ah yes, the good old “Stop rioting or people will not say nice things about you”
approach. Why not? They tried everything else. There’s no word from Shelley
about her advice to the black people who tore up the State Fair and who beat
those kids on the Fourth of July.

Meanwhile, one of the “teens” arrested for rioting at the state fair is keeping
it real. He said he attacked white people because he could. “Police say the
teen told investigators whites were chosen because he considered them ‘easy
targets.’ ”12

One of the deniers’ favorite weapons is the crime rate and how it is going down.
At the same time, what is going up is the number of stories all over the country
that say police are refusing to take crime reports. The Journal Sentinel in
Wisconsin reports that one of the reasons that the chief of police in Milwaukee
is able to say that the crime rate is going down is because the police are not
reporting hundreds of crimes.13

This underreporting is also happening in Chicago, where the Second City Cop
blog said on a busy night only one in ten crimes are actually showing up on the
books.
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In Baltimore, “St. Patrick’s Day violence exceeded initial reports. … Youths
marched seemingly at will through the Inner Harbor and streets north and west,
frequently clashing… Dozens of officers called in from across the city scrambled
to keep up with the attacks.”14

It’s happening in Seattle too. There a local TV new station asked “Is crime
going unreported in parts of Seattle?” And they talked to the friends of a murder
victim who said yes. They said they stopped wasting their time reporting crime
to police because they say police could not do anything about it.15

In Atlanta in 2010, hundreds of black people rioted at the Screen on Green
outdoor movie festival. “There were hundreds of black teens, apparently there
to fight, yelling obscenities, threatening each other, both sexes,” said a poster to
the Topix news site. The next day, police said only one incident was reported.16

The Department of Justice backed up these claims. A 2012 Department of
Justice study says “Nearly 3.4 million violent crimes went unreported” every
year from 2006 to 2010.17

Even The New York Times admitted that officers were underreporting crime
to make the stats look good. The headline says it all: “Police Tactic: Keeping
Crime Rates Off the Books.”18

One year after the “White Girl” beat down, it happened again. Hundreds of
black people were fighting and terrorizing people trying to enjoy the fireworks
… at the same place.

Once again, the newspaper did not have a clue what was happening.

How could this happen?

Let’s talk about police reporting. Very few print reporters start out to be police
reporters. It is a dead end beat. Most of the job involves carrying a portable
police scanner, going to house fires, and showing up at police headquarters
to look at crime reports. And because most editors equate crime with black
lawlessness—and they don’t want to be accused of racism—most crime stories
are small. It has to be a big story to make it in the front of the papers.

There is only one unforgivable crime for a police reporter: Miss a major public
safety disaster. The police reporter monitors the police scanner to hear the
chatter among the officers to find out what is happening. The first time an
editor ever handed me a police scanner, he informed me about the weekend
cop reporter who turned off his scanner to play some basketball. The next
day, readers and editors of the paper in Colorado Springs wanted to know why
the largest train wreck in the history of their city was not mentioned in the
paper. That is why anyone who has ever worked any amount of time as a police
reporter simply cannot understand how a major daily paper can miss a major
civil disturbance as they did in Milwaukee in 2011. Either the reporters at the
Milwaukee papers don’t use scanners, or they knew about this civil disturbance
and chose not to report it.
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And one year later, they missed it again. The Journal-Sentinel admitted the
first they heard of the July 4th riot was when one of its readers called and told
them.

Here’s the late account of a big riot:

One bystander, who was attending the fireworks, called the Journal Sentinel
Wednesday to say he saw a crowd of possibly 100 youth screaming and running
in the area. He said he also saw about 20 Milwaukee police officers in squads,
bicycles and on horseback. A police helicopter was also circling above, he said.19

In a written statement, the police said everyone was safe. But if the newspaper
went down there and figured out what was really going on, there is no record
of that. For the second year in a row, I guess we’ll just have to take their word
for it.

Juneteenth 2012. Big party. Parade. Also lots of cops, police on horseback, and
helicopter.

What happened at this overwhelming black event?

We don’t really know anything from the papers, except that fifty-four people
were arrested. A few days after the event, Journal-Sentinel columnist Eugene
Kane weighed in. He did not attend the party because he was too busy taking
a walk. “But most people I talked to said it was enjoyable despite the steamy
weather.”

Look at the bright side, he suggested:

Unlike previous years, there were no flash-point incidents reported. No bottles
were thrown at officers, and no fights broke out after the festival ended.

No ugly scenes were caught on camera, only to be replayed on local TV for
days.20

Curiously, it is very difficult to find news accounts of these events.

People writing on one of Kane’s social media message boards (whatever that is)
had a different opinion than his immediate circle of friends.

Chanin Kelly-Rae, an African-American woman who now lives in Seattle, said
the arrests at Juneteenth Day recalled her own experiences.

“I wouldn’t go to that festival for all the tea in China,” wrote Kelly-Rae, who
graduated from the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee and spent several years
teaching in Milwaukee Public Schools before leaving in 2001.

“I grew up in Milwaukee and remember all too well this event. I also know my
parents made us stay away because someone usually got shot, robbed, there are
fights and all sorts of risk,” she said.21

In 2011 the newspaper did not do much with it, but at least one local TV
reporter filed a story about how disappointed he was that a “few people” were
causing trouble. And most of the people had a “positive” experience there.
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SCAN ME!
VIDEO: Few People Were Causing Trouble

I probably would have believed the guy had it not been for the video taken
from a helicopter showing a crowd of hundreds of black people, maybe more,
stopping a car, beating the driver, then wrecking the car. Then doing it again
to a different car and a different driver.
SCAN ME!
VIDEO: Helicopter View

Other video showed thousands of black people milling about, with one hitting
a policeman, and others ignoring directives to disburse. The reporter said that
was from a “few troublemakers.” The video of the violence was rolling as the
reporter was describing the wonderful atmosphere. And oh yeah, he said this
was the second year in a row they had trouble at Juneteenth. If you are keeping
count, by the summer of 2012 it was three years in a row.
Two people were arrested and four were cited. The local paper had lots of
pictures of people cooking ribs, eating corn, playing basketball, and dancing.
But not one shot of the fifty-four people arrested for disorderly conduct. Not
one of the two people caught with guns. Maybe next year.
One blogger, calling herself the Milwaukee socialite, was trying to encourage
people to attend. Before saying “See you there,” she had to express her reser-
vations and explain why she would be missing most of the event:
“I will not be getting there until 5PM especially since June-teenth seems to be
the meeting place for thugs with pit bulls, but methinks I can spend my lunch
at the opening ceremony to snap a picture or two!”22

Kane and the Journal-Sentinel were also probably too busy to cover the race
riot just a few weeks before over Memorial Day—at the same lakefront park
where all the trouble takes place on the Fourth of July holiday season. Police
closed the beach after violent disturbances involving hundreds of black people.
The closure was reported in a very matter of fact tone as if it was a given.
Afterward, hundreds of black people leaving the beach descended on a nearby
shopping district where they wrecked and looted a Whole Foods grocery store
and a McDonald’s. FOX6 News obtained amateur cell phone video showing the
chaos:
“There were cars stopping, yelling at the kids, telling them to stop; one man
said ‘stop fighting stop fighting’ they kept on fighting,” said eyewitness Allen
Miller. “Other kids were trying to pull them apart. They just would not stop.”
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“I seen like, eight motorcycle cops, two horse cops, about five cop cars, seven
cops across the street. They were right here on the sidewalk right in front of
McDonald’s, and they were climbing over the rail bottoms, standing here yelling
to go, stop, or keep fighting,” Alan Miller, who witnessed the ordeal, said.

Miller is a regular at the McDonald’s, and has seen this kind of thing before.
He says it won’t be the last time either.

“I figured everyone walking down to the lake cause it’s a nice day, I think
something’s going to happen that day,” Miller said.

The incident is similar to one last Fourth of July when a mob ransacked a gas
station just a few blocks away.23

Police made four arrests—all day. If you look at the crime statistics—this riot
never happened. So for everyone keeping track, we covered the Fourth of July,
Memorial Day, Juneteenth, and the State Fair.

“Colin, what about St. Patrick’s Day, 2012?” you might be asking.

Nothing happened, if you ask police or check the newspaper. But if you go to
YouTube, you see a lot of fighting, police with billy clubs, police on horses, and
I don’t know if that police helicopter was around or not.

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Fighting and Billy Clubs

Maybe the police scanner in the newsroom was broken that day.

Every once in a while people who read my articles will say: “That wasn’t a riot.”
Or, “you have no evidence that was a race riot.” I may doubt myself for about
one second; then all I have to do is look to the Internet for proof. I watched
a YouTube video from November 2011. There were a few dozen black people
fighting in a Walmart parking lot. Apparently the fight started inside and then
spilled out to the parking lot. One person got run down by a car.

So you tell me what that sounds like.

The Journal-Sentinel might be sleeping their way through many of these dis-
turbances, but every once in a while the self-proclaimed “watchdogs” wake up
long enough to report something useful. In 2012 they did confess that Milwau-
kee police were underreporting violent crime to make the city look safer than it
really was.

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Walmart Riots
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When Milwaukee Police Chief Edward Flynn touted the city’s fourth-straight
year of falling crime in February, hundreds of beatings, stabbings and child
abuse cases were missing from the count, a Journal-Sentinel investigation has
found.

More than 500 incidents since 2009 were misreported to the FBI as minor as-
saults and not included in the city’s violent crime rate, the investigation found.
That tally is based on a review of cases that resulted in charges – only about
one-fifth of all reported crimes.24

They do report that the department mishandled cases involving people who
were arrested. But there’s not a word about cases of mob violence where police
were present and no one was arrested.

OK, watchdogs, you can go back to that shady tree next to the barn now.

“But, Colin,” you ask, “what about River Splash? Or Greek Fest? Or the other
festivals with fighting and gunfire where things got a ‘little out of hand?’ ”

You look ’em up. Big Mike knows. I am through with Milwaukee. Except for
one thing: In 2010 Juneteenth became a Wisconsin state holiday.

12
IOWA

Not Peoria or Akron but Iowa? That’s impossible. Isn’t it?

Surely racial lawlessness has no place in an out of the way place like Des Moines,
Iowa, home of the Iowa State Fair. Maybe Des Moines is not as out of the way
as we think.

The problem started opening night of the 2010 Iowa State Fair. Large groups
of black people congregated and started destroying property. By closing time,
inside the fairground, these large groups of black people were shouting it was
“Beat Whitey Night” and doing what they said they were going to do: beat
whitey. It was caught on tape.

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Beat Whitey Night

There is no question that the beatings and vandalism happened. And nobody
questions who did it. But there has been something of an intramural discussion
about whether or not the black people were chanting “beat whitey night.”1

You can see one of the actual police reports at theSmokingGun.com. The officer
wrote that one of the victims “suffered severe injuries to his eyes, cheekbones,
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and nose.2

One reporter claimed it never happened:

Capt. Randy Dawson of the Des Moines police department’s Criminal Investi-
gation Division said that Murillo was off-duty working at Mercy Medical Center
and filed a report saying he’d talked to “officers” who told him they heard it
was “Beat Whitey Night” prior to the first incident of violence. Dawson says
he cannot find anyone who will own up to making the claim.3

Gabriel Stoffa, a reporter for the Iowa State Daily, also had it all figured out:

“Teen flash mobs are partly our fault. Kids are lacking in adult efforts to
guide positive upbringing … All we can do is keep hoping and provide positive
examples.”4

It goes on like that for five hundred words. You could not pay me to read it
again.

The great thing about Stoffa’s article is that it reveals his attitude, which is a
perfect reflection of attitudes in newsrooms across America: It’s not their fault.
It’s ours.

So we are lucky. We caught them telling the truth. In Chicago, Steve Chapman
of the Tribune told us race had nothing to do with anything, and anyone who
thought different was racist. Now we know that Chapman was lying to himself.
What he really meant to say is what Stoffa said, that it was our fault. Thanks,
Stoffa, but you might want to stay out of Chicago.

PEORIA? IMPOSSIBLE.

Let’s continue this tour of the Midwest. From Des Moines let’s go to Peoria,
Illinois: The Test Market Capital of the World. Peoria was made famous by
everyone from Richard Nixon to Bugs Bunny for asking the famous question:
“Will it play in Peoria?” because Peoria represented everyone. If the people of
Peoria liked something, most people would.

Apparently, this was a long, long time ago, because the people of Peoria today
are playing a different game.

Let’s get some details.

It was the Fourth of July. (My these rioters are patriotic.)

The papers tell one story. The video tells another.

The paper talks about a dumpster full of live fireworks catching fire, exploding
at random. Firemen are called. A crowd of thousands in the housing project
block the access to the fire, and throw lit industrial fireworks at the police and
firemen. They also threw bottles. It sure sounds like they were rioting, but
curiously the paper called it a near-riot.
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One officer drove through a locked, gated portion of the wrought-iron fence that
surrounds Taft to provide additional access to distressed officers. Doug Burgess,
the Peoria police public information officer, said as many as 200 pepper balls
were fired before the crowd came under control.

“Every officer that responded said pretty much the same thing—that it was
chaotic and like a riot,” Burgess said. “Every officer received bruises and burn
marks.”

Revelers there have traditionally held private firework displays on the Fourth
and previously made targets of police and passersby, though not to the same
extent as Monday.5

I say rioters. You say revelers. Let’s call the whole thing off.

The dictionary says revelry is “gay or festive activity, a convivial occasion.”
I guess the papers use a much looser definition. The papers also said it was
traditional. That’s just the way things are in Peoria, right?

The video tells another story. This riot was in a Peoria housing project and all
the people lining the streets as the fire trucks attempted get to the blaze were
black. There were no arrests. The police fired two hundred pepper balls into
the crowd before it dispersed. Playing in Peoria is certainly getting “convivial.”
Look it up.

A few days later, twenty black women were throwing rocks at houses and at-
tacked a man in Peoria. Burgess, the police public information officer, said the
episodes were not race riots because the people doing the rioting did not say it
was. Or something like that. At least it’s several steps up from the outright
denial that characterized official reaction just a few weeks earlier when Peoria
community group president Paul Wilkinson put his town on the race-riot map
with this blog post heard round the world:

Tonight, around 11 p.m., a group of at least 60-70 African American youth
marched down one of the side streets (W. Thrush) to the 4 lane main drag
(Sheridan). They were yelling threats to white residents. Things such as ‘we
need to kill all the white people around here.’

They were physically intimidating anyone calling for help from the police. They
were surrounding cars. Cars on the main drag had to slam on their brakes to
either avoid the youth blocking not only all four lanes, but a large section of
the side street as well. Fights were breaking out among them.

They were rushing residents who looked out their doors, going on to porches,
yelling threats to people calling the police for help.

Cars were doing U-turns on the streets just to avoid the mob, mostly male. One
youth stated his grandfather was white and several assaulted him on the spot.
One police officer answered the call. The youth split into two large groups, one
heading north, the other south.
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They were also yelling racial threats to the police officer but he was outnum-
bered. Another police car did not show up until after the youth finally dispersed
and the patty wagon (van) also eventually showed up.

This is the fifth large mob action in about a month with smaller groups of 10-12
are out threatening children and adults a few evenings a week or later into the
night.6

Peoria resident Kenny Sheridan told the Journal Star he saw the large group of
black people “hollering and stopping traffic … running wildly around yards and
porches. … He did not hear anyone yell that they wanted to kill white people.”7

Journal Star columnist Phil Luciano said Wilkinson was a blogger, not a real
journalist, so his account of facts could not be trusted. City Council member
Barbara Van Auken said Wilkinson turned the incident into a national embar-
rassment.

But did it really happen? Luciano was not convinced, in part because Wilkinson
did not go take a video at night during the riot.

YouTube is full of video of race riots from across the country. That has not
stopped the denials. But Luciano did remind his readers that, “police didn’t
find any evidence of any wrongdoing. And no arrests occurred.”8

In October the doubts disappeared. In two acts of racial violence in less than a
week, fifty black people surrounded two cars, shouted racial epithets, and made
threats. No one was injured or arrested.

A few days later, thirty to forty black people surrounded a car driven by a
twenty-one-year-old white woman. They broke her window and one man pointed
a gun at her. No arrests were made. No photos were taken. No one called it a
race riot.

In the meantime, city officials were mulling over “what should be considered ap-
propriate behavior for teenagers and young adults,” the Journal Star reported.9

While leaders were wondering about appropriate behavior for kids, others won-
der about appropriate behavior for people who are supposed to gather news,
then report it without fear or favor.

In the meantime, at least nine race riots took place in less than one year … in
Peoria.

Peoria? Des Moines? Milwaukee? Who knew? It’s those darn teens.

13
MINNEAPOLIS

This is what it sounds like when liberals cry.
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After the first edition of this book came out, the dam broke. People in Knoxville,
Charlottesville, Denver, Dallas, and all over the country started asking, “Did
you hear about this? Did you hear about that?”

No I had not. Guess I should get out more often. I had thought Minnesota
was kind of quiet. Wrong. Totally wrong. Turns out Minneapolis has the
strangest combination of black violence and official acquiescence in the country.
Minneapolis has had more than twenty episodes of violent racial behavior in the
first half of 2012 alone.

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Marauding in Minneapolis

But let’s start with the biggest.

In Minneapolis, in 2011, more than eight hundred black people marauded
through downtown, fighting, breaking, yelling. (Salon magazine got mad at me
for not supplying a better count. Hey, the guy with the clipboard who hands
out numbers at these kinds of affairs was on vacation that week. Sorry.)

A few days later, a gang of black women beat a white woman and her fifteen-
year-old and four-year-old daughters after she confronted them about harassing
her children over some sunglasses.1

A few weeks later, a group of black people attacked some kind of mobile alco-
holic beverage cart in Minneapolis—stealing, threatening, all the usual. The
newspapers dutifully reported the crime, and dutifully ignored the race of the
attackers, except for the University of Minnesota student newspaper, the Min-
nesota Daily. The first edition of this news report said the attackers were black.
That was missing from the updated edition of the student paper.2

And anyone who noticed the attackers’ race was a racist, people at the paper
said later. I know a newspaper editor in Chicago who would love to hire these
kids.

In St. Paul in February 2011, fifty black people descended on a convenience
store in “a so-called mob theft or mob robbery. They stormed in together, their
numbers overwhelming and just started stealing” and the video pictures tell the
story.3

So much for the “long hot summer” theory.

People in St. Paul consider their city to be safer than Minneapolis. Don’t know
why.

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Mayhem in the Mall of America
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When Lil Wayne and Drake are rumored to be partying at the largest mall in
America, you know that can only mean one thing: riots.

A few days before Christmas in 2011, two hundred black people were fighting,
smashing, grabbing, beating, stealing, and having a good time doing it—if the
audio on the dozens of videos are any indication.

It took more than an hour to quell the disturbance, which began about 4:20
p.m. as a single fight involving a large group in a food court and quickly
spread through the nation’s largest mall, said mall spokeswoman Bridget Jewell.
Bloomington police and mall security arrested at least 10 juveniles and young
adults on suspicion of disorderly conduct, police said Monday.4

Ten people were arrested. All were black.

Guess it’s time to break out my “it’s a long cold winter” theory to explain the
violence.

MINNEAPOLIS BREAKS OUT

The year 2012 started out with a bang in Minneapolis. Not satisfied with being
known as the “most dangerous city in the Midwest,” they took it up a notch. In
the first part of 2012 alone there were between ten and twenty incidents. And,
of course, Minneapolis police made sure to point out that race had nothing to
do with the epidemic of violent crime in their downtown.

Crime reporter Matt McKinney called the flash mob violence and mayhem “ran-
dom” and saw “no other real pattern emerges.” In his mind the “motivation for
the attack remains unclear.”5

Police and reporters may have a hard time figuring it out. But more and more
people in Minneapolis are realizing their city is caught up in a wave of racial
violence, featuring groups of black people—big and small, men and women,
young and not so young—marauding through the downtown, beating, hurting,
destroying, and stealing. Sometimes they do it right in front of the police.

There are a lot of witnesses to these events. There are at least fifteen videos
posted on YouTube from 2011 alone.

In Minneapolis, the Star Tribune headline “Flash mob actions worry Minnesota
police” tells part of the story. McKinney fills in some of the details about one
of the incidents from March 2012:

We were just biking, the three of us, having some laughs and enjoying the night,”
said the cyclist, who didn’t want his name used out of fear for his safety. It was
7:45 p.m. and the street was crowded with people enjoying the unusually warm
evening, he said.
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“Suddenly ‘some kid’ ran up to the man’s friend and punched him in the face,
breaking his jaw. Another eight to 10 youths surrounded the cyclists, yelling
and trying to provoke a fight.

Two police officers had been watching seven youths at a bus stop when they
saw them “suddenly surged” toward the cyclists.

As the officers gave chase, the group fled with one victim’s bike. They ran
through the seating area at Oceanaire’s patio, picking objects off the tables to
throw at one of the bicyclists running after them.6

Eventually four people were arrested, all black.

The bikers got hurt pretty badly, but they got off easy compared to the St.
Patrick’s Day mauling twenty black people inflicted on a Minneapolis graphic
artist named Pieter. He suffered serious brain injuries and now has no short-term
memory. A local bank has turned videos of the crime over to the police. He is
afraid to use his last name.

An hour before Pieter was beat and kicked into intensive care, twenty black
people assaulted an out-of-town couple at the exact same intersection. The
Star Tribune may be squeamish about reporting the race of the criminals, but
City Pages is not:

Melissa screamed as three separate youths came at Kirk, throwing punches.
Kirk says he was able to dodge the blows. He remembers one of the assailants
smiling while he threw punches, “like it was fun.” As people on the street started
to take notice of the attack, the mob dispersed, leaving Kirk one-on-one with a
man he says was over 6 feet tall.

“I dodged several of his punches before he ran off,” Kirk said, adding that he
himself didn’t punch anyone. “I believe that if it wasn’t for my wife’s screaming
I would have been seriously injured.” Thankfully, he ended up with nothing
more than a swollen neck. Melissa, a 33-year-old school teacher, was pushed,
and one of the assailants burned her hand with a cigarette, she says.

After the mob dispersed, Kirk and Melissa made their way back to the Mar-
quette. There, they talked to a police officer about the incident.

Wrote Melissa in an email: The “cop wasn’t that interested in taking a report,
since we didn’t have descriptions—just African-American. … [I] wonder how
many people have been attacked, since our story isn’t even part of the stats.”7

There’s more:

May 2012—“Mob robbers hit convenience stores in St. Paul”8

June 2012—“4 shot after argument leads to gunfire in Mpls.”9

April 2012—“Victim describes ‘flash mob’ attack in downtown Mpls.” The
eighth one from February to May, 2012.10

After dozens and dozens of attacks, shootings, beatings, thefts, acts of vandal-
ism, and mayhem—many not reported by police or the media—the business
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owners want the “chaos in downtown Minneapolis to end.” They think part of
the problem is that at 2:30 a.m. all the clubs must be empty. “It’s like the be-
ginning of a race: Lift up the doors and all of the horses run,” Celeste Shahidi,
the owner of two buildings on First Avenue, described the scene. She thinks bar
closing hours should be staggered to prevent the rush.”11

Police say club owners are at fault.
Whatever.
City officials do not want any part of this “return of racial violence” business.
“We don’t keep track of arrestees by race,” says police spokesman William
Palmer. “And frankly, no, it doesn’t matter. We arrest and prepare criminal
cases for consideration of prosecution for those people who choose to break the
law. Race has nothing to do with it.”
That’s interesting because the city does seem to care about race when it comes
to its hiring practices. They keep track of the race of officers in its affirmative
action_reporting and recruiting. According to the city Web site, “The City
of Minneapolis is aware of its commitment as an equal opportunity employer
and the efforts necessary to meet the responsibilities outlined in the Affirmative
Action Plan. The City’s Department of Human Resources serves as a liaison
through its ‘Connecting with the Communities We Serve’ program and main-
tains contact with the following community-sponsored action groups,” including
the Black Story Tellers Alliance, African Community Services, Minneapolis Ur-
ban League, Minnesota Multicultural Development Center, and other race-based
groups.12

The city also has a policy to “intensively recruit protected class persons,” in-
cluding black people. And if they are having trouble qualifying for a job, the
city will provide tutoring and change certification procedures to help select more
“protected class persons.”13

So race apparently matters to someone in the city of Minnesota. At least some
times. And of course, this affirmative action is standard procedure at every
police department in the country.
Blogger Neal Krasnoff says the violence is more widespread than the police or
media are talking about:
One of my friends was robbed at Nicollet and 7th. They harassed her, then
one mutt knocked her down, pounded her head against the sidewalk, then took
off with her cell phone. The perps are — yes, you and I guessed correctly —
Male/Black/18-35. She’s the 5th person in her circle of friends to be attacked.
The Star Tribune is loathe to discuss race, but many of the black people involved
in the mayhem are not. They freely post their exploits on YouTube or brag
about their crimes.
SCAN ME!
VIDEO: Minneapolis on Video
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Videos of groups of violent black people in Minneapolis are numerous, and some
are even set to music.

McKinney and the police are not willing to talk about violence and how race is
a part of it. But the readers of the paper, bloggers, and talk radio are.

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Minnesota Gangs

“Let’s stop being so p.c. about all this,” said one reader of the Star Tribune.
“it’s a racial thing, isn’t it? Isn’t it black youth who are the ones committing
the vast majority of these downtown crimes, and aren’t they the ones harassing
people downtown? Will this comment be censored? Isn’t what I’m saying
factual, though, censored or not?14

There is no doubt the crimes are happening. And neither is there any doubt that
a large number of people in and out of the media are ignoring racial violence in
Minneapolis. The next chapter shows how at least one reporter in Minneapolis
got religion.

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Twin City Hip Hop Awards

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Fights in Downtown Minneapolis

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Gang Violence Up 200 percent
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14
CONFESSIONS FROM A NEWS DESK, PART
2

The education of a liberal or Minneapolis is a hot, racial mess.

When Mike Williams, the afternoon-drive host at the CBS radio affiliate in
Minneapolis, read my WND.com story about an epidemic of racial violence in
Minneapolis, he was curious—but unconvinced. At first.

Williams went through the story with your humble correspondent, which is
available by podcast online.

SCAN ME!

AUDIO: The Mike Williams Show

“You do not live in Minnesota, correct?” he asked to start off the interview. I
had to confess I did not, but I reminded him that I had written a book about the
return of racial violence and how the media ignored it and wrote a piece about
it for WND. I proceeded to give him some times, dates, and places of fifteen to
twenty examples of horrific racial violence in Minneapolis—where large groups
of black people roamed the streets of downtown, beating, stealing, vandalizing,
and hurting people.

That was in June 2012.

I told him how the press in Minneapolis ignored the fact that all the members
of all of the violent mobs were black.

“You’re saying the mainstream media is ignoring them. Then how would you
have known about them if the main stream media did not report them,” he
asked.

He thought he had me.

They did not report the repeated episodes, the fact that all the mobs were black,
and that it was happening all over the country, I told him. It’s called connecting
the dots. I did my research.

It’s not that hard but you have to be willing to look.

The criminals may have been black, Williams conceded, but he did not “buy”
the fact that they had racial motives for the attacks, which was okay because
that was not what I was selling. “The perpetrators of these crimes are black, I
did not attempt to read their minds to figure out why they did it,” I said.

It went on like that for a while, with Williams remaining polite but doing the
usual media dance: denying the issue existed white simultaneously explaining
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why it existed. Or why it was so difficult for him to acknowledge it. He con-
cluded that black mob violence was just some kind of statistical fluke, a mystery
of nature, and that was that. And then my part of the show was over.1

After the break, callers jammed the lines with their own experiences with racial
violence in downtown Minneapolis. The first caller was from a woman whose
son was beaten by a black mob. After hearing the host and I talk about serious
injuries and police indifference, the woman was convinced we had been talking
about her son’s experience.

We had not. Her son was a different case. An even more serious case.

“My son was assaulted in Minneapolis back in July 2010, and it was an unpro-
voked attack,” said Haley. “A group of males approached him. One broke out
of the group and punched him in the jaw and double-fracture his jaw…. We
filed a police report. It was very traumatic because I could not get the police
department to help me with anything.”2

After six hours of surgery for a compound fracture of the jaw, Haley set out
to find the criminals. And “nobody did anything about it,” she said. They
would not look at security camera videotape. They would not help her look at
it. “They didn’t care. I get flamed up thinking about it. They basically told
me they had bigger fish to fry.”

The Williams’ facade was cracking. “It still seems to me that it is not race
based, but it just happens to be racial,” Williams said. Whatever that means.3

His producer tried to buck him up: Race had nothing to do with anything.

That was too much for even Williams.

“When you are downtown and see a group of kids descending on you and you
are white, do you feel a little more vulnerable because of the color of your skin?”
asked Williams.

No, said the producer. That was a bit much even for Williams. “Well I do …
And that is a terrible thing for me to say.”

If Williams’ door was cracking open, the next callers would give it another
nudge.

First up, a black mob beat up a young soldier just back from Afghanistan. “It
does seem to be an epidemic,” said the caller.

Then a black man from Minnesota talked about how your humble correspondent
was correct in his reporting, and how “these kids are embarrassing me and they
are embarrassing our race. And it just makes me sick.”

Creak, the door opens wider “I feel a little odd right now,” confessed Williams,
“about some of the things I’ve said. But that is just because I’ve observed this
scene and that is just because what it either looks like, or to a white guy, feels
like.”
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The caller told the story about a group of black people just a few weeks earlier
who tried to stop a white kid on a bike. He did not stop and “they shot, and
they killed him.”

Williams, undaunted, pressed on. “It just depends on the scene. If that were
the case and the kid on the bicycle were black, I am still willing to think they
would have shot and killed him.”

Uh, okay, I guess.

Then came a regular listener to the John Williams show who had won a few
tickets from the station to a Timberwolves game in downtown Minneapolis. The
caller gave the tickets to his son. After the game, the caller’s son and his friend
were set upon by a black mob who taunted them, beat them, and hurled racial
epithets at them—as well as rocks. The caller told us, “As they were leaving,
they held up a gun and said ‘white boy you are lucky.’ ”

Williams’ explanations became less and less convincing, even to himself. He
started disagreeing with things I never said or wrote. Finally the segment ended
and Williams summed it up: “This is a gut check for you.”

Of course over the next few weeks there were several more shootings, lots of
fights, and lots of mayhem, all in downtown Minneapolis.

I hereby swear I had nothing to do with them.

15
NEW YORK

Has a Whole Lotta Soul and Racial Violence

If Chaim Amalek, an alias for New York video blogger Luke Ford, had his way,
no one would know that mobs of black people are attacking and beating and
robbing Jews in the New York area. Or that they shout anti-Semitic epithets.
Or that they target Jews because “they don’t fight back.” Or that it has been
going on for a while—and that even Al Sharpton got in on it.

“Such information can only serve to heighten racial tensions between these two
groups,” said Amalek. “Let us all look beyond the issue of race (in any event a
mere social construct) and instead celebrate our diversity”1

The New York Post saw a pattern that most other media outlets never see—or
want to see. To some, it was jarring. A June headline about a series of anti-
Semitic attacks read “Anti-Jewish crime wave.” Post reporters wrote that “in
the most disturbing incident, a mob of six black teenagers shouting, ‘Dirty Jew!’
and ‘Dirty kike!’ repeatedly bashed Marc Heinberg, 61, as he walked home from
temple in Sheepshead Bay.”2
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This was just one of several vicious black mob attacks perpetrated against Jew-
ish people in Brooklyn during 2011 and 2012. Orthodox Jews may bear a
disproportionate amount of the violence in that part of New York. But the mob
violence in the area is not limited to Jews.

In February 2011, four black people beat and robbed an Orthodox Jew in the
New York suburb of Monsey. They were charged with hate crimes after it was
determined they targeted the victim based on his religion. News accounts did
not mention the race of the attackers, but the video tells the whole story.3

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Monsey Beating

In a three-week period after Thanksgiving 2010, the same group of black peo-
ple were charged in three separate episodes of targeting, beating, and robbing
members of the Orthodox community. One of the victims, Joel Weinberger,
spent four days in the hospital with broken bones and required surgery on his
broken jaw and eye socket.4

Ford and others, such as MSNBC news anchor Melissa Harris-Perry, who say
the media should not report news if it makes black people look bad, don’t have
to worry too much. Most racial crimes and violence from groups of black people
in the New York area are usually not reported—not by the media anyway.

But witnesses and others who know often find a way to drop a dime. Or a video.
Or an Internet post.

Just a few days before the Weinberger beating, a group of students from a
predominately black school in a predominantly black New York neighborhood
were “evicted” from the 9/11 Memorial site in Manhattan_“after they callously
hurled trash into its fountains. The vile vandals from Junior High School 292
in East New York treated the solemn memorial — its reflecting pools honoring
the nearly 3,000 people killed in the terror attacks — like a garbage dump.”5

One of the students was found carrying ammunition.

The story did not identify the race of the students. The picture for the article
featured a young white person looking over the fountains. But people who
posted comments to the story, many of whom said they lived near the school,
identified the vandals as black—if only to defend them.

“The NYPD have destroyed enough young black lives,” said poster Blaque
Knyte. “I’d be willing to bet you didn’t suggest jail for the little white suburban
thugs who harassed that elderly bus matron to tears, which IS a crime by the
way.”6

Many of the commenters said the story should have identified the race of the
miscreants—if only to protect the community from future mayhem. That was
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too much for “brooklynborn,” who said “I am embarrassed for my fellow Amer-
icans who flaunt their racism so publicly. What they did was offensive, but the
conditions of where we grew up - compared to the wealth of Wall St - is also
offensive.”7

While New Yorkers continue to debate whether race has anything to do with
crime, or whether it should be reported, the list of racially violent and lawless
episodes continues to grow.

In May 2011 nearly two dozen black people went on a rampage at a Dunkin’
Donuts, “terrorizing” employees and making off with sweets and drinks. The
“swarm mob” attacked patrons, destroyed the fixtures, and stole food, said the
Daily Mail, which published the story with pictures.8

A few months before, the same scenario unfolded at a New York Wendy’s. A
mob of black people were fighting and destroying property, and when it was
over, a teenage employee was attacked and hospitalized with a concussion.

Also like the episode before, the New York Fox affiliate removed the videos of
the attack from its website. But not before Hip Hop News 24/7 posted it.

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Hip Hop News

Let’s head over to Rochester, if for no other reason than they had some racial
violence there and no one writes about that city anymore. In 2011, city officials
in Rochester, New York, had a great idea: let’s have a rib festival on Memorial
Day. More than two hundred black people showed up, ate, rioted, and then left.
Thirteen people were arrested, all black. One for assaulting a police officer.

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Brooklyn-Queens Day Riot

As usual the newspapers tell one story, and the video tells another. The paper
bent over backward to avoid telling the race of the perpetrators, but the video
clearly shows they are all black. And apparently, that wasn’t the first time a
local venue has shut down because of fights on Memorial Day. Says the local
paper:

Seabreeze made it a policy to close on Memorial Day starting last year after
rumors of violence. The city has an ongoing issue with crowds of youth at the
Liberty Pole downtown.

“I think what you saw at the beach is what we’ve been seeing in many of
our neighborhoods for two decades,” said (black) Councilman Adam Mcfadden.
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“It’s just that you had a lot of people there who are not used to that culture
and got to witness it personally.9

I dare you to explain to me what he means by the term “that culture.” Go
ahead, I dare you.

According to local ABC affiliate WHAM 13, this has been going on in Rochester
for a long time in several different parts of the city.

As we keep encountering more places where more black officials say these violent
events happen all the time, it gets more and more difficult to see how large the
problem is. Other than it is very large. And when the media and officials
do everything they can to downplay the events, it makes it even harder to
understand the news. They just throw in the usual comments from store owners,
victims, and clueless police and elected officials and call it a story.

No one is suggesting that the race of every criminal be reported in every story.
But here’s where we can start: When you hear an elected official, black or white,
say that crime and violence are just part of black “culture,” you don’t have to
argue with them, or do much of anything. Just every minute or so, even if at
random, say “What do you mean by that?” Then write down what they say.
Then every other Friday, pick up your paycheck. That’s pretty much all there
is to it.

In June 2011, hundreds of black people rioted on Brighton Beach in an an-
nual event called Brooklyn-Queens Day. Four people were shot and one killed.
According to the New York Post:

The shootings didn’t surprise neighbors, who’ve gotten used to trouble on pre-
vious Brooklyn-Queens Days.

“These kids come not to swim, they come for turf fights,” said Pat Singer,
president of the Brighton Beach Neighborhood Association.

“It’s a problem every year. It’s really hard on the businesses. All day long, all
you see are hundreds of teenagers. Of course you’re going to have problems.”10

In July 2011 a Bronx man said he was taunted for being white and was beaten
by a black mob on a subway. No charges were filed and police refused to list it
as a hate crime.11

Near New York in July 2011 David Strucinski of northern New Jersey came to
the aid of his friend who was under attack from a group of thirteen black people.
He was “savagely” beaten and hospitalized with a coma in critical condition.
Nine black people were arrested, including the mother of one suspect who was
trying to smuggle him out of the area in the trunk of her car.12

On Staten Island in December 2011 two police officers were hurt trying to control
a mob of fifty black people attacking a single family home. Firefighters finally
disbursed the crowd with fire hoses to get them away from the officers. Lots of
pictures and videos show some of the action.13
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On Memorial Day 2011 hundreds of black people created a “riot” in Long Beach
at Nassau County. The local Fox affiliate removed its video coverage from its
Web site, but witnesses to the event posting on the Long Island Patch said
lawless behavior from mobs of black people was a regular feature of life at that
beach town.

“I was fortunate enough to witness both incidents,” said Kevin Spelman on
Patch. “The one on Friday (senior cut day) and the one yesterday. I would
classify the people I saw over the weekend leaving garbage and vandalism in
their wake as ‘unsupervised, poorly raised teenagers’! The group involved in
the riot was overwhelmingly black. But to your point, does that mean all black
youth are troublemakers? I watched two white kids vandalizing one of the
benches on the boardwalk.14

Some would consider that good news.

Less than a year before, five black men were arrested and two police officers were
hurt after another riot at that beach town. The police had chased a suspect
into a Long Beach house, where he refused to come out. According to the Long
Island Press:

When the door was finally opened, the two other suspects attacked the officer,
a large crowd gathered, and a melee ensued.

“Many members of the crowd began participating in the melee, cursing at,
kicking and punching the police officers at the scene,” police said.”15

In September 2011 six black men in northern New Jersey, beat up a man, robbed
him, and left him unconscious in the street. The victim was soon run over by a
car. He was taken to a hospital where he died.16

In May 2012 twelve black women taunted two teenage girls on a subway be-
fore “hauling” the girls off the subway, beating them, and stealing one of their
phones. The local NBC affiliate did not disclose the race of the mob, but it did
not have to because the attack was videotaped.17

In June 2012 eleven black people were arrested for rioting, fighting, and mayhem
outside of a Long Island emergency room. “The loud and disorderly crowd …
walked into Nassau University Medical Center in East Meadow around midnight
and tried to get into the emergency room, while threatening the hospital staff.”18

In July 2012 the papers were full of stories about a “wave of violence” and
several attacks at a new community swimming pool in Brooklyn. Cops and
lifeguards were beaten and punched. Even the New York Times dipped its toe
in, referring to the racially-charged debates following the attacks—and fights.
Lots of fights.

On Friday teenagers scuffled with a lifeguard who had ordered them to stop
doing back flips, and the pool closed … early. On Monday, two police officers
were injured by swimmers who also persisted in doing back flips. Three men
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were arrested and charged with assault in the second degree, inciting to riot,
criminal nuisance and menacing.19

Three men were arrested. All black.
My readers at WND.com and listeners at WDEL radio like to send e-mails to
local reporters, asking why they are not covering racial violence. When one
asked Clem Richardson of the Daily News why he did not cover black mob
violence, he wrote back: “And you believe this?”
Keith W. Kohn, the Assistant Long Island Editor at Newsday, wrote back:
“I don’t cover NYC and your site appears to dwell on racist coverage. Not
interested.”
Maybe Keith didn’t know three of the incidents were on Long Island. When he
does, maybe they will make him an associate editor.
Since my reader received these letters, several more incidents happened:
In October 2012 in Brooklyn, black mobs attacked two Jewish people.
On October 25, 2012, a man hurrying home to seek shelter from Hurricane
Sandy was set upon by a group of five black people. They knocked him out,
robbed him, and stepped on his head before walking away.
A few days later, the Crown Heights news reports: “A young Jewish boy was
attacked this evening while on his way home. The victim, a 10 year old, was
returning home from Yeshivas Erev. At approximately 8:15 pm he was accosted
by a large group of black youths near the corner of Kingston Ave and Lefferts
Ave.”20

In March 2013 Brooklyn broke out in two riots over three nights because of
what the protestors say was the racist killing of Kiki Gray. Two plain clothes
police officers shot Gray after he ignored their order to stop and appeared to
reach into his waist band to pull out a gun. Kiki would never point a gun at a
cop, said his family and friends. He would never even carry a gun. And if he
did have a gun, he would never pull it at a police officer. “He was not that kind
of kid,” said a family friend to the Associated Press. After all, Kiki was only
sixteen years old and “some mother’s son.”21

Kiki had a record of at least four arrests for inciting a riot, larceny, and grand
theft auto.22 He had just returned from a baby shower and was hanging out
in front of a friend’s house. That’s when cops tried to question Kiki; he ran.
While they were chasing him, Kiki pulled a .38 caliber hand gun out of his belt,
say police. Neighbors say that Kiki didn’t have a gun and that they heard Kiki
begging for mercy, telling the police not to shoot him anymore. “Stay down,
or we’ll shoot you again,” said one of the officers, according to The New York
Times.23

Kiki died soon after. Then came the riot.
“These cops is ridiculous, they really are,” said one neighbor to PIX news.
“Running around shooting people’s kids. They were just beating up on a boy
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on 51st; now they came down here and shot somebody’s child.”

“Kiki was a good boy, in school, just doing his thing,” the same family friend
told Channel 12 news in Connecticut. And that is why 130 black people from
Kiki’s Brooklyn neighborhood had a candlelight vigil for him that “devolved”
into an old-school race riot—violence a city councilman had not seen before.24

While chanting “NYPD KKK,” rioters tossed bottles, rocks, and trash cans at
the police. They tried to break into a small business that specialized in African
movies but the owners were able to fight the looters off by locking themselves
into their store behind a rolling metal grate. The fire department had to cut
them out later. “It was like the end of the world,” the video store owner told
the New York Daily News.25

Many of the 130 people broke into a drug store, trashed it, looted it, and
tried to get the cash register. No luck there. They left after attacking the
manager, employees, and a security guard. They bashed a bottle over the
head of a minister, stealing his iPhone before he was rushed to the emergency
room. While several media outlets downplayed the nature and extent of the
violence—NBC called it a disorderly protest—the Daily News carried the most
complete account of the riot. The paper talked to Mary John, a woman who
lived in the path of the racial violence. “People were standing up on vehicles.
I saw them take garbage from the sidewalk and throw it onto the street. I saw
someone take a TV and smash it into my neighbor’s car. They were throwing
rocks at the cars. “I said, ‘Oh my god! What’s going on here?’ ” she continued.
“They were calling out, ‘Rest in peace, Kiki.’ I was shocked.”26

A member of the New York City Council who represents the area said black
people are upset for a lot of reasons. But no one is listening to them. “There’s
a lot of anger here,” said Councilman Jumaane Williams. Black people in New
York City are unhappy at the city’s “stop and frisk” policy. And that is why
they rioted. Not just for Kiki, he said. “Police officers shooting black men, black
men shooting black men, it’s a problem that needs to be dealt with. If they
want to ignore it, it’s just going to keep happening,” said the councilman.27

“Justice for Kimani Gray,” is a Facebook page full of gauzy memories, accu-
sations of racism, and calls for justice. As well as a Trayvon-like picture of
pre-adolescent Kiki, from several years earlier.28

At sixteen, Kiki was younger than Trayvon Martin when a neighborhood watch
captain shot him last year in Florida, provoking a firestorm of protest. Unlike
Trayvon, Kiki left some videos. The videos show a different picture of Kiki. A
violent, lawless Kiki that perhaps his family and friends did not know. A person
known on violent videotapes as Shapow. That is what he is known as in the
Bloods, the Flat-bush franchise of a well-known street gang.

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Shapow, the Other Kiki, Part 1
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In one video from several months ago, Shapow–a.k.a. Kiki–wearing the trade-
mark blood-red hooded sweatshirt that identified him as a member of the gang,
finds a thirteen-year-old-member of the dreaded rival Crips on the street. With
a camera phone rolling, Kiki taunted the Crip and pulled off his necklace before
stomping it into the ground. He and his friends slapped the Crip in the face
before the boy went on his way.

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Shapow, the Other Kiki, Part 2

I guess he was that kind of kid. And at the protest riot at least one politician
was egging on the crowd, telling them the police were causing racial violence.

This of course does not count the entire city of Camden all the time.

16
BALTIMORE

Baltimore bells the cat.

In the first edition of this book, we talked about Baltimore and the Inner Harbor,
but not that much.

My bad.

Like Minneapolis, Baltimore is a mess of denial and lawlessness.

In the first edition of this book I talked about how “police spent hours trying to
control a mob of teenagers at the Inner Harbor” where one teen was stabbed.
The city of Baltimore imposed “a curfew, hoping situations like that one don’t
happen again.” When the book came out, I received an email from a Baltimore
crime reporter who said because the groups of black people did not say they
were racially motivated, then the crimes were not racial.1

So dozens of examples of racial crime and violence went unreported.
Baltimore—especially the downtown tourist area called the Inner Harbor—has
been a hotbed of racial violence with large groups of black people attacking
white tourists for several years. But few knew about it.

But that changed in April of 2012 when a video of a black mob beating, strip-
ping, and mocking a white tourist went viral. The police downplayed the in-
cident, insisting for the bazillionth time that the Inner Harbor was safe. Just
look at the statistics, they insisted.
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SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Beating His Pans Off, Literally

Mayor Stephanie Rawlings-Blake called the episode in April a “bar brawl.” And
the Baltimore Sun suggested that violence at the Inner Harbor was part of an
“Easter Tradition” of “kids milling around.”2

I guess they figure if there are no police reports, there is no crime. And that
is what was (and is) happening in Baltimore. Several weeks after the video
shocked the world, The Baltimore Sun came out with a story that showed that
the violence connected to that event was far more violent than the police said.
“We had over 500 people come from different sides of town. But they didn’t
take over,” said Maj. Dennis Smith, commander of the Central District. All
black people, witnesses said. “But the tapes reveal other calls as well. Among
them were a fight that left a man unconscious on Redwood Street, guests at the
Hyatt Regency Hotel being harassed, and frightened youngsters taking refuge
inside a Days Inn to escape an angry mob. … There was a lot of people, fighting,
arguing, cursing, fists flying,” he said. “You didn’t know who was fighting who.
Police were there and they did their best, to be honest, but it looked like the
number of police officers was not enough for that mob. It was scary.”3

Then came Maryland state legislator Pat McDonough. He belled the cat.

McDonough said mobs of black people are “terrorizing” the Inner Harbor. He
called on the governor to send in the state troopers to make the neighborhood
safe. In the meantime, he said Baltimore should be declared a “No-Travel Zone”
because of the largely unreported black mob violence.

“[The Inner Harbor] is a dangerous place to visit,” said McDonough. “People,
retired police officers, have been calling me telling me this has been going on for
a long time and the city and the mayor are covering it up,” McDonough said.4

McDonough’s “aha” moment came two months before when he and his wife
were in the area for a charity fundraising dinner. “A mob of nearly 100 people
‘battling’ in the middle of the street. It was a pretty frightening sight.”5

“There were no police around. No police reports. And no stories in the paper.
Violence and mayhem among young black people in the Inner Harbor is the new
norm,” said McDonough. “And this has to stop.”

McDonough’s comments were echoed by many callers to his talk show onWCMB
in Baltimore, and by a New Jersey tourist as well. “My husband and I came
to Inner Harbor last month and stayed at a hotel there,” said the visitor to
Baltimore who did not wish to be identified. “That night, we looked out our
hotel window and saw at least a hundred black people walking down the middle
of the street, fighting and acting in a menacing way. The police did not show
up for at least an hour. When I got back to New Jersey, I was curious about
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what happened. Then I learned there were no police reports. No newspaper
stories. It was as if it had never happened.”

The Baltimore Sun reported on the same incident:

There is a disconnect sometimes between what police see as normal and routine
and what others view as scary.

When Denise Kostka and her husband saw a mob forming outside her downtown
hotel, she became frightened.

She didn’t see a lot of police, the young teens were massing at the corners, and
all the images of Baltimore that people have – The Wire, the murder count, the
drugs, instantly filled her head.

For the police, it was just another group of kids they had to push out of down-
town. They made no arrests, saw no crime, had no reason to make an announce-
ment. There’s not even a report – it’s just something that happens.6

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Upper Fells Attack

The St. Patrick’s Day riot was just one of several violent events featuring black
people in the Inner Harbor.

One mile away from the Inner Harbor, in Upper Fells Point, a group of eight to
ten black teens attacked white residents in four separate cases in 2010.7

In April 2011 another large group of black people was streaming through Inner
Harbor, fighting and destroying property. “At least 100 teenagers roamed the
streets near the Inner Harbor, City Hall, the Convention Center and the First
Mariner Arena for more than two hours as police used megaphones to order
them to leave.” One of the rioters was stabbed.8

During Fourth of July fireworks in 2011, a child was shot and a tourist was
killed among other violent episodes at the holiday celebration.

On March 18, 2012, hundreds of black people streamed into the Inner Harbor,
with dozens of fights, a stabbing, threats and other violence that resulted in ten
arrests. Police used a Taser on one of the suspects. Baltimore Police Maj. Bill
Davis attributed “the rowdiness to the unusually hot weather.”9

To put the April beating in “historical perspective,” The Baltimore Sun
reprinted a story from 1995, where large groups of black people created violence
during and after an annual Jazz concert.

[In 1993] the Rouse Co. ordered the Harborplace pavilions closed early after
about 4,000 young people converged at the Inner Harbor. Although police
reported no resulting crime or fighting among the youths, some people expressed
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fear and discomfort at the size and racial makeup of the crowd, which was largely
black, and complained about a lack of security.

Rodney A. Orange, president of the Baltimore chapter of the National Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Colored People, said black teens have complained
to him that “they feel stereotyped. They only want to enjoy their evening,
wherever they are going, but very often they’re looked at suspiciously.”10

Not much has changed in a decade, except back then the media at least reported
on the race of the mob, even if only to deny racial violence had anything to do
with anything.

Back to the present, McDonough’s call for state police to protect the Inner Har-
bor from “black youths who are terrorizing” the area drew sharp rebuke from
local elected officials and the media. Mayor Rawlings-Blake said McDonough’s
request was a “racially charged publicity stunt,” A fellow legislator said Mc-
Donough was a race baiter.

The Baltimore Sun called on the Maryland legislature to sanction McDonough.

Meanwhile, in neighboring Pennsylvania and Delaware, some were asking what
took him so long.

In Philadelphia, after several years of large-scale violent episodes, some involving
more than one thousand black people on the streets of South Philadelphia,
Mayor Nutter reversed his stand that the riots were “really not much,” had no
racial component, and were the fault of “poor reporting.”

Less than a month later, according to the Philadelphia Daily News, he confessed
his change of heart in front of a Philadelphia Baptist Church:

“You have damaged your own race,” he said of the rioters. “Take those God-darn
hoodies down, especially in the summer,” Mr. Nutter, the city’s second black
mayor, said in an angry lecture aimed at black teens. “Pull your pants up and
buy a belt ‘cause no one wants to see your underwear or the crack of your butt.”

The head of Philadelphia’s chapter of the National Association for the Advance-
ment of Colored People, J. Whyatt Mondesire, said it “took courage” for Mr.
Nutter to deliver the message. “These are majority African-American youths
and they need to be called on it,” Mr. Mondesire said.11

Nutter repeated his comments several times over the next months, and they
were widely circulated in the blogoshpere.

In Delaware, violence among black teenagers was so rampant that the Black
Elected Officials of New Castle County wrote a similar letter to the governor of
Delaware, asking for the National Guard to patrol the streets of Wilmington.
Former state Senator Herman Holloway Jr. said the violence was so bad and the
police were so powerless that he and his friends might have to form their own
vigilante group and go door-to-door in black neighborhoods to get the crime
under control.
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McDonough was seemingly unfazed by the whirlwind of criticism facing him
for his remarks. “The Good Book says speak the truth and fear not,” he said.
“And for everything they are calling me, you will notice they are not saying one
thing. No one is saying that what I said is untrue.”12

The Baltimore Sun ran an editorial saying all sorts of bad things about
McDonough.13 Even as the newspaper was still on the stands, the racial
violence and lawlessness began again:

In May 2012 two groups of high school students left their bus in the Inner Harbor
and beat a white person. “The 19-year-old victim was white and the attackers
were all juvenile black males,” the paper grudgingly reported.14

In the same month, a melee at a downtown subway station sent two people to
the hospital. “It was pandemonium, so you really didn’t know what was going
on,” Sharon Allen, an Upton resident who witnessed parts of the fight said.
Officials closed the station for three hours.15

A few days later, a crowd of black people flash robbed a downtown 7-Eleven
and beat the store manager when he resisted. “It was a lot of kids and they
were out of control,” Kesha Chester, who was at the store at the time, said.16

In June 2012 at the nearby University of Maryland, “three female students
reported they had their property stolen on the McKeldin Mall … by a group of
10 people, one of whom allegedly grabbed the buttocks of one of the students,
police said.”17

The assailants were described as “eight black males and two black females.”

Note to University of Maryland journalism students: I don’t like your chances
at MSNBC. You need to refrain from mentioning race and from assuming it
was the attacker’s fault in order to be a “big time” reporter. Consider the next
story. A Baltimore police reporter was another who took issue with the term
race riots. Yes, the rioters were black. Yes, it was a riot. But unless they say it
is a race riot, then it is not. No problem.

It gets crazier.

City officials in Baltimore knew exactly what to do when a mob of black people
beat John Mason almost to death. They blamed the victim.

The mob assault took place in the summer of 2012 at a downtown bus stop, in
front of cameras, in the middle of the day, on a crowded street. According to
a witness, Mason was “already knocked unconscious and the guy sat there and
held his feet while his homeboy just started stomping on his head.” Mason is in
critical condition and lies in a medically induced coma in a Baltimore hospital.

“At this point, it’s unclear what the motive was,” said Anthony Guglielmi,
Baltimore City Police spokesperson. “We’re looking at a variety of possibilities.
One of them is an obvious robbery. We’re also looking at the background of
the victim, trying to see if there are any disputes that might have resulted in
this.”18
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Guglielmi has been leading the pack of local officials who deny any of the dozens
of cases of black mob violence in the downtown Inner Harbor area are race-
related. Guglielmi, along with the mayor of Baltimore, the governor of Mary-
land, and others, blasted state legislator Pat McDonough earlier this year when
he said black people were “terrorizing” the downtown Inner Harbor. “They
were not angry because I was wrong,” McDonough said. “They did not like it
because I noticed.”19

While Guglielmi continues his investigation into what John Mason did to pro-
voke this treatment, some in Baltimore are wondering what the city is doing to
find the predators. “Looks like Gugliemi got the ‘memo,’ said one contributor
to a local website. “Always blame the victim if he is white.”

A few blocks away from where Mason almost lost his life, another videotape
of a recent Baltimore racial attack is going viral. This one involves students
in a downtown high school bullying a teacher while other students recorded it,
commented on it, and laughed about it.

The head of Baltimore’s teachers union said it “happens every day.”20

Politicians and public figures in Baltimore want it both ways: First they deny
it. Then they explain it with all the reasons we have heard for the last 50 years.
Do you really need to hear them again?

We can’t say goodbye to Baltimore without including the Case of the Frightened
Ambulance Workers. In April 2013 Baltimore-area paramedics responded to a
911 call in Perryman. They arrived, entered the house, removed the injured
person, put her in the van, and then they discovered they were surrounded
by an angry mob, fighting and throwing things that hit the ambulance. The
paramedics “locked themselves in the unit for their own safety,” Richard Gar-
diner told the Baltimore Sun.21

So I dutifully called Mr. Gardiner, whose title is Public Information Officer.
“How many people were there?” I inquired.

“I don’t know. I wasn’t there,” he said.

“What color was the mob?”

“I don’t know. I wasn’t there.”

It went like that for a while. No arrests. No reports. No statistics for nosy
people like your humble correspondent. And then we hit the deadline for this
book, so we will leave this case hanging for the next edition. If you know
something, let me know.

Kansas City, here we come.
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17
KANSAS CITY

No one is really sure when large groups of black people started showing up
at the upscale Country Club Plaza in downtown Kansas City, Missouri, but
by 2010, the crowds were so big and so violent they were getting increasingly
difficult for newspapers and public officials to ignore.1

The Business Journal was among the first to bell the cat, maybe because one
of its reporters saw the violence first-hand. Steve Vockrodt described one night
as an “ugly scene” of one thousand “youngsters” that was “nothing less than a
riot.”2

There were assaults, robberies, vandalism, and broken jaws. Nearby businesses
closed early, and there was a lot of general mayhem. Shoppers were afraid.
When police tried to step in, they were greeted with profanities and disrespect
by the juveniles “every time there was an interaction.”

Vockrodt said he was surrounded by fifteen people who tried to steal his bike.
It was not the first time these crowds had caused trouble there.3

Back in 2010 then-mayor Mark Funkhouser said the mobs were nothing new,
and it happened every spring. Sounds like a recurring meteorological event,
much like Haley’s comet.

Funkhouser announced he was darn well going to stop it. But by August 2011
Kansas City had a new mayor with the same old problems of black mobs at the
plaza. Mayor Sly James was having dinner fifty yards away when three black
people were shot during another episode of mob violence.

He vowed it would be different by the next weekend.

The local NBC affiliate said the problem was isolated and expressed confidence
the mayor would soon have it under control.4

Two years later they are still waiting. And no one is pretending the problem is
isolated anymore.

By 2013 local television stations showed groups of black people at the plaza
fighting, running from police, and creating mayhem. “The scenes of teens run-
ning and ending up in handcuffs are all too familiar now at the crown jewel of
Kanas City, the Plaza” said the Fox affiliate in Kansas City. “Just last week
another similar incident.”5

Another media outlet said it was a “perennial problem.”6

Many of the attacks happened in February, prior to the summertime curfew,
said the Fox News affiliate in Kansas City.7

A homeless man told police he was beaten by a group of fifteen kids thought to
be younger than sixteen years old. The men and women on the streets say it is
a common occurrence.
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“It’s just unfortunate. I mean I’ve heard stories about people sleeping under
the bridges and people come by and hit ’em with bricks and stuff like that,”
said Mike Higgins, a Kansas City homeless man.

Another man who calls the streets home, Arthur Scott, told us he was attacked
last year by three young teens who asked to use his phone.

By 2013 two years after Mayor Sly James said he would have it taken care
of by the weekend, it is clear the problem never really went away. “Fights
everywhere,” is how one black woman described it. She was also upset that
police chased her and 999 of her closest friends after they told them to leave the
plaza, and they refused. More police and tighter curfews have not curbed the
violence, said the TV stations.

Now police are sending out “community liaisons” to meet with the black people
on the plaza and find out what they need.

“The answer is complicated,” said the reporter. That is a euphemism for “What
that person just said does not make any sense.”8

One of the people said Kansas City should open up a place where teens can party.
Others said the curfew and more police were not effective, because “teens say
they hate being targeted and teens never like being told what to do,” the TV
station said.9

At one public meeting the mayor said it was time for a dialogue, but most of
the newspapers and electronic media don’t permit comments on the topic of
racial violence. However, one local blog does not shy away from talking about
the racial component of the violence—and the people in charge of stopping it:

A great many eastside voters might not like (Mayor) Sly James telling their
kids to stay away from the country club plaza … So Mayor Elect Sly James is
not forced to make a choice between Eastside support that was integral to put
him in office or the rest of the city that remains terrified of black teens on the
plaza.10

Kansas City? Peoria? Des Moines? We’re not done yet. Ever been to Charlotte?
First let’s head down to Texas.

18
TEXAS

The ugly gets uglier.

It doesn’t get much uglier than this: twenty black men were arrested for raping
an eleven-year old Latina girl on nearly half a dozen occasions over a three
month period in Cleveland, a small Texas town outside of Houston.
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Officials found out about the sexual assault when several of the suspects, some
still in high school, showed video of the rape on their cell phones. The race of
the victim and the perpetrators is all over this story, says the Associated Press:

Also complicating the case was a belief by many in the predominantly black
neighborhood where several of the suspects live that the arrests were racially
motivated. All of the suspects are black, while the girl is Hispanic.1

Over at The Grio, NBC’s black news site, they posted a different perspective.
One that talked about selective prosecution, the KKK, and vicious racial stereo-
types. The article led off with an account of neighbors saying the girl invited
the sexual attacks:

Neighbors said she dressed and acted like a grown woman, that she wore long
dark hair and heavy makeup. She “put up” her age, they said, telling the teenage
boys she hung out with at a local playground that she was 18. Her Facebook
page is riddled with status updates that brag about her sexual exploits, smoky
nights fueled with liquor.2

After that, shall we say “unusual description,” The Grio topped it off with an
admonition that the “incident should serve as an urgent and tragic reminder of
the importance of strong community, positive surroundings, and comprehensive
sexuality and life skills education for youth that includes gender sensitivity
training and anti-violence components.”

The Grio has reworked their original news story, turning it into an opinion piece,
and removing the calls for better life skill training.

If they were in Philly, they could have gotten the Hispanic girl some pamphlets,
reminding her not to say anything to antagonize black people.

At publication, nineteen of the twenty pleaded or were found guilty, and one
awaits trial.3

Before we put Texas in the rearview mirror, let’s head over to the Big D.

People from Texas love to tell me about how they carry guns and that is why
none of that stuff ever happens down there. Really?

In August 2011 a mob of fifty or so black people stormed and robbed a conve-
nience store in Dallas. They also beat the clerk, and it was all caught on video.
The blog post said it better than most news articles might, saying this is what
happens when a “collection of wastoids just decides to rob and terrorize the
locals. It’s happening all over Philadelphia, in Maryland, in Washington D.C.,
in Milwaukee—it’s a growing trend.”4

Curiously, the headline talks about the “young people” involved, while the video
shows lots of old dudes standing around. If not participating, watching. Not
doing anything to stop it.

In Dallas in September of 2011, a group of black people beat a clerk at a
convenience store. Turns out that was the middle of their spree.
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Beatings before and after this.

Texas has also seen some black-on-gay violence: From a Dallas police report in
2011:

On March 13, 2012, at about 2:00 a.m. two citizens were walking near the corner
of Audelia Road and Forest Lane. A dark colored 4 door vehicle (possibly a
Buick) with tinted windows and 24 inch rims approached the two individuals
and suspects from within the vehicle began to shout slurs that were disparaging
and derogatory toward sexual orientation.

There were believed to be 5 black male suspects in their 20’s inside the vehicle.
Some of the suspects exited the vehicle, and two of them were brandishing
baseball bats. The suspects attacked the two victims causing multiple injuries
requiring medical treatment.

In Waco, four hundred black people filled the streets of downtown following a
July 4, 2012, fireworks show, throwing fireworks and destroying property. When
police arrived, they threw explosive devices and rocks at the officers.

“Officers’ attempts to move the crowd were not successful and when they moved
into the area, the people became hostile,” says KCEN-TV.

The crowd then started throwing rocks at officers and police cars. One officer
received a minor injury when he was struck. Large fireworks that explode with a
large flame were also thrown at officers by people in the crowd were attempting
to use them as hand grenades.

An armored vehicle was used to try to clear the streets. When it was brought
in, members of the group started throwing bricks and large pieces of concrete.

Police were forced to use chemical munitions to clear the crowd.5

In July 2012 three Dallas police officers responded to a 911 call reporting a
kidnapping in progress. When police arrived, the suspects ran, splitting up. So
did the three cops. Soon things were not going so well for one of the policemen.
After three fights and jumping three fences, he was tired and getting beat up.6

He pulled his gun and after the suspect advanced on him, he shot him and killed
him.

They found crack cocaine in the house. And the guy who died had a rap sheet
full of drugs, violence, guns, and stealing cars.

Apparently none of the hundreds of angry black people who gathered in an
emotional, chaotic, and angry scene after the shooting knew that. Or they did
not care. The dead man’s mom said she knew he was selling marijuana, but
insisted the shooting was not justified.7

Other family members told the crowd the dead man had been running and the
police shot him in the back. That turned out not to be true, though no one
would know that for another week.8
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The Dallas News reported that Freddy Smith, who said he belongs to the Black
Panthers, screamed at the officers. “I see a lot of white folks and no black folks,”
he said of the SWAT unit.9

Local television reported several members of the crowd had guns. Police broke
up fights and fired pepper spray into the crowd.

There were no arrests, but there were lots of police officers in riot gear. They
almost outnumbered the crowd. I didn’t see anyone getting invited to racial
sensitivity training. Maybe those folks who brag on Texas taking care of their
business differently have a point.

So how ’bout them Cowboys?

19
NEW JERSEY

Carnivals, casinos, riots: let’s have a real good time.

This of course does not count the entire city of Camden all the time.

The liberal reporter freak-out factor in this next story is off the charts. Blacks
and Hispanics around the country are in the middle of a nasty race war.

OK, Poindexter: If you want to point out that black is a race and Hispanic an
ethnic group, good for you. That does not change the nature of the violence.
The conflict is most widely reported in the prisons where inmates are segregated,
or segregate themselves.1

You may have noticed that I try to shed a lot of the labels the press love to
pin on criminals: gang members, flash robbers, teenagers, whatever. For some
reason, sticking a label on something helps us dismiss it. Most of these labels
do not illuminate, they obfuscate, so I won’t do it for this next case either, no
matter how much the local paper wants us to believe that mobs of black people
beating up Hispanic day laborers is gang related.

Out in Englewood, New Jersey, it took a while, but the black mob violence
against individual Hispanics got so bad that even the local paper could not
ignore it anymore: “Englewood street gang targeting Hispanic laborers for as-
saults, robberies,” said the Star-Ledger of nearby Newark.2

A police spokesman told the Star-Ledger “several similar incidents have taken
place in the downtown area recently. In each case, a group of young black males
have targeted Hispanic laborers, and police believed the group, which may be a
local street gang, may be targeting them to initiate new members.”3

There’s that mind-reading thing again. If mind reading were admissible in
court, these miscreants would have been off the streets long ago. As of now,
that only exists in a Tom Cruise movie, so I will try not to do it here either. In
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the meantime, if the police and papers would tell us how many of these attacks
have taken place—how many dozens of times—that would be more helpful. And
if you just stick to the facts, here is what the Star-Ledger police spokesman is
left with:

These groups are often extremely brutal in their attacks and purposely target
Hispanic residents they perceive as laborers who are illegal aliens that they think
won’t report the robberies to the police for fear of deportation.4

If you notice some mind reading snuck into that explanation, you get extra
credit.

Several locals insisted race had nothing to do with it. One commenter who
identifies herself as “proudnewarkbaby” flew to the defense of racial truth:

Not much of a thing with race as it is they make easy victims. They tend to
be TOO HUMBLE and subservient. In urban America that’s seen as a weak
quality so they become targets.

Rest easy, we have an explanation.

Down the road in Newark, a few weeks before, Papa Khaly Ndiaye was living
the American dream. This thirty-year-old immigrant from Senegal had been in
America for twelve years and was recently married.

Starting at the bottom of a restaurant chain, he had landed his dream job:
Manager at the International House of Pancakes in Newark.

He was on the night shift when, a few hours after midnight on a Saturday
morning, twenty black people in two groups arrived after a night at the local
clubs. Words were exchanged, so were threats. Someone made a phone call and
soon help was on the way.

Fighting started. Ndiaye tried to get the combatants out of his restaurant. He
stepped into a bullet and died.

Local officials blamed IHOP for not having a security guard on duty. Newark
Police Director Samuel DeMaio said, “Having an officer there on the night of
this incident certainly could have deterred this from happening.”5

As far as suspects, none of the twenty people involved in the altercation knows
anything. Probably not even the name of the gentle, hardworking man who
died during this episode of black mob violence.

Also near Newark, an entire fairground of firemen could not deter racial violence.
In the summer of 2011 the headline in the Star-Ledger innocently reported
“Flash mob appears at firefighter’s carnival in Union County, causing fights to
break out.” By now, maybe you know the drill. One hundred fifty black people
gathered en masse, chaos followed.

“Some fights broke out and several people were arrested after screaming obscen-
ities at police,” said the local paper.6
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They didn’t report much about what happened in this small New York suburb,
but we do know that it took police officers from two other cities and the county
police to settle it. To get the rest of the story, you have to piece it together
from the readers’ comments: “Any description of what was the scene really like,
from a locals view point has been removed because of racist language.”7

Then the paper chimed in. Apparently no one was allowed to mention the
race of the perpetrators: “We removed a number of comments here that were
off-topic. We also removed comments that used racist language. Responses to
those comments were also removed.”8

Control the words, control the thoughts. That’s how George Orwell described
totalitarianism. Note to aspiring journalists: You probably want to leave that
George Orwell thing off your resume and clip sheets.

In Atlantic City on July 4, 2011, hundreds of black people were milling around
Bally’s Casino on the boardwalk near midnight. Soon there were fights and
pandemonium, “people running for their lives as a man shoots onto the Board-
walk just hours after Atlantic City’s Fourth of July celebration ended.” And of
course the whole thing was caught on video, including the shooting.9

While we wait for that, let’s head over to Portland, Oregon.

20
PORTLAND

Oregon, that is. Gets pretty nasty up there. Nastier than locals
expect. So let’s give them their own chapter.

Oregon? Really? Yes, really. Isn’t that where people go to escape racial
conflict? Yes, again. But that does not much matter to the people involved
in more than a dozen recent examples of black mob violence and lawlessness in
Portland.

They are easy to find. What is harder to find is anyone who seems to care.

Let’s start with the venerable, up-scale department store Nordstrom. In April
2012 a group of ten to fifteen hoodie-wearing black people stole clothing and
raced out of the store. It was caught on the surveillance video.

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: “Shopping” at Nordstrom

So far, it looks like just one more of the hundreds of episodes of racial lawlessness
that have taken place in more than ninety cities over the last three years.
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And it is. But the local reaction gives it a unique Portland flavor.
“As an employee of a Portland area Nordstrom’s I have to wonder why you think
that we care?” said a poster who called himself Jason Handleman. “Things
like this make work interesting and I hold no ill-will toward anyone in this
group. Our security personnel spend more time concerned with employees than
clientele, and honestly most employees, at my store, would not help them if
they were in an altercation.1

It is not clear whether this person actually works for my favorite department
store. Probably not. Even so, Jason became a folk hero for encouraging the
lawless activity. Another Portland resident who calls himself Leander chimed
in:
Rich white high school students wait, and grow up to flash mob our economy
and legally manipulate our congress with unregulated lobbying. They are taught
by their rich white parents that they are helping grow the economy through
deregulation and small government.
Funny, The Oregonian does not report on the rich old white guys who flash
mob and are hijacking our economy and schools. It’s well reported in many
respected and less corporate newspapers: Guardian, BBC, Aljazeera, Le Monde,
and Democracy Now.
And Crazed Sex Poodle wanted more:
I am actually sort of hoping that it happens more, it seems like a trend worth
encouraging. Giant corporations like Nordstrom and Chevron steal every day,
taking back is something worth fostering.2

Nordstrom is located in the Lloyd Center Mall, the site of two violent episodes
over the last two years. Nordstrom was an anchor tenant at the gleaming
shopping center in downtown Indianapolis that locals invested so much hope
in. Not anymore. No media personality or political figure would admit there’s
any connection between an epidemic of black mob violence in Indy and the
departure of Nordstrom.
But it keeps happening at Lloyd Center, so let’s see what happens there.
In April 2011 two black men were arrested for murder after shooting into a gang
of black teenagers who had just left the mall, leaving one dead. The year before
twenty black men harassed the customer of a shoe store in the mall before shots
rang out. No one was hit.
“The past two weeks have seen four shootings tied to the African American
gangs, the most recent an alleged attempted murder in an athletic shoe store at
the mall Wednesday evening,” said The Oregonian, in a rare admission of the
race of the alleged criminals.3

The Nordstrom theft was one of at least four “flash robs” in 2012.
In April a mob of twenty black people chased a white couple into a convenience
store. The local papers described the ensuing assault and robbery as a “fight.”
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The mob left when the clerk said “that’s it! I’m going to defend myself” and
sprayed them with “pepper spray.”4

This is almost identical to a crime from a few days before at a Chevron station.5

In June a bigger crowd attacked an Albertson’s grocery store, following the same
playbook: Theft, destruction, intimidation, and no arrests despite the video.6

The National Retail Federation polled retailers nationwide in 2011 to figure out
the impact of flash mob robberies on stores. The report says that “10 percent of
the 106 companies polled reported being victimized by multiple offender crimi-
nals who used flash mob tactics in the past 12 months. Half of these companies
have experienced two to five incidents in the same period.”7

Even so, local defenders abound: “Come on folks, they are not Thugs, they are
students of YOUR Public Education System,” said Rich of the Albertson’s mob
in the comments section of The Oregonian.

Portland also has seen its share of public racial violence on the city’s MAX public
transit system. In January 2012 a fourteen-year-old white girl was beaten by
three black women while about a dozen other black people took videos, shouted
racial epithets, and encouraged the assault. Four people were arrested, including
a mother of two of the assailants. The mother was convicted of giving police
false information while trying to hide her daughters.8

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Fourteen-Year-Old Girl Beat Down

Despite the video evidence, the district attorney declined to file hate-crime
charges.

A local TV station went to a community college to do a news story featuring a
class discussing hate crimes. At least one of the students said the decision was
fine with her because all involved were “little kids being bratty little kids” and
besides, she did not see what happened before the video was taken. The white
girl may have provoked it, said the student.

In June 2012 four black people were arrested for assaulting a police officer at
a MAX station. The Oregonian, true to form, did not mention the race of the
perpetrators.9

The largest—and to some the most troubling—attack happened in March 2012.
The Oregonian, reporting on a police shooting in Laurelhurst Park, tried to
assure its readers the park was otherwise safe by saying that it is “better known
for its seasonal tree colors than for violent crime.” Fern Wilgus, Laurelhurst
Neighborhood Association’s public safety chairwoman, said “the tennis court
area has attracted sporadic fights and robberies over the years.”10
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But never mind that. The paper’s willingness to minimize the racial violence
seemed similar to how a social worker characterized dozens of violent episodes
in Philadelphia, some involving more than one thousand black people, as “kids
blowing off some steam.”

A couple years earlier in Laurelhurst Park there was a homosexual rape following
a carjacking. A Latino man got lost near Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard.
When he stopped to turn around, a man jumped in his car and forced him at
gun point to drive to the park where two other assailants met them. “He was
dragged from the vehicle, beaten and assaulted by all three men and sodomized
repeatedly.” Two of the three attackers were identified as black.11

In June 2012 a group of 150 black people—described by the newspapers as
drunken teenagers—assaulted several people in the same park, robbing at least
one boy. The TV broadcast may have shied away from describing the attackers,
but an online article reported that Sergeant Simpson said the boy’s “attackers
were 5-10 black teenagers who were randomly attacking white teens in the park.”
The next night there was another attack. This time three men “said they were
attacked by a group of 20-30 black teenagers.”12

Still, some people seem surprised. “I go running through Laurelhurst Park
pretty much every day of the week and have never felt unsafe. So news from the
Portland Police about mobs of drunken teens wandering through the park as-
saulting people is, um, strange and surprising,” said Sarah Mirk on the Portland
Mercury site Blogtown.13

Captain Amerigo, one of the commenters to Mirk’s posting, could have been
speaking for a curiously large number of Portland people, when he/she put it
all in perspective for the Portland Mercury. Sure the assailants were black,
“but, for you to say that the Right-wing is without fault in this matter, honey
please. You a fool, and you know you a fool. BOTH parties are guilty in such
matters, and you know it. You fool.”

Got it?

If so, the people of Portland have a program for you. After a series of violent
events among Portland’s black people in 2011, gang coordinator John Canda
issued a plea for volunteers.

“I need 100 strong men who are not afraid to stand with me in the streets of
Portland to speak with youth who are robbing, stealing, selling drugs and gang
banging who are shooting up our neighborhoods and killing each other,” Canda
wrote. “This needs to end now!”

“This is the first piece here,” said Robert Richardson, director of programs at
Emmanuel Community Services, who led the first shift of the night. “We have
to engage. We cannot sit back idly.14

Let me know how that works out for ya’.
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21
CLEVELAND TWEETS

Stop me if you’ve heard this one before. In Cleveland, hundreds of black people
disrupted a community gathering with fights, hostility, and all that stuff. Lots
of people were arrested, and there was lots of racist talk. Blah, blah, blah.

IMMA’ START A RIOT.

People freak out when they hear talk about race. Put the word riot in there
and that just about guarantees full sensory overload leading to shut down.

Folks who use Twitter are not so squeamish. Racial talk is rampant on Twitter,
as is talk about riots. Many are so raw and racist that my friends asked me to
stop re-tweeting them.

There has been lots of talk about how Twitter is used to organize “flash mobs.”
Or to stay away. But few newspapers or blogs have actually reproduced some of
the Tweets before, during, and after the race riot. But that is what Unamused
Park, the online encyclopedia of race relations, did at the Coventry Streets Arts
Fair in Cleveland Heights, Ohio on June 25, 2011.

If you want to capture your own Twitter streams, start a Twitter account (it’s
free) and download TweetDeck (at tweetdeck.com). Add a column based on
your select word or phrase: riot or Imma start a riot. Sometimes the talk is
about getting new music or a party. Sometimes the talk is about real live riots
with real live violence. Check it out.

Without further ado, from Unamused Park:

I wanna go to coventry but NIGGAS black ass NIGGAS on that embarrassing
ghetto dont know how to act, dont got no home training type shit.

“NIGGAS,” she says, “black ass NIGGAS.” Could be a coincidence. Inter-
estingly enough, her message was promptly retweeted by three other people:
@_SammiJay, @Bj_Mariee, and @apryl_alone, who all happen to be African-
American, as well.

At 7:51 pm, @Look_ItsTreMilz promised the following, which was re-tweeted
by uniquebre17:

Everybody is gonna be at Coventry tomorrow huh?…. You wont see my black
ass up there.

“Everybody” is going to be there — except their “black [asses].” Yes, once
again, both happen to be African-American. Actually, from now on, everyone
mentioned is African-American unless I specifically state otherwise.
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At 10:09 pm, @My_FreshAss issued the following stern directive, re-tweeted by
IAm_Dnell and CheeksONTresure (all of whom, if you’ve been paying attention,
are implicitly African-American):

Coventry gone [going to] be full of FIGHTS, RIOTS, BLACK PEOPLE,
DRUGS, ND ——>POLICE SOOOOOO YALL BETTA ACT CIVILIZED!!!

Fascinating: “Coventry,” he noted, is going to be “full of FIGHTS, RIOTS,
BLACK PEOPLE, DRUGS,” and that implies a “POLICE” presence, so “YALL
BETTA ACT CIVILIZED!!!” But did they heed his warning?

At 11:01 pm, @JaeCudi joked with @JovTheGreat:

I thought they stopped black people from hanging on Coventry. @Lol. JK

At 11:37 pm, masonry fan @SaleBrixSckTits speculated:

Coventry gone [going to] pull out them pattywagons again on you black fuckers
lol

At 11:42 pm, the hypothermic @DaniDhaColdest wondered (as did re-tweeter
@JustFollowHere):

Man why tf [the fuck] y’all gotta always wanna fight &nd start problems on
coventry, that’s why BLACK PPL not wanted in a lot of places now GROWUP.

At 12:31 am, which I’m going to go ahead and call Saturday night, @LilRed-
Head_Jada pleaded, along with @DeonteeW-asThere, @_BlowTrees, and
@Bobby_SickKicks:

Dear Black, Please Don’t Fight On Coventry Like Some Dumbasses ˆ_ˆ Love,
Jada .…

SUNDAY: FLASH MOB

At 8:32 am on Sunday (the day of the “unrest”), @MauriceAmir vowed:

Im Not Going To The Coventry Feat. Black People Always Make Some Shit
Ghetto Af. Plus I Gotta Work :)

At 9:18 am, the possibly self-hating @quezzy_quell discriminated:

If I go to coventry I’m goin early so I dnt have to put up wit black ppl…

At 10:55 am, the celestial @PaintTheCosmos (real name “Dionna Sherice,” race
technically unknown) cursed:

Did want to go to Coventry, but black people like to fuck shit up.

At 11:24 am, the educated @HoesTaughtMe (reinforced by the equally learned
@ToneJetTaughtMe) ordered:

NO SHOOTING, Coventry The Last Place Black People Got!
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At 11:27 am, the similarly erudite @_TONYtaughtme (supported by
@Drea_CreatedYou) equated:

coventry = fighting . yu cant put a bunch of black people in one area cuz they
dk [don’t know] how to act .

At 11:41 am, @Pauly_Frm_Phs predicted:

Today gone [going to] be black tennagers last time on Coventry

@Weedy_TheOG and @PeeGee_17 concurred.

At 12:06 pm, @iStriptor_Nike prayed:

Dear lord, don’t let these black rambunctious kids ruin the Coventry fest this
time … Sincerely, Kasey Moreland

At 12:22 pm, @Lanky_Ralf begged:

Dear black people, please dont embarass us today on coventry. Sincerely, Ralf .

At 1:04 pm, @SincerelyKELLEY asserted:

All these black people at coventry today . i just KNOW its gonee [going to] be
some drama .. smhh [shaking her head] !

At 2:57 pm, leahbonnielove lamented:

I enjoyed coventry this afternoon. Had to go before it got “all black” lmao.

At 4:55 pm, @McTeddy13_, too, lamented (followed by @I_amFatdaddy):

I really wanted to go to the Coventry Festival but it’s just too many black people
going so I don’t wanna go anymore -___-

At 5:14 pm, shortly before the flash mob, Yesjessicaa, who is white (and kinda
cute), noted:

Nora and I are at the Coventry fair and we walked past a group of black girls
and one of them goes “EWWW, I hate white girls”

Just before 6 pm, the “unruly teenagers,” all of them apparently black, rioted.
At 6:26 pm, 81smallz suggested:

Young black kids of cleveland… Smarten up.. Ur looking goofy out here..
#coventry

This was re-tweeted by fourteen people, nearly all of them clearly black.

Alright, I think you get the point. From now on, I’m only going to show you a
few interesting tweets. There are plenty more out there, all saying pretty much
the same thing.

At 7:45 pm, @Murda_Moosh wrote:

coventry fest….never again! a damn mess! black kids dunno how to act !

At 12:04 am, which I’m going to go ahead and call Sunday night, @BoY_SaNiTy
(race ambiguous) wrote:
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coventry fest….never again! a damn mess! black kids dunno how to act !

At 12:04 am, which I’m going to go ahead and call Sunday night, BoY_SaNiTy
(race ambiguous) wrote:

Coventry was just a bunch of over dressed black people looking for trouble i
swear on it

MONDAY: AFTERMATH

At 6:44 am, teeelash wrote:

Some shooting in Coventry sha, black boys as usual RT@ yourmbour: AH!!!
Wetin happen … RT @teeelash: The black race is cursed.

At 12:09 pm, BadAssNmd_Ticia wrote:

Coventry was nothing but a bunch of black highschool kids running wild. Waste
of time #yessssss

At 2:04 pm, KraftyWurker, who is apparently a donkey, wrote:

Newspapers persist in calling black bastards who rioted at Coventry Art Fair
“teens” or “kids”. Let’s see how many adults were arrested?

Finally, at 10:08 pm, IndiaAlanna inverted Doctor Strange-love with this tweet:

black ppl fucking up the coventry fest…fighting at the peace park. smh [shaking
her head]1

Park dot com.

SATURDAY: PREPARATIONS

As early as 4:09 p.m. on Saturday, June 25, 2011—the day before the “un-
rest”—Thick_ASS_Jass (who happens to be African-American) complained:

Cleveland Heights merchants cancelled the remaining festival scheduled for the
end of July. Cue the ritual denials from the local merchants:

“the flash mob issue is complex and touches on aspects of race and free speech.
Most of the kids who gathered in droves during June’s street fair were African-
American. The local chapter of the NAACP has voiced concerns that the Cleve-
land Heights curfew may unfairly target black youths, while the American Civil
Liberties Union of Ohio said the police must respect free speech while also pro-
tecting public safety.”2

And one more thing, the problem is not just in Cleveland Heights. The Plain
Dealer of Cleveland.com reported on meetings about flash mobs from the sur-
rounding communities. The meeting drew people from across Greater Cleveland.
Beachwood, Euclid, Wickliffe, and Shaker Heights. They all have experienced
flash mobs of black teens.
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“It’s frightening to see these flash mobs … they come in swarms like bees,”
Warrensville Heights Councilwoman Ruby Wilson said.

So do the math. That’s at least five more flash mobs of violent black people.
That’s a lot of flash mobs, and I have not been able to find one news story about
them. Maybe it’s not news. Maybe someone can explain to me why not. But
please do a better job than Brandee_Bleue_438, the person who left a comment
on the Plain Dealer story:

Absolute and pure BS to claim that mainly Black teens (or to insinuate it) are
the participants in these flash mobs - they just get more news coverage.

My brother and I host a talk radio show in Delaware where this has been
a topic of disagreement. At least at first. I am conservative. He is liberal.
When I first started talking about widespread racial violence in this country, my
brother didn’t like it._But I guarantee, if he could find widespread examples of
marauding groups of Asians or whites or Eskimos doing all kinds of damage, that
would have been the greatest day of his life. Because it would have destroyed
my argument. He would love to do that. But the next time he does, it will be
the first.

Still waiting.

Goodbye Cleveland.

And, before I forget, Cleveland is one of the places where the more you look,
the more you find. Lots of places like that.

And oh yeah, they cancelled the fair in 2012.

22
SOUTH CAROLINA

Beat. Stalk. Prey.

Columbia, South Carolina, is a pretty nice place. Ever been there?

Eight black people stalking five white people, one at a time, in a nice part of
town is not something that happens every day. That’s what I used to think
until I heard about Five Points.

But on June 20, 2011 that is what happened. A group of eight black people
finally caught Carter Strange. They almost killed him. Emergency brain surgery
saved his life. Surveillance video caught the perps. They went to nice schools
and their mothers loved them. One of the accused was thirteen years old. One
of the other guys was supposed to be babysitting him. And the local version of
the District Attorney said race had nothing to do with it.1

Just like the big city.
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Four of them were “charged under a state’s lynching law.” Eighteen-year-old
Carter Strange was “minding his own business, trying to make his curfew when
he was brutally attacked and robbed.” He was found unconscious two hours
after the beating, and still suffers brain injuries today.2

Police said the seven suspects “were roaming Five Points, targeting others until
they came across Strange. In fact, investigators said the group tried unsuccess-
fully to rob or assault at least four other people.”3

Five Points is an eclectic business district that includes a number of locally
owned boutique shops, art galleries, and antique shops. It is a neighborhood
that is frequented by gays and is adjacent to the University of South Carolina.
Lots of bars attract lots of college students.

College kids. Gay people. Harmless folks minding their own business.

The perfect prey.

After I heard about this brutal beating, I figured Columbia was such a small
town, a gentile town, that this was probably an isolated incident.

My bad. There is a ton of racial violence in Columbia, and a ton of media and
public officials hoping you won’t notice.

Scott Linaberry noticed. He owned two restaurants in Five Points. He watched
crime after brutal crime go under-reported and under-policed, until finally he
did it: He belled the cat.

“It’s OK to harass white college students, but it’s not OK to harass the black
kids on the street corners,” Linaberry said. “It’s got to be said.”

Linaberry was talking about official reaction to black mob violence in Five
Points. After one particularly brutal attack, the chief blamed the white victims
for drinking too much. Linaberry is just one of many people in Columbia who are
wondering: why racial violence is now such a regular part of the local landscape;
why police are focusing on the victims and not the predators; and, why everyone
is so afraid to talk about it.

In September 2010 ten black people attacked Josh Bosworth, knocking him
unconscious. Then “six more jumped on top of him, taking turns punching and
kicking him” as he lay “motionless on the ground.” Bosworth suffered a broken
jaw and severe bruising to the head.4

Three of the assailants, all students at Benedict, a nearby black college, were
arrested. The Bosworth attack was the first of at least three violent black mob
incidents in Five Points that night. One hour before the Bosworth beating, a
police report states that eight black people beat up another student in Five
Points, breaking his arm.5

At about the same time, four black people robbed a student and fired their guns
at nearby cars, hitting at least one before they got away.6
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In all of the beatings, assaults, and robberies, all the suspects were black. But
the chief of police said race had nothing to do with it. “It involved guys getting
into arguments and fighting, and it just goes the wrong way,” said Chief Randy
Scott. He and the mayor promised to continue cracking down on underage
drinking.7

Leaders of the NAACP also reject the idea that race has anything to do with
crime in Columbia. They do not deny that black people are responsible for the
overwhelming number of violent altercations in Five Points. They just don’t
want to get blamed for it:

“I don’t see these kinds of press conferences in other neighborhoods when chil-
dren are hurt or kidnapped or killed,” said Lonnie Randolph, president of the
SC NAACP. According to the state, the message being sent is “the value of a
student at one particular school is far more valuable than a student from another
school,” Randolph said.8

Linaberry and others think the official attention is misplaced. He posted on a
Five Points Facebook page:

“Why does the city permit the harassment of white college kids in the bar,
under the guise of underage drinking (they have to interrupt about 50 people
to find one underage, but they’d have everyone believe they bat 1000) but not
black thugs on the street via a posted curfew ordinance who have no intention
of ever being a customer of Five points. Civil Rights for ALL??”9

Local media is notorious for not identifying the race of the assailants. And when
readers do just that on the comments page, their remarks are often removed.
But not all the time: “So far all the beatings involve groups of blacks beating
up white kids,” said one poster to a local news site. “But the Police Chief states
there’s no racial issues going on–no gangs. However, if a group of white kids
beat up a black I bet the NAACP will be all over it.”10

“Chief Scott says this was just another fight and will prosecute as such, but we
all saw the video and it is evidenced by other incidents that there are groups
of thugs preying on white college students,” said another student to the same
site.11

In 2012 a petition was started by Eric Heineman to take back Five Points. In
September they received more than fifteen hundred signatures.12

Concerned citizens also started a Facebook page to combat the violence in Five
Points. It has over six thousand members. They say the violence is worse than
ever and urge the police to stop blaming the victims and start paying attention
to the predators.

“As a senior at the University of South Carolina, I have seen the increase in the
amount of violent crime that has gone on in Five Points,” said Laura Dixon.
“The Columbia Police Department’s focus on underage drinking is absurd when
there are larger issues at hand, especially the shootings, gang initiations, and
beatings that have occurred in Five Points. I am of age and it is legal for
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me to be in Five Points, but I do not feel safe there due to the number of
violent crimes that have occurred there. Please STOP focusing on underage
drinking and START focusing on those violent crimes that are actually harming
people.”13

The mayor says crime is down in the Five Points area. And it is safe now,
but could be safer. Other students say the violent atmosphere is increasingly
prevalent:

“My own experience is that groups of black men will loiter around Five Point
bars and try to provoke white college students by whistling at their girlfriends,
sucker punching them, etc,” said one student to the local paper. “It’s some sick
concept of ‘fun’ that I don’t understand.”

Despite the quasi-official media blackout on the racial violence, at least one
columnist spoke out last summer:

“Even then, we still have an 800-pound gorilla in the room that must be dealt
with: Was this a racially motivated beating?” wrote Warren Bolton. “That’s
not a discussion many people feel comfortable having. But let’s be real. When
eight black boys jump on a lone white boy — or if it were the other way around
— the question of race will be raised in private circles, if not publicly. Our
nation’s and state’s unfortunate racial history and the seen and unseen vestiges
that remain today have laid that upon us. If we don’t confront it, it’ll destroy
us.”14

By 2013 the black mob violence had started again. Several people were attacked
and at least eight guns shots were fired. Even the local paper found it hard to
avoid: “Many accuse police of focusing on underage drinking instead of policing
gang members who roam the popular entertainment district.”15

But curiously, the one local media person who did at least mention the
“800-pound gorilla,” was now throwing victims back under the bus.

Announced Mr. Bolton: “Let’s admit it, Five Points has a drinking problem.”16

Meanwhile, over the holler in Spartanburg, the sheriff is not waiting for the
victims to come to terms with their supposed drinking problems. He is urging
all women to get concealed weapons permits and to start carrying guns.

23
SEATTLE

“No Drama” City has its own brand of brutish, racial nastiness.

Locals are losing the ability to wish it away.

Seattle is a cocoon of racial harmony. Just ask them. Seattle has “fewer prob-
lems with racism than other cities,” says the blog So Seattle: “Ethnic tensions
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… seem less tangible than in other places.”1 Seattle may not have the day in,
day out racial violence of a city like Chicago, or the peculiar racial lawlessness
of small-town Peoria. But more and more people are paying attention to the
increasingly visible and brutish mayhem that groups of black people are visiting
on veterans, old people, young people, gay people, Asians, and even a pregnant
woman.
And the local reaction: Most cannot believe it is happening.
Let’s start with seventeen-year-old Jessica Redmon-Beckstead. In December
2010 she was riding the bus with her boyfriend when five black girls started to
taunt, attack, kick, punch, and rob her.
All the time they were laughing. One even complained about a broken fingernail.
“My girlfriend’s pregnant,” shouted the boyfriend as they punched her and
kicked him in the face.
“We didn’t hit her in the stomach,” yelled one of the women. That got a few
laughs. And the violence was all caught on video.2

According to the Seattle Post-Intelligencer, the suspects were all riding the bus
with free passes from Seattle Public Schools. Within a few weeks, all five were
arrested, charged, and convicted.
SCAN ME!
VIDEO: Assaulting a Pregnant Woman

Six months later the baby was born healthy.
The day after the attack, King County Sheriff Sue Rahr rushed to assure the
peace-loving people of Seattle this hyper-violent episode was an “isolated inci-
dent” and could have happened anywhere.
She was half right: It could happen anywhere, and often did. But it was far
from an isolated incident. Even the local TV news reporters figured that out.
Bus rider Gil Costello told the local Fox affiliate, violence on the bus “happens
all the time. They just never report it.”
The Fox station reported a few months before, a disabled man was “terrorized”
on a bus, then punched in the face and knocked out. All in black and white.3

SCAN ME!
VIDEO: Marine Attacked

At the end of 2011 an Iraq war veteran in a suburb of Seattle was riding the
bus when he confronted several black passengers who were using foul language,
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including the dreaded “N” word. They attacked the Marine. He fought back
and drove them off the bus. The shaken suspects were last seen quickly leaving
the bus. No arrests were made.4

Let’s stay near the bus for one more attack. Make that two. It is hard to keep
track. This one at the hands of a killer.

In the summer of 2011 Ondrell Harding beat a guy to death. Allegedly. Actually
there was not much disagreement about that. At least five people saw it: The
victim’s wife and preteen son, and, of course, a few members of Harding’s crew.
The district attorney did not file charges because he could not figure out who
started what, not who did what.

Four months later, Harding and five of his pals beat up another guy. They told
police they were the ones who were attacked. That’s quite a back story: one
lone guy at a bus stop attacks six black men. This time the DA filed charges.
Harding got three months in jail.5

Maybe it would have helped if the DA had known about Harding’s rap songs he
posted on his MySpace page. Kaegan Hamilton, a writer for the Seattle Weekly
wrote that Harding was known as the rapper Doe Boy and that being:

far from repentant, Harding has bragged about his exploits in rap songs posted
on his MySpace page. “When you look me in my eyes you see a coldblooded
killer,” he sings in one verse. Another track has the ominous title “I Will Kill a
Man.”6

True that.

Next.

Almost as sensational as the black mob beating up a pregnant teenager is the
case of the Seattle teenager, who in 2011 was assaulted and tortured for several
hours because he was white. And “they started bringing up the past—like
slavery—being like, white people did this,” said the victim.

“They started bringing up the past - like slavery - being like, white people did
this,” Shane said.

The attackers stripped off McClellan’s belt and started whipping his back.

“They said, ‘This is for what your people did to our people.’ They were like
whipping me with my belt, my studded belt,” Shane recounts.

“They’re like, ‘Aw, white boy, what are you doing? You can’t hang out this late.
What are you doing around here?’ They’re like, ‘White boy has no belonging -
being out here at 2 a.m.’

“They targeted me for being white, and they made it very clear that’s why they
were assaulting me,” Shane said.

The victim’s father said the attack was nothing short of hours of torture.
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“Put a gun to the back of his head and told him if he said anything they were
going to blow his head off while they sat there and burned him with cigarettes
on the back of the neck,” he says.7

Both of the perpetrators were arrested, convicted, and sentenced. One to seven
years, the other, five years and nine months. One was black, the other Asian.
They said they were sorry.

No discussion of racial violence and lawlessness in Seattle is complete without a
mention of the biggest and nastiest bit of racial business in the history of that
town. An event that echoes today: The Seattle Mardi Gras Riot of 2001 where
for three and half hours, tens of thousands of people watched helplessly, and
police stood by quietly, as a race riot broke out.

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Seattle Mardi Gras Riot

It even has its own Wikipedia page:

There were reports of widespread brawling, vandalism, and weapons being bran-
dished. Damage to local businesses exceeded $100,000.

Much of the violence was perpetrated by black men against white revelers, and
about 70 people were reported injured. Several women were sexually assaulted.
One person, Kris Kime, died of injuries sustained during an attempt to assist a
woman being brutalized.8

The Seattle News Weekly said the unsayable:_

For the millions who saw the photos or video, those images burned into the
retina: gangs of feral youth beating, kicking, and pummeling male and female
victims.

In almost all of the violent images of that night on TV and in the daily newspa-
pers, the attackers were black and the victims were white. Thanks to our local
media, this is the idea of the 2001 Mardi Gras riots that most people carry with
them. The poster victim of Fat Tuesday, Kris Kime, was also white, and police
now say the suspects in his murder are black. The fallout from all this is that
many people assume the attacks were racially motivated.9

Whatever the “fallout,” the one person convicted of murder that night, Jerell
Thomas, served eight years before getting out on a technicality. Within a few
months, he was back in for assaulting his girlfriend.

Today, people make videos of the site, which includes a memorial plaque. For
all the visible violence in Seattle, city officials are adamant that their town is
safer. Just look at the statistics, they plead.
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That is what happened to Nihan Thai in January 2012. He became a statistic
when he was assaulted and robbed. Earlier this year, he talked to KING5, a
local TV news station about the crime. He was walking home from the light
rail station, (there’s that bus thing again):

I was literally ten steps away from the house. And I felt a hit on my right face
and another hit on the back of my neck and on my lower back, and so as I was
falling forward I felt hands grabbing my jacket and my bag,” said Thai.

Two months later, not far from where Thai was attacked, another man was
grabbed from behind, robbed and beaten. His name was Danny Vega, and he
died.10

Thai, like Vega, is Asian and openly gay. Before he died, Vega told police he’d
been “attacked by three African-American males, all around 18 years of age.”
It was the tenth such attack in that area in two months, all near the corner of
Martin Luther King Way and Othello Street.11

After the attack, Thai went door to door to find out how widespread the problem
was. He was conducting his own crime survey.

Thai knocked on 49 doors. 32 people were home. How many of them had been
victims of a crime since moving to the neighborhood? All but three.

Many victims told Thai they’d never reported the crimes to police.

“It happens to them so often that after 2 or 3 times they stopped reporting
because they didn’t see any progress,” said Thai.

Thai’s survey was clearly unscientific, but it does raise the question–is crime
going unreported in the south end?12

Thai learned that many in his neighborhood were victims, but most were not
statistics. No arrests. No reports. It never happened.

24
PUBLIC TRANSIT

America’s First Green Crime Wave.

It is amazing how many of the more than five hundred examples of racial violence
in this book are connected to public transit. I’ve alluded to some earlier, but
here is a list of some attacks across the country, a good cross-section of what is
happening in America’s public transit systems.

ATLANTA

In Atlanta, “hordes” of black people invaded MARTA trains, beat the occupants,
and scrammed. No arrests. No suspects. The Atlanta Journal Constitution,
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which of course avoided reporting anything that could identify the race of the
suspects, reported that:

The teens boarded the train, headed to Hartsfield-Jackson International Airport,
at the Garnett station a little after midnight seemingly intent on instilling fear.
They succeeded.

“There was blood everywhere, people were hollering and screaming,” a witness
told Channel 2 Action News. “We were intimidated. People were terrified.
People were trying to run. But there was nowhere to run.”

Flight attendant Parker Stanea, 28, told officers a diminutive teen, no taller
than 54 and wearing a pink shirt, hit him with a soda can over the left eye.
Stanea said the youths then pushed him to the ground and stole his wallet,
according to an incident report filed by MARTA police.1

ST. LOUIS

In St. Louis, race riots in and around public transportation have become an art
form. In 2008 there was a series of attacks on the MetroLink stations around
the Delmar Loop. The St. Louis Post-Dispatch reported on crime, race, and the
MetroLink in 2008. They reported that “A group of teens and 20-somethings
assaulted and robbed three teenagers at the Delmar station. Then, about 15
minutes later, the same group is believed to be responsible for attacking and
robbing a family that was walking home from MetroLink’s Forest Park station
after riding the train from Lambert-St. Louis airport.” The fear was that putting
a light rail system in that passes through the inner city might “transport crime
to the suburbs.” Interestingly, though, not once in the article is race mentioned.2

Local news reports said business owners told their customers to start carry-
ing guns. Other business owners said the riots are ruining a thriving business
district.

In 2011 there was another attack on the MetroLink. The St. Louis Post-Dispatch
again reported:

The charges came after Griffin scuffled with a St. Louis city police officer break-
ing up a fight among a large group of people near the Delmar Metrolink stop
Saturday night. The officer was treated at a hospital for minor injuries and
released.

Police said about 100 people, mostly teens, were in the area but scattered as offi-
cers arrived to the 6200 block of Delmar Boulevard. The incident has prompted
local police and city officials to look into ways to prevent unruly juveniles from
disrupting the popular business strip.

Records show Griffin was also booked Sunday in connection with the Sept. 4
shooting death of Eric Marion, 34, of the 4500 block of Kingshighway Boulevard.
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Those darn killers can be very unruly when they “scuffle.” Thank goodness they
are paying attention to their green footprints in St. Louis by choosing to invest
in light rail.

CHARLOTTE

We’ve already talked about Charlotte, North Carolina, and the shootings and
mayhem there. Much of the violence seems to happen near the downtown public
transit terminal. They figured it out down there in Charlotte:

Regardless of how all the questions get answered, this is clear: The Transporta-
tion Center has a problem. It has become a hangout for youths with time on
their hands. Just as young people used to gather at Freedom Park and later
at Eastland Mall to see friends and socialize, the center is drawing people who
aren’t just passing through to catch a bus. Fights and other crowd-related
crimes there are nothing new. Transit customers deserve better.3

BRONX

In 2011 Bronx prosecutors refused to call a vicious assault complete with racial
slurs and cheering onlookers a hate crime. It happened on a subway in the
early morning hours. Jason Fordell was coming home from selling his leather
accessories at a nightclub and was “viciously assaulted and robbed on a subway
train Sunday by four men who he says taunted him for being white.

“Police confirmed they are investigating the assault and robbery of Jason
Fordell, 29, but have not labeled it a hate crime.”4

VENICE

A race riot in Venice, California, in 2011 featured fights and shootings. How
many black people were there? The Los Angeles Times does not say specifi-
cally but called it “hordes” and an eyewitness described it as a “human tidal
wave.” And of course no riot would be complete without laughing and taunt-
ing. Alexandria Thompson, a member of a neighborhood watch group called
Venice311 said “some in the mob ran away backward so they could continue to
watch the action. … It was all part of the event for them,” she said. “There’s
a kind of free-for-all down here. Everybody is trying to get away with as much
as they can.”5

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: People Run for Their Lives
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Afterward mobs of people rushed to the bus station to flee the scene by the
same way they got there.

How many people do we need before we call it a riot? I don’t know. How many
angels fit on the head of a pin? Don’t know that either.

If you do, let me know.

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Tweet Exchange

BOSTON

One thing I do not want to have happen is for the people of Boston to think we
are ignoring their race riots. On Memorial Day, 2011, groups of more than one
thousand black people gathered at Carson Beach for all the usual summer fun:
flashing gang signs, beating up cops, random violence, and wanton destruction.

The Boston Globe knows the drill. They don’t mention race at all and even
blame it on Facebook:

Police said the gang members are part of a group of more than 1,000 youths
who have used social media sites like Facebook to plan unruly gatherings on the
beach on three of the past four nights. The beach falls under the jurisdiction of
the State Police, who have been unable to prevent the violence….

As the crowd broke up, hundreds of the unruly youths boarded the Red Line at
JFK/UMass Station. Some went north; some went south.

According to Transit Police, a group of young people ended up at Downtown
Crossing and started a fight in the station that spilled onto the street. Clashes
were also reported at other stops.

Help me out here: If you are keeping count, how many riots is that: Well, we
have racial violence at one beach on three days. Then to and from, those crazy
young people were engaging in their summer revelry along the way.6

And they all took the train. Ain’t that grand.

Here’s a bonus for the Bean Town readers. In March 2013 a group of fifteen to
thirty black people surrounded a bus at 1:15 a.m. and attacked the driver. “It
is unclear what prompted the assault,” dutifully reported Metro.us.7

Police arrested one suspect after receiving a tip that he was bragging about his
exploits on Twitter, said the Boston Globe. “My hands hurt from last night,”
he said in a Tweet. His lawyer said although that may have been his account,
there was no proof her client was the one who sent it out.
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Prosecutors say he was part of “more than a dozen people who charged onto the
bus and began assaulting the driver, while another group attacked him through
the bus window,” said the Globe.8

WASHINGTON, D.C.

No one knows what the two white women were doing on the Metro in that
part of Washington, D.C. They “did not want any trouble,” they said. To
the black mob that confronted them, threatened them, beat them, and robbed
them, it was no trouble at all. The mob grabbed the girls’ iPhones, but not
before the girls fought back to retrieve them—unsuccessfully. “Metro Transit
Police Deputy Chief Ron Pavlik says his officers responded minutes after being
notified. … Pavlik says two juveniles were arrested.” Yes, they were all black –
as the video showed – but no, the report didn’t mention that.9

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: White Women Robbed on Metro

This mob calls themselves the 44th Street Crew in southeast Washington. For
those not familiar with the different sections of Washington, that is not the
lobbyist/media/functionary/dinner-party part of town.

Reporters at the Fox affiliate in Washington seemed surprised at the mob vio-
lence. But to people who ride the metro, it was just another day.

Metro police seem resigned to the violence and suggest that resistance is fu-
tile. Deputy Chief Pavlik said “There’s nothing worth fighting over and getting
assaulted for. There are lot better ways to fight back.”

Some people devote entire blogs to the lawless Metro, where black mob violence
is often seen but seldom reported. An anonymous poster to the blog Unsuck
DC Metro gave a harrowing account of Metro violence that never made the
Washington Post:

I have never been more disgusted or shocked by what I witnessed Saturday night
at the Anacostia Metro. I went to pick up a family member at the Metro, and
just as she was telling me about the fights (Yes, plural!) that happened on the
Green Line train [between L’Enfant and Anacostia], we witnessed a group of 6
to 8 young black teenagers kick, stomp, punch and push a lone teenage girl.

I could not believe my eyes! I also could not believe there was not an officer in
sight.10

When the anonymous poster’s cousin got in the car, she told her story:

When she got on the train toward Anacostia, a group of teenagers proceeded to
verbally and physically assault a group of young women. One of the boys threw
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a bottle and another threw the contents of a bottle in one of the woman’s face.
The assaults got so out of hand that some people landed on a woman and her
baby.

The attacking group had the doors to the train blocked so people couldn’t get
off the train. My cousin told me she was so scared that she hid behind some
seats and pulled out the box cutter she used for work.11

Every story like this prompts readers to tell their own stories. There were dozens
of comments to the main story. This is a typical one from Chris:

I was leaving a friend’s place around 11pm on a Saturday a few weeks ago and
groups of teenagers were harassing everyone at the top of the escalator on the
north-bound side of Eisenhower station. I could see it getting bad fairly quickly
and was lucky to catch a train after only about 2 mins of being on the platform.

Over at DCist.com, they are also not in any danger of running out of stories of
violence from the Metro beat. Whether it is a “huge fight” of a hundred black
people, or violence on a more modest scale, they got the goods. “Stunning is
the sheer number of participants in this fight,” said DCist. The site does not
report the race of the participants.12

TBD.com also reports on the Metro. The big story in 2011 was when Allen
Heywood was attacked in the early evening. A black mob attacked Heywood as
he was reading a book waiting for a train. “Haywood was trying to transfer to
the Yellow Line around 7:15 p.m. when the assault happened. He was headed
home to Fort Totten after working out at Results on Capitol Hill, a gym bag
slung over his shoulder and a book in his hands. As he read with his back
to the station wall, ‘all of a sudden someone whacked me on the back of the
head really hard,’ he recalls.” Haywood repeatedly asked the girl why she was
attacking him, pleading with her to end it. That got a good laugh from other
members of the mob, who laughed and “egged her on” while taking videos from
their cell phones. They left him dazed and bleeding. One of the spectators who
was taking video offered it to Heywood to use as evidence against his attackers,
but only if he paid for it. Heywood was so upset that no one helped him that
a few days later he stood outside the station holding a sign that read “I was
attacked at L’Enfant metro Sunday at 7:15 pm. No one helped. Please be
careful.”13

This next episode comes from TheGrio.com: “Our lives … Our World … Our
stories.”

They even give you a definition: a grio is a “story teller in West Africa who
maintains the oral tradition and history of a village or family.”

So you get it, right? This is a black web site from NBC News.

The headline pretty much tells the story: “Teen mob kick and punches man at
metro station.” A local man, Robert Joy, was waiting for his niece when he saw
a mob of black teenagers beating another teen. When he tried to call 911, they
attacked him.
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The teenagers knocked Joy to the ground and kicked him in the face. … Joy’s
two front teeth were knocked out. He has six stitches inside his mouth, two
stitches outside. His right eye is black and blue and bloody.14

Let’s head on over to Silver Spring, Maryland, just a few Metro stops away from
Washington, D.C.

SILVER SPRING

Race riots. Stabbings. Gang members. That doesn’t sound like Silver Spring.
It’s supposed to be a nice place where families can enjoy evenings at restaurants
and strolling around the neighborhood. That’s not the way it turned out. In
the summer of 2011 violence seemed to reach a crescendo.

The incident involved more than 80 people — many of them gang members —
fighting for more than two hours in downtown Silver Spring, police said. One
of the groups came by Metrorail, the other by bus.

It began about 10:30 p.m. July 1 when 50 to 75 teenagers and young adults —
many of them members of a street gang called “88-mob” — exited Metro’s Silver
Spring Station, said county police Lt. Robert Carter, a deputy commander of
the Silver Spring district.15

If at this point someone told me that the largest organized crime enterprise
in the country was a bunch of white guys in Washington who belonged to the
Democrat party, I would not disagree.

CHICAGO

Let’s not forget Chicago. There have been tons of attacks on Chicago Transit
Authority buses and trains. The head of the CTA said riders should be more
aware of their surroundings. More blaming the victim.

Maybe the riders need some pamphlets on how not to anger the rioters.

In July 2011 three black teens shouted racial slurs and attempted to attack a gay
man in the Chicago Millennium Station. “The teens approached the 23-year-old
south suburban man in a restroom and started making fun of his hair, threat-
ening him and hurling anti-gay comments. … The victim said he didn’t want
any trouble, but when he pushed past the defendants, they followed him out
onto Michigan Avenue and continued to yell insults and threats, according to
the report. The victim called 911 after he saw [his attacker] drop his book bag
and walk toward him with his fists clenched.”16

And here is a story about a boy in 2011 who got beat up at a train station by
a group of people—and the Chicago Sun-Times actually identifies the attacker
by race. The victim was a fifteen-year-old boy. He was approached by a group
of seven black males. One of them had a gun and another one struck the
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victim. “The offender with the gun was described as a black male with a dark
complexion, about 19, 6-foot-1 and 170 pounds with brown eyes and black hair
in dreadlocks. The offender who struck the boy in the head was described
as a black male between 15 and 18 with brown eyes and black hair, also in
dreadlocks.”17

A headline from another story in 2011: Flash mobs ride CTA to commit crimes,
mayhem on Near North Side. “Chicago police and Streeterville universities are
warning residents and passers-by to be aware of traveling mobs of teenagers who
use the CTA …”18 Better find another way to get to school or work.

PHILADELPHIA

Let’s not forget Philly. They’ve had their share of marauding teens. In 2011 a
group of thirty to forty black teens attacked an El train, making the return trip
from the fireworks show in Center City “the commute from hell for hundreds of
Market-Frankford Line riders as a flash mob struck and robbed a passenger at
30th Street Station. … Two SEPTA Transit Police officers were stationed in the
fare gate area at the mezzanine level of the station at the time of the incident.
The mob was chased off without any arrests made,” even though one young lady
was punched in the face and robbed of her cash.19

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Gunning Down a SEPTA Bus

And probably the absolute craziest story of this or any other chapter is when
two black men open fire on a bus with an assault rifle and handgun. They
allegedly were called by their friend, Penny Chapman, who was on the bus. A
man supposedly threatened to turn her in to the DHS after she spanked her
child. When the bus stopped, Chapman got off and “allegedly pointed out the
man she wanted shot. She said ‘shoot him’ and they opened fire. And it was
all caught on tape by seven SEPTA cameras.”20

SEATTLE

In 2010 a black Seattle teen was followed from a nearby mall to a bus tunnel.
The perpetrators told the victim she had nice stuff and was acting white. The
fifteen year old “was badly beaten … as three unarmed security guards looked
on.” The teen “told investigators that she thought the men would protect her.”21

The Seattle transit security is now reviewing their protocol for security guards.

SCAN ME!
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VIDEO: Beaten While Security Watches

BUS DRIVERS

Being a bus driver is one of the most dangerous occupations in America. If the
Bureau of Labor Statistics did not water down the numbers by lumping bus
drivers together with truck drivers, it might just be the most dangerous.

Every year hundreds of bus drivers are assaulted on the job.

In 2012 outside of Philadelphia, “Officers say three teens, ages 16 and 17, got
on the bus at 52nd and Chestnut Streets. While on the bus the teens engaged
in what is described as ‘rude and outlandish behavior’.”

As they were exiting the bus “one of the teens allegedly grabbed the bus driver
and pulled him off the bus onto the pavement. Police say they beat the driver
in the face.”22

In Kansas City, a mob of five black people were eating, drinking, and laughing
on the bus. The video does not contain audio so we just might never know what
was so funny before they all filed off the bus, with the last person punching the
driver right in the face.

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Kansas City Bus Driver Nailed

In Cleveland in October 2012, a group of black women were taunting a bus
driver, threatening him, and threatening his family. The ninety-four-second
video shows us how it got physical. One of the women hit the driver. And it
was on: He stopped the bus. “You’re going to hell, now,” he said.23

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Bus Driver Fights Back

What came next could have come from a Mike Tyson demonstration video of
how to deliver an uppercut. This is a particularly nasty punch because the force
has nowhere to go except into the part of the body where it hits. The body
can’t really go that far up in the air, so the head absorbs most of the damage.
A jab isn’t as bad because it can be more like a push, but there was no jabbing
here. The driver unhooked his seat belt, approached his tormentor, dropped his
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right shoulder with his hand below his waist almost in a cocking motion, then
let loose with the uppercut heard and seen ’round the bus driving world.

Then he kicked her off the bus, throwing her jacket off with her. Her friends
did not like that, reminding the bus driver he just hit a woman. He told them
if she was going to act like a man, he was going to treat her like a man.

Then the other friends attacked him as well.24

Every bus driver in America cheered.

25
HOTLANTA

Take the MARTA? Might be faster to walk.

In 2008 looking out over his Atlanta court room, Judge Marvin Arrington could
not take it anymore: After six years of dealing with murders, rapes, robberies,
and home invasions, he suddenly realized 99.9 percent (of the defendants) were
black. So he kicked all the white people out of the court room, then scolded
the black defendants: “I simply said to the young people, ‘what in the world
are you doing with your lives?’ ” he told Atlanta television reporter JaQuitta
Williams.

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Clearing the Courtroom

Some thought the judge’s actions a bit unusual. But a white Atlanta courthouse
visitor thought that maybe “people of color talk more freely among themselves.”
This is the face of racism today: Not the snarling caricature of Bull Connor on
the streets of Selma, but the cloying “blacks are different” sympathy of Nurse
Ratchet.

Four years later, there was little sign all that “free talking” did much good. Since
that court-clearing episode, Atlanta has been the site of dozens of episodes of
black mob violence and lawlessness—crimes that range from comical to fatal,
ridiculous to outright dangerous.

Unlike most of the victims of the hundreds of episodes of racial mob violence
that have erupted in more than ninety cities over the last three years, Zachary
Gamble actually knew his four accused killers. Gamble was a retired Marine
Sergeant living in an Atlanta suburb after serving two tours of duty in Iraq. In
April 2012 he went to his alleged killer’s home for a birthday party. Witnesses
say Gamble and his killers were using alcohol and drugs when, early in the
morning, Gamble became belligerent and was asked to leave.
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He had been telling graphic Iraq war stories.

“At some point, he texted his friend a three-word taunt” that the Atlanta
Journal-Constitution said was too graphic too print, then Gamble and his al-
leged killers had a confrontation outside in the parking lot. Gamble fell to the
ground and was “punched in the face and kicked while he was lying on the
ground” by the four-man mob. They left him lying unconscious in the parking
lot.1

About forty minutes later, near dawn, a cab driver called 911 after she ran
over Gamble’s leg. Two weeks later he was dead, his skull fractured in three
places—not from the taxi, but from the beating, police said.

The four await trial.

Some mobs even have their own YouTube account to document and brag about
the thug life. Such is the case with Atlanta’s “Pittsburgh Jack City Gang.”

A dozen members of the mob are seen on video beating up Brandon White
when he was leaving a convenience store. Three of the gang knocked him down,
punched and kicked him, and even slammed him with a tire, all while an onlooker
caught it on video while repeating “no faggots in Jack City.”2

White told CNN he did not report the crime until the video went viral “because
he did not want to draw attention to himself. He could not even bring himself to
watch the video at first, he was so humiliated and embarrassed.” The video was
released on YouTube and WorldHipHop.com, and was posted on The Smoking
Gun.

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Brandon White

“I was very violated,” said White. “Who’s to say they won’t come after me
again … Who’s to say they won’t kill me?”3

The group of thugs even brag about “stealing necklaces, display gang signs, and
refer to themselves as ‘goons.’ One man describes himself as a ‘wild dog,’ while
another says, ‘I’m the Tasmanian Devil.’ ”4

Two of the men have been arrested and await trial.

One of Atlanta’s biggest race riots occurred in June 2010 at Screen on the Green
in Piedmont Park, an outdoor movie festival. But you might not have known
about it due to a lack of news coverage. That summer night, a crowd of ten
thousand people was trying to watch Transformers: Revenge of the Fallen when
the violence began.

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution (AJC) said “groups of marauding teens took
over the event.” Atlanta city councilman told the AJC the trouble was “caused
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by a small group of young kids looking to cause trouble.” Witnesses at other
websites had a less sanitized version of events. They described a chaotic, violent,
and dangerous scene with several groups of black people—hundreds of men
and women—making their way through the crowd, beating, taunting, laughing,
robbing, and destroying property.5

“They started climbing all over my Jeep,” said one attendee, “and I turn around
and my buddy is getting punched in the face and has blood pouring out of his
nose. … We were definitely victims of a hate crime.”6

“I was there,” said a poster to the Topics.com Atlanta forum. “There were hun-
dreds of black teens, apparently there to fight. Yelling obscenities, threatening
each other, both sexes.”7

Despite dozens of witnesses reporting more than one hundred assaults, the fol-
lowing day police said they had a record of only one complaint. Most of the
victims said there were no police to be seen there.
Several people report they were victims of anti-gay slurs and violence:
Jesse Rhodes, who is openly gay, said what happened … was an insult to the
people of Midtown, including its gay residents. He lives at Post and walked to
the park with a group of gay friends. While the fights and rowdy behavior broke
out around them as they tried to watch “Transformers: Revenge of the Fallen,”
he and his gay friends felt very vulnerable, he said.
“We felt like sitting ducks,” he said. “They were definitely targeting gay people.
One of my good friends, who is gay and works at Swinging Richards, got jumped
by five people and beat up,” Rhodes said.
Rhodes added that when he was walking out of the park he was called “faggot”
and other obscenities and said women at the event were also called lesbians.
“I was called a faggot. There were a couple of fights in front of Blake’s [the
gay bar on 10th Street] — it was all pretty pathetic,” he said. “I was verbally
discriminated against based on my sexual preference.”8

Another gay victim of violence that night posted his observations on a YouTube
channel that is now private:
What happened last night (June 3) at Screen on the Green was not simply
“fights” between unruly teens as the local TV stations would like their audiences
to believe. These savages went apeshit and hunted down gays and lesbians to
attack!
They specifically began targeting members of the LGBT community around
Blake’s and along 10th St. The local news media is acting as if this were a
simple scuffle and that’s totally unacceptable.
Gay people were not the only ones targeted though. All kinds of people, black,
white, gay and straight were being randomly punched in the face and people
were getting their windows smashed with rocks. It was like a riot in a third
world country.
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Despite the attempt from police, public officials, and some media outlets to
downplay the racial violence, many witnesses came forward to report what they
saw:

“Let’s face it. Every person causing a disturbance both on the green during the
movie that I saw was black,” said another witness who posted at the Creative
Loafing Forum. “Every person kicking cars, breaking windows and running in
the middle of the street like a rabid animal was black. Every person who was
hanging on the white guy in the jeeps car assaulting him and his passengers was
black. It’s not a stereotype. It’s math. 100%.”9

One poster at the Atlanta Topix Forum who goes by The Captain said race had
nothing to do with the disturbance. He claimed to have seen mob attacks before
and said that “almost all have been done by gangs of white kids. It’s you dumb
fracks that feel the need to harp on the race if it’s not yours.”

The Captain reflects a frequently expressed opinion on many sites that the
pattern of racial-based violence should not be part of any discussion of these
crimes. And that white people and Asian people commit random acts of violence
all the time as well.

Though, curiously, those videos rarely make it to YouTube.

Even the AJC says the violence was “not unprecedented.” Several news accounts
did report similar, if smaller scale, acts of violence and harassment at a Screen
on the Green showing of National Treasure the week before. Says The AJC:

Lisa Wells, who attended “National Treasure” with a friend from London, said
a rowdy group of teens hijacked the event.

“[They] were smoking pot openly,” she said. “When another attendee reported
this to police, the female officer radioed for a male officer who took his sweet
time to show up.”

After learning they had been reported, the teens became hostile, Wells said.

“One stood up in front of the group who reported her to police and blocked
their view from the screen intentionally for about 10 minutes,” she said.

When the second officer arrived, Wells said he chatted briefly with one of the
teens, then left.

“The crowd around the teenagers was disgusted,” she said. “Many began to
leave. Then the [firecrackers] went off and everyone in the area left quickly.”

Matt Burkhalter, of south Atlanta, compared the atmosphere during the “Na-
tional Treasure” screening to a bar brawl.

“We left early,” said Burkhalter, 32. “We felt unsafe and uncomfortable.”10

As city officials prepared for the film event in 2011, many blamed the choice of
action movies for the violence of the year before. So they switched it up and
showed Sixteen Candles, a coming of age film starring Molly Ringwald. It did
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not make much difference. After the movie, directly outside the event area, lots
of black people were fighting. Three people were shot.

To most of the local media, the racial aspect was not worth reporting. Except
for the plucky Patch. Talking to the Midtown Patch, police spokesman Carols
Campos said:

“Preliminary investigation determined that witnesses reported two groups of
black males fighting with each other at the intersection of Peachtree and 10th
streets after leaving the Screen on the Green event.”11

A group of local residents even formed their own Facebook page to “Take Back
Screen on the Green. Boycott Until It Is Safe for Everyone.”12

Too little, too late. The 2011 showing was the last year for the event.

Even though the media was able to keep the news of violence at Screen on the
Green local, the 2011 black mob attack and robbery on two male Delta flight
attendants aboard Atlanta’s MARTA train system received national attention.

No arrests were made in the “Clockwork Orange” style attack.

That could be because black mob violence in the MARTA is now routine. There
are dozens of videos of mob violence on Marta and many of the incidents involve
black women:

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Girl Fights on Subway in Atlanta

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Females Fight For Being Tried

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Atlanta Marta Bus Fight

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: MARTA Teens Locked Up

SCAN ME!
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VIDEO: Downtown Atlanta Fights

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: MARTA Fight

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Fight on MARTA Train in Atlanta

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Girl Fight At Kenny’s Alley

Even the daughters of Mayor Franklin of Atlanta were involved in mob violence
last summer. It happened to their escort after he accused a photographer of
bothering them, because they thought he was taking their picture. Ten black
people beat the mayor’s daughters’ friend into a coma after the confrontation
turned physical. According to witnesses, “Miller left a club in downtown At-
lanta with friends, including the daughters of Franklin. The women were being
harassed by a group of men and Miller stepped in to help.”

Officer James C. Polite, an Atlanta police spokesman, said, “He was just out-
numbered and overpowered.”

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Miller Attacked

“The men were working for ’01 Entertainment, a party promotion business,
according to police. Witnesses said there were at least 10 of them. But only
one, Apollo Holmes, turned himself in.” Holmes’s lawyer claims that Miller was
drunk and agitated because the entertainment company was filming the mayor’s
daughters. But it turns out, the photographer had no idea who they were.13

Violence and lawlessness have also spread to the campus of Georgia Tech. In
2011 at least eight students reported they were robbed and assaulted by two
men at gun point, usually in search of cell phones and computers. Four of the
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robberies happened at the end of June. They happened on the street, in parking
garages, and in dorm rooms or apartments.14

The local television stations and AJC were able to furnish a description of the
color of the cars, the color of the gun, and the color of the suspects’ clothing.15

But once again it was up the Patch to let the students know what the criminals
looked like.

Both suspects were described as black men in their late teens or early 20s.
The man armed with the gun was described as wearing a white t-shirt and red
basketball shorts. The other suspect had short dreadlocks, a black hat, khaki
tan shorts and a black backpack.16

The same two men were suspected in several of the attacks.

As serious as black mob violence is in Atlanta, there is no escaping the fact that
sometimes it seems more of a sport than a life-threatening activity. Just get a
video camera, add some music, and enjoy: “Imma make you famous,” as they
often say.

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Imma Make You Famous

At some point in this discussion someone always wants to change the subject.
The easiest way is to ask “Why is this happening?”

Let’s ask Nkosi Thandiwe. He says he learned to hate white people and turned
to violence against them because of what he learned at the University of West
Georgia.

He claims that is why he killed one woman and shot two more in Atlanta in
2011. At least that is what he said in hopes it would convince the judge he was
crazy.

Crazy as batshit, like Salon calls people who notice racial violence is getting
crazy.

In 2012 a jury found Thandiwe guilty of murder after the judge ruled he may
have learned crazy things in school, but that did not make him too crazy to
escape responsibility for murder.

According to the CBS affiliate in Atlanta:

Thandiwe said during his last few years in college, his history studies changed
his thoughts about how some white people treated black people.

“In terms of slavery and race, it was something that needed to be answered for.
I saw it as something that the black community hasn’t recovered from so my
initial way to handle that was to spread information to help combat some of the
ignorance that was in the black community about our history,” said Thandiwe.
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“Correct me if I’m wrong, but you were trying to spread the message of making
white people the enemy,” asked Assistant District Attorney Linda Dunikoski.
“Yes,” replied Thandiwe.17

Thandiwe was no stranger to racial violence. One month before, he assailed a
visiting courier with racial epithets and had to be physically restrained from
striking and causing harm to visitors at a parking garage where he worked, said
WSB-TV News in Atlanta.18

Racial resentment is the new mother’s milk of education, said a prison psychol-
ogist who did not wish to be identified. Students, black and white, learn from
their earliest days that blacks are victims and powerless to fight racism, he said.
Not just in school, but also in churches and from their parents, he said.
The attitude of victimization breeds resentment and violence. “But most dan-
gerous of all, black students are taught they are not responsible for their behavior
because they are the victims of white racism,” he said. “I see that every day in
the prison where I work.”19

In Wilmington, North Carolina, Joshua Proutey was recently shot in the head
and killed while being robbed by four black people who had targeted him because
white people “were bound to have money.” One of the confessed killers, a
seventeen year old, said he did not like being “stereotyped as a tough guy.”20

In Chicago the city recently agreed to pay $22.5 million to the victim of black
mob violence, because she was white and the city police released her into a
“predominantly black” area, placing her in danger. A Harvard professor testified
that because of what he called Routine Activities Theory (RAT) violence is an
expected result in that situation.21

In Wilmington, Delaware, the pastor of one of the largest black congregations
in the state said: “This violence in our community – you don’t think it has
something to do with the last 400 years?” Rev. Lawrence M. Livingston told
the News Journal, “We didn’t create this stuff – all this mess.”22

The comments came just a few days after a crowd of black people beat a white
clergyman near Livingston’s church.
The flip side of the rising tide of black mob violence is what the prison psychol-
ogist calls “infantile omnipotence.” This is the feeling that because something
has not happened to you directly, you can ignore it. Like an infant who thinks
it is not vulnerable to any danger, because all it has ever known is the safety of
the womb or the crib.
This is what accounts for widespread willingness to ignore the violence among
members of the media and some members of the public, he said.
“Black people have been encouraged to hate whites and to discriminate against
them from the so-called civil rights leaders,” said author and syndicated talk
show host Jesse Lee Peterson: “And that is evil. The evil will get worse from
generation to generation if you don’t deal with it.”23
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Taleeb Starkes is a social worker, filmmaker, and author of the book called “The
Un-Civil War.”

These schools are reinforcing the long-existing, deep-rooted, victimization gospel
that’s religiously practiced in the African-American community. … Moreover,
denunciation of this victimization gospel by any African-American is sacrile-
gious and leads to the questioning of ‘blackness.’ Even scarier is the fact that
this ideology is spawning urban terrorists whose actions are always justified
by another tenet of the victimization gospel called P.T.S.D (Post Traumatic
Slavery Disorder)….

Combined with the race peddlers and the mainstream media’s intentional por-
trayal of African-Americans as permanent victims incapable of hate-crimes, this
self-defeating ideology has become a societal toxin. Consequently, any Black-
on-White crime, regardless of viciousness, is essentially interpreted as Black
‘payback’ instead of Black crime. Alternatively, had this urban terrorist been a
bloodthirsty White supremacist who mercilessly killed two unsuspecting Black
women, Negro-geddon would have commenced.24

Now aren’t you sorry you asked? You want more excuses? You got ’em.

26
100 BEST MEDIA EXCUSES

People buy this book to read it themselves but also to give it away—mostly to
their liberal relatives at family gatherings with an admonition to “Read This!”
as they slam the book on the table.

For all those readers out there on the wrong end of the holiday book slam, I feel
for you. So this chapter is for you. It’s a handy guide for liberals in search of
reasons to explain the epidemic of black mob violence all over the country.

We will even number them, so when people who read this book throw the
information in your face at your next holiday party, all you have to do is call
out a number: 17! 22! Or my favorite, number 100!

Of course we start in Chicago.

The Chicago Sun-Times is a national leader in two areas: 1) Denying that
racial mob violence exists, and 2) Explaining why it does. When a mob of five
hundred people stormed through downtown Chicago, beating and threatening
and destroying property, do you know what the excuse was?

1) Warm weather.1

The Sun-Times excuses have an ad hoc quality to them that gives even the
casual reader the impression they are making it up as they go along. Just a
month ago, Chicago saw a wicked and violent black mob wreaking mayhem in
the ice and snow.
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So excuses do not have to be true, or relevant.

If you want to get all your excuses in one place—without worrying about anyone
bringing up the R word—the Huffington Post is the champion of the world.2

This contest for best excuses was decided in early 2013 when Ahmed Shihab-
Eldin hosted a live video stream featuring a psychologist, a criminologist, a
small business owner, an FBI agent, and a state senator, all explaining mob
violence. Everything they said is basically interchangeable. So let’s get to it:

Luke Cho owns a store that was recently hit with black mob theft. He started
it off:

2–3) “They are not really bad kids; I think they just got caught up in the flash
mob thing.”

4–6) “They get in trouble and I try to teach them the difference between right
and wrong but things happen.”

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Ice and Snow Riot

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Full of Excuses

As you can see, people often pack multiple excuses into one statement.

Next up, Jeffrey Ian Ross, a real-life criminologist from Baltimore:

7–11) “People in groups tend to let their guard down. They think they are
oblivious to CTV. The reasons are ‘Boredom to wanting a new pair of jeans to
wanting to express their discontent.’ ”

Of course then the host had to get in on it. He is, after all, not a potted plant:

12–15) “There’s power in numbers so they are more likely to act out. … The
anonymity factor might be a contributing factor. … Does adrenaline play a
factor?

Then they brought out the big guns, Dr. Jeff Gardere, a New York City psy-
chologist:

16–22) “Anonymity reduces their sense of responsibility and accountability …
They are not thinking about the consequences. There are a lot of teens looking
for excitement. So it is the perfect breeding ground for some sort of trouble.”
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23–25) “We find that normally good kids get caught up in the excitement of
that group and do something that is very wrong. And when they are called
upon individually, they have a lot of remorse.”

26–29) “But they have much less empathy in these groups because people don’t
care. They are caught up in the moment. And one last thing: People need a
family. And if they don’t have a family, that flash mob becomes the family at
the moment.”

30) “My moral compass was skewed when I was in a group.” (This might be the
host talking. At this point, what difference does it make?)

31–35) “I think adrenaline plays a role. We get into the fight or flight of the
sympathetic system. We are geared to deal with battle to deal with excitement
and we revert to that part of our functioning system.”

36–39) “Certainly the adrenaline does not allow us to think the way we should.
Serotonin levels also drop and we need serotonin for more impulse control and
to focus more and we see a lot of neurotransmitters are certainly affected.”

Playing the serotonin card. Sweet! That’ll get you invited back.

40–46) “It becomes something that is not just conscious thought. But it is
almost a visceral thing. It is in many ways relating back to a very low level
of behavior and evolution and we are letting that part of the brain – which is
much more controlled by demand and impulse – take over.”

47–52) “We need to look at the reality. It is not just about income. It is not
just about race. It’s about culture. We have a culture where getting involved
with a mob seems to alleviate any kind of conscience that you have or taking
individual responsibility.”

53) “A lot of it is about education.”

That has to be close to a world record for excuse density. I just shipped the
transcript off to Guinness. I’ll let you know.

Let’s go back to the Baltimore guy:

54–55) “There are a number of issues including boredom. I think someone
mentioned the excitement of the moment. And that can carry a person through.”

56) “When asked afterward, they have a considerable amount of remorse.”

57–59) “We see this in a lot of cases of soccer games and national championships,
people let down their guard and do a lot of things they would not do otherwise.”

Cue the former FBI guy, Michael Tabman:

60–64) “Teenagers don’t make the best decisions. They like to take on authority
and do what is not expected of them. They are contrarian. These kids are very
empowered by the mob and into the highest levels of government.”

65–66) “These are kids. They are not thinking this out.”
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67–72) “It might not be a violent criminal. It might just be immature to cope
with boredom and look big and bold in front of their friends. So I agree we need
‘it takes a village,’ just like we need in gun control.”

Of course the HuffPo commenters are useful as well:

73) “Lack of opportunity is the root cause.”

74–75) “Violence and crime are directionally correlated to wealth and income
disparity. When there is not opportunity, there will be crime.

76–77) “These are the consequences of a materialistic, corporate-driven culture
… deal with it.”

78) “The flash mob is a physical manifestation of the anonymity people feel they
have online.”

79–81) “If you were never a teen, and never pulled off pranks or even misde-
meanors in your youth, then by all means let’s gun them down! But otherwise
…”

82) “Walmart deserves to be flash robbed.”

83) “Stealing jeans in a store?? I’ll take that over an Aurora [Colorado] teen
killing everyone in a theater …”

84–87) “The phenomenon of herd mentality is powerful and dangerous. And it
happens everywhere, not just with teens and the Internet. It’s happening right
now in our government.”

88) “Like streaking in the 70s this is a fad that will pass.”

89–90) Let’s protect our corporate culture at all costs. And Repubs not passing
any job creation legislation.”

90–91) “I just think it’s so overblown. … I have more issues with assault weapons
loose on our streets.”

92) “We are raising kids in a materialistic society.”

93) Talk about THEFT = $ flow of taxes.

94) Well, McDonalds only has so many openings. You know, with adults with
degrees filling the positions.

95) Corporate Culture reaps what it sows. … You want teenagers in your stores?
Well, here they are!!!

96) More SKATEBOARD PARKS!!!

97) Hail to the Corporate Machine that feeds the shallow ego of our teens! More
sneakers! More iPhones!

98–99) It is a risk–reward thing with teens. They like risky activity. They can
do an even riskier activity for a more intense rush afterwards if they get together
and do it this way.
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Hip hop giant Dr. Dre did not appear on this broadcast of HuffPo Live. But
his explanation is probably the most popular, because it appears on one of the
best-selling hip hop recordings of all time, The Chronic:

100) “When niggas get together, they get mad.”

On the talk radio show my brother and I host, as well as in frequent media
appearances around the country, I probably hear more excuses than most. But
more and more I get the feeling that even the most ardent apologist is getting
tired of offering the same old excuses for the same old behavior.

Watch the video of HuffPo live. You tell me.

27
FLASH ROBS

Smile for the camera, thugs.

We have come to the “we are good kids never did anything bad like this before,
but, yes, that is me on the video robbing that store” part of the book. As
I mentioned in chapter 18, the National Retail Federation reported that 10
percent of retail stores in America were victims of flash robs in 2011, some
several times. That is a lot of robbing, and I’m sure a lot of it was caught on
video. Unfortunately, I only have room to give you a dozen or so examples.1

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: ABC News on Flash Robs

“Flash robs,” hordes of black people looting retail outlets that are so prevalent in
the rest of the country, have taken a peculiar twist in Atlanta. Since 2008 several
gangs of people have been videotaped in late night smash-and-grab robberies
involving cars, jewelry, clothing, and eyeglasses. In 2009 at one optical store,
thieves made off with an estimated $50,000 in designer eyeglass frames said store
owner Ghazal Sabeti Tabrizipour. “It’s the same guys every time, in a gray van
parked in front of the store,” Tabrizipour said. “They come in and smash all
the glass. They know exactly what to go for.”2

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Smash and Grab

In 2010 thieves “pulled off a pair of smash-and-grab burglaries…. [They] rammed
a Ford Taurus through the entrance to the Focus Clothing Store downtown,
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ransacked the shop, and escaped with $50,000 worth of designer jeans.” Police
arrested nine gang members. All were black.3

The Wall Street Journal ran a story on flash robs in October 2011. In it I
dutifully informed its readers that the crimes were not random, but were part
of the growing trend of race violence. Some of the readers called me names. Not
good ones either, in case you were wondering. Others asked the same question
I did: Why is it so hard for some people to talk about this (without calling
people names, that is)? The reporters who call people names deserve their own
chapter. Either way, I feel it’s my responsibility to point out the obvious, so
let’s take a stroll down Flash Rob Lane.4

GREENWICH VILLAGE

Why not start at Dunkin’ Donuts in Greenwich Village? In 2011 just after
eight o’clock at night, a mob of black people terrorized the doughnut shop.
They rushed in and did lots of damage. They threw chairs around, smashed
a hot chocolate machine, and stole sweets out of the case. It all happened in
a matter of minutes and no cash was taken from the register. The local ABC
affiliate reported that “what happened at the Dunkin’ Donuts is just the latest
in a string of incidents in the Village.”5

The “swarm mob” rampage was caught on video.

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Dunkin’ Donuts Melee

WASHINGTON, D.C.

Down in Washington, D.C., a mob decided to have a party at G-Star Raw.
Nineteen black people walked into the high-end clothing store. They searched
for their sizes, grabbed the clothes, and then just left. Madison Avenue likes the
gangster brands. They just don’t like it when people actually act like gangsters.

“It happened in broad daylight,” reported the local CBS affiliate. “In just a
matter of minutes, thousands of dollars’ worth of clothes were stolen. … The
manager of G-Star Raw, who did not want to talk on camera, said he’s heard
from other store managers in Washington that flash mob robberies are becoming
increasingly common.”6

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: G-Star Raw Flash Rob
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UPPER DARBY

Over in the City of Brotherly Love back in 2011, forty blacks decided to turn
a local Sears into their own personal closet. The young black people organized
the event on Twitter. They all took a train to the store (because they were too
young to drive), brazenly strolled right in, and started robbing the place. It was
fast. They grabbed sneakers, socks, of course, and watches. In and out.7

LAS VEGAS

My favorite city in the world is Las Vegas. The casinos are always trying to
entice you with free stuff. But I don’t think this is what they had in mind.
In May 2011 twenty black people stormed a convenience store and grabbed
whatever they could find. Fox News contributor Dr. Keith Ablow said, “It
takes time to realize what is going on.” The manager tried to chase them out
of the store, and might have succeeded if one of the hoodlums hadn’t pulled a
gun. That’s when the group came back for seconds, and the manager fled the
scene. Local cops issued a warning to clerks: Don’t resist.8

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Vegas Snatch-and-Grab

PHILADELPHIA

This may have been a flash rob gone wrong. We’re not sure. In March 2011
as shoppers were browsing the store at seven o’clock in the evening, a group
of black people began fighting. Maybe two girls grabbed the same shirt before
they made a mad dash for the exit. We just don’t know what started it. What
we do know, though, is that the teens were charged with reckless endangerment
and destruction of property for, among other things, knocking the head off a
mannequin wearing a “Not Violence” T-shirt.9

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: H&M Riot in Philadelphia
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DETROIT

Don’t forget the Motor City. In October 2011 a group of about twenty black
people stormed a gas station convenience store. Sam Matalka, the owner of the
store, said he “lost hundreds of dollars in merchandise and had to spend hours
cleaning up the damages caused by the teens.”

The mob had just come from crashing an eighth grade graduation party “where
witnesses said a fight broke out and shots were fired in the parking lot after the
teens crashed the party.” After the gas station melee the same group went on to
terrorize a nearby White Castle. They tormented the customers and attacked
one man after he fled the restaurant.10

Officials in Detroit have long since stopped pretending they do not have a big
problem with racial violence. In the fall of 2012 the online hot topic forum Soda
Head reported that “the night before Halloween, Brent Holloway was walking
home at 10:30 p.m. A group of 5-10 black people stopped him, asked for a
cigarette, then beat him with fists and a baseball bat—only stopping when one
of the attackers yelled ‘Stop, you’re going to kill him,’ his stepmother told local
news outlets. No one was arrested.11

CANADA

It seems that even our neighbors to the north aren’t immune from racial mob
violence. I guess some of our problems are seeping across the border. In July
2011 Canada had its first flash rob, or “flash theft,” as they call it up there.
Around midnight a quickie mart on the west side of Ottawa was overrun by
about forty black people. After a quick game of snatch and grab the group got
away with about eight hundred dollars’ worth of merchandise. Constable Marc
Soucy is “worried a little bit about the phenomenon” and thinks that it is “a
youth thing … for a rush of adrenalin.”12

MONTGOMERY COUNTY

On August 13, 2011 nearly thirty black youth flash robbed two 7-Eleven stores
in Montgomery County, Maryland. “Criminal activity by flash mobs has oc-
curred far beyond Montgomery County,” said Montgomery County Executive
Isiah Leggett, “and has, in fact, become a national and international issue of
concern.”13

In 2009 a group of five people expertly smashed the window of an Apple Sore
in Marlton, New Jersey. With precision and speed the criminals “scooped up
merchandise like a holiday shopping spree.” The thieves pretended to have a
gun to intimidate the security guard. “It all happened in 31 seconds flat.”14

SCAN ME!
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VIDEO: Germantown 7-Eleven Heist

STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

Almost missed this one from Stockton, California: Rush, steal, run. But this
time the cops were ready. When twenty-four black people showed up in eight
cars, Stockton police and the highway patrol “quickly converged on the business
and rounded up the suspects.” They arrested fourteen adults and ten kids on
this one. And one of the cars they had used was stolen as well.15

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Rush. Steal. Run.

28
GAY VIOLENCE

Keep It on the Down Low.

Black mob violence against gay people is a perfect storm on three fronts: 1)
Newspapers do not report black violence; 2) victims do not report the crimes;
and 3) being gay is “about the worst thing you can be in black culture,” CNN
anchor Don Lemon told The New York Times.1

That is why the issue of black-on-gay violence is more widespread and less
reported than most people think. I will start with the benign and work toward
the violent. But first let’s take a look at some facts. In 2008 seventy percent
of black people in California voted overwhelmingly for Proposition 8, which
banned same-sex marriages. Gay writer Dan Savage belled the cat:

I’m done pretending that the handful of racist gay white men out there … are a
bigger problem for African Americans, gay and straight, than the huge numbers
of homophobic African Americans are for gay Americans.2

In the hyper-sensitive environs of the politically correct, this was a shot heard
round the world.

Black antipathy towards gay people is featured in the work of the most popular
black hip hop performers. Comments from super star 50 Cent represent hun-
dreds of articles and videos old and new easily found on the Internet. 50 Cent
hating on gay people:
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I ain’t into faggots. I don’t like gay people around me, because I’m not com-
fortable with what their thoughts are.3

Holding homophobic views is one thing. Committing violence against gays is
another. And more people are finding it harder to ignore the “anti-gay violence
that plagues the black community,” says a headline for an article by Kenyon
Farrow in The Grio, a black news Web site produced by NBC News. “Incidents
in the black community usually receive little or no attention, we have our own
problems with homophobic violence here in the U.S.”4

In 2012 when Brandon White was leaving a convenience store in the Jack City
area of Pittsburgh, he was surrounded by ten black men, three of whom knocked
him down, punched and kicked him, and even slammed him with a tire. Another
member of the gang shot video while repeating “no faggots in Pittsburgh Jack
City.”5

White, who is gay, told CNN he did not report the crime “because he did not
want to draw attention to himself.” After the video was posted on YouTube it
was picked up by World Hip Hop. White could not even bring himself to watch
the video at first, he was so humiliated and embarrassed. It was only after the
video went viral that he reported the crime.

“I was very violated,” said White. “Who’s to say they won’t come after me
again … Who’s to say they won’t kill me?”6

They even brag about “stealing necklaces, display gang signs, and refer to them-
selves as ‘goons.’ One man describes himself as a ‘wild dog,’ while another says,
‘I’m the Tasmanian Devil.’ ”7

Two of the men have been arrested and await trial. In 2010 in what was probably
Atlanta’s largest and most vicious assault on gay people, hundreds of black
people raged through a crowd at an outdoor summer movie festival in an Atlanta
gay neighborhood. One commenter to Creative Loafing complained that it was
“a dreadful sight. People were being hit … as they walked to their cars… I also
cannot believe that police did not see a mob of 50 walking down the street
assaulting innocent people.”

Jesse Rhodes, another witness, told the local gay paper that many of the black
mobs were targeting gay people:

What happened last night (June 3) at Screen on the Green was not simply
“fights” between unruly teens as the local TV stations would like their audiences
to believe. These savages went apeshit and hunted down gays and lesbians to
attack!

They specifically began targeting members of the LGBT community around
Blake’s and along 10th St. The local news media is acting as if this were a
simple scuffle and that’s totally unacceptable.

It was like a riot in a third world country.8
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Rhodes said that they “felt like sitting ducks.” One of his good friends was
jumped by five black people. When Rhodes and his friends were leaving the
park the mob called them “faggot” and other obscenities. The women were
called lesbians, but you didn’t hear about any of that in the local mainstream
press. The next day, Atlanta police said they had no reports of any anti-gay
violence, and very little information about violence of any kind at the festival.9
The Chicago neighborhood Boystown is an “eclectic” (that’s the journalistic
code word for ‘gay’) area that is usually tranquil. However, in the summer of
2011 Boystown and the similar neighborhood of Streeterville to the south saw
more than its share of black racial violence.

In June 2011 Chicago police arrested five black teenagers for a series of four
attacks and robberies in Streeterville. They were part of a mob of about twenty.
In one incident a man was “knocked off his bike, then punched and robbed.” In
another incident a mob of twenty threw a baseball at a man’s face, knocking
him to the ground. Then the group “punched and hit him several times.”10

The local NBC affiliate reported on the incidents and the arrest, but the report
was lacking. Any distinguishing features of the victims or assailants? You could
not tell if you only listened to this account, but the people arrested were black.
At least one of the victims was gay. And everyone was a lot happier not talking
about it. Except for one local gay resident who says the problem of violence
and lawlessness is reaching epidemic levels:

A rash of violent crime by black youth in Chicago’s predominately gay and
wh8ite Lakeview neighborhood (aka, Boys-town) has residents on edge, and
sparking age old tensions between Blacks and the White GBLT community,”
said one video blogger. “It’s been going on for a couple of years. People are
getting very, very frightened.”

The blogger says white people are afraid to mention the race of their attackers,
for fear of being labeled a racist. “But if it’s true, it’s true,” he said.

In July 2011 in Boystown, a man accidentally spilled a drink on another man.
That’s the way the papers report it, when it could have just as easily been re-
ported the other way: a group of thugs were bumping and shoving people on the
street. The man who got wet was part of a black mob. The soon-to-be-victim,
Rubin Robinson, was also black. He was a beautician and actor walking with
his boyfriend.

One gay paper said that there had been an uptick in crime and reported that
a large community meeting was held to address the problem. “Some comments
appeared to blame crimes on people, especially youths, who come into the neigh-
borhood from poorer, largely black and Latino areas.” The meeting drew nearly
eight hundred people. “Some attendees demanded a larger police presence …
others asserted that the youth programs at the Center on Halsted, Chicago’s
LGBT community center, bring crime into the neighborhood.”11

The newspapers failed to mention that many victims of racial violence are gay.
Robinson got stabbed and beat up. The local ABC affiliate reported:
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“It was an obvious mob mentality. You saw people cheering it on. People
running in to give one quick jab or kick and then back out and cheering them
on. It’s scary,” Sall said.

Though unrelated, residents say this is the third stabbing in the area in recent
weeks. The last one happened five days ago, just one block north, when a man
was robbed in a 7-Eleven parking lot at Halsted and Roscoe.

Residents say the problems are due to large groups of people from outside the
neighborhood loitering in the area. Alderman Tom Tunney, 44th Ward, said
Monday night that this is a subject that has been coming up for the last couple
of years.

“There tends to be large groups of minority youths on Halsted. Whether they
are patronizing the businesses or not, it’s an area where they feel safe. It’s a
balancing act that we’re trying to make it safe for everyone,” Tunney said.

“There tends to be large groups of minority youths on Halsted.”12

Third stabbing in recent weeks? The subject has been coming up for years?
Minority youths? No one knew about the serial gay bashing in Boystown until
this Alderman revealed it almost by accident. Almost apologetically for noticing
the predators were black.

In July 2012 a mob of black people pelted cars outside of a gay club with bottles
and rocks. When police were slow to respond, one man accused them of being
racist because they would not arrest the black law breakers. The article asks
if it’s a problem of police not doing enough or if their hands are tied due to
lack of manpower. One commenter at the end of the article said, “this type of
uncivil behavior is a nightly event in Boystown,” then offered a more appropriate
question:

If, for a moment, we exclude the race of the offenders and only judge them by
the content of their character, these same people – who happen to be black –
would be singled out for attention because of their actions, not the color of their
skin. Why should we lower our basic standards of acceptable behavior in order
to appease these people.13

Amazing how often the victims feel they need to apologize.

Even the Chicago Sun-Times is getting religion. Kind of. After a series of violent
episodes in Boystown, some on video, the outcry against black mob-on-gay
violence is rising even above the fear of being called a racist.

The police and politicians don’t talk about it, but drug dealing, gang activity,
prostitution and muggings are not uncommon. They also don’t want to talk
about the fact that many of the perpetrators are people of color.14

Although even the bravest in this crowd tap dances around the obvious truth—
this is racial violence from groups of black people on gay people—they did admit
that the “stabbing incident was instigated by a dangerous mob of black youths”
(of course I added the emphasis). But they had to quickly make a defense saying
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that “many more innocents are being unfairly stereotyped and vilified by the
haters.”15

Some in Boystown have even set up their own Facebook page to fight the vio-
lence. It’s called Take Back Boystown. It includes an exhaustive list of criminal
activity and statistics and maps and charts. They’ve done their homework. Ap-
parently robberies in Boystown were up 23 percent from 2011 to 2012 and 118
percent since 2010. And page members do not try to cover up who is responsible
for the epidemic of criminal activity.

In October 2012 a group of black people approached high school senior Terence
Wright to rob him. Terrance, a gay teen, had been the victim of bullying for
years at his Chicago High School. Maybe this time he finally had enough because
he chose to fight back. According to a news report “the men shot him in the
chest. He later died.” Terrance’s younger brother believes the men “only did
that to him because he was gay.” Police said it was a robbery. And the fact
that Wright was perceived as weak and vulnerable had nothing to do with it.16

Down the road in Normal, Illinois, in April 2012 Eric Unger was walking the
bucolic campus of Illinois State University when six to eight black people un-
leashed a torrent of gay slurs and attacked him. He was “beaten so badly, his
jaw had to be wired shut.” The police department was curiously unwilling to call
this a hate crime on racial or sexual grounds. Unger asks a provoking question:
“if there was a group of white guys, you know, attacking a black guy, saying
[discriminatory] words to him, that would be a hate crime, wouldn’t it?”17

In spring 2011 in Brooklyn, Barrie Shortell walked through a group of six black
teenagers wearing hoodies. They called him some anti-gay names, followed
him, and then beat him, breaking his jaw, nose, and eye sockets. “I looked
horrible. Blood was everywhere,” said Shortell. He underwent nearly ten hours
of reconstructive surgery. The doctors said it was like he was hit by a car. The
story didn’t say who did it. But the commenters did. They were not happy.18

In June 2012 a few blocks away, a seventh grade student named Kardin Ulysse
was in the cafeteria when he was taunted by two classmates. They called him
a transvestite and said he was gay. One of the boys held Ulysse’s arms down
while the other one punched Uylsse in the face and head. He is now blind in
one eye. Doctors don’t know if it’s from the blows or from a shard of Ulysse’s
broken glasses. Despite the fact that those who assaulted him were black, one
of the posters to the website was adamant that race had nothing to do with
it: “These are the types of trumped up unprovoked attacks that racist trolls on
this site are attempting to instigate.”19

They were referring to a series of stories in WND on racial violence that someone
had posted on TheGrio.com, which were later removed.

Here’s a two-fer: Two crimes on one video. The title of this New York_state
video says it all: Homophobic African-Americans charged with hate crimes.
Early on a Sunday morning in October 2010 in Nassau, two victims were jumped
and pummeled by three black men. Across the state a gang of black people
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targeted a gay man at an upscale mall in western New York. They followed him
around the mall and then out into the parking lot. That’s where they attacked
and robbed him. Like many attacks of this nature, the two people charged were
just a fraction of the total number present.

In 2012 there were several examples of black mob-on-gay violence in the nation’s
capital.

In June three black people were accused of hurling anti-gay slurs at a gay
teenager and then assaulting him. Two of them held the teenager while the
third stabbed him three times before the victim was able to unleash a stream
of pepper spray on them. It got heated in the comments section when De-
bra Winfield asked, “I can’t understand why they are angry – did the guy ask
them for sex?” said black commenter Debra Winfield. “Stupid people do stupid
things.”20

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: A Pair of Hate Crimes in New York

Over at the Washington Post in a report on the same story, one commenter
summed it up and said what the paper would not:

Stop being so politically correct. Black homophobia is celebrated in the black
community and no longer does the LGBT community have to stand for it.21

If only talking was the same as doing.

In July in northeast DC, a yoga instructor and his boyfriend were ambushed
while on their way home after being out one Saturday night. The attack on
these two men came four months after the Shortell incident. “Four or five kids
just came out of nowhere. … They just came out swinging and hitting,” said
Michael Roike. They broke Michael’s boyfriend’s jaw and cheekbone. Roike
suspected that it was because they are gay.22

A few months later, not too far away, four or five black people followed the victim
from the bus stop and “shouted anti-gay and anti-Latino slurs at him before one
of the men assaulted him and knocked him unconscious.” The attackers didn’t
even take the victim’s cell phone or wallet.23

Up the road a bit in Boston in April 2012, two black men attacked a forty-eight-
year-old guy while riding on the local trolley. Yes, there were all the requisite
racial and homophobic slurs. They even tried to pull him off the trolley to
continue the beating.24

Austin Head is a well-known DJ in Phoenix and a former Clubs Editor for The
New Times. He is a gay activist and now is the victim of a hate crime beating
at the hands of a group of black men. On November 9, 2012:
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Two men harassed and physically attacked Head and an unspecified friend,
shouting homophobic slurs, attacking Head, and rendering him unconscious. …
Doctors have yet to determine the extent of his facial injuries and if he will
require reconstructive surgery.25

Fortunately he lived. Others are not so lucky.

In Asheville, North Carolina, three black men and a woman were accused of
taunting a man, calling him gay. And the guy was not even gay. “One of the
men punched him in the face.” Later after he was taken to the hospital “doctors
discovered he had multiple fractures in his face.” And somehow the officer failed
to file a report. Nothing to see here, folks.26

The list lengthens. Openly gay Matthew McLeod was on his way to his job as
a hair dresser in St. Louis when five black people started screaming “faggot”
before the Knockout Game began. (Remember that from chapter 2?) “McLeod
said the teens cursed him for his sexual orientation before striking him.” He got
off with a broken nose and a black eye. The teens were charged with second
degree robbery.27

In January 2012 Nihan Thai was walking through his “eclectic” Seattle neigh-
borhood when several black people assaulted him. Earlier this year, he talked
to KING5, a local TV news station about the crime. He was walking home from
the light rail station, (there’s that bus thing again):

I was literally ten steps away from the house. And I felt a hit on my right face
and another hit on the back of my neck and on my lower back, and so as I was
falling forward I felt hands grabbing my jacket and my bag,” said Thai.

Two months later, not far from where Thai was attacked, another man was
grabbed from behind, robbed and beaten. His name was Danny Vega, and he
died.28

Thai, like Vega, is Asian and openly gay. Before he died, Vega told police he’d
been “attacked by three African-American males, all around 18 years of age.”
It was the tenth such attack in that area in two months, all near the corner of
Martin Luther King Way and Othello Street.29

After the attack, Thai went door to door to find out how widespread the problem
was. He was conducting his own crime survey.

Thai knocked on 49 doors. 32 people were home. How many of them had been
victims of a crime since moving to the neighborhood? All but three.

Many victims told Thai they’d never reported the crimes to police.

“It happens to them so often that after 2 or 3 times they stopped reporting
because they didn’t see any progress,” said Thai.

Thai’s survey was clearly unscientific, but it does raise the question–is crime
going unreported in the south end?30

All of the suspects in all of the crimes are black.
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Let’s finish up in Dallas. Starting with the police report:

On March 13, 2012, at about 2:00 a.m. two citizens were walking near the corner
of Audelia Road and Forest Lane. A dark colored 4 door vehicle (possibly a
Buick) with tinted windows and 24 inch rims approached the two individuals
and suspects from within the vehicle began to shout slurs that were disparaging
and derogatory toward sexual orientation.

There were believed to be 5 black male suspects in their 20’s inside the vehicle.
Some of the suspects exited the vehicle, and two of them were brandishing
baseball bats. The suspects attacked the two victims causing multiple injuries
requiring medical treatment.31

They called them sissies and faggots. While trying to defend themselves, one of
the victims got caught in the car door. The car dragged him until he found a
way to free himself.

No one died.

In researching this part of the book I sent an email to 350 reporters who were
self-identified as gay or as covering gay issues. I told them about the story of
black mob-on-gay violence and sent them a link as an example. I asked them if
they knew of any black-on-gay violence.

I received some indignant notes, some complicated ones, and some angry ones.
But not one gay reporter said he knew of even one example, or even thought it
was a problem.

[SIDEBAR] CONFESSIONS OF A GANGSTER

A former gang member talks about racial violence from way back in the eighties.

“It started out innocently,” Jones, 39, tells me at a Starbucks on Chestnut
Street near the group’s old stomping grounds. The posse walked to South
Street seeking action.

“They had a term, ‘clocking wigs,’ that meant hitting someone in the head,” he
recalls with shame and disgust. “They preyed on women, whites, and Asians.”

“They were selective,” driven less by hating whites than wanting to feel superior
to weaker, vulnerable strangers, he explains. “If they saw anyone who could
defend themselves or pose a threat, they wouldn’t do anything.”1

Any questions?

29
GRANNY GET YOUR GUN

Mobs hate victims with guns because they are not victims anymore.
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Back in 2011 Jeremy Schenkel was enjoying an early evening in Center City
Philadelphia. He felt safe, right up to the moment he came face to face with
one of the dozens of violent black mobs that terrorized Philadelphia that year.
Schenkel told the local CBS affiliate:

The kids were laughing as they beat and kicked [me], and not only was there
the attacking mob, there was also a group of kids cheering them on.

Almost like an admiring group that was following them, just kind of ragging on
people, and one of those guys said, ‘It’s not our fault you can’t fight.1

Jeremy considers himself lucky. He survived the ensuing assault with no major
broken bones. A few minutes later, the mob’s next victim was not so fortunate.
They left him beaten, bloody and unconscious. Many of the commenters to the
CBS article suggested the residents of Center City Philadelphia get a gun to
protect themselves. Caps said: “People of Philadelphia listen to me! You do
have the right to bear arms! Buy a Gun and carry it. This will stop when you
start to defend yourself. Don’t be stupid.”2

That is exactly what Roger and Lulu did.

Roger McBride and Lulu Campbell did not want to depend on luck. They are
just two of the more than one hundred thousand people who last year defended
themselves with guns when luck was not enough. Lulu is not a big woman.
This Atlanta grandmother is just over five feet tall. But she is a fighter, and she
can shoot – as several black carjackers discovered. In April 2012 Lulu took her
grandson back to her daughter’s house. When she got in her car to leave she
was approached by armed men. They mistakenly identified her as easy prey:

“(The suspect) shouted, ‘Give me the (blanking) money and open the (blanking)
door!’ ” Campbell told The Telegraph, describing her ordeal. “I said, ‘Oh my
God, somebody is going to rob me.’ I said, ‘Baby, you’re going to kill me anyway,
so I don’t have to open it!’ ”

Campbell says the man fired at her, missing. The 57-year-old fired back, striking
him in the chest. Her truck sustained eight bullet holes in the hood, one in the
grill. Both front side windows were destroyed. The second man fled after she
shot at him.

“I carry a gun all the time,” she said.3

Lulu runs convenience stores and is always nervous. Her car was riddled with
bullets in the shootout. (Photos of her truck are posted online.)4

In Garden Grove in August of 2012, the sixty-five-year-old owner of a small
jewelry store ran five black armed robbers out of her store with a gun. It
happened in less than a minute and was caught on surveillance video. The
robbers entered the store with guns drawn demanding cash and jewelry. The
owner was in the back and saw everything through a small window. She fired a
couple shots at the suspects, and they ran scared.5
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Less than a week before and a few miles away in Westminster, three black men
with guns and a sledge hammer tried to rob another jewelry story. They entered
the store using a wheelchair as a ruse. As they ordered the customers down on
the ground, the store owner heard the commotion and responded with a gun.

One of the robbers was shot in the face and the other two apprehended.

In the San Francisco suburb of San Francisco, four black men tried the same
thing in May, 2012. Soon there were three: Store owner Everett Pavin shot and
killed one. The police are still looking for the other three. A local TV reporter,
with a sneer, called it “vigilante justice.” A friend of the Pavin family said:
“It’s almost impossible to protect yourself if you don’t have a gun. Every day
suspicious people come in and make similar threats to us.”6

Out in Kansas City in June 2011, Roger McBride and his grown son were
working at home during the day. They saw a mob of about forty black kids
coming up the street. They had been let out of school early and were still in
their school uniforms. McBride, an army veteran who’s not scared of anybody,
saw the mob kick in his neighbor’s front door and heard glass breaking inside.
He shouted at them to stop.

“MacBride says about 12 of the kids turned their attention to him, threatening
him and his home and throwing rocks at it. When one kid reached for his screen
door, he’d seen enough.” That’s when he grabbed his rifle and threatened the
mob. “Dude, I’ve got guns everywhere. I’m a very well-armed individual,” he
says. “I love my little place. I love my neighbors. I’ve got the best damned
neighborhood in Kansas City, in my opinion.

I know they’ve been taught that ‘if there’s a bunch of us, people won’t fight
back. … Just take what you want and run.’ Until they mess up, and I start
shooting them in the head.”7

If they didn’t know it then, they know it now. The kids ran like hell to another
neighborhood where they started all over in a more congenial environment.

An eerily similar situation took place in Philadelphia at about the same time
with a different result. Remember Mark LaVelle from chapter 1? He was
attacked by a mob of black people in his own home. When the police showed
up, the mob left. But they came back when the police were gone to intimidate
LaVelle into not testifying. Identical circumstances. Different results. In one
case, the mob is running away from him. In the other, they are running toward
him. You choose.

Just a few months before a U.S. Marine home on leave from Iraq was looking
forward to his first date with his wife, Kalyn, in a long time. Federico Freire
took his wife to see Little Fockers at a mall in Bradenton, Florida. A group
of twenty black people sitting two rows in front of them were talking loudly.
Freire asked them to stop. They did not. After a brief ruckus, Freire’s wife
called the manager who kicked out the troublemakers. When the movie was
over the Freires thought the incident was too, but when they left the theater
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about fifteen girls surrounded Freire’s wife. “As soon as I saw this I immediately
ran and got her out of harm’s way,” Freire told the reporter. He was kicked and
punched as they tried to get away. “There were literally 100 teens around us,”
Kalyn Freire said.

A gun owner brandishing a weapon took the fight out of that crowd. At least
temporarily.

“On our way out of the movie theater, my wife gets surrounded with about 10
to 15 girls that were about to attack her,” Freire told FoxNews.com. “As soon
as I saw this I immediately ran and got her out of harm’s way.”

Freire said he was kicked and punched as he and his wife tried to run from the
group.

“I leaned down to grab my purse and there were literally 100 teens around us,”
Kalyn Freire said, “While the manager was in the corner with his mouth open
and not doing anything.”

Freire said one bystander stepped forward and told the couple to follow him to
his car, saying he could scare the crowd off with a gun.8

They got the gun. Saved the girl. Six people were arrested. Twice as many
were Tasered. The Freire family went to the hospital.

What is it with Florida? In Pensacola, Jack Crawford answered his door only
to get cracked on the head with a bat. “About 8:45 p.m., three teenage males
knocked on the door.” As soon as Crawford opened the door, “Wham! Split
my head open,” Crawford said. “So I shot him and another guy.” Of the three
intruders, one was white. “Crawford said he wasn’t too rattled by the attack,
and he still felt comfortable staying in the home.” Crawford is not in danger of
prosecution because of Florida’s “Stand your Ground” law.9

In North Carolina, four black men broke into the home of C.L. McClure. He
was in the basement when he saw a “young black male walk by the door.”
McClure thought it was his grandson at first. It wasn’t. They restrained the
seventy-six-year-old man and his wife with duct tape, robbed them, and took
off.

McClure escaped and gave chase, gun in hand. He caught them and, thinking
one of the looters was reaching for a gun, killed him. Police soon had two others
in custody. After checking for the presence of anyone in the area wearing an
electronic ankle monitor, they found the fourth nearby in the bushes.10

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Duct Tap Bandits

Another good shoot, said local prosecutors.
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In Detroit in 2011 “a Detroit pizza delivery man turned the tables on three
would be crooks.” The black men ambushed the driver. He killed one. Police
caught the others. The delivery man had a permit to carry a concealed weapon.
“The manager at the pizza shop told Action News … many of his other drivers”
have permits too. Every year hundreds of delivery drivers are robbed. Over the
last several years, hundreds have been killed. Most do not carry guns. That is
why the Bureau of Labor Statistics calls it one of the most dangerous jobs in
the country.11

Back in Florida, John Lee, a father of four, was on his way to work at Sam’s
Club when four black men demanded his money and then opened fire on him.
“I got my concealed weapons permit a few years ago,” he said, “hoping I would
never have to use it.” But he did. And it’s a good thing he did. He drove the
thieves away but not before taking three rounds in his arms, leg, and abdomen.

“If I didn’t have that gun on me, I would not be talking to you right now,” he
told the CBS affiliate in Palmetto Bay. “They would have finished me off.” The
men escaped, one bleeding.12

In Avondale, Pennsylvania, a group of black men broke down the door of an
apartment only to find seventy-seven-year-old Clyde Tucker waiting inside with
a gun. He was “not afraid to defend his home with lethal force.” He shot one
of the thugs, but they got away.13

In 2010 in Atlanta three black people attempted a home invasion robbery on
Dexter Tucker. Dexter is actor and comedian Chris Tucker’s brother, and a
smart man. He defended his property with his gun, shooting one of the per-
petrators in the leg; the other two ran off. All three ended up being arrested.
And the District Attorney announced almost immediately the shooting was
justified.14

No one knows how often guns are used for self-defense. According to a Cato
Institute white paper called Tough Targets, the number of crimes thwarted by
guns every year ranges anywhere from tens of thousands to as high as two
million. The work of author John Lott is the best place to go for more of this
kind of information.15

Lots of journalists could use it. Like two reporters at the Fox affiliate in Philadel-
phia who seemed heart sick at the news that some suburban folks were buying
guns. Following up on a report of a June 2011 flash mob of twenty black peo-
ple at a local department store, one reporter explained how “people are talking
about how afraid they are of being caught in the path one of these flash mobs
… and they want to be ready.” The local police department was receiving ten to
twenty applications a week to carry a gun. “People now are fearful and carrying
guns because of children,” said the local police chief.16

Those who expected any congratulations for making their neighborhoods safer
had another thing coming.

“I couldn’t believe when I heard this one earlier,” said the worried anchor. “It
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sounds like a ‘I’m going to get them before they get me’ mentality.” Before he
had a chance to explain why defending yourself was bad, the reporter in the
field confirmed that it sounded unbelievable. “But law enforcement says believe
it. It is a nightmare in the making.” Of course the nightmare they are talking
about is people protecting themselves. “I talked to a number of private citizens
tonight who said they used to keep their guns only inside their home,” said the
reporter. “Now they are strapped every day, just about everywhere they go.”17

Back at the studio, the anchor looked concerned not for victims, but for the
predators. Still wondering what got into those crazy suburban people.

Steve Kates knows. He is a Phoenix area talk show host and gun safety in-
structor who says more and more people are taking personal responsibility for
their own safety—and that is the way it should be. “Every state has its own
laws regulating how you can carry and use a weapon when you feel threatened,”
Kates said. “So you have to know what they are. But having said that, a lot
more people are feeling a lot less safe. With good reason. So having a firearm
and knowing how to use it is more important today than ever.”

30
SPORTS

This could be its own reality show.

Every sports reporter knows how many sports reporting careers were ended with
an indiscrete racial comment. The sports guys are walking on egg shells.

So when racial violence erupts in the world of sports, reporters head for the
hills, rather than report it and risk heading for the unemployment line.

There are lots of examples: Let’s look at a few:

In October 2011 in Hancock County, Georgia, when thirty black people beat
up a white football coach the media did not call it for what it essentially was:
a race riot. The Associated Press called it an “ambush.” A local TV station
said a “fight broke out.” The Atlanta Journal-Constitution said “the brawl left
Daniel, the Warren County head coach, hospitalized with head injuries” (em-
phasis mine). Maybe the coach attacked the mob, instead of the other way
around. I doubt it. They beat him with helmets and left the coach with several
broken bones in his face.1

We know it was not a race riot because we would have read about that in the
newspapers. Right? Wrong.

The Hancock riot began when one of the Hancock County coaches sent threat-
ening and vulgar messages to players of the opposing team the week before the
game.

“Better stay yo stupid [expletive] in [Warren County] B4 som1 get really hurt.”
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After the fight, Dishman said Blount told a Warren County player via an 11:22
p.m. text that he had no idea why the fight occurred:

“How th[e] [expletive] I kno[w] about yall bull[expletive]. Yu started this [ex-
pletive] last week. Remember yu started this.”2

Down in Sarasota, Florida, the Gators, a black high school football team, ob-
jected to a call from a white referee. So they calmly argued their case? Not
in this book. Instead they attacked him. First the coaches were arguing and
following the ref around the field. Then “things got really ugly, with a Gators
player rushing in and tackling the referee with a full-speed take-down hit.” A
few dozen players and coaches started kicking the ref while he was down. It
was “one of the most disgraceful things I have ever seen,” Huskies Coach Mike
Cody said. Some people were arrested. Next.3

World Star Hip Hop is a great place to find these. Here’s one more from 2012.
Not sure of the location. A coach hits a referee, and other refs immediately
declare the game a forfeit. The players jump up and down, celebrating their
victory.

Meanwhile, other coaches and adults connected to the losing team made a bee
line for the ref. As they surround him, one jumps in and punches him in the
head. Lots of turmoil, Lots of parents on the video gathering their children for
a hasty exit.4

The ref escaped. But after the fracas, at least two members of the mob are seen
on the video high-fiving each other with even more glee than the grade school
children who had just won.

In 2012 Wilmington, Delaware, saw one of the worst cases of violence at a
sporting event. Three black men assassinated a coach and neighborhood leader
while about to address a crowd at a soccer match. With his accomplices at his
side, Otis Phillips “waited until Curry had grabbed the microphone before he
sauntered up, tapped him on the back, and opened fire point blank six times.”
Apparently Curry had witnessed a murder four years earlier and Phillips was
trying to silence the witness. No one will ever never know how much havoc these
three gangsters intended on wreaking on the rest of the crowd. Before anyone
found out, several spectators pulled out their guns and returned fire, killing one
of the assassins and driving off the other two. They were soon captured.

Police found shells from fourteen different guns, but curiously, of the hundreds
of people at the field that day, not one of them got a look at the Good Samaritan
gunners. Let’s just say the chances were slim they had gun permits.

SCAN ME!
VIDEO: White Referee Attacked

SCAN ME!
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VIDEO: North Carolina Hoops Fest

In 2011 in Dallas, a crowd of black people flash robbed a convenience store, as
I mentioned in chapter 16. Before the robbery, though, the mob was at a local
high school football game. When the game ended witness Gwen Calloway saw a
“mob of kids coming.” They were chasing some other kids. “They attacked one
in front of Love’s and threw him on Calloway’s car, cracking the windshield.”5

If there are any Jesuits out there, perhaps you could help me wrestle with this
philosophical question: was this a sports beat down or just a regular old mob
of black people beating someone up?

Until smarter people than me figure it out, I will assume it was a spillover from
the football game and call it a sports beat down.

And oh yeah, it was dangerous at the game. The people were out of control, and
some folks got hurt. “DISD officials said safety at the facility is the district’s
top priority… but Calloway, she wants more security at future games, and plans
to take her concerns to the district’s next board meeting.6

In Detroit we already talked about the frequency and intensity of racial violence
and shootings and beatings at football games. So much so, that a newspaper
columnist wrote about it when he attended a game that did not break out in
violence.

Most games in Detroit are not held at night. But every once in a while some
brave school administrator decides to try it again: When that happens, more
often than not, they are reminded why they had to cancel night games in the
first place: Black mob violence.

In September 2012 Wayne State University in Detroit hosted a football game
between two local rivals. The game had to be stopped when hundreds of black
people started fighting in several places throughout the stadium.

The video says it all.7

Racial violence is part of the landscape. Expected. Unremarkable. Not worth
talking about and often serving as entertainment. That was the case in Orlando
in March 2012 at a high school all-star basketball game.

Players, fans, friends and family had a big scrap in a cafeteria. As they fought
and tossed chairs and threats and haymakers, others in the dining area went
about their business, drinking orange juice, and shouting “World Star.”8

Some like to point at sporting events as favorite places for white racial violence.
They are usually talking about the celebrations that follow sports’ champi-
onships. That is weak.
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31
RIVERHEAD

This chapter starts out strange but ends up truly bizarre.
And a quote for the Journalism Hall of Fame.

I don’t know why in July 2012, 750 black people were fighting and rioting on
the streets of Riverhead, a small hamlet near the Hamptons.

I don’t even know who counted them.

Maybe they were upset at the light sentence recently handed down to the man
who broke into rap mogul Sean “Diddy” Combs’ nearby home. Or maybe they
were exercising their right “peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Govern-
ment for a redress of grievances.” That’s from the US Constitution for those of
you who weren’t paying attention.

Or maybe that is just how they roll in Riverhead.

Six weeks before, a local attorney broke the local code of silence to reveal other
examples of mob violence in a town the newspapers are desperate to portray as
bucolic and upscale:

This past month, we read about a murder at Route 58 shopping center and at
least two riots: a brawl in that same shopping center, and another melee across
the street from Town Hall, where the alleged perpetrator apparently threatened
bystanders with an assault weapon.1

The local newspaper barely reported on the July rumble. And the police are
not saying much. But we do know that the local police received multiple calls
and had to request assistance from five neighboring police agencies to break up
“numerous fights over the course of two hours.”2

Neighbors said there was a graduation party that ended at 11:00 p.m., but the
crowds of hundreds of people kept loitering in the street acting disorderly and
blocking traffic until well after midnight. They were asked by the police to leave,
but they refused to do so. “A neighbor named Hazel said people gather on the
street corners from time to time, but ‘it’s never been like that.’ ”3

No one got hurt. No one got arrested. None of the “teens” involved in the
“party” were quoted in several news accounts. In the hours following the riot
the tweets and retweets completed the picture:

“didn’t know riverhead was poppin like thtt ; last nite qot real lol,” @BitchIM-
tattedd

“Riverhead is deadass GHETTO ..im ashamed too say i actually live here,”
@musicnmarijuana.

“was in riverhead actin hell of nice last night lol,” @SelfMadeRozayy

“that you were,” @JanetDoeTho.
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“Puddin party all on the news & in riverhead local … shit was live,” @blue-
wavesboy.

Some residents of Riverhead were unhappy that the culprits were identified by
race on the message boards.

“Why does race always have to play a part in any discussion in this newspaper?”
Missi Brit asked the Riverhead News-Review. “If you had your info correct. The
article said youths, meaning black, white, and Latino youths.”

That response drew scorn from neighbors who witnessed the melee. “I saw what
happened last night,” said Resident User. “It was not the ‘diverse’ crowd you
suggest.”4

All the posters on Twitter were black as well.

Riverhead local news reported a similar brawl in the same neighborhood in 2011.
It happened after the Fourth of July fireworks. Hundreds of people fighting and
disturbing the peace. Two women were stabbed. Two women were arrested.
Both black.5

Police had trouble breaking it up, but at least they didn’t have to call for help.

In September 2011 in nearby Southampton, police had to use pepper spray to
break up a similar riot involving three hundred black people—the largest such
disturbance in the history of this village of four hundred people.

As for the man who broken into Diddy’s home, he was sentenced to time served
and is required to stay away for five years from Riverhead.

Two days after I posted the original story on WND.com, the editor of the
Riverhead newsletter jumped all over it. Despite the news accounts from other
reporters, despite the calls I made to police and city council members, she
said none of it happened. She admitted that “the party grew to unanticipated
proportions,” but she claims there “was no lawlessness. There was no mob.”
And here is how she knew:

“I know this even though I wasn’t there — because there were no arrests. If
there had been lawlessness and violence, there would have been arrests.”6

At times like this, times of monumental … uh, innocence, a reasonable man has
only one response. To quote the Godfather:

Michael: My father is no different than any powerful man, any man with power,
like a president or senator.

Kay Adams: Do you know how naive you sound, Michael? Presidents and
senators don’t have men killed.

Michael: Oh. Who’s being naive, Kay?

In the meantime, someone notify the Journalist Hall of Fame. This quote is a
keeper.
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32
TRAYVON MARTIN PAYBACK

Revenge for Trayvon. And other racial violence that made the news.

We do not need to rehash L’Affaire de Trayvon here. But the shooting of the
Skittle-toting teenager provoked a backlash of black mob violence around the
country that is much less well known. Let’s start in Gainesville, Florida, home
of the Gators.

At a downtown restaurant near Bo Diddley Community Plaza, just hours after a
local demonstration calling for justice for Travyon, a fifty-year-old felon snatched
a purse. The woman’s boyfriend took off running, caught him, and wrestled him
to the ground. “Police say that is when the incident turned racial,” says a local
NBC television news reporter.

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: The Incident Turned Racial

“Some members of the crowd shouted ‘Trayvon!’ and at least three members
of the crowd began stomping on the hands” of the Good Samaritan trying to
force him to let go of the suspect.” said a police spokeswoman.1

The purse snatcher was desperate and down on his luck and had just gotten
out of prison, we learned. As you can see in the video link above, a bystander
explained the rest: “Right now there is a lot of racial tension going on because
of that. And then when you have a guy just getting out of prison and he just
happens to be black, all that does is intensify the tension.”

Good Lord, I do not have the slightest idea what that means. But I do know
how to count. If a mob of twenty-five people is standing around while three
people from the mob beat someone up, the papers always report that the crime
involved just three people.

While the other twenty-two who did not help, who did not dial 911, who en-
couraged the violence are not a part of the story.

My count? Twenty-five.

Go Gators.

Let’s head over to another SEC football town, Mobile, Alabama. This incident
got some national attention. In April 2012 Matthew Owens saw some black
people rolling a basketball down neighbors’ driveways and grabbing things off
their porches. He saw something, so he said something.

Ten minutes later a mob of black people showed up, demanding justice for the
disrespect Owens showed the basketball-bearing black people …as well as some
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for Trayvon. When they did not get it, they beat Owens into critical condition.
Someone said it was payback for Trayvon.2

On cue, local police and media downplayed the intensity and racial quality of
the violence. Local Deputy Chief Lester Hargrove said “investigators believe
only four people, including Terry Rawls, were directly involved. They believe
the rest of the mob just watched.”3

I’m not a lawyer, though I did spend the better part of an hour on Court TV
(explaining how my reporting resulted in unearthing new evidence that got a
black man released from state prison after he was unjustly convicted of trying
to kill his white girl friend). But if twenty people “just watch” a crime, doesn’t
that make them accessories? And does anyone really visualize a mob of twenty
people descending on a home, while only several people break out of the mob
and start beating someone, while the remaining people just stand there without
a word or gesture of encouragement? Is that what the police say happened?
Really?

In Chicago, two days later, two black people beat and robbed a “white boy” in
revenge for Trayvon. Eighteen-year-old Alton Hayes III and his fifteen-year-old
accomplice walked up behind their nineteen-year-old victim and said “Empty
your pockets, white boy.”

They then “threw him to the ground and punched him ‘numerous times’ in the
head and back before running away,” police said. After being arrested, Hayes
told police he was upset by the Trayvon Martin case, and said he beat the victim
up because he was white.4

The rapper Zoeja Jean wrote a song about Travyon called “All Black in My
Hoodie.” Let’s just say they won’t be playing this at the next meeting of the
Human Relations Commission. Or will they? Here’s a sample:

They did us wrong in Haiti

They did us wrong in Africa

Black folks let’s keep it real

These p—- crackers don’t love us

If we don’t do sh*t

And lynch that cracker

Six months later

They gonna kill another brother

If you were wondering who “they” is, it is probably you.

The high school kids got in on the action as well: Down in Miami Beach one
hundred students from North Miami Beach Senior High School participated in
a “walk-out demonstration” in memory of Trayvon when they made a detour
to the local Walgreens. They ransacked it. Even their vice principal could not
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stop them. One of the commenters at Mediaite.com remarked: “Everyone knew
they would turn this tragedy into a free shopping day.”5

It was all caught on video. And many were kind enough to drop their student
IDs during the looting. The police chief, Larry Gomer, issued an apologetic
statement explaining why he had to enforce the law.

Over at Twitchy.com, they reported on a Twitter stream of students discussing
a riot at a Georgia high school over the Trayvon shooting. More precisely they
talk about how they are going to riot. Sounds like a threat to me.

“FUH EVERY ONE THAT GOES TO CREEKSIDE HIGH SCHOOL: THERE
WILL BE A RIOT FUH TRAYVON MARTIN AT 2:OOPM! PART 1”

langston had a riot for trayvon martin, westlake bouta have one . tri cities
gonna have one on thursday …. umm creekside need to have one.6

And this is just two of dozens.

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Walgreens “Shopping” Spree

In Toledo, a seventy-eight-year old man was beaten by a mob of six black people
who said they were doing it for Travyon. It was April 2012. Dallas Watts was
on his way home from the store when he heard one of the gang say “take him
down.” Watts asked “Remember Trayvon. Why you picking on me?” It was
very nasty. “At one point, the victim recalled being lifted from the ground so
one of the boys could ‘drop-kick’ him in the chest.”7

The next day, the police chief came out and said the story was “causing issues
here that should not be here.” Cops on the beat are heroes and warriors. But
an increasing number of upper level police officials around the country are apol-
ogists for black violence and actively try to stop people from knowing what is
going on. You’ve read about it so far in Chicago, Atlanta, Seattle, Baltimore,
you name it. And now Toledo.

Over in Norfolk, Virginia, two reporters in April 2012 were beat up by a mob of
fifty to one hundred black people. The white reporters had just left a concert
in downtown Norfolk. They were stopped at a red light when “a black male
hurled a rock at the car.” When the reporter got out to inspect the damage, a
gang of about thirty black people “began punching and pound the reporter.”8

For about two weeks there was no news coverage and the police were indifferent.
Finally a columnist at the paper talked about the paper’s decision not to write
about this attack. She also disclosed that the day after the attack she found
some chilling tweets: “I feel for the white man who got beat up at the light,”
one person wrote. “I don’t,” wrote another, indicating laughter. “(do it for
trayvon martin) [sic]”9
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Anyone who has read this book could write the editorial and police reply as to
why they had no interest in drawing attention to this mob violence.

It got interesting when bulldogs like Bill O’Reilly, Glenn Beck, Breitbart, and
others got a hold of it and would not let go.

Listeners to my radio show are news hounds, and they write letters and emails
to reporters. Many of them wrote O’Reilly saying “Bill, this is happening all
over the country, so I hope you do a story about that.” I know because they
copied me.

But I also know people write in and say something like: Did you hear about
Columbus? Or Greensboro? Or Denver? Or Minneapolis? Or the latest about
black-on-Asian crime in San Francisco?

Often the answer is no. And that is how those cities ended up in this book.

But people also say something else just as often: “Colin, you wrote about Mil-
waukee, but that has been happening here for a very long time.” It is always
worse that I write about. Always.

I know O’Reilly was getting that kind of mail as well.

I do not know why he decided to stick only with one tiny case in one tiny city
and ignore the tsunami of black mob violence from the rest of the country, some
of it masquerading as sympathy for Trayvon.

But he did. And he does.

33
NO REPORT, NO CRIME

No wonder no one knows.

Crime statistics are the first refuge of the reporters and public officials in denial
about racial violence. But here is what they do not know or do not say: Violent
crime is often not reported.

A 2012 study from the Department of Justice says more than half the victims of
violent crime do not call the police. And if they do, police often do not file crime
reports. “More than half of the nation’s violent crimes, or nearly 3.4 million
violent victimizations per year, went unreported to the police between 2006 and
2010,” said a Justice Department analysis.1

That’s seventeen million violent crimes off the books in five years.

Some say it is even worse. They point to the ultimate crime detector: The
ShotSpotter, an anti-crime technology that features an array of wireless micro-
phones that can pinpoint a gun shot to within forty feet.

The system is 96 percent accurate.
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Using ShotSpotter, The New York Times reports that neighbors called police
only 10 percent of the time that guns were fired in a high-crime area of San
Francisco. In Oakland, 22 percent of gunshots prompted 911 calls.

Chief Chris Magnus of Richmond, Calif., a community of 120,000 north of Berke-
ley that routinely ranks among country’s most violent cities, recalled listening
to a ShotSpotter recording of a gun battle in 2010 that involved more than 100
rounds fired from four guns. “It was just mind-boggling,” he said. “This is like
11 at night on a summer night, and nobody even called it in.”2

Often when people “call it in,” the police do not file a report, further skewing
the statistics in places like Baltimore, New York, Chicago, Seattle, Atlanta,
Minneapolis, and Milwaukee.

In Queens, a New York Times headline reports “Police Tactic: Keeping Crime
Off the Books.”

New York police refused to take a report when a man groped Jill Korber several
days in a row. “He told me it would be a waste of time, because I didn’t
know who the guy was or where he worked or anything,” said Ms. Korber,
a thirty-four-year-old schoolteacher. “His words to me were: ‘These things
happen.’ He said those words.”3

Katherine Davis told the Times she hid in a closet when a man entered her
apartment, searched the room, and left. After the police arrived and questioned
Davis, she asked for a case number so she could follow the investigation. “There
is no case number,” they told her.4

In Milwaukee fifty black people looted a convenience store in 2011. Then they
moved to a nearby park where they assaulted ten people having a Fourth of
July picnic. The following day, several of the victims went to the police station
to learn about the status of their case. “What case?” asked the officer on duty.
There was no report. Eventually, after pressure from talk radio and television
reporters, police launched an investigation.

Less than one year later, a headline in the Milwaukee Journal-Sentinel said it
all: “Hundreds of assault cases misreported by Milwaukee police department.
City’s violent crime rate lowered based on faulty data.” Investigators found
more than five hundred misreported cases since 2009. “Criminologists reviewed
the Journal Sentinel’s findings and said they showed a pattern of misreporting
that has helped drive down the city’s crime rate.”5

In Minneapolis, a talk show host at the CBS affiliate was patiently explaining
to his listeners how a recent epidemic of racial violence in that city was an
anomaly. And he refused to believe police and newspapers were ignoring it. A
caller named Haley soon set him straight when she told him about how a black
mob beat her son, breaking several bones in his face.

Haley set out to find the criminals. And “nobody did anything about it,” she
said. They would not look at security cameras videotape. They would not help
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her look at it. “They didn’t care. I get flamed up thinking about it. They
basically told me they had bigger fish to fry.”

Remember the incident in Riverhead, New York, neighboring the Hamptons on
Long Island where hundreds of black people were fighting and destroying prop-
erty in the street at 2 a.m.? The violence was so intense the local police issued
a Code 3 emergency call for help from five surrounding police departments. I
told you in chapter 31 how the local newspaper denied anything at all had hap-
pened to disturb the peace in her bucolic neighborhood. The editor claimed to
know there was no rioting even though she wasn’t there “because there were
no arrests. If there had been lawlessness and violence, there would have been
arrests.” Riverhead City Councilman John Dunleavy added: “This was simply
a very large block party, with no incidents, and no action had to be taken.”6

Remember Nihan Thai, the gay man who was beaten on the doorsteps of his
inner city neighborhood in Seattle? I mentioned him in chapter 26. He started
his own crime investigation, knocking on his neighbors doors. Many of them had
been victims themselves, and they told Thai they’d never reported the crimes
to police. “It happens to them so often that after 2 or 3 times they stopped
reporting because they didn’t see any progress,” said Thai. Even Seattle’s King
5 news wanted to know “Is crime going unreported in parts of Seattle?”7

As I mentioned in chapter 24, Atlanta’s Screen on the Green at Piedmont Park
was an annual family ritual for fifteen thousand people who enjoyed movies
under the stars. In 2010 a mob of hundreds of black people tore through the
crowd, beating, stealing, marauding. Result? According to the Atlanta Journal-
Constitution:

Dozens of eyewitnesses from last Thursday’s Screen on the Green at Piedmont
Park offered similar accounts of unruly—and sometimes violent—teens taking
over the event with little resistance from security officers. But only one incident
related to the fracas was reported to authorities, police say.8

Only one police report? I guess everyone was too busy trying to stop the riot.

In Wilmington, Delaware, store owners say police do not respond to frequent
calls to report shoplifting. “It happens all the time,” said one store owner. “We
have it on video. But the police won’t do anything about it or even file a report.”

Also in Wilmington in August 2012, a group of 10 black people attacked a
minister, knocking him unconscious. He waited for police for more than an
hour before going to the hospital without filing a police report.

At a community meeting several days later, neighbors talked about the vio-
lence in that neighborhood, and how they did not report it because they feared
retaliation—one of the main reasons for not reporting crime cited in the De-
partment of Justice study. Twenty percent of the victims also lack confidence
in the ability of police to do anything about the lawlessness, says the study.

In schools, 75 percent of the 450,000 violent crimes that happen every year were
not reported during the five year period from 2006 to 2010.
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In Baltimore reporters lament that people who worry about large racial distur-
bances in the Inner Harbor just are not well enough informed about declining
crime statistics.
Denise Kostka was one of those people. We met Kostka in chapter 15. She is the
woman who saw from her hotel window the large group of black people fighting
and destroying property on the streets of Inner Harbor. When she returned to
her New Jersey home, she called the Baltimore police to see what had happened.
There were no police reports.
“It was just another group of kids … just something that happens.”9

Curiously, just three days before, the same newspaper ran a story about how
the police misreported a St. Patrick’s Day 2012 riot that involved five hundred
to one thousand black people, maybe more, not just the ten or so originally said
to be involved.
The incident that kicked off the Sun’s investigation was the viral video of a black
mob beating, robbing, and stripping the clothes from a tourist on the streets of
the Inner Harbor_that I mentioned in chapter 15.
Less than a week later, Maryland State legislator Pat McDonough called on the
Governor and Mayor of Baltimore to create a “No-Travel” zone in Inner Harbor
because black mob violence was making it too dangerous. Maryland’s political
establishment and The Baltimore Sun lined up to excoriate him as “dangerous”
and a “race-baiter” and “misinformed.”
A spokesman for the mayor of Baltimore reminded everyone that his boss had
reduced crime to historic lows. And “as an elected official, Del. McDonough
should show more respect for the work our police officers do with the community
every day to make Baltimore safer.”10

Governor O’Malley, the former mayor of Baltimore, told the Sun he did not
know how McDonough could be unaware that “Baltimore had cut its crime rate
more than any American city of comparable size.”11

The easiest way to cut the crime rate to zero is to “remove all the police and
stop taking reports,” McDonough said.
And remember from chapter 7, former Black Panther leader-turned congress-
man, Bobby Rush, said this type of crime has been going on for as long as he
can remember and that it’s just that it only makes the news when it happens
in the nicer neighborhoods.
The Second City Cop is a blog for and by Chicago police officers. After a
recent violent weekend featuring three attacks of black mobs in the 018 beat,
the downtown area, the blog reported:
And for the record, the “three” “muggings” that are being “investigated?” Add
a zero to that for incidents occurring last night in 018.
Crime is down and if no one reports it or the media doesn’t get a hold of it? It
never happened.12
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Crime is down. But the number of unreported crimes is up. Go figure.

[SIDEBAR] REPORTERS AREN’T IMMUNE

How’s that for Ingratitude.

Members of the media spend a lot of effort pretending that crime in that area
has no racial component.

So you might think the criminals would show a bit of gratitude and take better
care of the people who take such good care of them.

But nooooooooo. In the Summer of 2012 members of the Oakland media have
been robbed on several occasions.

Veteran Oakland Tribune photographer Laura Oda has twice been robbed of
cameras since July.

Late one night in June, a KTVU news crew was robbed of a computer, camera
and tripod by several men who pushed their way into their van parked on
Redwood Road in the Oakland hills.

In May, a man stole a camera and tripod from a KNTV crew at 20th Street and
San Pablo Avenue.1

And in November 2012 five black people robbed a TV news crew during a live
shot. The crew escaped in a Lexus and a Mercedes Benz. Another narrative
bites the dust.

34
VOICES OF SANITY

Five Black Leaders Speak Out

After doing more than one hundred talk radio and print and television inter-
views for this book on the epidemic of racial violence and how the media ignore
it, I’ve heard from hundreds of liberals. And they all say the same three things
in the same breath: 1) It is not happening, 2) here is why it is happening:
racism, and 3) here are the solutions: more programs like Midnight Basketball.

So we thought we would take a look at some of the leading black conservative
thinkers and their thoughts on the same topic. And their take on solutions and
causes.

JESSE LEE PETERSON

Jesse Lee Peterson is a media commentator and syndicated radio talk show host
of The Jesse Lee Peterson Radio Show. Here is an interview we did in July 2012.
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I’ve been saying for years that white Americans need to get over their fear of
being called racists.

They need to get over this false guilt about what’s wrong with black people.

Most blacks are suffering not from racism from white folks but from lack of
moral character.

Black people have been encouraged to hate whites and to discriminate against
them from the so-called civil rights leaders and others. And that is evil.

The evil will get worse from generation to generation if you don’t deal with it.

White Americans do not understand what they are doing about allowing this to
happen. Generation to generation of black people had been trained or encour-
aged to hate white folks, and these kids are growing up without good parents
in their homes and they’re angry about that.

And they are taking it out on white folks because they had been told that it is
white racism that is holding them back and it is absolutely not true.

But it is out of control.

In my speeches that I give around the country, I encourage white people to get
over that fear.

When I asked white people if they are afraid of being called racist when it come
to dealing with black people, most of the people in the audience raise their
hands, and say ‘yes, they are afraid.’

They gotta get past that. Otherwise we are headed for something in this country
that we do not want to deal with between the races.1

JAMES HARRIS

James Harris is a radio talk show host out of Tucson. In this interview onWTMJ
in Milwaukee, he told a television audience his views of the racial violence
problem in America in response to a black mob that looted a convenience store
then beat up ten to fifteen white people at a nearby Fourth of July party.

This was not a color-blind crime. We have this epidemic of black teenage mob
violence happening all over the country.

It is from a perfect storm of entitlements, political correctness, and white guilt
where people are afraid to identify who are doing the crimes and why they are
doing it.

(The Mayor and Police Chief) were more worried about being accused of racial
profiling than the fact that black mobs were roaming down the streets hurting
people.
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This was a PC response because it was black mob violence. You guys (fellow
panelists) are in denial. … We have a real problem. A real sickness in the (black)
community, that until we address it, it will continue to explode.

Milwaukee and other major cities in this country are facing a crisis of mob
violence this summer. And if the powers that be refuse to identify the problem,
how can they expect to combat it?2

ABDUL HAKIM-SHABAZZ

Abdul Hakim-Shabazz was the host of “Abdul in the Mornings” and is a con-
tributor to the Indiana Barrister. There is at least one voice in Indianapolis
that is unafraid. Attorney Hakim-Shabazz is out of patience with people who
have too much patience for black pathology:

It’s time for some tough love in this town. There is a criminal element in this
town that consists primarily of young black men. The recent attacks on the
Monon; the perpetrators were young black men. The “Pop It Off Boys” gang;
young black men. The most high ridden crime areas of the city, who are the
bad guys? Say it with me, they are usually young black men.

This may be painful, but the truth hurts… There is also something even more
wrong when people will read this column and get mad at me and call me a
“sellout” or an “Uncle Tom” because I was the guy who was brave enough to
tell truth.

Indianapolis, you have a problem. Your problem is young, black men who are
out of control. It’s time to step up and start making examples out of people.
Decent citizens black and white should not have to live in fear of urban terrorists.
The elderly man who marched for civil rights in the 1950s and 60s should not
have to live in fear because some Robin Hoodlum doesn’t know how to honor the
social contract. Young people who are trying to do the right thing, shouldn’t
have to live in fear because a bunch of cast extras from a Spike Lee film don’t
know how to behave. And I shouldn’t have to write blog posts like this because
young black men act like social predators and terrorize the very neighborhoods
they live in.3

TALEEB STARKES

Taleeb Starkes is the cowriter and co-executive producer of the documentary
“Mothers of No Tomorrow,” a hard-hitting documentary about violence in
America from the vantage point of mothers.

During a 2009 speech commemorating Black History month, U.S Attorney Gen-
eral Eric Holder took America to task for its inability “to have frank conversa-
tions about the racial matters that continue to divide us.”
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He professed, “in things racial we have always been and continue to be, in too
many ways, essentially a nation of cowards. We, average Americans, simply do
not talk enough with each other about race.”

While other African-Americans applauded Attorney General Holder’s interpre-
tation of national affairs, I found it extremely hypocritical to expect a national,
interracial dialogue when we (African-Americans) refuse to dialogue or even
acknowledge the destructive subculture residing within our race!

Understandably, other races typically avoid calls such as yours for honest, inter-
racial discourse because of the assured accusations of racism. Statistics, facts,
evidence witness testimony will all be dismissed as “racist,” regardless of intent.
As a result, no true dialogue can commence, especially when not-so-flattering
facts (a.k.a., the truth) cannot be included into the discussion.

Pertinent truths such as the disproportionate amounts of crime, murder and
societal dysfunctional that is consistently perpetrated by an African-American
subculture remains off-limits.

Consequently, Mr. Holder, instead of dialogues, the African-American commu-
nity seems to prefer monologues; that way, the conversation is one-dimensional
and heavily regulated. In other words, we bury our garbage (the subculture) in
our backyard and get upset when others complain about the smell.

Instead of using the BLACK history month platform to chastise America, At-
torney General Holder should have emphasized the cleaning of our backyard.
Three years and thousands of bodies later, the highest cop in the country re-
mains committed to the code of silence that is doing so much damage to the
true story of what is happening in our neighborhoods.

MYCHAL MASSIE

Mychal Massie is the former National Chairman of the conservative think
tank, Project 21-The National Leadership Network of Black Conservatives, a
syndicated op-ed columnist, and author of the hard-hitting new site The Daily
Rant.

The solution is simple, but unpopular. We must stop explaining the problem
away vis-à-vis blaming it on external sociologic problems. Every town, city,
neighborhood, and corner bar knows who the trouble makers are. It is up to
them to police themselves by immediately identifying the source to the police
department. It is not white people going into those neighborhoods shooting,
looting, raping, establishing drug cartels and gangs; it is those who live within
those neighborhoods. It is up to those residing within same to make it known
those elements are not welcome.

Without expanding further, it is necessary for the people living in these areas to
understand they cannot condemn law enforcement, whites, and those perceived
to be better off on a daily basis and not have it define a person’s psyche. As I
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said, I’m not taking time to expand on these points, but they are ground zero
for any attempt to change the culture of violence.

There are lots of people speaking out, demanding we stop ignoring the culture
of pathology and lawlessness that has done so much damage to so many people.
More and more people are listening.

35
“SALON” GOES AFTER “WHITE GIRL”

Swing and a Miss!

Writing about race brings out the best in some, the worst in others, and for the
folks at Salon Magazine, it brings out the stupid. This of course is the outfit
that issued the now infamous plea: “Let’s hope the Boston Marathon bomber
is a white American.”1

Salon’s take down of an earlier edition of White Girl Bleed a Lot was not quite
as breathtaking as its Boston remarks, but close. Ready?

EXHIBIT A: THE MINNEAPOLIS PEDAL PUB

In 2011 a group of twenty to forty black people attacked a weird bicycle-like
contraption that carries alcoholic drinks. Here comes the big take down:

Flaherty says “a group of black people attacked a mobile alcoholic beverage cart
in Minneapolis,” but there’s no such thing as “mobile alcoholic beverage carts”
in Minneapolis. The thing attacked was a bunch of people on one of those stupid
group bicycles with a beer keg.

That’s it? A crowd of black people terrorize a group of people out for a good time
on some crazy thing I had never heard of—but describe correctly nonetheless—
and all Salon can say is that somehow I violated its guidelines for describing
goofy alcoholic beverage carts? And they can’t even get that right?

Harumff! I stand by my story.

EXHIBIT B

I wrote about twenty black people who beat up a white woman at a park. Salon
commented:

He also seems to intentionally elide the stated motive for the attack, which
wasn’t anti-white animus but a missing pair of sunglasses.

Note the word “seems.” (A word I never use.) Something happened and I
confirmed it. Or I did not write it. There is no seems. I did not say the
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attack was anti-white. I describe the attackers as a mob of black people as
part of a pattern of dozens of such attacks in Minneapolis. I don’t do the mob
mind-reading trick, so I do not speak to motivation. But I do keep my eyes
open and watch what happens. It is called reporting.
Even folks like Bill O’Reilly will not report on racial violence because they say
they cannot tell if it is racially motivated. Unless the rioters are carrying signs,
issuing press releases, and creating videos with racist slogans, there is no story.
That brings us to the essence of this book: There are so many episodes of
black mob violence, so astronomically out of proportion, so often celebrated
in popular black culture, that we no longer have to do the mob mind-reading
trick. Something is happening, something peculiar to black people. And no
one wants to talk about it, because people don’t know how. Here’s how: No
generalizations. No stereotypes. And also, no apologies. I also don’t do causes
or solutions. It’s above my pay grade.
I’ve been writing about race for a while, including an investigative article that
got a black man out of prison after I showed he was unjustly convicted of
trying to kill his white girlfriend. NPR, the Los Angeles Times, San Diego
Union-Tribune, and Court TV all reported how I made it happen. It was a
big deal. I also wrote newspaper columns for the first black Chair of the U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights.
If you keep your eyes open you will see stories from everywhere and anywhere,
even Salon readers. Check out these comments about your humble correspon-
dent in the Salon story from one of its readers, Esteban Moberley:
I haven’t read the book, nor do I have any desire to. Right wing screed books
are a dime a dozen.
However, I live in Champaign, Illinois-home of the University of Illinois. For
the past several years, we have had an onslaught of groups of young black
men assaulting white men at random. They ambushed and beat students on
the campus and people in their own yards. These victims were not typically
robbed, just ambushed and beaten senseless.
They beat up our weather man in one incident:
http://www.news-gazette.com/image/2010-09-28/20100928-215656-pic-402239283jpg.
html
http://www.news-gazette.com/news/courts-police-and-fire/2010-09-28/
former-tv-weatherman-victim-unprovokedattack.html
http://www.news-gazette.com/news/courts-police-and-fire/2010-10-28/
urbana-man-sentenced-beating-ui-campus.html
http://www.news-gazette.com/news/courts-police-and-fire/2010-10-24/
man-injured-campus-attack-saturday.html
It is important to note that none of the offenders that were caught were sen-
tenced for hate crimes, and in one case a man received probation and was then
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arrested again for another racially motivated beating.

Perhaps this sort of thing doesn’t happen everywhere, all the time, but it does
actually happen, and I can’t believe my liberal college town of 100,000 is the
only place this sort of thing is happening.

I had not heard about these crimes. But once I started looking into it, I found
a whole nest of racial violence, the news of which barely escaped that small
college town of Champagne, Illinois. The thugs even gave the crime a name:
Polar Bear Hunting. It’s also called the Knockout Game, see chapter 2.

Thank you, Mr. Moberley.

Others posted their own personal experiences with racial violence. Some apol-
ogized for noticing the race of their attackers. Salon readers then took it to
another level. After the denial, then excuses, several readers said we deserved
more racial violence. One reader conceded there was an “element of truth there.”
But, “if they don’t want hordes of angry poor people rising up to slay them,
perhaps they should stop promoting such unfair economic policies?”

Another said:

Obviously 50 years of food stamps and integrated schools hasn’t miraculously
fixed the psychic damage black people incurred through hundreds of years where
white people treated them worse than dogs, damage that reverberates through
the generations as soundly as white Americans’ privilege continues through their
bloodlines.

My favorite was the poster who knew the real reason for the epidemic of racial
violence was because a:

country of racist thugs, initially stealing land from natives and other countries
by whatever lethal means required, then gaining economic dominance over the
rest of the world using any means necessary, no matter how brutal. Internally,
racism was used to subjugate non-whites, and provided an effective “affirmative
action” program for the ruling whites, especially the hillbillies and rednecks.

Here’s another fun thing about reporting: if you pay attention, every once in a
while you catch a liberal telling the truth.

36
DELEWARE

After looking at more than five hundred cases of black mob violence in more
than ninety cities all over the country in the last three years, I have found that
racial violence is far more widespread than I had ever imagined.

As is the denial of it.

But you do have to know how to find it.
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So let’s look at one case in more detail: How the press ignored it; how the police
denied it; and how we figured out what really happened on August 5, 2012, when
eight hundred black people were fighting, firing guns, destroying property, and
“confronting” Delaware State Police at 2 a.m. Contrary to what a reporter for
the St. Louis Post-Dispatch told one of my readers, you cannot just assume the
crowd is black. No matter what part of town the riot takes place. In this case,
the violence and mayhem took place in an office park complex in a usually quiet
section of a suburb of Wilmington, Delaware. The local paper did not give us
much to go on:

When troopers arrived, they could hear the gunfire and were confronted by a
large crowd of between 500 to 800 patrons who were attending a back-to-college
party being held there in a warehouse facility.1

Back to school? I had images of book bags and pencils. No one was arrested
and no names were reported. Thus under the reporting standards so popular
in places like Riverhead, it never existed. All this happened two weeks after a
Presbyterian minister was attacked by a mob of black people in Wilmington.

First stop, the police. I called and emailed: “What happened? Was this a case
of black mob violence?”

No reply. I get that a lot. It is a red flag. But red flags are not proof.

I posted comments asking if anyone knew anything both at the website where
the news story was posted and on Craigslist. Sometimes it works. This time,
nothing.

I had a radio show coming up and the liberal morning host had been talking
trash about my book. He had not read it, but he did not believe there was an
epidemic of racial violence in America. He scorned anyone who disagreed. A
WND.com reader said it best: People who deny racial violence when confronted
with overwhelming evidence of it “are suffering from infantile omnipotence. If
it didn’t happen to them, it just didn’t happen.”

There seems to be a lot of that going around.

One way or another, I wanted to nail this story. If eight hundred Italian or Asian
or American Indian or Eskimo people were rioting, shooting guns, destroying
property, and confronting police, that would have been a “man bites dog” story.
So I contacted the police again with a wave of e-mails and phone calls. Finally
I received a reply saying that no one took any notice of the “racial or ethnic
background” of the eight hundred people creating all the mayhem.

Fair enough. Was there a police report? “No.”

No surprise there. As far as police were concerned, eight hundred people on the
streets firing guns, destroying property, and fighting never happened.

The newspapers did have an address: 200 Lisa Drive. Google Earth had a
picture of the front of the building, but there was no name. I ran that through
several data bases and came up with a Pentecostal Church. Bingo! I thought.
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A church party that got out of hand. But that was a false alarm. The church
had come and gone several years before.

I placed some calls to the high-end commercial real estate firm representing the
property, but they went unanswered. After much online searching, I finally hit it
on a Facebook page for FamEntertainment, a party company. I found hundreds
of photos—replete with gang signs and obscene gestures—and details of that
party and others.2

The dull warehouse at 200 Lisa Drive was transformed into a professionally
produced party with lots of lights and cool props promoted by and for black
people.3 The same people had the same kind of party one year before at the
same place with the same result: fighting, property damage, shooting, and a big
police response.4

I tried to track down the promoters and many of the party-goers. Nothing.

As to the “back to school” angle, the party company sent buses to several black
colleges within fifty miles. They told the partygoers to behave properly or they
will get kicked out of the warehouse and not invited back. “No Drama Tonight
If you getting saucyy, Make sure you act right,” said @Amazing_Fey.

No one listened.

The police were befuddled. They even made a plea in the local paper, asking
anyone with information to call it in. Or call CrimeStoppers and collect a
reward. So my brother and I talked about it on the radio on Friday afternoon,
August 17, including FamEntertainment’s plans for another big party at Spot
200 for the following evening. We also talked about a member of the Wilmington
City Council who said anyone who opposed Barack Obama was a racist, and a
prominent local black minister who said that black mob violence is due to four
hundred years of oppression.5

I found out that by Friday night, anyone subscribing to their Facebook or Twit-
ter stream received the following message: The party was cancelled. But the
next Saturday night, August 25, the back to school party was back on. This
time in Dover, Delaware, near the campus of Delaware State University, a black
college.

As to the reward from CrimeStoppers? I’m still waiting.

THE RACE RIOT THAT NEVER HAPPENED

If you ever visit Wilmington, Delaware, you will probably hear about Tommy
Burke. Or at least see his art work. He makes bird houses modeled on actual
homes, and they are something of a local tradition. They are very nice to look
at and very lucrative for this self-styled sixty-year-old, liberal hippy.

In the summer of 2012 Tommy was returning home after a libation or two at
the local watering hole when he passed through a crowd of forty black people—
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mostly teenagers—milling around outside of a party. Before he went fifty yards,
he was surrounded by five black people from the group. They demanded money
and threatened to beat him up. “They said I was just a guy who drank too
much and I couldn’t fight back,” Burke said. “I took off my glasses, put my
false teeth in my pocket and told them that was not going to happen.”

Burke surprised the mob, and himself, when he punched one of his robbers.
After a few more blows were exchanged, the five teenagers ran back toward the
party empty handed. Two women, probably mothers of the kids from the party,
begged Burke not to call the police. “I told them I just got mugged,” Burke
said. “Of course I was going to call the police.”

Police records show that they got the call at 11:58 p.m. Police showed up within
five minutes, just after the midnight curfew. Despite the curfew, many people
from the party were loitering in and wandering through adjacent neighborhoods.
Police called for back-up and within ten minutes a police van was on the scene.
Soon, twenty-four curfew violators were on their way to a nearby YMCA—a
safe haven where parents could pick up their children without going to jail or
getting a record. After a bit of questioning, they were released. No arrests were
made. No one was water boarded. Everyone went home.

Chandra Pitts, however, weaves a totally different story: A tale of conspiracy,
racism, police brutality, official deception, illegal questioning, KKK-tactics, and
lots of other “horrific” and “disgusting” things.

Pitts is the head of One Village Alliance, a social service agency funded by
the United Way whose mission is to mentor children in this crime-ridden city
of sixty-five thousand. Just a few days before the attack on Burke, Parenting
magazine named Wilmington the most “dangerous city in America.” And it’s
no wonder; just a few hours before the party, four people were shot. One died.

Pitts’ version ended up all over the Web before dawn the following day. She
vowed to take the story national. She was determined to make it about race.
She was determined to say anything to stir up the people. Here is what she
posted on her Facebook page for the world to see:

While Wilmington slept More than 30 innocent children as young as 10 and 12
years old were the victims of the most horrific and disgusting display of big-
otry and entrapment in a night that they will remember for the rest of their
lives. Parents stood by in outrage but helpless against a force of more than 20
police officers during what was, by the children’s account, a well orchestrated,
premeditated attack as the plan was carried out by the Wilmington Police De-
partment, the fully staffed Walnut Street YMCA and the Wilmington Jaycees
…. How could this seemingly respected community collaborative be a part of
such an elaborate plan that resulted in the illegal entrapment, interrogation and
psychological trauma of our children???

“What she did was like the people stirring up the riots in Egypt and Libya,”
said my liberal bother John Flaherty. “Just say anything without even caring
if it is true. That is how riots start.”
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SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Chandra Pitts Interview

Over the next several days, even after learning what really happened, Pitts
repeated her story several times. The first time was a mistake. The second
time, a lie. The third and fourth times was something else altogether.

What really happened is that Pitts dropped off her “brilliant” fifteen-year-old,
private-school child at the party at 9 p.m.

“There was a back to school party,” Pitts told Delawarehiphop.com during a
taped interview. “They were giving away book bags and celebrating their last
weekend before they had to go back to school.”

Not true.

There were no book bags. A flyer for the party billed it as “West Side is Da
Best Side teen party,” produced by “BadBoy Allan.” Admission: $10.

The flyer also cryptically stated “Fuck DJ Ty and his busted speakers.”

Pitts also claimed the party was sponsored by the Jaycees.

Not true.

It was held in their building, but not a Jaycee event, said a former president of
the club.

Pitts also said Wilmington police were working security at the party.

Not true.

No police—on duty or off—were present at the party, said Wilmington Police
Chief Michael Szczerba.

“We dropped our children off in broad daylight on a beautiful Saturday evening
at 7 p.m.”

Not true. She dropped her child off at 9 p.m. So she said. She also said many
of the children walked there.

At some point Pitts learned of the robbery. She said a policeman said it hap-
pened at “some point in history not a set time but at some point in history,
before the party ever began.”

Not true on either count.

Tommy Burke was robbed outside the party, during the party, and by “children”
from the party. Police never told her anything different.

Pitts: “Those doors did not open to let those children out into the streets to
walk home until 12 midnight.”
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Not true.

Burke and others say more than twenty people from the party were at a nearby
7-Eleven and milling around adjacent neighborhoods before the party ended at
midnight. The chief of police told us on the radio that several of the neighbors—
some from blocks away—dialed 911 complaining about the noise and mayhem.

Pitts also contradicts herself. At one point she said the neighborhood was
predominately white; then she said many of the black children lived close enough
to walk home. Along with the website Delawarehiphop.com, Pitts concocted a
conspiracy theory that was quickly debunked, but that did not prevent her from
repeating it to reporters and to the city council. She told them the whole thing
was a “sting operation” to illegally question black people about a robbery in
that white neighborhood. She claimed the police were in on it, as well as the
Jaycees and the YMCA.

Pitts said the police should have been questioning white people at a nearby
bar. “It was an absolute setup and very likely a sting operation from the very
beginning,” Pitts said. And once the children were removed to the safe haven
center at the YMCA, Pitts claimed an officer confessed as much to her.

“That is when the cat got leaked out of the bag from the officer’s own mouth
to confirm that this in fact was a sting operation to question all of these black
children illegally about a robbery that took place in a predominantly white
residential area.”

A couple days later my brother and I interviewed Pitts on our radio program.
I asked her why she compared the police to the Klu Klux Klan? And why did
you try and make a racial incident out of it? She denied comparing local police
to the KKK. She said she was misquoted.

Another lie. In the interview with Delawarehiphop.com Pitts compared the
police to the KKK. She brought up an incident when

Three young students were murdered by the Klu Klux Klan. When police
officers pull their car over. Detained them. They didn’t charge them with the
crime. They never made an arrest. They detained them and let them out in
wee hours of the morning (before they were killed) just like our children were
released to waiting paddy wagon and police vehicle and dogs.

Of course Delawarehiphop.com bought it hook, line, and sinker.

The obvious question, even one that even my liberal brother figured out is:
What were ten-year-old kids doing at a teen party at midnight?

The Delawarehiphop.com audio recording is twenty-three minutes of deception,
false accusations, and racial slurs. They also posted a videotape shot in the
back of the police wagon by Pitts’ son. That thirty-second film is full of racial
obscenities and vulgarities that make it impossible to play even a brief cut on
a radio show. Tommy Burke saw the video too. He identified one of the people
in the video as one of the people who attacked him.
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Even so, Delawarehiphop.com promised to take the story national. It didn’t
work. Saeed Shabazz, a reporter for the Final Call—the Nation of Islam’s
newspaper—didn’t buy it. He checked it out and found the story was not true,
he told us on the air at WDEL.

In the end, there were too many questions. Too many phony answers. “Ms.
Pitts runs an organization that is supposed to teach children the correct path,”
said a poster to Delawareonline.com. “I think I understand why things are out
of hand.”6

Despite the video evidence, no one has ever been arrested for breaking the jaw
and glasses of Tommy Burke as they tried to rob him.

37
MICHIGAN

No panic in Detroit

We don’t need to pick on Detroit. The point of this book is not that Detroit is
a hot racial mess. It is. But that is hardly news.

The point of this book is that other, unexpected places are also suffering from
racial violence. Even so, some Detroit news is just too crazy to ignore.

In September 2012 a mob of forty black people moved into a convenience store
and refused to leave. They smoked and cussed and threatened the patrons. It
was all caught on video, and they didn’t care. “It’s a Bad Crew gas station,”
said one of the mob to the local Fox affiliate. “If you don’t know what that is,
I can’t even tell you.”1

Police, ministers, neighbors, the store owner, and just about everyone else seems
powerless to stop them. The owner calls police, but nothing happens. The police
“come here and then they leave. Two minutes later they (the mob) are back.”

The members of the local Perfecting Church, one of Detroit’s largest black
congregations, even counseled the members of the mob to stop their evil ways.
Nothing changed, which is not all that surprising since even the church’s pastor,
Marvin Winans, was a victim of a recent mob robbery. This is the same pastor
who gave the eulogy for Whitney Houston.

Winans was pumping gas in the middle of the day “when a young man ap-
proached and asked about the music on his car radio.” That’s when he was
sucker punched. Winans “suffered cuts and bruises,” lost a Rolex, a Louis Vuit-
ton wallet, and his 2012 Infiniti SUV. Police are seeking five men in connection
with the robbery and beating.2

In June of the same year another Detroit convenience store had the same prob-
lem. A black mob took over the store and told the owners they now owned it.
The mob beat a clerk who tried to stop them. “I am shocked he is still alive,”
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said the store owner. “They came into the gas station and said ‘we own this.
This is our hood. This is our gas station. We are going to take whatever we
want.’ It’s a war zone.”3

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: It’s a War Zone

After the robbery and beating on the video, the mob left. Several hours later,
they returned with a gun and fired some shots, but no one was hurt. It took
police nine hours to show up. In many cities, police no longer respond to
complaints of shoplifting or “loitering” at neighborhood stores, but they did
have some advice for what this business owner should do: “Hire a security
guard.”

In August hundreds of black people were involved in several disturbances at a
high school football game. Several witnesses reported gun shots and panic both
on and off the field. The Detroit Free Press said anytime you have that many
people milling around, “of course there was going to be an incident.”4

Two weeks later there was a football game where no violence occurred. A
sportscaster for the ABC affiliate found this newsworthy enough to write an
entire story about it:

One of the teams played another game, and there was no mass violence.

There were no fights in the stands and nobody “hit the deck” in fear of their
lives.

Get this: the game was played at night. In Detroit. Between two Public League
schools.

Shocking?

It shouldn’t be.5

Violence and lawlessness have long been a hallmark of life in Detroit. So much
so, it is now newsworthy when violence and lawlessness do not happen.

Over in Flint, the car business is weak, but racial violence is booming. Every
year Flint holds a vintage car show called “Back to the Bricks” in the downtown
area. It lasts several days and is a throwback to the days when Flint used to
be an international center of the car business. We don’t have videos of the
2011 riots at the car show. But one year later, we do know this about the 2011
violence: It was much worse than the mayhem of 2012.

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Back to the Bricks Riot
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The 2012 videos show hundreds of black people fighting, destroying property,
disregarding police orders and creating mayhem—one with his pants falling
down as he chased another person down the street. Dozens were arrested. The
local media said compared to the year before, it was a “success.”
Increased foot patrols and police presence throughout the 2012 Back to the
Bricks led to few major incidents and law enforcement deeming the event a
security success.
A fight took place in front of the Land Bank building on Saginaw Street after
Back to the Bricks events Saturday evening involving more than 20 people that
led to several arrests, according to security guard in the area.
Twenty to 25 arrests were made Saturday for disorderly conduct involving adults
and juveniles.6

Nine additional police agencies were called in to help—all funded by a Com-
munity Mental Health grant. The paper’s editorial board announced the “city
must continue to show its best face.” What about the hundreds of people in the
video? “Those few bad apples need to be reigned in and not allowed to cast any
negative light on events like Back to the Bricks.”7

If at this point you are wondering if a newspaper’s job is to show a true face,
then I guess you are paying attention. Which brings us back to 2011. The
first thing we know about the troubles of 2011 is that 2012, was “a lot better.”
And the twenty-two people arrested were “less than one percent” of the 2011
attendees.8

There’s that arrest thing again: If no one gets arrested, nothing happened.
In 2011, the people of Flint spoke out. Eyewitness accounts at FlintTalk.com
present a more complete view:
The media won’t be honest with you, but you can find out what is happening on
Flint Police operations FACEBOOK. I went there as soon as i started receiving
call about violence in downtown Flint last night.
Flint Police had to keep officers on overtime and called in officers to help. The
paddy wagon was called in and officers had to borrow handcuffs as they did
not have enough. Even our female officers were said to be “kicking butt” last
night as Police attempted to reclaim the streets. Officers assisting from other
jurisdictions had Tasers and it seems obvious our Flint officers need them too.
The evening started badly in Rollingwood as a group of about 15 black males
chased and threatened to rape 2 young girls ages 14 and 15. Despite repeated
calls to 911 the Rollingwood watch finally called their councilman who called
the Police Chief.9

The Flint newspapers said there had been “little trouble,” but another eyewit-
ness account says:
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all I have heard is how wonderful and peachy everything was today. Myself,
along with others that witnessed what happened tonight, are quite angry that
these thugs are endangering the Back to the Bricks.

I saw the fear in people’s eyes and it was very tense as everyone was rushing
away with their families. I came home and listened to the scanner and heard
the anxiousness in the officers voices as they were instructed to “walk shoulder
to shoulder down Saginaw” in riot control maneuvers.10

FBI crime statistics rank Flint as one of the most dangerous cities in America.
Some wear that as a badge of honor. Others say it is not happening at all.

Detroit and Flint might get all the glory, but let’s not forget about Grand
Rapids. National talk show host Jesse Lee Peterson gives a speech: “How many
white people in this audience are afraid of being called racist?” At almost every
speech, almost every white person raises their hand.

Kyle Rogers is one of the few reporters in America who would not have to raise
his hand. Rogers writes for the Examiner.com and his story on repressed racial
violence in Grand Rapids, Michigan, rocketed around the Internet:

You didn’t hear about this is the media, but on the weekend of March 24th and
March 25th at least seven white people were brutally beaten by mobs of blacks
in Grand Rapids, MI. Five of the victims filed police reports. At least two other
victims exist, and there are probably others. The local media has refused to
report the cruel attacks and the authorities are resisting any serious charges.

I talked with one of the victims, 37 year old Jacob Palasek. He is a full time
student and does computer work part time. He was attacked by a wolf pack of
thugs on the corner of Sixth Street and Broadway in Grand Rapids, Michigan
just after midnight on March 25th. The location is a mix of stores, offices, and
residential neighborhoods. Jacob lives near where he was attacked.

As he was walking to his apartment, he saw three black males loitering. One
was on a bicycle. The suspect on the bicycle rode up beside him. Suddenly
the thug smashed him in the side of the head with a chain. He was hit two or
three more times in the head with the chain before he broke loose and ran to
the nearest home.

All three of the black males then attacked him on the porch. They yelled “this
is what you deserve you white piece of shit.” Jacob was hit in the head with the
large chain more times.

All seven known victims were attacked within about six blocks of where Jacob
was attacked. The victims were in their 30s, 40s, and 50s. Some of the victims
were attacked during the day in broad daylight.11

Seven known episodes of black mob violence in one small town and one small
period, that adds up to one big story.

Memo to Kyle Rogers and Jesse Lee Peterson: You need to work on those happy
faces.
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38
A ROUNDUP

So many riots. So little time.

Some riots slip through the cracks. Rather than ignore them, let’s take a look.

Labor Day is a busy time for black mob violence and lawlessness in Erie, Penn-
sylvania. At the end of each summer they hold a festival called Celebrate Erie
Days in the downtown area. In 2012, as in the past, hundreds of “unruly teens”
disrupted several nights of the festival with violence and mayhem. “The teens
kept Erie police busy for three hours” on the first night of the festival. “Eight
juveniles were taken into custody.”1

Twitter traffic and local websites identified the teens as black, even if local media
did not.

Down in Savannah in August 2012, a white man was beaten unconscious by
several black men. Andrew Quade and his black girlfriend were walking through
Ellis Square in downtown Savannah when the group of black men jumped him,
“beating him and leaving him barely conscious.” Quade said that he didn’t
want to freak out on the group that was taunting him and his girlfriend. But
“everything happened so quickly,” he said. “He doesn’t even have a clear picture
in his mind of the fight.”2

Savannah Chief of Police Willie Lovett does not call it a hate crime because
that is a “serious” label that could “taint our community unfairly.”

Also in August 2012 several black men in Sacramento taunted a “gay” man on
the public transit. “When the man tried to get off the train … the suspects
repeatedly punched him.”3

In September 2012 in Buffalo a woman was “mercilessly beaten by six to ten
people” after she tried to help a deli owner stop a mob of black shoplifters. The
woman “suffered broken bones above her right eye and a fractured nose after
being assaulted by some of these teenage boys.” Of course they don’t identify
the race of the boys even though the attack is on video. They are all black.4

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Buffalo Beat Down

In the two weeks after the deli store beat down there were two other episodes of
black mob violence at nearby Buffalo State College where three people were
robbed. “Three young men were jumped” by a mob of black males “who
punched, kicked, and robbed the victims. One of the victims was then shot
in the arm.” Police did not return calls for comment on a description of the
suspects.5
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In Illinois for the second time in 2012, a group of black women assaulted their
waitress at the Fairview Heights Red Lobster. According to a witness, they
thought she was coming by too often to fill up their water glasses. One of them
threw a water glass at the server, hitting her “in the back of the head. The
witness said as the server turned around, the customer hit her in the face with
one of the dessert books.”6

In Durham, North Carolina, black mobs are suspects in almost two dozen as-
saults and robberies since 2010. The attacks have taken place at the recently
opened American Tobacco Trail, a seven-and-a-half-mile walking and running
track that goes through Durham.

The race of the attackers was not reported in the press. Even so, Police Chief
Jose Lopez has it all figured out:

“The simple assaults don’t appear to be motivated by robbery,” Lopez said. “It
appears to be motivated more by mischievousness and the locations where they
find individuals who are clearly running by themselves.”

“So if you look at that, versus the thousands of people who run the trail on a
daily basis, it’s pretty safe,” he said.7

Lopez said crimes on running trails occur throughout the United States. Mim-
imize. Explain it away. Next.

Out in Tacoma, during Halloween 2012, a group of six to ten black people used
a gun to rob several families of cash and candy and cell phones in six separate
robberies.8

Five people were arrested, at least one of whom was under house arrest at the
time of the crime. The local paper removed any comments from readers that
pointed to the race of the criminals. The liveliest discussion took place on
Facebook. Colleta Pearson identified herself as a family member of one of the
accused robbers.

I ain’t saying what they did was right but I got my brother an the homies bacc
no matter what an like I said the news an the newspaper ain’t telling what
really happen. … An at the end of the day y’all would be sitting in the courts
sticcing up for your family!!!! Y’all act like y’all fam just perfect I know for sure
someone in y’all family has hit houses or something!!!9

In Rockford, Illinois, the local paper is not quite so squeamish in describing a
flash rob attack at Dick’s Sporting Goods:

About eight black men and women entered the store, toting garbage bags, which
they filled with an unspecified number of coats. When the employees approached
to chase them out of the store, two of them took out vials of Mace but did not
spray anyone.10

In November 2009 Denver police arrested thirty-two black people in the down-
town area for a series of racial crimes against primarily white males—twenty-
eight of them.
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SCAN ME!
VIDEO: Hate Crime Roundup

This was probably the most organized and sustained race riot in the country.
Right there in the middle of the Rocky Mountains.
When I told my friends I was working on a book about a tsunami of racial
violence in America over the last two years, they all said, “I haven’t heard
about that.” When writer and attorney John Bennett told me Denver was the
site of one of the most organized and violent and sustained examples of racial
violence in the country, I told him: “I haven’t heard about that.”
People in Denver remember the story. Even if the rest of us do not. In 2009
Denver police arrested thirty-five black men for systematically beating white
and Latino men over a period of four months. Some people were hurt badly.
In September 2011 the CBS affiliate ran a headline on their web page: “Motive
Unclear in Attack by Group of Teens.” They identified the “teens” as black or
Hispanic.11

In July 2011 a gang of four or more black men conducted a series of assaults
and robberies in downtown Denver with baseball bats.12

In June 2012 a black police officer trying to break up a fight among black people
at a free jazz concert was shot and killed. The suspected killer’s aunt, Roxanne
Shaw, expressed shock and disbelief that the boy who attended East High School
could have killed someone. “I don’t think he did that,” she said. “I didn’t ever
know that boy to carry a gun.”13

And the beat goes on.

39
WE GET LETTERS FROM REPORTERS

You are not going to believe this either: They are not very nice.
I know the breed. I was a reporter. I know lots of reporters. I taught a
class at the University of California for reporters on research and writing and
interviewing. I’ve done everything from getting a guy out of prison to trying
to kill a story that won the Pulitzer. (My bad. Sorry, Dave.) I ghostwrite for
national columnists when they get sick. I won lots of awards. I party with them
in Vegas. I tell you this just to let you know, reporters are squirrelly.
Think of the most liberal person you know. Your average reporter makes that
person look like Bill Buckley. So when you roll into a town with a book that
challenges some of their most deeply held (and unexamined) liberal beliefs, they
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do not like it. Reporters confuse what they like and dislike with what is good
and bad, with what is true and false. That is what I found out from dozens of
reporters during the many interviews for the first edition of this book.

My favorite came from Chicago, an ABC news reader by the name of Ravi
Baichwal. He calls himself a reporter and anchor, and I think he won some
Emmys, which I thought were for acting. He probably has a good looking wife
and well-behaved kids. But I digress.

I emailed Mr. Baichwal telling him I was going to be in Chicago and suggested
he do a story about how Chicago has lots of race riots. I told him I would be
happy to help.

Dang, he got angry:

Not sure what your point is besides demagoguery. So blacks are implicated in
crime in the summer.

Not news. Your perspective is not fresh or particularly interesting.

If you’re such a great writer and commentator, work to solve problems … not
put this trash out—and expect someone like me to ape your perspective.

Well, I did something I am normally not that good at doing. I walked away
from a fight and tried to engage the gentleman in civil discourse:

Do you feel better now?

There are two things interesting: 1) the crimes, 2) the denials.

I personally think the second is more interesting.

So why is it such a big deal to say: ‘yes, Chicago has race riots?’

He did not much like that either:

It isn’t riots. It’s disaffected youth for sure but you’re just race-baiting here
and it’s meaningless.

I waded in for more:

Feel even better?

So the fact this is happening all over the country has no meaning? None?

And anyone who notices is just a racist?

I thought that was it. That my brief and unhappy encounter with Mr. Baichwal
was over. But then the next day, I opened my email to find this letter bomb:

I re-read your stuff and looked at your website.

It was late last night when we were conversing and I wanted to double-check
my sense of you and your thesis.

I was right. You are an idiot.
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At this point, I knew one thing for sure: the guy was obviously talking to one of
my ex-girlfriends. He had to have been. It usually takes people a lot longer to
figure that out. I pressed on and wrote back that “It’s about facts. Not thesis.”

He didn’t like that either. You should know, fair reader, I did not target Mr.
Baichwal. I did not say he was a lousy reporter because an epidemic of race
riots and violence and crime happened on his news watch, and he was so busy
being sanctimonious that he did not even notice, which in my book is even
worse than the crime reporter in Colorado Springs who missed the train wreck
on a Sunday in downtown because he was playing basketball and turned off his
police scanner.

Nope. I did not say any of that. I was still hoping he would invite me on his
show and dispute my facts in public, which would be impossible because I don’t
explain the facts, I just report that the race riots are happening. I give the who,
when, where, and how—with lots of links—but not the why.

And why isn’t anyone noticing?

This time he really was through.

I’d appreciate it now if you wouldn’t bother me anymore.

Guys like you fit “facts” into a thesis. Anyways, over and out.

When the conversation reaches this point, I always ask: Can you give me an
example?

Still waiting, Chicago. Ask your Emmy-winning wife. She probably knows.
And if she does not, ask one of the old dudes who remembers Mike Royko.

Anyway, here’s a smattering of some other reporters’ comments from around
the country.

FROM: Steve West, Host of “Live & Local” WKVT-AM, VT

TO: Colin Flaherty

DATE: October 14, 2011

SUBJECT: Race Riots

Are you freaking kidding me? I won’t take the time to write the long list of
reasons why I’m not interested in your premise. Don’t write me again, please.

Steve West

FROM: Craig Clough, Patch Editor in California

TO: Colin Flaherty

DATE: October 10, 2011

SUBJECT: Commentary on Racial Violence

I do not find this interesting, only massively offensive on an astonishing level. I
feel ill just having read it.
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I’m not a liberal, sir. I only responded to your ridiculous email because racism
cannot be ignored by decent people in the 21st century.
Craig Clough
FROM: Mark Schieldrop, Rhode Island Patch
TO: Colin Flaherty
DATE: October 9, 2011
SUBJECT: Commentary on racial violence
This piece is woefully unsubstantiated and has nothing to do with Cranston.
Sorry, I won’t publish something like this.
Mark Schieldrop
FROM: Tony Dondero, The Patch.com
TO: Colin Flaherty
DATE: October 10, 2011
SUBJECT: Racial Violence in Washington
I check the police reports regularly and what you are saying is simply not reality
here. The building where I currently live has quite a few black residents in it.
And I don’t see “black on white” violence.
I haven’t been beat up, had my car broken into, etc. Actually, I had my car
broken into Bellevue and Arlington, Wash. in places that are predominately
white or Asian and have few blacks.
So no, I will not run your piece, now or ever.
Maybe where you live is some completely alternative reality. But other than
maybe some isolated incidents, I just don’t see any pattern or anything.
Frankly, I don’t think there’s any more black on white violence than any other
violence. In Seattle and Portland?
Am I missing something? I just don’t see it. Are you sure you want to squander
your credibility on this?
Really?
Tony Dondero
FROM: Perry Robbin, Suffield, Connecticut Patch
TO: Colin Flaherty
DATE: October 10, 2011
SUBJECT: Racial violence commentary
I also consider this submission inflammatory, to say the very least. I respect
your right to free speech but I do not want to get submissions like this from you
ever again in the future, they have absolutely no place in my publication.
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Perry Robbin

FROM: John McKay, Michigan Patch

TO: Colin Flaherty

DATE: October 10, 2011

SUBJECT: Racial violence commentary

Wouldn’t invite this type of content even if it did come from a local voice. It
is absolutely irrelevant to our community, not to mention inflammatory and
agenda-based. It would be grossly irresponsible for any reputable media outlet
to run this.

John McKay

Don’t get me wrong, this book is also attracting a lot of good reviews and kudos
from some reporting quarters, but the quotes above are pretty representative of
how reporters in big city newsrooms look at the world. Or in this case, don’t
look at the world. And that is why race riots, racial crime, and violence do not
get widely reported.

Note to reporters: The sanctimony thing probably works better on someone
who has never broken real stories.

40
THE KITCHEN SINK

The hits just keep on coming.

In researching this book, I interviewed lots of people who simply did not believe
racial violence was sweeping the country.

On my radio show, a former state-wide president of the NAACP said white
people have been violent toward black people for a long time, so what is the
difference? A black leader in Wilmington, Delaware, told me on the air that
rioters in Greece were white people. Weren’t they? And what about Ohio State
football games? They always riot after those.

They don’t, but that didn’t matter. As long as it led to his main point: How
could we single out black people in America when white people are doing the
same thing?

It’s all the same.

No difference.

That is what they needed to believe. True or not.

Book agents said the topic was too “inflammatory,” or simply refused to believe
it. One agent from New Jersey was in the middle of the Guendelsberger race riot
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in Philadelphia, and he just wanted to forget the whole thing. Others pointed
to the news stories and said if it were racial, the newspapers surely would have
reported it, right?

Right?

I helped an old friend write a book. Whenever I said anything stupid, he never
said I was stupid. He said he admired my innocence. So for all the innocent
people in the world, this chapter is for you.

GAITHERSBURG

Almost two hundred black people at a night club had a riot. They fought,
stabbed, and shot each other. Guess they will have to take their karaoke rap
night somewhere else.1

http://www.myfoxdc.com/story/18869975

ALABAMA

On June 6, 2011, Alabama Adventure Land had to close because of a “borderline
riot’ by crowds of black people. There was lots of fighting, fence climbing, and
general mayhem at this popular water park.2

http://blog.al.com/spotnews

NASHVILLE

In Nashville’s Wave Country in 2011 crowds of black people became “unruly”
and “chaotic” and started climbing over fences. There were fights inside and
outside the park. “Hundreds of people were jumping over the fence.”3

http://www.newschannel5.com/story/14750758

ST. LOUIS

A bicyclist group in St. Louis issued a warning after one of its members was
beaten by a group of fifteen to twenty black people.4

http://stlouis.cbslocal.com/2011/08/29/alert-for-swarm-and-slug-mobs/

GREENSBORO

Greensboro is stepping up. Of all the cities in America that experienced black
mob violence during the Fourth of July 2012, Greensboro might not have been
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the most vicious or the most violent, or even the most damaging, but at more
than one thousand people, it was the largest.

Groups of teens—some with younger kids and babies in strollers—filled Elm
Street, taunted officers, and instigated fights in a Jimmy John’s sandwich shop,
according to Lankford security guard Christopher Thompson, who was off duty.

“They’re supposed to serve and protect, right? They did that,” Thompson said.
“The officers really had to ‘cause if you had seen how unruly it was — it was
real bad.”5

At least one person on Twitter predicted the riot:

Downtown greensboro is gonna have a riot tonight!! @Puff-ThisTweet at 3 p.m.

We already covered this in chapter 5: Only three people were arrested, including
one person who was trying to rally his troops to attack the police until they
pepper sprayed the junior Napoleon. It was hardly Greensboro’s first brush
with flash mobs. In June 2011, downtown Greensboro had black mob violence
every weekend in July.

“We’ve uncovered a series—a series!—of mob attacks in the heart of downtown
Greensboro,” said the anchor for the WFMY news. “All of them planned on
social media. And I know it sounds unlikely but it has happened in Chicago,
Milwaukee, Philadelphia and now right here in the Triad. Every single weekend
this month. It’s a violent twist on the flash mob craze.”6

Then they cut to the story “you’ll see only on News 2 tonight.” Cue the victim:

“One of the teenagers came up from me behind and just punched me in the
back and kicked me and knocked me to the floor. … Then, he just continued
to kick me, punch me, step on me. People were screaming,” Mitchel Sommers,
Executive Director of the Community Theatre of Greensboro said.

The swarm came from nowhere and the beating lasted seconds.

“Within I’d say, a minute, hundreds and hundreds and hundreds … I’m not being
dramatic … hundreds of young people, just came descending upon this area,” he
said. “There were so many young people. I would say all the way from across
Elm Street all the way to this park. You couldn’t even get out of the swarm of
young people.”7

The former mayor of Greensboro had his business vandalized as well.

The comments on the reader board ran true to form: Several people say the
mob was black. While others said either 1) The person is a racist for noticing,
or 2) it never happened and here is why it happened.

Said one reader: “The GPD is undoubtedly covering its derriere. Whether or not
these marauding “young people” constitute a true Flash Mob, they are certainly
dangerous. Our local media’s description of the marauders’ racial identity is, of
course, conspicuous by its absence.”8

No one was arrested during these attacks, so I guess they never happened.
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But if you are mathematically inclined, could you tell me how many attacks
this is? In the first few weeks of June in 2011, it happened every weekend. And
was there just one a weekend? Or several? And how about the Fourth of July
party in 2012? Was that one? Or twenty? They are adding up, aren’t they?

Ask the police, and their answer is almost zero attacks.

Use your own eyes and calculator, and the number grows to more than twenty-
five very fast. And those are just the ones we know about in one small town.

VALLEJO, CALIFORNIA

“Parents in Vallejo are angry, but not surprised,” says a Los Angeles TV reporter
in her introduction to a video where dozens of black people swarm and beat a
city maintenance man. Kids are out of control, said one black parent. The
others agreed. The city worker was hospitalized with a fractured skull, jaw, and
collarbone. The owner of the gas station where the crime took place said that
kind of thing happens all the time.9

http://abclocal.go.com/kgo/story7254211

WORLD’S FIRST LIMO RACE RIOT

Early one Sunday morning in 2012 in the Lakeview area, near Wrigley Field,
ten black men in a white stretch limousine pulled up in front of a neighborhood
bar and started beating people up. “Witnesses told police that the attackers got
out of the white limo early Sunday morning and broke the jaw of a 27-year-old
man.” All while a friend filmed the action from the limo.10

Family members of the four men arrested for these alleged attacks in Wrigleyville
claim the men were the target of verbal racial attacks, and were actually filming
a music video at the time. They are members of a group called Chicago Maverick
and the song is called “Take a Sip.”11

Lillian Nichols, the mother of one of the group’s members, said her son is the
real victim of racial violence. “This is a big misunderstanding,” Nichols told the
Chicago Sun-Times after the four appeared in court. “It was just like a brawl
but they were the only ones arrested.”

Three of the victims suffered injuries, including one broken jaw. A police officer
hurt his knee fighting with one of the suspects.12

This was just one of more than fifty racial attacks in Chicago over the last
two years. Despite the epidemic of racial violence, none of the media outlets
identified the attackers by race. One station did post mug shots of the four men
taken into custody.13
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CHARLOTTE DRAG QUEENS

Some black mobs are lethal. Some are larcenous. But no one has ever seen one
funnier than what the local media is calling “the brawl” at the Carolina Awards
Ball. The fight broke out after the prizes were announced at the black gay
beauty pageant. There were almost a dozen categories, and apparently at least
one of the contestants was unhappy with the results and went on a rampage.14

Radio personality Al Walsh accurately called it the “Chair War at a Lesbian Gay
Bisexual Transgender Party!!!” A four-minute video of the incident went viral
on the Internet. The highlight of the video was when the unhappy contestant,
a—uh—extra-large “woman” threw a chair. Then according to Walsh (s)he

picks up the whole table, chucks it across the room, and then begins her rise
to stardom. She blocks one chair with her pocket book, catches another chair
one-handed, and then remarkably dodges a third chair with relative ease. The
opposition clad in white shirts/red sleeves is noticeably impressed.15

Of course there was a man with a hatchet, a Taser, flying bottles, threats,
bluster, and black men prancing around in women’s clothing.

This is not the first time this event has experienced trouble. In 2011 a fight
broke out when the ball was held at the local Doubletree Inn and someone set
a fire as well.

Charlotte police are investigating.

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Brawl at NC Awards Ball

DARIEN LONG, ATLANTA’S BADASS MALL COP

America’s newest Internet sensation has it all: the gear, the fans, the schtick.
It even has a catch phrase: “Do what you are supposed to do, or get what’s
coming to you,” Darien Long told WSB-TV. Long’s fame came from a series of
viral videos that show him confronting—and Tasering—angry black mobs while
serving as a mall cop at an Atlanta-area mall. Darien Long may have lost his
job, but he offers an abject lesson in the rewards—and risks—of confronting
black mob lawlessness.16

In January 2013 Long said something to four children hanging out at the mall.
One of the kid’s mother and the crowd would have none of it. They threaten,
cuss, assault, spit, challenge, and call Long every racial and sexual epithet
imaginable.

He kept his cool.
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After the woman and her friends ignored Long’s repeated calls for them to leave
the mall, he shot her with a Taser, taking some of the fight out of her and the
rest of the crowd too.17

David Spates is an Atlanta actor and writer who has a popular YouTube channel
at david-spates.com where he provides commentary about everyday life among
black people. Some videos are real. Some are comedy sketches. In an uncharac-
teristically serious moment, David Spates gives a lecture to the black community
on how not to act:

That’s the problem with a lot of us. Our kids run around doing all kinds of shit
they not supposed to be doing, and when somebody else besides us tells them
to correct the behavior, instead of us appreciating it and coming together as a
people, we attack the people that trying to talk some common sense into our
kids.

Keeping it real with ya: A lot of us don’t even know how to raise kids. … If you
truly love your kids, would you have them around something like that? …

I count four kids … that are watching and learning this behavior….

A lot of you who act like this, you think you have it together. You think you’re
tough, nobody can tell you what to do, you’re smart. But let me ask most of
you this: When you watch the way this lady’s acting, do you think she’s a smart
woman? …

SCAN ME!
VIDEO: Mall Brawl

SCAN ME!
VIDEO: Mall Cop Gets Real

All ignorance does is breed problems.

For real, black people, we gotta stop this shit.18

Other merchants in the neighborhood, just a block from the state capital on
Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard, said this kind of violence happens every
day. The woman was charged with criminal trespass, battery, and contributing
to the delinquency of a minor.

One month later the crowd was bigger, but the outcome was the same.

The good guy prevailed—again.

When Long confronted a man who refused to leave the mall, the man jostled
Long but was then hurled twenty feet in the opposite direction. “It’s on now,”
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said the loiterer to his friends. But after taking one step forward, he looked
back and realized no one was stepping up to help him.

That was the end of that.19

The next day, when Long saw the same man and his friends hanging out, he
ordered them to leave. They did not want to. It escalated into name calling,
threats, pushing—the usual.

Long took out his Taser and put the tough guy on the ground. He flopped
around as Long’s Taser poured amp after amp into him.

“If they was smart everybody in that hood would boycott the building
so that mall loses money and dude loses his job,” said JJ da gawd at
worldstarhiphip.com.20

Another poster at the popular hip hop video site encouraged people in Atlanta
to kill Long:

“WHY IS THIS HOUSE NGGER STILL ALIVE??? HOW HARD IS IT
TO PUT A SKULLY ON, WRAP A BANDANA OVER YOUR FACE AND
SHOOT THE SHIT OUTTA THIS CLOWN?”21

Although there were a lot of people on the site cheering for the mob, several
praised Long and his efforts to clean up the dilapidated neighborhood.

“My favorite show of all times is back,” said Lion James.

Van White backed him up too: “Word to all thugs, ain’t none of us older cats
scared of you, we just to damn old to put up with your shit, but we will get in
your ass if we have to!!!!!!!!”

Despite the violence and threats, in the end, Long was still standing.

Not all stories involving heroes have perfect happy endings. Or maybe the story
is not done yet.

One of the thugs in the video sued Long, only he doesn’t look or act like a thug
anymore. Now that he is all lawyered up, Marcus Purnell, the hoodie-wearing
punk who refused to leave and threatened, taunted, and assaulted Long, had
put away his gangster gear and demeanor and was looking like a demure Georgia
State college student who would never hurt anyone.22

Long never even lasted to what was supposed to be his final day. A week before
the end of March, he got into a tussle with a mall visitor. Police were called.
Two hours later, police perp-walked Long out of the mall and into the back of
a police car.

He is awaiting trial.23

The black mobs terrorizing the Metro Mall in downtown Atlanta have never
been happier.
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BLACK MOB VIOLENCE AND LAWLESSNESS
AGAINST COPS

Cops are pigs. Occupiers. Willing members of the prison-industrial complex
who send black people to prison for no other reason except racism.

That is what you have to believe to make sense of two 2013 cases of black mob
violence and lawlessness directed at police: One in New York. One in Chicago.

In Brooklyn, Stephen Stowe and eight other black people became upset when a
Jewish man ignored their traditional Muslim greeting Assalamu Alaikum, which
means, “Peace be with you.”

According to the New York Daily News Stowe allegedly became combative.24

“You think you’re better than me?” the teen allegedly said. “We are cousins.”

“No we’re not,” The man shot back, and told Stowe to leave him alone, the
Daily News reported.

The suspect then started hurling ethnic slurs and called the man disrespectful.
Apparently the penalty for disrespecting a black mob in a New York subway is
the threat of death and the theft of a phone. “They should have killed all of
you,” Stowe told his potential victim. Then they tried to steal his phone.25

The New York Daily News and WND both report that black mob violence
against Jews is getting increasingly common in the Jewish neighborhoods of
Brooklyn—with dozens of incidents the last two years.

But this incident of black mob violence was just getting started.

When the subway pulled into the next station, police were waiting to take Stowe
into custody. But the crowd of more than fifty black people would have no part
of it.

They surrounded the police, crowding them as they tried to subdue Stowe in the
subway car. They ignored police orders to move back, taunting them instead.
While Stowe was on the ground struggling with one of the officers, the mob,
rather than assisting the officer, tried to stop the arrest. It was chaos. Of the
more than fifty black people surrounding the police, “not one piece of shit would
help the police in this video. Not one,” Remarked an officer in an e-mail.

As police wrestled with Stowe, Sheniqua Joseph was particularly vocal in urging
the cops to release Stowe, and urging other members of the mob to assist her
in stopping the arrest.

Four minutes into the video she was also arrested. She also resisted. “Why y’all
doing this?” she shouted as cops wrestled her to the ground.

It’s what they do, Sheniqua.

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: Brooklyn Mob Against the Cops
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December 2012 in Chicago, Jamaal Moore and four other black people were
suspected of a truck hijacking on the city’s south side.

The victim told police five black men pulled a gun, robbed him, then fled in a
silver SUV.

Minutes later, police spotted Moore and his friends in the silver SUV. After a
high speed chase, the car crashed. Four of the men ran away. After a struggle,
a policewoman shot Moore two times, killing him.

Hundreds of black people quickly showed up at the scene, yelling profanities at
the police and complaining of police brutality. They threw “bottles, bricks and
rocks,” said the Chicago Tribune.26

Several days after the riot, Revolution News reported that a flyer urging more
violent action against the police was distributed in Chicago neighborhoods.

SCAN ME!

VIDEO: “F*ck the Police”

Moore had a long history of trouble with the law, including a 2006 arrest and
conviction for armed robbery, but Revolution News claims that Jamaal had “put
aside all of his youthful habits and was getting things together so he could take
care of his 4-month-old son.”27 They said that when Jamaal’s mother asked the
police what was going on, one cop told her “Another n*gger dead.”28

“This, in a nutshell, is the racist and genocidal program these enforcers carry
out for the system. The cops taunted the crowd with this shit and the people
erupted with righteous anger right in the cops’ faces. People were shouting,
“We’re tired of this. We’re tired of them shooting down our kids.” And “fuck
the police!” In the face of the guns and clubs, the people defiantly fought back.29

Yes, people still talk like that.

Despite the dozens of cell phone cameras capturing the action, not one captured
a recording of police using racial epithets.

Nevertheless, Revolution News said Moore was really a victim, not the violent
predator police would have us believe he is.

“It is the workings of the capitalist-imperialist SYSTEM that produces killer
cops and the mass incarceration of a whole generation of Black and Latino
youth—over 2.4 million in prison,” said the paper. “We need a revolution to
end once and for all the brutal, vicious oppression of Black people…”30

Sheniqua wanted an explanation. There it is.
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COPS

Here is your law enforcement and media question of the day: Was the TV show
COPS real or BS?

It might have been real incidents, but it wasn’t really all that real. They edited
the episodes to make it appear as if black people were committing fewer crimes.
That is what the show creator John Langley said in a 2009 interview in response
to people who were unhappy his long-running reality show, COPS, was showing
too many black people getting arrested.

“What irritates me sometimes is critics still watch something and say, ‘Oh look,
they misrepresent people of color.’ That’s absolutely not true,” said Langley,
the show’s producer, in 2009.

To the contrary, “I show more white people than statistically what the truth
is in terms of street crime. If you look at the prisons it’s 60-something percent
people of color and 30-something percent white people. If you look at COPS
it’s 60 percent white and 40 percent other. It’s just the reverse. And I do that
intentionally, because I do not want to contribute to negative stereotypes.”31

It might be good to read that last one over again.

The folks at the Color of Change want more. They want COPS off the air. You
remember the Color of Change, right? They are the group that was supposed
to unify the conflicting agendas of the black and environmental wings of the
Democratic Party.

It was started by the now infamous Van Jones prior to his brief tenure in the
Obama White House.

Despite Langley’s best efforts to “color” the news, the Color of Change is not
satisfied:

Media hound dogs at Color of Change say shows like COPS “over-represent
whites as police officers and under-represent Blacks and Latinos as authority
figures, while also under-representing whites and over-representing people of
color as criminals.”32

Changing the image will change the reality of black crime, they say.

Taleeb Starkes says in his new book, The Uncivil War, that Color of Change has
it backwards. If the reality of black crime changes, so will the perception. But
changing the reality must come first. And that is not a particularly pleasant
picture.33

“Color of Change is asking us one question,” says Starkes. “Who are we going
to believe? Them? Or those lying videotapes we see on COPS?” Starkes says.
“For people who do not like what they see on the show COPS, I have a better
idea: Don’t do the crime if you can’t do the time.”

Starkes wrote about Langley in his new book:
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As long as a Black subculture continues to commit disproportionate amounts
of crime, they will always have starring roles on crime-based reality shows;
especially those based on violent crime or told from law enforcement’s vantage
point.

Naturally, Black apologists believe that these shows perpetuate stereotypes,
however, the cancellation of these shows still won’t cancel the statistical reality
that Blacks are to violent crime what Mickey Mouse is to Disney World.

These shows don’t contribute to negative stereotypes … an African-American
subculture does.34

Starkes says part of the problem is the result of black people blaming high rates
of violent crime and high incarceration rates on racism instead of a streak of
dysfunctional behavior that permeates black subculture.

“And this Color of Change crowd are the leaders in this intellectual hoax. Black
crime is the elephant in the room in this country,” said Starkes. “Every day we
talk about black caucuses, black teachers unions, black officers groups, the Na-
tional Association for the Advancement of Colored People, and other race-based
notions. But to talk about black crime is somehow racist. So it gets worse.

“And now we learn that the producers of COPS have been intentionally dis-
torting their program to misrepresent the racial makeup of people who commit
crime in America by underreporting black crime? Maybe Color of Change is
right but for the wrong reason.”

DENY THAT.

END

APPENDIX
FIND YOUR OWN RACE RIOTS

When I first started writing about racial violence and its denial, I got most of
my leads from the newspapers. Just scanning, keeping my eyes open. Some
checked out. Some did not.

Then I set up some Google news alerts. But I had to use the euphemisms the
reporters use, like “unruly teens” to get my leads. Some checked out. Some did
not.

Then readers got into the act, sending me stories about large-scale black mob
violence all over the country. Some e-mailed me. Some sent me tweets. Some
messaged me on Facebook. Some made old-fashioned phone calls. Some checked
out. Some did not.
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In March of 2013 the floodgates opened. I added a new term to my Google
Alerts and immediately wondered how I would ever find time to check out all
the new stories. I did.

It turns out “large fights” is the newest euphemism for black mob violence. (I
hope you add it to your Google Alerts and keep me posted about what is going
on in your neck of the woods.)

For a one-month period, from March to April 2013, I found racial violence
busting out all over: Philadelphia, Chicago, Utica, Jacksonville, St. Louis,
Wilmington (Delaware), Grand Rapids, Peoria, Newark, Boston, and Brooklyn.

Police often say they are baffled. Others say it is a regular meteorological event:
“large crowds and fights are not uncommon in the city in the warm weather,”
said the ABC affiliate in Philadelphia.1

In April 2013 in Philadelphia two hundred black people on the streets of the
downtown financial district were fighting, vandalizing, rampaging, refusing to
disburse, and tossing bottles at police. It began at 4 p.m. and took police
ninety minutes to restore order.

At the epicenter of the violence, a Wendy’s employee said no one was surprised.
“It usually happens when the weather breaks,” Lakia Garrick told the local Fox
affiliate. “They come in here and go crazy. It was really expected.”2

Fourteen black people were arrested and charged with misdemeanors.

The riot came less than a month after the political and media establishment of
Philadelphia rose up in outrage at an article in Philadelphia Magazine called
“Being White in Philly.”

The article documented how racial violence was an everyday fact of life in the
City of Brotherly Love, and how most white people were afraid to talk about
it, because they were afraid of being called a racist.

Or as the Philadelphia Inquirer put it: The article was seen as “dwelling on
negative experiences that whites had with blacks that often fit into racial stereo-
types.”

I love that line.

Mayor Nutter asked the city’s Human Relations Commission to investigate the
author and the magazine.

Perhaps they could call Brandon Jones as a witness. Jones is the guy Temple
University hired to get to the bottom of these large scale violent events in
Philadelphia in 2011. He explained the widespread black mob violence in the
area to Diverse Issues in Higher Education: “he understands the high energy
level of youths and the need ‘to blow off some steam.’ ”3

Meanwhile, the television stations in Philadelphia are being extra vigilant to
ban from their message boards any Philadelphia Magazine-style comments at-
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tributing the violence to race. That is why George says his comments were
removed from the ABC news site:
I am honored that the uneducated censor that monitors this board removed my
previous post. Since when is it against ‘Posting Policy’ to request people not
jump to conclusions when there is a large fight in the city? Tsk Tsk, honesty
certainly is not anything you are acquainted with. You must be a Philly School
graduate. Anyway, I grew up in the city & there were MANY HOT days &
nights and we NEVER started or were involved in fights with 200 people or 10
people. I imagine in the words of Michael Vick, ‘It is a cultural thing’.
Glenn noticed the same thing: “They wiped out pretty much the whole first
wave of comments. No grace for stating the obvious.”
The rest of the country has been busy as well.
In St. Louis, sixty-five hours before the Philly financial district melee, police
responded to reports of a mob of one to two hundred black people fighting and
shooting guns at Leclede’s Landing, near the famous arch. Police refused to
release an incident report on the violence, other than to say they thought it was
a flash mob.
One man was shot. He was also the only one arrested after police found mari-
juana in his clothing at the hospital.4

Kevin McBryan, told KSDK-TV news that racial violence in St. Louis is not
hard to document: “I witnessed ‘flash mobs’ running thru VP fairs sucker punch-
ing white people on 3 different occasions.” The VP Fair is an annual St. Louis
celebration held in the same area commemorating the “Veiled Prophet.”5

One week later it happened again. Same kind of crowd, but this time it hap-
pened in downtown St. Louis. The local Fox affiliate reported twenty-four
people were arrested for the usual rampaging, fighting, vandalism, and lawless-
ness.
Curiously, the local reporter assured her viewers that people downtown were
still “enjoying what this city has to offer” as they watched police haul members
of the black mob away in “paddy” wagons.6

Anyone want to play the racial grievance game? Now would be a good time for
you to get in on it. Just look up the meaning of “paddy wagon.” See you down
at the Human Relations Commission.
Let’s move to Utica, New York. On April 7 more than one hundred black
people were having a “riot.” Officers described the scene as “very chaotic with
numerous fights breaking out,” said the local NBC affiliate. “Police say they
were greatly outnumbered.” Six black people were arrested.7

A few hours before the Utica rioting, police had to fire pepper spray at “groups
of people fighting in the East Bluff neighborhood in south Peoria, just minutes
before a double shooting left one person dead.” All of the people were black.
No one was arrested.8
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A few hours before that a mob of at least 15 black people attacked a man walking
home from the grocery store in Jacksonville, Florida. Two Good Samaritans who
came to his assistance saved him from further harm as the mob scattered at their
approach.9

First Coast News was the only local media outlet to report the attack. Sev-
eral residents of Jacksonville wondered about the news blackout: “Have heard
nothing about it here,” said one reader replying to a WND account of the mob
violence. “I will ask the TV channels and the newspaper what gives?”

If you find out, let me know.

Just a few days before the Good Samaritans saved the man in Florida, a mob of
more than one hundred black people were fighting in the streets in Wilmington,
Delaware. One person was shot. Police described the action as a “large fight”
and no one seemed alarmed or thought it was anything out of the ordinary.10

I was visiting my brother at the time. He lives seven blocks away. I heard the
sirens.

A few days before that, in a suburb of Newark, New Jersey, police reported the
latest in a series of violent robberies targeting Hispanic day laborers. NJ.com
reported a man had “been robbed by a group of six African-American males.”11

In Chicago, one week before that, five hundred black people rampaged through
the upscale shopping district known as the Magnificent Mile. They destroyed
property, assaulted at least one police officer, and sent one other person to the
hospital with injuries.

Local media referred to members of the violent mob as “mischievous teens.”
And Chicago Sun-Times columnist Mary Mitchell suggested the rioters should
lose their Facebook pages as punishment.

Chicago Alderman Emma Mitts told the Chicago Sun-Times that we are way
past that. “They’re taking over the streets. They’re taking over the restaurants.”
Mitts said it’s not only happening in downtown, but also in other Chicago
neighborhoods. “They dance all over the street [and] in the restaurants, and
they’re stopping traffic.”12

Mitts and other aldermen want to make sure the parents get counseling.

In the Boston area, two weeks before the Magnificent Mile rampage, a group of
fifteen to thirty black people surrounded a bus at 1:15 a.m. and attacked the
driver. “It is unclear what prompted the assault,” dutifully reported Metro.us.13

The night before that, in New York, demonstrations protesting a police shooting
turned violent. Dozens of black people looted a Brooklyn drug store.14

And did I mention the “large fights” in Louisiana, South Carolina, Ohio, and,
again, New Jersey? All in the same month?

More and more local news sites are allowing fewer and fewer comments from
readers about the racial violence. Some shut down the comments altogether
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when the topic is race. Others purge comments frequently.

But where the topic is discussed, it attracts a lot of people who want to know why
the local media refuses to report it. In Philadelphia, Ron Bockman suggested
a better headline for the CBS story: “Correct headline, Large Disturbance Of
Black Teens Gathers In Center City Philadelphia.”15

The comments were soon removed. The actions remain.
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